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1. Overview

The Problem

As the ongoing political and economic transition in the Central and Eastern Europe countries (CEE)
moves into the new century, the most advanced countries in the region are preparing to deal with their
prospective entry into the European Union. More a process than an event, joining the EU is likely to
place heightened demands on public administrations throughout the region. Indeed, in the past, the
multiple phases of EU accession-prenegotiation, negotiation, and membership-have called for
strong administrative capacity on the part of acceding governments. Harmonization and enforcement
of European Community (EC) legislation and policies, competency in representing national interests
before the EC, and ability to access financial assistance to raise country performance to attain EU
standards all depend on a high level of performance over a range of government functions. Moreover,
the latest enlargement poses administrative challenges beyond those faced by earlier joiners. The
union that CEE countries seek to enter is a "moving target," with present and future requirements still
being debated for a number of policy realms. CEE countries' own administrative capacity is weaker
than most prior acceders, due in large part to the need to break radically with incentive systems and
human resource (HR) policies of the communist period, now inadequate to the emergent systems of
market capitalism and democracy.

Curiously little of a concrete nature has been specified as to what the likely public admninistration
burden of accession will be. Agenda 2000 lays out the membership eligibility criteria identified by the
1993 Copenhagen summit.'The ability to assume obligations of membership, including adherence to
the aims of political, economnic, and monetary union, was key among these criteria. This ability was
construed as both the capacity to adopt the legal framework of the Acquis Communautaire and the
administrative and judicial capacity to apply it. The administrative capacity requirement was further
reinforced by the avis or opinions prepared by the European Commission on each country's
application for membership which identified the need to strengthen government institutional
capabilities and to accelerate public administration reforms as an implicit condition of accession. But
the precise meaning of this requirement for each case must be derived on a specific basis. A growing
body of literature seeks to define in broad terrns which public administration capacities will be
needed. In general, this literature identifies two types of necessary administrative strengthening. The
first involves building the explicit management requirements of accession process itself and the direct

1
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membership responsibilities countries will have to assume in the future. The other is more diffuse but
no less pressing in the collective mind of the European Commission and the Union: the enhancement
of a government' stability to function with roughly equivalent competence and neutrality with current
EU member state public administrations.

This study seeks to clarify and concretize the real administrative requirements of accession for
selected CEE countries. Throughout this study, we try to determine the level of performance countries
will need to attain on a range of administrative tasks in order to reach a minimal threshold for EU

membership, and each country's state of administrative readiness for accession is diagnosed in light
of the standards we apply. The purpose of the study is to help countries specify targets in order to
attain the level of administrative development necessary both for EU accession and global
competitiveness. It also tries to identify the critical path of actions and policies which governments
will need to implement in order to reach these standards of intemational good practice, and, where
possible, to highlight areas where outside assistance and advice might be useful.

This undertaking was thus largely motivated by the increasing realization-by the European
Commission, by pre-accession governments themselves, and by the World Bank-that the process of
EU accession would continue to place enormous burden on public administrations as entering
countries moved toward membership. But our effort to give shape to accession's administrative
requirements uses a broader construct of administrative standards than those expressly linked to EU
exigencies. Indeed, we presume that strong public administration capacity is vital to any transition
country seeking a competitive position in the global economy. Therefore, the study tries to assess
current administrative capacity and to project future requirements not just for EU accession but for
the longer-term transition agenda as well; we pose the more fundamental query, "what threshold do
CEE governments need to reach to qualify as a modern, competitive public administration on a global
basis?" We suggest that the proper reference point for this larger question must include a wider range
of OECD countries, including non-EU members.

In the context of EU accession, our focus is on three critical areas of administrative performance.
First, how advanced is the development of a politically neutral, professionalized human resource
cadre in the civil service? (For example, is there a legal and institutional framework for the civil
service, are staff recruited, promoted and paid on the basis of merit, and is there a clear separation of
political and civil service positions?) Second, for public administration tasks more broadly, do
countries have the necessary institutional infrastructure at the center of government (that is, at the
cabinet level) to formnulate and coordinate policymaking in an efficient and consultative manner? (For
example, are policy decisions well prepared technically, turned around quickly, and do they take
adequate account of sectoral or intersectoral considerations?) Third, on the specific front of EU
integration, how well are the dedicated institutional structures and processes established to shepherd

countries through the accession process working? (For example, do they have sufficient resources,
good staff, and adequate mechanisms to get feedback from and disseminate information to line
ministries working on accession issues?)

2
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The Approach

Case Studies
This study explores the issues outlined above in several ways. First, in-depth case studies were carried

out in three pre-accession countries: Estonia, Hungary, and the Czech Republic. Civil service human

resource development, center-of-government policy capacity, and EU accession management were

examined in each case. Analysis based on review of documentation and extensive interviews with
country experts and officials provides the basis for the case studies of this report.

Evaluation Matrix
In addition, we developed an analytic framework to assess administrative capacity and performance

on the study's three focal areas. Using international best practice as a reference, a performance matrix
framework was developed to provide a more specific assessment of progress on these types of

institutional reforms than has perhaps been available to countries previously. The basic logic of the

framework was to identify the essential-that is, the minimal--characteristics of advanced
administrations, to highlight the nature of the criteria by which the presence or absence of these
characteristics could be determined, and to specify a range of particular "performance" indicators that

could show the degree to which the characteristic, in fact, obtained in a particular case. In principle,

the application of these indicators to the same characteristics across country cases provides an

objective way to track countries' relative progress on administrative development. In addition, a

clearer picture of the distance each government would need to travel to reach advanced country
standards should emerge, along with a more precise prescription for the steps to be taken to reach the

desired status.
This methodology is still a work in progress. It has undergone a series of revisions and

refinements and has been tested in close partnership with country counterparts who have, so far,

played a major role in evaluating their own progress on public administration development. Because

CEE countries are, understandably, mainly interested in administrative practice prevailing among
current EU members, we tried to analyze the common features of EU country administrations to

establish a standard for acceding governments. An effort was made to distill these standards without

prescribing any particular administrative model, however. Indeed, European countries vary

enormously in terms of management structures and approaches. But, to repeat an earlier point, a
conscious decision was made not to confine the "rabbit" which countries need to "chase" to Europe

Given the global revolution now occurring in international public management, it is important that

CEE countries remain open to ideas and practices being utilized in non-European countries.

Therefore, models as far-reaching as New Zealand, Japan and the United States were incorporated

into the normative "bar" established for CEE countries. We discussed and tested these consensual

standards with public administration experts from a range of OECD countries. Despite a high degree

of variance among countries, there were some common bottom line assumptions: basic levels of

3
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probity, political neutrality, professionalism and transparency, competitiveness, and accountability
were present in all models we looked at. The intention was to produce a systematic but flexible
definition of international good practice toward which CEE countries could strive.

Figure 1.1 shows a template for the performance matrix used in the study. Completed matrices for
each country are found in individual case study reports. The three administrative issue areas alluded
to earlier (Human Resource Development for the Civil Service, Policy Capacity at the Center-of-
Government, and EU Accession Management) are further categorized into specific dimensions or
objectives that are associated with well-performing, advanced country public administrations. For
example, all modem civil services are governed by a legal and ethical framework. Our matrix
identifies the attributes-the "desirable characteristics"-that define a reasonably advanced state of
development on this dimension. For example, advanced governments are generally answerable to
legal frameworks ensuring the impartial treatment of citizens by civil servants. One criterion by
which to assess whether a given country's government possesses this trait is the existence of citizen
access a means of redressing public grievances against a civil service ruling. One possible indicator
(among others) of such access would be a statute providing for the establishment of an ombudsman
empowered to hear citizens' complaints and resolve them independently of the civil service.

Another example of international good practice that characterizes advanced country
administrations is the existence of merit-based personnel practices. One criterion to determine
whether merit can be said to be a driving force in a government's human resource practice would be
the degree to which staff are recruited openly, objectively, and fairly on the basis of qualifications-
that is, merit. There are various performance indicators of open competition in hiring that might prove
governments are recruiting meritocratically rather than ascriptively. Advertising posts externally,
subjecting new hires to objective examination, or setting up interview procedures with internal checks

Figure 1. I Performance Matrix Template

Performance
Good Indicators and

Practice Benchmark Evaluation Action Technical
Ref Criteria Score Information Summary Required Assistance

X. Objective

Score:

Desirable characteristics

4
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on fairness and multiple levels of review are several possible indicators for recruitment by merit. This

framework of desirable characteristics, good practice criteria, and performance indicators has been

developed for the range of administrative capacities analyzed in this study.
For some indicators (such as a percentage of new staff recruited through advertisement), a

numerical quotient might suggest better or worse performance. For others (such as legal provision for

an ombudsman), an affirmative or negative assessment would be more appropriate. Performance
indicators were field tested throughout the three case studies. Some indicators originally devised to

show performance on matrix criteria proved unusable because their presence was unsubstantiated in

countries visited. Nonetheless, we think these indicators remain robust, and they are presented in

annex 1.1 to suggest additional, even optimal, ways in which administrative capacity might be

assessed, data permitting. They may also point countries toward more systematic collection of

information to produce more resilient findings for future evaluations. Some performance indicators
are expressly linked to prevailing EU norms. These have not yet been systematically integrated into

the matrices, but compiled information about EU norms does appear in annex 1.2.
Judgments were reached on individual country assessments for each criterion in the matrix. These

judgments reflect a team approach. Bank staff and country officials assessed performance
individually and jointly, reaching a consensus on each variable. Each criterion was then assigned a

numerical score between 0 and 5. Figure 1.2 shows the scoring template for public administration

development.
Scores range from "O" which indicates unfavorable conditions for action to "5," indicating

conformity with international good practice standards. Numerical scores were developed on the basis
of the subjective but expert, qualitative judgment of the World Bank teams, in close consultation with
national counterparts. As figure 1.2 conveys, conclusions were based both on actions taken and on an
overall assessment by team members of three underlying variables. One variable was the level of

country understanding of the issues and types of reforms or actions needed. We assume that

acknowledgement of the importance of an administrative development issue is a prerequisite to
action. Government commitment levels and indications that country officials were serious about

undertaking reform were also considered in the overall analysis. Finally, capacity to undertake
necessary actions was viewed as critical to the ability of governments to move the public

administration agenda forward. While no formal assessment was made on understanding,

commitment, or capacity, these variables clearly informed the evaluation process.
While some readers may feel impelled to focus on the numerical ratings, we strongly urge

attention to the additional matrix categories "action required" and "technical assistance." These

columns contain recommendations about needed reforms and, based on initial field analysis of

existing capabilities and resources, suggest the types of external technical assistance that would

support the required measures. These recommendations are intended to guide country programs and

international efforts to build public administration capacity. In addition, annex 1.3 draws together the

technical assistance findings into a programmatic framework for future international aid.

5
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Figure 1.2 Scoring Matrix for Public Administration Development

EU Accession
Managem ent

Policy Form ulation and
Coordination Capacity

Civil Service Human
Resource Management

0 1 2 3 4 5

Unfavorable No Some basis Some action Positive action Conforms to
conditions action for action taken; taken; small international
for action taken exists significant development best practice

development still required standards
still required

Understanding; Commitment; Capacity

Findings

Detailed assessments of country progress on public administration development are provided in the
case studies attached to this report. These case chapters also contain the country-specific evaluation
matrices that include both observations and scores for the three areas of administrative development.

civil service human resource management, center-of-government policy capacity, and EU
accession management. In this overview, we try to draw together some of these findings, analyzing
country experiences on a comparative basis and outlining some broad trends in administrative
development for the region in the EU accession context.

6
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An overview of CEE public administration development suggests that significant forward

movement has taken place during the transition period. From earlier analyses, we know that

governments throughout the region have undertaken significant reforms of the state, redefining

spheres of activity and employment for different levels and branches of government, reorienting state

activities toward "steering" rather than "rowing," and starting the process of creating new rules and
incentives for public service, taking into account the role of citizens and the requirements of the
market economy. We also know that the previous era(s) left considerable institutional overhang, and

the creation of new government institutions has moved more hesitantly than might have been
expected at the beginning of the transition.2 Nonetheless, a broad-brush view of recent administrative
development in the region reveals real progress on several fronts. First, there have been credible

efforts to delineate the basic legal and institutional foundation for a professional, depoliticized civil
service. Various formal restrictions on political appointments and activities are now in place, and they

have helped constrain partiality. Victories have also been won in maintaining affordable employment
levels for general government, at times through the imposition of downsizing measures to keep public
service rolls in check. Such measures have themselves led to further rationalization and functional
reinvention of government institutions. There has also been success in creating effective policy-
making structures and processes within core government, gradually replacing or revising Communist-
era decision mechanisms at both the cabinet and ministry level. Finally, there have been achievements

in mounting an institutional apparatus dedicated to managing European integration, a priority for
many countries in the region.

This study's findings reinforce the impression from previous analyses, however, that
administrative development in Central and Eastern Europe, has been incipient or intermittent. Even
when basic principles of modern administration have been established, they have often not been
followed up by institutional and behavioral support to ensure sustainable, systematic change.
Considerable distance still needs to be traveled to achieve sound international practice.

The overall matrix scores shown in figures 1.3 and 1.4 convey, in brief, this picture of limited
progress on reform. Performance ratings are aggregated for Estonia, Hungary, and the Czech
Republic on the critical administrative capacities of civil service human resource management,
center-of-government policy capacity, and EU accession management. As a whole, performance on
setting up effective policymaking mechanisms has been more evenly achieved for the three countries
than the other administrative development tasks. Clearly, Hungary has had the most success in this
area. There is also some correlation between the general development of good policy mechanisms in
Hungary and its very effective performance on EU accession management (outperforming Estonia
and the Czech Republic). However, this success may well have come at the expense of civil service
human resource development.
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Figure 1.3 Comparative Public Administration Development
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Figure 1.4 Country Public Administration Development
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Similarly in Estonia, there have apparently been synergies between the development of effective
policy-making mechanisms at the center of government and efforts to build a robust set of EU-

dedicated institutions. Here again, attention may have been diverted from issues of civil service
human resource management, which has shown less consistent progress; and where the Czech
Republic fared reasonably well on the EU management questions, ratings on the other dimensions
suggest difficulties with civil service human resource development. Development of a well-
performing policy machine at the Czech center-of-government also faces obstacles.
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Figures 1.5 through 1.7 show a more disaggregated, nuanced evaluation for each country,

highlighting strengths and weaknesses within each category. Below we briefly explore a few of the
issues underlying some of these assessments.

Figure 1.5 Hungary: Public Administration Development
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Figure 1.6 Estonia: Public Administration Development
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Figure 1.7 Czech Republic: Public Administration Development
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Civil Service Human Resource Management
This study identified civil service human resource management as a critical issue for public
administration development in the EU accession context. The degree to which civil servants are able
to perform their duties to meet current member standards will determine how successfully they
integrate into the EU system. Moreover, for some EU-specific tasks including negotiation and
representation, specially skilled personnel will need to be diverted from ongoing civil service
responsibilities, depleting the already scarce ranks of qualified staff in the administration. Only
countries that have taken steps to professionalize their civil services will be able to meet this
challenge. Competent, professional civil services are required to formulate and implement the full
range of government programs associated with the final phases of the transition into the global
economy.

We examined the legal and ethical framework for civil service development, asking a number of
questions. For example, was a civil service law in place that established a clear institutional
framework for civil service management, ethical and professional oversight, and a neutral civil
service career cadre? Were subsidiary codes and regulations, such as codes of ethics or compensation
regulations, in place, with procedures for enforcement and appeal?

The institutional framework for civil service management was also a focus for this study. Were
clear lines of responsibility and empowerment established for leadership and management of the civil
service, and were these institutions well resourced and staffed? The study also examined issues of
establishment management and financial incentives for the civil service. The composition and volume
of civil and public service employment was assessed in the context of international norms. Country
capacity for forward staff planning and for wage bill management was reviewed, and remuneration
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practices were analyzed in light of the need to attract and retain particular skills and professional
profiles for the post-communist civil service.

Human resource policies and practices for the civil service were also analyzed, with careful
attention to the degree to which merit- and rule-based practices governed basic personnel functions,
including recruitment, promotion, performance evaluation, and dismissal. In particular, the study tried
to assess the level of depoliticization of these practices since the communist era. The institutional
capacity for civil service training was also examined, emphasizing the need for a well-developed and
realistic government training strategy, capable training delivery institutions, and an appropriate
incentive and cost structure. We also examined business management practices and organizational
culture in the civil service. Focusing on informal behaviors, we tried to assess, for example, the
degree to which there has been an effective delegation of decision making or the degree to which
timeliness and accessibility of service to the public has improved.

On close examination, the legal frameworks for the civil services appeared to be inadequate to
support a sustained program of administrative modernization. Civil service acts were in place in
Hungary and Estonia, but they were overly detailed, locking in inappropriate incentives, and based
rewards on seniority rather than performance. Sometimes, they contained inherent contradictions, and
on a series of important matters, such as ethics guidelines, provided only vague directives. Civil
service acts required supplemental legislation or regulation to support implementation of practical
reforms, but simple manuals outlining revised procedures have so far have been lacking. In addition,
implementation of new legislation was hampered by the inexperience of central level staff in modern
human resource management. In Hungary, trained human resource staff in the Civil Service
Department numbered below twenty and in Estonia, below ten. At the departmental or ministerial
level, modern human resource management skills were rarer. Effective supervision and enforcement
of new human resource practice established by law was thus virtiially nonexistent. Circumstances in
the Czech Republic were even worse. An overarching civil service enabling law was still pending,
with little consensus emerging among disparate political or bureaucratic interests about what the
proper provisions of such legislation should be. Lacking committed and capable leadership to craft a
sound legislative framework and champion its passage through government and parliament, the Czech
government lags behind other countries in the region in progress toward a modern, professional civil
service founded in law.

The study also found that institutional arrangements for civil service management and oversight
were not yet fully effective. The problems differ among the three countries, but the net effects are
similar. In Estonia, a supra-ministerial organ, the State Chancellery, leads civil service management
and policy, but has poor resources and inadequate support. In the Czech Republic, the responsibilities
resting in the Ministry of Interior are underpowered politically and lack staff with the adequate
background and capacity to lead needed reforms. In Hungary, there is a long-standing split between
the overextended Ministry of Interior, responsible for some aspects of civil service and local
government management, and the Commissioner for Public Administration in the Office of the Prime
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Minister, charged with a range of public administration tasks. This split has crippled efforts at second-

generation reforms to follow up on early civil service reform initiatives.
In addition, institutional checks to ensure administrative accountability and transparency-an

indispensable component of an advanced administrative system-have not been established in any of

the countries examined. Effective organs for civil service oversight and appeal are not firmly in place.
In Hungary, appeals are handled through the judicial system, but recourse is cumbersome and usage is
low. Informal mechanisms are the only avenue for grievance resolution in the Czech Republic; and in
Estonia, a legal chancellor provides ombudsman functions for government agencies but not for

individuals.
Civil service remuneration and employment policies have been reasonably well addressed from a

macro-management perspective (although individual incentive arrangements may be hindering staff
development prospects). For example, wage bill management in the countries studied is under
control. Figure 1.8 shows that wage bills for the three countries analyzed are within the OECD range.
All are carefully monitored by the respective ministries of finance.

Figure 1.8 Central Government Wage Bill as Percent of GDP
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Source: An International Statistical Survey of Government Employment and Wages, World Bank, 1997. IMF (Czech
Republic) World Bank (Estonia).

But pay policies are not providing adequate incentives to attract and retain needed skills. In the
three cases, civil service pay is compressed and noncompetitive. Figure 1.9 shows compression ratios
for Hungary, Estonia, and the Czech Republic. The latter's official pay scale is the steepest, with a
still very compressed ratio of 4.4:1.
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Pay compression is somewhat mnitigated by high levels of nontransparent remuneration as part of
overall earnings (see figure 1.10), but the proliferation of such allowances, bonuses, and non-wage
benefits is largely disconnected from rewards for performance or skills. This creates a web of
perverse incentives and entrenched interests that could be difficult to dismantle. Neither do these
opaque and constrained remuneration conditions fare well in comparison to alternative labor markets.

Figure 1.11 shows a comparison of civil service and enterprise pay in Hungary, for example.
While civil service department heads receive slightly higher remuneration than their private sector
counterparts, the pay discrepancy on average for professional grade civil servants in comparison with
private sector salaries is about 10 percent. In Estonia and the Czech Republic, senior managers
reportedly make five to six times more in the private sector than in government service.

Many suspect that these remuneration policies are resulting in a loss of qualified staff at the most
senior levels. Unfortunately, reliable data on government-wide staff turnover could not be obtained
for any of the countries to confirm this. But estimates based on individual ministry reports suggest
that turnover ranges from just under 7 to 11 percent (see figure 1.12).

Figure 1.9 Compression Ratios (basic wages)
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Figure 1. I0 Percentage of Earnings in the Form of Allowances/Supplements
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Figure I. I I Civil Service vs. Enterprise Pay in Hungary (monthly wage in '000 forints)
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Figure 1 .12 Estimated Staff Turnover
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These figures are high by international attrition standards (which tend to be under five percent per
annum), and may reflect an unacceptable drain of scarce skills to alternative, better-paying labor
markets. On the other hand, some observers suggest that higher levels of attrition are to be expected
and are even desirable in countries where profound renovation of civil service cadres is sought. In any
case, CEE governments do not appear to have a policy to handle this problem. While aggregate
staffing numbers do appear to be under control for the countries studied, conforming to OECD norms
(see figure 1.13), forward staff planning to anticipate future skills requirements and to support
governments' recruitment, and allocation strategies are not being carried out for the civil service in
any of these countries. Adjustments or rationalization of functions or sectors may therefore be
needed.

This study found that the development of merit-based practices, the bulwark of a modern and
professional civil service, was at best embryonic in the countries analyzed. A generalized finding was
that even where formal provisions for merit-based recruitment and promotion existed, they were
inconsistently applied. Open, competitive recruitment that relied on external advertisements was
utilized in all three cases, but it was not uniformly required. Within countries, recruitment practices
varied significantly from one agency to another. Open competition appeared to be more widely used
for more senior, nonpolitical appointments. Estonia's civil service law requires advertisements only
for management-grade posts, for example. State Chancellery and State Audit Office appointments,
largely political, are exempt, however.
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Figure 1 .13 Government Employment as Percent of Population
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Promotion procedures were still less uniform across agencies. Hungary's civil service law
provides only for automatic advancement, though subsequent regulations have provided some
enhanced managerial discretion to move high performers more rapidly up the bureaucratic ladder.
Estonia's civil service law provides partial stipulations for promotion policy, but this is currently
under revision.

Those staff movements that do occur tend to take place on a vertical rather than horizontal basis.
The legacy of semi-independent, sector-based ministries reinforces agency staff isolation, reducing
possibilities for cross-organ rotation. This "stove-piping" is reinforced by poor system-wide
communication among central civil service human resource departments. While cross-government
mobility is not a feature of all advanced country systems (the United States, New Zealand, and Japan

have little system-wide rotation), the human resource scarcities in the CEE countries argue for staff

allocation that optimizes the use and rotation of scarce professional and managerial talents on a

pooled basis, as practiced by various EU member states. The additional human resource requirements
associated with the specialized demands of EU accession and membership further justify serious

attention to this option.
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The potential application of meritocratic practice in recruitment and promotion is undermined by

the lack of performance appraisal systems in CEE governments. There are some formal performance
appraisal provisions on the books in Hungary and Estonia. Hungary's system requires an appraisal

every five years, but the manner of appraisal has not changed since the communist period, and the
requirement is not enforced. In Estonia, performance appraisal is required every three years or for
promotion, but this rule is not consistently enforced. With no formal requirements in the Czech
Republic, only individual ministries with an interest in modern human resource management (the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs under a recent minister, for example) have introduced performance
appraisal as part of their personnel practices. But there is no permanent institutionalization of these
approaches.

The link between civil service training and modern human resource management has not been
clearly forged in the CEE countries studied. None had yet developed a national training strategy in the
context of a larger civil service development policy, although development of such a plan was
underway in Hungary and the Czech Republic. The links between national civil service training and
the EU staff development requirements were more tenuous still. Training for EU-related tasks was
construed narrowly, and only Estonia was developing a more comprehensive approach to determine
future training needs for EU human resource management with line ministry input. None of the
countries has produced cost projections for likely training requirements associated broadly with EU
requirements in the context of public administration development.

Moving from highly politicized command bureaucracies with little diffusion of authority and little
pressure to respond to the public clearly requires enormous changes in organizational culture and
management practice. Pressures to meet global and regional standards of information, access, and
service compound the demand for radical shifts in bureaucratic behavior and administrative
procedures. Incipient changes have begun to take place in management culture and practices in the
countries studied, but change has been slow and the scope of reforms limited to specific functions
rather than a more generalized reform initiative.

Several types of reforms are required. One is increased devolution of decision making and
budgetary discretion to lower managerial levels. Such devolution is occurring only sparingly in the
countries examined. In Estonia, budgetary authority is not devolved below the Chancellor level, and
routine decision making remains highly centralized and time-consuming. In the Czech Republic,
budget authorization can be given at relatively low bureaucratic levels, but accountability
mechanisms remain at higher echelons. Thus, incentives to delegate are diminished.

Reforms also revolve around performance and service standards. Incremental introduction of such
standards has begun for selected functions. Passport issuance and vehicle inspection have been
singled out for Europeanization, for example. Cycle times for passport issuance in the Czech
Republic now range from four weeks to twenty-four hours, varying inversely with the fee paid for
service. In Hungary, vehicle inspection has been decentralized to authorized gasoline stations,
markedly reducing the processing time. But the focus on performance and service is mainly limited to
functions that are rapidly being standardized to European norms. Public consultation, reporting, or
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dissemination of service standards or actual performance achievements are neither required nor
implemented in the analyzed CEE countries. There is little in central government "reinvention" to
cater to "customer" or citizen demand for better service.

Policy Formulation and Coordination Capacity
Overall government capacity for policy coordination and formulation was the second key dimension
of public administration development examined in the study. A crucial requirement for meeting the
demands of EU accession and membership is that countries have an efficient system of core cabinet
decisionmaking to formulate clear, well-informed policy on EU-related matters. In addition, such a\
system is essential to effective governance on issues of more general public interest. This study
sought to assess the efficiency and effectiveness of policymaking mechanisms only for the center-of-
government-that is, the central players and institutions that feed into government decisions that
emerge from the cabinet deliberation process. With this focus, and under the pressure of resource and
time constraints, we did not examine the policy formulation and decision making behavior in sectoral
line ministries. We were concerned, however, with understanding how sectoral ministries were
consulted and incorporated into the central deliberation nexus and how intersectoral voices were
coordinated. We asked questions about three broad categories of policymaking capacity.

* How effective were the institutional arrangements for policy development, coordination, and
decision making? What structures were in place to administer the process, including, for example,
cabinet and extra-cabinet institutions, support infrastructure for the prime minister, or line
ministry liaison units?

* How well did the policy preparation and decision making processes work? Is decision making
informed by careful but timely policy preparation? Were decisions based on broad consultation
with line agencies? What was the nature of the screening process prior to cabinet deliberation?
Are cabinet meetings productive and efficient, or was the cabinet a single forced point of
passage?

. How strong was human resource capacity for center-of-government policy making? Were
various parts of the system well staffed? Is the staff appropriately trained for policy analysis?
What types of improvements are needed to raise the effectiveness of decisionmaking?

Overall, the study findings suggest that institutional arrangements for cabinet-level policy
processes function reasonably well in the three case countries, but some problems exist. Cabinet
agendas moved relatively quickly, with strong improvements in closure times from earlier periods.
Mechanisms existed in each country for screening matters put before cabinet. But reports varied on
the efficiency of these mechanisms. In Hungary, screening through the weekly meetings of the
Administrative State Secretaries did not drastically reduce the actual number of policy decisions that
ultimately were sent to the Cabinet (approximately 80 percent), but it may have increased the chance
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for faster resolution once matters were brought before the Cabinet. Indeed, our research in Hungary
confirmed that approximately 90 percent of cabinet decisions are agreed upon the first time around.

Human resource capacity is, overall, acceptable. Central secretariats that service cabinet

deliberative bodies are generally well staffed and have proven to be effective at consulting with and
coordinating diverse inputs from a wide range of line agencies and other government organs. But staff
in these units have more political prowess than skill at policy analysis or preparation. If they have

technical backgrounds, staff are more likely to be educated as lawyers, reflecting the highly legalistic
nature of policy discussion and preparation in CEE. Moreover, policy support units are weak in
forecasting and strategic planning capacity. They tend to be oriented toward short-term results,

retaining an aversion to the overly centralized planning of the communist regimes.
Beyond the core cabinet infrastructure, processes of vertical and cross-sectoral coordination are

problematic. Coordination deficiencies are reinforced by the legacy of autonomous, "stove-piped"
agencies that traditionally operated as independent branch entities with little communication with the
center or other line organs. Sectoral ministries were not traditionally involved in policy making under
the previous regime. Thus, difficulties persist in fostering a policy mentality in line ministries, and
few staff in line ministries are trained in policy formulation or evaluation techniques. Although cost-
benefit and impact assessment is formally required at various levels of program development, for
example, few people in the system, particular at the line level, are competent in these techniques.
Even more than at the central level, the dominance of "legalese" is overwhelming in line ministry
planning and policy departments. In Hungary, for example, these units are designated as "Law
Formulation Departments" and recruit lawyers rather than social scientists or management graduates.

One response to address policy coordination difficulties has been bureaucratic layering. In the
Czech Republic, for example, deputy prime ministers have been assigned policy leadership for super-
portfolios that encompass clusters of line ministries and thematic areas. Although the intention was to
aggregate and coordinate diverse sectoral ministerial interests, such super-ministers now constitute,
some suggest, an extra, cumbersome level of bureaucracy to the policy process. The fluidity and
ambiguity of reporting lines and oversight responsibilities generate an aura of uncertainty and chaos
in the policy process, further diffusing accountability.

EU Accession Management
Central to the question of EU accession preparedness is the quality of those dedicated institutions
established in national government to manage the European integration process, including all phases
of accession and membership. What kind of administrative infrastructure is in place to deal with EU
issues at the center of government, within line ministries, and through national representation
missions in Brussels and abroad? The degree to which countries are able to oversee a coherent
accession process and to address systematically national institutional requirements for membership
depends on the quality of mechanisms that are set up explicitly for European integration activities.
The study analyzed EU accession management capacity along four dimensions, We examined

questions of institutional strategy: did countries develop plans for building institutional capacity to
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meet EU requirements and how well was that strategy integrated with overall public administration
development policies? The study also analyzed the robustness of the institutional arrangements
established to deal with accession issues. The placement of European integration structures within the
system (for instance, ministerial-level committees or European integration units located in line
ministries) was examined, the level of power and autonomy afforded these structures, and their
linkages to other parts of the system within and outside government. We examined the management
processes utilized in these institutions, both in meeting EC requirements and conferring with relevant
entities at the national level. The study also focused on the human resource capacity for EU accession
management both in terms of current arrangements and potential future demands.

In general, EU accession institutions stand out from overall public administration organs in quality
and efficiency. Country choices of structures have largely been made on the basis of review of
international experience, stemming from discussion with the EC and other member countries. Some
sector-specific studies have been carried out to determine the appropriate institutional arrangements,
such as studies by Hungary's Ministry of Agriculture. Using-but adapting-the basic organizational
template provided by the EC, countries have developed effective networks of policy coordination and
have organized broad lines of consultation with technical, governmental, and non-governmental
actors. The pace of work has by and large been fast and efficient, benefiting from advanced
information technology and driven by tight deadlines originating in Brussels. Staff associated with the
dedicated EU management institutions have high status, are multilingual and have higher skills and
educational levels than general civil service staff. Remuneration levels tend to be higher, resulting
from explicit bonus programs or circumvention of standardized civil service constraints.

Their superior performance notwithstanding, EU accession management institutions display
common problems across the case countries. National strategy documents have contained consistently
weak assessments of cost and impact. Moreover, assessments of future EU staffing and training needs
have been largely absent from the strategic documents or methodologically flawed. In Hungary, for
example, there was no national survey of anticipated staffing needs. Ministerial projections of future
staffing requirements were ad hoc and unverified. In the Czech Republic and Estonia, ministries
submitted staffing requests but these were not undertaken with a consistent methodology, and they
were largely characterized by Ministry of Finance (MOF) officials as "wish lists." The lack of
forward staff analysis is more serious in light of the anticipated post-accession brain drain of skilled
personnel that many expect to occur in national EU structures, based on previous acceding country
experience. Talent may be lost to Brussels or to the private sector.

EU accession management capacity is notably greater at the central, higher levels of government
than in line mninistries (especially at lower echelons). Understanding of EU issues and overall
language, policy, and technical skills are weaker down the line than at the more visible levels of
national European integration structures. At all levels of the EU accession management institutions,
though, the excessive emphasis on formal legal stipulations is another concern. The focus on legal
harmonization and on meeting specific European Commission requirements has obscured attention to
institutional and implementation issues.
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Government officials and country nationals have placed a high priority on making sure EU

management processes work well and meet European Commission standards. Because of limited

resources, EU talent has largely been siphoned off from core public administration tasks. Continuing

demand for EU skills will further deplete professionals from the larger government administration. So

far, there has been no explicit coordination between public administration development and the EU

management agenda. In fact, these two challenges should be intricately entwined, since they cannot

succeed independently of one another. A more closely coordinated, strategic effort will be necessary

to meet the institutional and human resource requirements of both areas of reform.

Conclusions

This overview has tried to identify some of the major themes that have emerged from the assessment

of public administration development in three CEE countries-Estonia, Hungary and the Czech

Republic-and to explain the analytic framework that was the basis for the evaluation. The ultimate

objective of this framework and the overall study is to provide policy tools that can be used to track

their progress in a concrete way on these reforms. Knowing where they stand on the reform path,

governments can then develop clear timetables and action plans to undertake needed policy measures.

The framework can also help put countries in a better position to specify their needs for technical

assistance. It can help refine the terms of reference and performance objectives for assistance through

twinning arrangements that are now being put in place through the European Commission's

institution building initiative. The framework can also assist in requests for development support

sponsored by other donors, including the World Bank. Finally, this framework may provide a useful

diagnostic tool for assessing public administration capacity in other countries and other regions.

The chapters that follow contain detailed findings and recommendations for future actions. The

broad thrust of these recommendations is as follows:

1. Acceding countries should consolidate the legal and institutional framework for a professional

civil service, strengthening the provisions for merit-based practices through support for

implementation and staff training;

2. Countries should improve core government policymaking by bolstering policy skills among staff

throughout government, down to the line ministerial level, stressing cost-benefit and impact

analysis over legal expertise and reinforcing the strategic, longer-term features of policy

deliberation.
3. Countries should link EU accession institutional strategies to larger public administration

development objectives, assigning greater emphasis to future human resource requirements

associated with EU accession and paying more attention to appraising potential costs and impact.
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It is hoped that pre-accession countries will find these case study recommendations to be a useful,
pragmatic basis for building a strategic program of concrete actions to reach the levels of international
good practice prescribed in this report. Attaining these high standards of public administration will
allow CEE governments to enter the next century both as fully integrated members of Europe and as
competitive participants in the world economy.
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Annex 1. 1. Optimal Performance Indicators

Matrix 1: Evaluation of Civil Service Human Resource Management
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Al The civil service Is there a civil service law?

is governed by Are there subsidiary regulations
specific describing procedures?
legislation.

A2 The scope of the Does the law define which
civil service is categories and types of staff are
clearly defined. civil servants?

A3 There is a code Is there an adequate code of Resemble OECD published civil
of conduct or conduct or equivalent framework service codes of conduct
equivalent for civil servants?
framework that
governs the
behavior of civil
servants.

A4 The civil service Is explicit political activity Enforcement measured by
is politically prohibited by law? absence of observable political
neutral. activity / electioneering while on

duty or on governmental premises
Is there a clear distinction between
political appointees and career civil
servants?

Is the ratio of political appointees to
civil servants similar to good
practice?

E.g.: U.S., 1:394; Sweden, 1:2051;
U.K., no political appointees
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Matrix 1: Evaluation of Civil Service Human Resource Management
R'Kef Good Practice Pfrmance nicators Used and Other thnal hd c't'r

A5 There are legal Are there statements on the need to Resemble OECD published civil
provisions to disclose conflicts of interest, which service legal provisions;
ensure probity, are in accordance with good observation / sample percent
such as practice? disclosure.
requirements to
disclose
conflicts of Are conflicts of interest inspected
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should enforce
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A6 The notion of Is there an overall statement on the Observation / sample percent
merit based civil service operating on the basis posts complying with provisions
procedures of an individual's merit? (view personnel files).
established in All EU countries recognize the
law. principle of a civil service operating

on the basis of mefit.
A7 Citizens have Is there an ombudsman provided for Establishment of citizens'

access to fair in law? grievance process provided in
and transparent law.
means of
redressing
grievances with
the civil service.

A8 Open access to Is civil service policy and Disclosure policies widely
information. performance widely published? promulgated within ministries.

Do civil servants have access to
their personnel files?

Civil servants have open access to
their personnel files in the EU
countries for which information was
available.

A9 Is there a data protection act?
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B. Instituaon Framework
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clearly defined of the relevant institutions required CS law with direct reference to
institutions to to manage the civil service? assignments of functions and
develop and co- Structures vary across EU; function, reporting relationships; no
ordinate civil rather than form, is essential. significant debate on legal basis
service (CS) , or nature of CS institutional
policy . framework.

Is there a single institution to Single central institution
formulate civil service human formulates policy and establishes
resources policy? framework for CS management.

Does the single institution have Key govemment and civil society
sufficient authority to ensure actors agree on policy and
policies are adopted and complied management organs for CS.
with?

Does the single institution have
sufficient resources to ensure
policies are developed and
complied with?

Do line ministries Human
Resources Departments have
appropriate capacity in terms of
numbers of staff and skills?

B2 There is an Is there a body with the mandate to
oversight body* undertake independent decisions on
to ensure the fairness of civil service
fairness of civil policies?
service policies. Does the oversight body have
(*or bodies). sufficient authority to enforce

decisions?

Is the body governed independently Diverse high-prestige government
from civil service management and and non-government composition

_____ political institutions? of oversight body(ies).
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Does the mandate of the oversight
body cover all relevant policies?

Does the oversight body report on
its activities and outcomes?

Does the oversight body have Resources allocated to oversight
monitoring and evaluation tasks match scope of required
capacities to monitor civil service activities, and capacity to monitor
management performance? CS behavior installed.

There is evidence of effective Evidence of active operations,
institutions (such as Legislative such as public hearings, audit
Committees, Judicial Reviews, reviews, published reports.
National Audit Office) and
published reports.

C1 Numbers of Is the ratio of all public sector
civil and public employees per head of population
servants are in in line with EU member states?
line with EU range: 2.7% (Greece) to 17.4%
international (Sweden); median 7.1%; average
practice. 7.7%.
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Is the wage bill as a proportion of
government expenditure in line with
EU member states?

EU members wage bill
expenditures:

As % of goods and services. Range:
24.6% (Germany) to 82.2%
(Greece); median 67.4%; average
58.9%

As % of total expenditure. Range:
5.6% (Sweden) to 29.7%
(Portugal); median 11.2%; average
13.2%

As % of total revenue. Range: 5.7%
(Sweden) to 36.2% (Greece);
median 11.5%; average 14.9%

Are goods and services as a
proportion of government
expenditure in line with EU
member states?

EU members goods and service
expenditures as percent of total
expenditure. Range: 14.2%
(Sweden) to 96.0% (Switzerland);
median 19.1%; average 22.5%.

Is there any evidence of
overstaffing in the public sector?

Is there any evidence of shortages
of goods and materials, which are
affecting administrative
performance or service delivery?

C2 Levels of pay Is the ratio of civil service to private Private-CS comparator pay
are sufficiently sector pay in line with EU or OECD surveys show basic
competitive to norms? competitiveness.
recruit, retain Annual gross average earnings
and motivate public sector relative to private
qualified staff at sector: range: 1.02 (U.K.) to 1.64
all levels. (Portugal).

Are turnover rates comparable to
EU norms?

EU turnover rates. Range: 0.9-1.2%
(U.K. management-level staff) to
10% (Sweden).
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Is remuneration at senior levels
appropriate to skills, as indicated by
compression ratios?

EU compression ratios. Range: 4.6
(France) to 9.8 (U.K.).

C3 There is a Is the grade structure sufficient to
uniform and provide incentives to advancement
effective without introducing undue
grading complexity/non-transparency?
structure that Is there evidence of grade creep to
optilluzes circumvent salary constraints?
decision
making.

C4 The Are % of non-wage allowances and
Compensation supplements in line with OECD
system is ranges?
simple, Base salary as percent of total
monetized, remuneration in 19 OECD
transparent and countries: 100% in 9 countries; 70-
fair. 100% in 6 countries; 50-100% in 1

country; <30% in 3 countries..

Is there a system of post-based Robust, standardized pay and
establishment control? grading system operating

throughout CS; no evidence of
significant pay discrepancies
across agencies or by non-job-
related characteristics.

Are regular reports produced to
confirm accurate employment
infoiamation, and credible patters of
intake and attrition?

Is a computerized system operating
to support establishment control?

Is the establishment system Year
2000 compliant?

Are there well-defined lines of
technology and systemic lines of
communication between the
personnel department and budget
department in the Ministry of
Finance?
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Is there predictability and
containment of personnel costs in
the budget?

C5 There is a Is the construction of the pensions
pensions system system in line with best practice?
that is Desirable characteristics include:
affordable, "stable, reliable, sufficiently
effective, and flexible to adjust to economic,
fair. demographic and other changes ...

easy to understand and administer
... perceived as fair and there is a
clear relationship between
performance-as measured by
earnings-and pensions. Benefits
and costs are reasonable and
predictable." (SIGMA Policy Brief
No. 2, "Civil Service Pension
Schemes").

Is the pensions system based upon
sound actuarial practice?

Is there independent audit of the
pension fund and system?

D. Human Resourc Management Policies and Practices
Desirable characteristics
• Capacity exists to review current and projected staff resource requirements.

An appropriate personnel information ystem is in place.
o Staff selection is conducted on the basis of merit, and promotion is based on open d

transparent merit-based procedures and collecive _ dedsio -
A A performance appraisag system is in operation with Wiform objective citei across the
service, review at different managment levels, and feedback to individuaLs.

* Disciplinary procedures based on transparent princples, an institutional procedures for
judgement and appeal exist.

Dl There are Is there a national planning strategy Evidence of forward staffing plan
effective and procedure for deployment of prepared?
planning civil servants throughout the
arrangements structure?
for deployment
of civil servants.
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D2 Effective Can a system be demonstrated that Personnel information available
personnel registers basic personnel on skills, age, experience,
information information for the entire civil placement, and attrition rates?
systems are in service, containing personal
place. characteristics such as education

and skills, personnel actions,
appraisal results, training and career
history?

Are human resources practitioners Personnel staff available with
trained in the use of personnel training in staff inspection and
management information systems? forecasting methods?

Is the personnel management
information system used effectively
in decision making?

D3 Recruitment is Are all posts advertised publicly to
based upon ensure equal competition for posts?
merit. Is there a competitive process Public exam with selective

including objective assessment for success for recruitment?
recruitment?

Are job descriptions prepared and
utilized?

Is the recruitment process checked
by multiple reviewers?

Are there consistent practices across
the civil service?

D4 Performance Are performance appraisals Percent of posts currently being
evaluation is undertaken on a regular basis for all evaluated equivalent to EU
objective, staff? member country administrations
uniform, and E.g., Belgium/Germany all
focussed on employees evaluated every 1-2
performance years; Netherlands/U.K. each
improvement employee evaluated annually
and career Is there a formal unified Evidence of written appraisals for
development, performance appraisal system? last two years available for

Evidence of written appraisals for review?
last two years available for review?

EU countries' appraisals kept on
file, with open access to employees

Are categories of appraisal similar
to best practice?

Is the appraisal linked to other
human resources procedures?
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D5 Promotion is Is there a uniform process, with
open and legal basis, for making promotion
transparent, and decisions?
based upon Are the procedures open and Results of promotions published?
merit. transparent?

Is the process used consistently
across the civil service?

Is the process overseen by a third Percent of promotion decisions
party? reviewed by assessors

unconnected with the decision.
Is there recourse to appeal for Spot survey of staff views on
promotion grievances? fairness of promotion process.

D6 There are Are there common objective criteria
disciplinary for disciplinary action?
procedures Are statistics held on the number of Numbers of disciplinary cases
based upon disciplinary hearings and their where action taken; percent
transparent and outcomes? appealed; and change since
fair principles. transition.

Is there a written process for
_______________ conducting disciplinary hearings?

E. Traiig,m CarerD" e -- p-.me.M
Desirble d,ara, e is,ics
* Appropria*taia gsyste tore-skill staff prepare new xecruit3 .;r

work, with a budlget aiid clear institutional res ps blty a r alnng--k
m_~aned im ;I ' ' " " '

El There is an Is there clear responsibility for civil
appropriate service training policy?
training system
to re-skill staff
to prepare new Is there a national training policy Completed training needs
recruits and based upon training needs analysis? analysis?
develop existing Documented strategy?
staff. Is there institutional capacity for

developing training policies at
different levels?

E2 Training budgets Are there specific training budgets
are sufficient to identified in the state budget?
implement the
training policies,
within fiscal
constraints.
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Is the level of training expenditure
consistent with international
practice?

E3 Training Is there a sufficient range of public
provision is and private sector providers to
sufficient to compete for training provision?
meet the Have options been considered for
requirements of contracting out training provision?
the civil service.

Training Are there defined procedures for
evaluation is evaluating training courses?
undertaken to Does training evaluation examine
identify the relevance of training, and cost
relevance and effectiveness?

cost Are trainees utilized and well Evaluation criteria for trainees,
effectiveness of placed in the civil service upon based on benchmarks devised

training? completion of training? from wider EU experience.

Fl Decisionmaking Are budgets devolved
is placed at the decisionmakers?
lowest possible Are there clear mechanisms for
level to ensure delegating decisions and holding
effective individuals to account for their
management and performance (in terms of outputs
service delivery. and outcomes)?

F2 Service delivery Are standards published for public Are service standards as
is based upon services? published, e.g., in a citizen's
public charter?
consultation Are standards based upon public Standards in line with customer
regarding consultation? expectations as confirmed by
priorities and surveys?
standards of
service.
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Matrix 2: Evaluation of Policy Formulation and Coordination
Ref i Good Prctce Pmfram lidiawrs Used and Other Opfimpl Indiators

Criteria BenIhu nfornation

G. Institutiona Arraemeuts
Desirable charaterties
' There is a focal point within the government institutiond structre that has the politi

authority to ensure that dOns are bindag, effdet; and of bigh Wthnal quality.
G 1 There are effective Is there a constitutional provision Is there a political institution

institutional for decision making bodies? that has the authority to take
arrangements for executive decisions that are
decision nmaking. binding?

62 There are effective Is there a central entity to provide
institutional strategic and policy support for
arrangements to effective decision making?
provide strategic Does the central body have
planning and policy sufficient capacity to undertake
formulation, to strategic and policy formulation
support functions?
decisionmaking.

G3 There are effective Is there a central body for
institutional coordinating cabinet policies, and
arrangements for undertaking secretariat functions?
policy coordination. (Including on membership of

committees, drafting terms of
reference for task groups,
scheduling and prioritizing meeting
agendas, disseminating policy
decisions to concerned bodies, etc.).

Does the central secretariat have
sufficient capacity to coordinate
policy?

Are all major policies passed
through the central secretariat?

G4 There are structures Are there bodies for ensuring cross-
at all levels of sectoral policy is developed in
government to accordance with national strategy?
ensure effective Are there bodies for assessing the
policy development impact of government-wide
and coordination. policies?
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Matrix 2: Evaluation of Policy Formulation and Coordination

Are there bodies for providing Are there bodies for
policy advice for ministries and the developing policy proposals
center? on specific themes?

HI There are processes Are the procedures defined in law
for ensuring all for requiring that necessary
interested parties are consultation take place?
consulted.

H2 There are detailed Are there published procedures for
administrative submission of policies, and
procedures for allocation of actions by the
processing policies, govemnment?

Do the procedures allocate
responsibilities, deadlines and
actions?

Do the procedures ensure policies
are submitted to govemment in a
consistent format?

Do the processes help anticipate
and resolve conflicts before
government meetings?

113 There are clear Do the processes ensure full
policies for ensuring analysis of costs, benefits, risks,
effective policy implementation issues etc?
formulation and Are the processes performed by the
evaluation, central secretariat efficient?

Do procedures ensure that policies
are evaluated?
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Matrix 2: Evaluation of Policy Formulation and Coordination
: A od Gd Perfomal ncx Ilcators Used and Other Optm bltms

:u te.l . Bencahark Infeomatlon
H4 Office technology is Is best use made of office

used to automate the technology?
policy co-ordination Are there common standards of
process. software?

H5 There are published Are there published times for
standard times for policy submissions?
submission and Are there reasonable rejection rates
amendment of in terms of policies submitted?
proposals. Is there evidence of pre-meetings to

ensure swift agreement at
government meetings?

I. How= esourc Ca-padt,
Desirable cha ,-,t. :s-i.s
* .ta .are emopyed in adequate numbers there is contnuity in stafa sind. -

Xr ~ ~ Wwe w0h Veare 
* St~$~a the center possss the skflls lr ntegratingdiv epo contrib: -.ns;

'.''.-:ibth tt; tgg; aaacusiganest.

I1 Policymaking Is the staff complement of policy Percent of posts actually filled.
departments are units based upon an assessment of Evidence of having examined
sufficiently need (i.e. task analysis)? EU practice.

resourced. Is the number of staff in policy
making functions considered to be
acceptable?

Are rewards sufficient to attract and Percent of staff with higher
retain high caliber staff? degree / advanced level

training / workshops.
High level of competition for
places; regarded as a good
career move?

12 Policymaking and Are staff trained in policy
coordination staff formulation and evaluation
possess suitable techniques?
qualifications and
skills.
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Matrix 2: Evaluation of Policy Formulation and Coordination

Ref God Pract'ce . erformance Indicators Used an- Oher O im 

Have staff been selected by means Job descriptions include
of a process which tests verbal requirement for adequate level
reasoning, inter-personal and of verbal and quantitative
organizational skills? reasoning, communication,

inter-personal and report-
writing skills.

Matrix 3: EU Accession Management

Ref Goo~ Practice Perfomane Indicators, Used fOthrOtia* ndctr

7
J I There IS a national Is the strategy based upon an Reference to wider public

strategy for empirical assessment of the cufoent administration reform?
developing public state of adtinistrative
administration to development?
meet the needs of Does the strategy include an action
EU Accession. plan, with technical assistance

requirements?

Does the action plan include cost
estimates?

Does the actioe plan define
responsibilities, timescales, and
resources?

J2 The strategy and Is the action plan based upon
plans have involved consultation?
members oD the Is the action plan approved by the
public, interest necessary authorities?
groups, government
bodies and the EU.
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Has the action plan been discussed
with EC?

Has the action plan been widely
disseminated as a public
document?

K. Institutiona Arragment
Desirable characteristk-s

There is a management strucre for EU accession based o suitabflity fr purp d
consisecy with lal co.. S. -

KI There are suitable Are there management structures Does structure have appropriate
institutional with appropriate legal basis for link to legislature?
arrangements for managing EU accession? Does structure include effective
managing the mechanisms for representation
process of EU in EU?

Accession. Was the structure based upon an Comprehensive report on
analytical report agreed by structure prepared for
government? government, including full

analysis and options I
recommendations?

Was the structure designed on the Local factors such as skills
basis of international models? shortages (e.g., language), size

of administration, taken into
account?

Does the structure provide for Does the structure have
strong policy co-ordination within linkages to all relevant part of
public administration? government to secure required

inputs, etc.?
Appropriate link to legislature?

Incorporation of interests of all
parties, e.g., center, line
ministries, foreign service?

Is responsibility for EU accession
at the optimum level in the
government structure?

K2 The legislature has Does the legislature have sufficient
appropriate technical support needed to analyze
resources to analyze relevant legislation?
legislation. Is there sufficient political

consensus for accession that
detailed matters can be brought to
the legislature, without fear of
derailment?
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LI There are efficient, Are there agreed and widely
transparent, understood procedures for
consultative considering consultation, securing
procedures that agreement, developing policy etc?
reflect best practice Is best use made of existing
in EU member expertise in undertaking the
states. procedures?

Do the procedures ensure sufficient
consultation with interested
parties?

Are the processes and procedures
supported by adequate technology?

M1I There are personnel Is there an established personnel
management management function to ensure
functions and that management needs are
policies to ensure anticipated and met?
optimum Are there forward planning
deployment of skills, mechanisms to ensure skills
to meet EU requirements will be met for the
accession next stage of EU accession?

Are staffing complements are
based upon a rigorous assessment
of need?

Are staffing levels sufficient for
EU accession?

M2 Staff involved in EU Do dedicated staff have the
accession have necessary expertise?
appropriate skills Is staff turnover in areas of EU
and expertise. accession acceptable?
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Do EU accession specialists have
appropriate incentives?

Have training programs been
developed to meet the particular
requirements of EU accession?

Has a strategic assessment of the
skills required for EU accession
been undertaken, and plan for
delivery?

M3 Provision has been Have technical assistance needs
made to secure been identified and appropriate
external technical plans developed for securing
assistance. external expertise?
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Annex 1.2. Civil Service Norms and Practices in European
Union and OECD Member States

Defining the Civil Service
In most EU member states (including Greece, France, Ireland, the Netherlands, Sweden), all

government employees (at both central and local levels) are considered to be civil servants. In the

United Kingdom, however, only employees of the national government are considered civil servants,
whereas local government staff are governed by labor law. Some countries have restrictive definitions
related to function. For example, in Germany, positions related to public authority are classified as
civil service posts, while other posts may be regulated by the labor law; there is a federal civil service
law, as well as lander-level laws. 1993 reforms in Italy placed most government workers under the
jurisdiction of civil law.

Management Structures
The Netherlands has a post-based civil service, while other EU members tend to have a career system.
Some countries have, at present or in the past, chosen to have at the central level a special ministry
dedicated to managing the public administration or civil service. Examples are France, Portugal,
Spain, and (formerly) Ireland and Great Britain. In contrast, Belgium, Germany, and the Netherlands
have placed this function in the Ministry of Interior. In Ireland, the Ministry of Finance is responsible
for Civil Service management.

Political Appointments
The prevalence of political appointees relative to permanent civil service staff is quite low throughout
OECD countries. In European countries there is a tendency to fill all permanent positions with civil
servants, although for some politically sensitive posts, the government has the discretion to appoint or
remove civil servants from that post.
Canada: At the federal level, there are an estimated 125 political appointees (approximately five per
ministry), and 180,000 civil servants. Ratio: 1: 1440.
Germany: the number of "politische beamte" is estimated to be "very low."
Netherlands: There are very few political appointees-mayors, provincial governors, and a few
ministerial advisors, of whom there might be 1-2 per ministry. Exact numbers are not available.
Sweden: Political appointments are not regulated by law. As of 1998, there were 117 political
appointees in the central government and 240,000 "civil servants" (including ministers); this yields a
ratio of 1:2,05 1.

United Kingdom: All civil service posts, up to the rank of Permanent Secretary in a ministry, are
considered p6litically neutral.
United States: 3,048 political appointees and a total of 1,810,341 civil servants of whom 1.2 million
are white-collar workers. Ratio: 1:584 (total civil service), 1:394 (white-collar civil service).
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Codes of Conduct
The code of conduct is predominantly an Anglo-Saxon approach, whereas continental European

countries tend to have duties and required procedures listed in civil service laws or regulations. For

example, Finland's Civil Service Act has an entire chapter on general duties of authorities/civil

servants; likewise, Belgium's law has a section on rights and duties. Nevertheless, some western

European countries (as well as central European countries such as Hungary) have or are developing a

code. Broad-based codes of conduct are in place in Australia (1 page), the United Kingdom (3 pages),

New Zealand (7 pages), and Portugal. In the Netherlands, many ministries and other organizations

have developed their own codes of conduct. As of 1996 Norway was taking a similar decentralized

approach, with agencies developing their own codes. Sweden does not have a government wide code

of conduct, though conduct-related issues are addressed in a number of documents; also, some

agencies have their own ethical codes, as do key groups of public sector employees such as judges.

The United States' Office of Government Ethics in 1992 issued Standards of Conduct that include a

statement of 14 general principles.

Merit-based Processes and Appeal Systems
"All EU members recognize equal access on merit as the governing principle for recruitment to the

civil service."3. Merit-oriented processes are considered either as fulfilling the citizen's right of free

access, or as providing the public administration with the most qualified candidates. Some form of

competitive recruitment is the norm, although the Netherlands allows the relevant department head to

make hiring decisions. Germany, rather than having competitions for limited numbers of posts,
requires that all applicants have passing marks on a rigorous standardized examination. Belgium has a

three-part recruitment process comprising an entry competition, an internship of variable length, and a

final entry exam. Most EU countries also have clear measures allow the appeal of recruitment

decisions, in line with EC law requirements regulating cross-national hiring.

Financial Disclosure Requirements
A survey by OECD's Public Management service in the early 1990s found that 12 of 20 countries

surveyed had some type of requirement for disclosure of interests by public servants (although not

necessarily for all levels). Disclosure is reported to be more prevalent in the Anglo-Saxon tradition. In

continental Europe, disclosure requirements are relatively rare for regular civil servants, but may be

in place for elite officials or rninisters.
Belgium: Disclosure is not required for most civil servants; high-ranking civil servants submit sealed

declarations to the Cour des Comptes.
Canada: Some disclosure is required for regular civil servants, but rarely and not on an annual basis.

Germany: Civil servants are required to disclose earnings from secondary employment (for which

approval is required) if they exceed a certain level relative to their regular salary. Each institution has

its own disclosure form.
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Netherlands: Discussion is underway on expanding disclosure requirements. At present, senior civil
servants must disclose other employment on an annual basis; some must disclose additional earnings
if those are related to their job.

Sweden: The Law on Inside Information requires certain categories of government employees to
declare their assets.

United Kingdom: Civil servants are required only to disclose conflicts of interest.
United States: Some senior executive branch employees must file a public disclosure form, while

other less senior staff responsible for activities such as contracting, procurement, and administration
of grants and licenses must file confidential disclosure forms. Both forms are standard across the
executive branch.

Staff Turnover Rates
Canada: Turnover is estimated at 2-3 percent in the federal civil service.
France: Turnover is estimated at roughly 2-7 percent in 1996.
Germany: Turnover is reported to be "very low."
Netherlands: Average turnover rate is 4 percent.
Sweden: Average turnover rate is 10 percent.
United Kingdom: For non-industrial staff, level of total leavers (including retirees) is 6-8 percent;
the resignation rate in 1996-97 was 2.7 percent in 1996-97 and 2.4 percent in 1995-96. Resignation
rates appear to be lower for management staff. For example, in 1995-96 these were 1.2 percent in the
Senior Executive Service, 1.1-1.2 percent among senior management-level staff, and 0.9-1.1 percent
for middle management-level staff but 2.9 and 5.2 percent in the two lowest categories of employees.
United States: In 1997, among full time permanent staff in most executive branch agencies, total hires
were 4.9 percent, total separations 6.6 percent (resignations 2.6 percent, retirements 3.3 percent, other
0.6 percent).

Compression Ratios
The compression ratio is ratio of the highest civil service salary to the lowest one.
Belgium: Estimated at 5.5 (base salaries) in the administrative stream.
Canada: Estimated at 5.2.
France: Estimated at 4.6 (base salaries) and 5.7 (including allowances).
Germany: Compression ratio for the A and B scales is 7.5.
Netherlands: Estimated at 8.2.
Sweden: Because Sweden has had a system of "personal salaries" since 1990, the compression ratio is
not considered a meaningful indicator.

United Kingdom: Estimated at 9.8 in 1993.
United States: For general white collar civil servants: 7.3. When the Senior Executive Service is
included, this rises to 8.9.
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Importance of Non-wage Allowances and Benefits Relative to Total Wages
The following OECD research on 19 member countries indicates that in 9 countries, the base salary

accounts for fully 100 percent of total earnings; in six countries, base salary accounts for between 70

and 100 percent of earnings; in one country base salary accounted for between 50 and 100 percent of
earnings; and in three countries base salary could account for less than 50 percent (but up to 100

percent) of total earnings. Only five countries reported awarding automatic earnings increases, though

not always on an annual basis.

Base Salary as Percentage of Total Remuneration in Selected OECD Members4
Australia: In the majority of cases, base salary accounts for 100 percent of total remuneration;

performance allowances are awarded to tax inspectors and senior administrators. No automatic annual
increases.
Austria: Base salary accounts for 80-90 percent of total remuneration in most cases.
Canada: Base salary accounts for 100 percent of total; no guaranteed or individual allowances are

awarded. Annual increases are tied to evaluation results.
Denmark: Base salary accounts for over 99 percent of total remuneration; an individual allowance

may be awarded, based upon evaluation results.
Finland: Base salary accounts for 65-90 percent of total, depending upon occupation; there are some

guaranteed allowances (e.g. seniority) and individual allowances for certain work conditions
France: Base salary accounts for 75-95 percent of total, depending upon occupation; residence
allowance (guaranteed) and individual allowances by post, output, or skill are awarded.
Germany: Base salary accounts for 70-90 percent of total remuneration, varying somewhat by
occupation. There are some guaranteed allowances (e.g. cost of living), as well as a police officer's
allowance and "13h month" salary. Automatic increases every two years.
Greece: Base salary accounts for 20 percent of total, while guaranteed allowances (including
overtime, non-regular duties) make up 80 percent of total remuneration.
Iceland: Base salary accounted for 100 percent of eamings in selected occupations in 1993.

Automatic seniority increase is awarded every 3-5 years.
Ireland: Base salary accounts for 100 percent of total in most cases.
Italy: Base salary accounts for 35-65 percent of total; guaranteed (cost of living) and individual (tied

to job type) allowances are awarded, as are automatic pay increases tied to seniority.

Luxembourg: Base salary accounts for 80-100 percent of total earnings. Guaranteed allowances are
awarded, as are increases tied to seniority.
Netherlands: Base salary accounts for 93-100 percent of total remuneration, depending upon the

occupation. There are few individual allowances. Annual increases are tied to evaluation results.

Portugal: Base salary accounts for 100 percent of total, except for one occupational category. There

is no automatic annual increase.
Spain: Base accounts for 30-100 percent of total, depending upon occupation.

Sweden: Base accounts for 100 percent of total. There is no automatic seniority increase.
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Switzerland: Base accounts for 100 percent of total; no allowances. Automatic annual seniority
increases are awarded.

United Kingdom: Base salary accounts for 100 percent of total, except for police officers. Some
allowances for certain occupational categories (police, teachers). No automatic annual increase.
United States: Base salary accounts for 100 percent of total remuneration. No automatic annual
increase.

Entry Requirements
Belgium: 5 broad categories of required educational attainment, down to primary level for blue-collar
staff. An annex to the civil service law stipulates eligible degrees for specific occupations.
Canada: Varies with the job; no service-wide educational requirement.

Germany: Minimum educational requirements are specified for each of four levels, ranging from a
minimum "hauptschule" certificate (nine years of schooling) to a university degree. Staff must also be
loyal to the German constitution (e.g. can not belong to illegal political parties). There is no standard
application form, as the variety of posts is too great.
Sweden: Each agency handles its own hiring, and there is no standard application form. Minimum
educational requirements are specified for certain occupations (e.g. judge, police officer), but the
Public Employment Act specified that priority be given to skills.

Incidence of Performance Appraisal
Belgium: Under the new appraisal system being launched in 1998-99, all staff covered by the Civil
Service Law will undergo appraisal, generally every two years.
Australia: Senior staff undergo annual appraisals based upon various performance criteria; no
information available regarding lower ranks.
Canada: All posts are required to be evaluated annually.
Germany: All regular posts undergo appraisal every 1-2 years.
Netherlands: Each employee must be evaluated annually.
United Kingdom: All posts undergo appraisal annually.
United States: An estimated 90-95 percent of posts must be appraised, generally (but not necessarily)
on an annual basis.

Employee Access to Appraisals
Germany: The federal civil service act guarantees employees permanent access to their performance
appraisals and other records.
Netherlands: Employees have open access to appraisals, which are kept on file for three years.
United Kingdom: Employees have open access, and all appraisals are kept on file.
United States: Open access, and employees always receive a copy of the appraisal.
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Appraisal Categories
Belgium: Criteria are specified for each of 5 education-based levels and are divided into "key" and

"pertinent" criteria centered around professional aptitude, quality of work, behavior, and progress.
Individual criteria can be evaluated as insufficient, good, very good, or excellent.
Canada: Classification generally among five levels, from unsatisfactory to outstanding.

Germany: No service-wide form or standard categories.

Netherlands: Evaluation is descriptive, with no standard numerical or other scale; each ministry can
create its own form. In general, questions concern performance on the job, knowledge,

communications skills, impact of working conditions, and what employee needs to function more
effectively (e.g. training). Appraisal results are used to inform pay and training decisions.
United Kingdom: Categories examine a combination of objectives and core competencies.
United States: Appraisal uses 1 to 5 relative levels/ordered categories; the exact topics are up to the

individual agency.

Clearly Designated Appraisal Process
Belgium: A clear process is in place for the new system, and an explanatory brochure was made
available to staff.
Germany: Processes for appraisal, as well as recruitment and promotion, are defined in various

federal and lander-level laws.
Netherlands: Standard rules apply to all ministries; all staff receive information from the personnel
department on the goals and procedures.
United Kingdom: Appraisal process is clearly designated in agency-level regulations.

Ombudsman's Post for Addressing Public Concerns
A recent OECD report on 15 countries cites the following as having an ombudsman's post: Greece,
Hungary, Ireland, Mexico, Poland, Sweden; Belgium, Germany, France, and the Republic of Korea
have bodies that fill similar functions but may have significantly different standing (for instance,

parliamentary commissioner versus government office). Sweden has a parliamentary ombudsman
who is a senior civil servant. At the federal level, Canada has several parliamentary commissioners
for different areas, such as bilingualism; some provincial governments have their own ombudsman. In

Australia, a Comrnonwealth ombudsman handles complaints about administrative procedures and
plays a role in enforcing freedom of information legislation. In 1995, Belgium passed a law
establishing two "federal mediators" posts. Norway has a parliamentary ombudsman charged with
investigating public complaints about abuse of power or other infractions by public servants, while in

Finland two bodies, the Chancellor of Justice and the parliamentary ombudsman, fill this role. The

United Kingdom also has a parliamentary ombudsman with some responsibilities related to freedom
of information legislation.
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Civil Service-Related Decisions and Appeals
(Note that the following data do not include possible appeals that do not reach the agency or level at
which records are kept)
Canada: For approximately 150,000 civil servants at the federal level, on an annual basis there are
about 285 appeals of disciplinary decisions, 500 of issues related to collective agreements (such as
wages and contracts), and 1,600 related to recruitment and promotion decisions. For all of these
categories, about 10 percent of cases are decided in favor of the appellant.
Netherlands: Central ministries started recording data on integrity violations in 1997. In that year, 49
cases were reported for about 150,000 staff. Of these, 19 were passed on to the prosecutor's office
and 30 were handled internally. The low number may be in part due to the fact that confidential posts
for reporting infractions were only recently established in most ministries.
Sweden: Appeals of disciplinary decisions are very rare.

Number of Grades in Pay Structure
Germany: Two major scales: A with 11 grades, each divided into 6 to 16 steps, and B, divided into 11
grades.
Netherlands: About six scales, generally with 20 grades, each divided into 10-15 steps.
Sweden: Because of the system of individual salaries there are no grades.
United Kingdom: Since decentralization to agency-level in 1996, there is no standard government-
wide system. Presently there are six "responsibility levels," broadly equivalent to the eight service-
wide grades that were in effective previously.
United States: The general schedule, which covers 1.2 rnillion white-collar workers out of 1.8 million
total civil servants, has 15 grades divided into 10 steps each. Blue-collar workers are covered by
different schedules.

Private-Public Pay Ratios
In comparing pay in the private sector it should be noted that comparisons of gross average wages are
not adjusted for differences in educational attainment, skill, and responsibility level, which are often
higher in the public sector, and particularly among civil servants.

Table A. 1.2.1 Annual Gross Average Earnings,
Public Sector Relative to Private Sector, 1994

Australia 1.26
Canada 1.40
Finland 1.04
France* 1.10
Hungary 0.95
New Zealand 1.14
Poland 1.12
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Portugal 1.64
Spain 1.22
Switzerland 1.20
United Kingdom 1.02
United States 1.10

*Central government, net average earnings
Source: OECD Public Management, Statistics website (http:/www.oecd.org/puma/statslpaydiff.htm).

Canada: The Treasury Board's policy is that while government should not be the mnarket leader, pay
for equivalent jobs should be 90-93 percent of private sector salaries. The lower public salary is
compensated for by increased job security and pension benefits.
Finland: No significant differences reported between public and private salaries.
Netherlands: After adjusting for differences in education level, age, and gender, it is estimated that
public sector employees earn about 5 percent more than their counterparts in the private sector.
Sweden: Average gross earnings for the civil service are 1.09 times those for the economy as a whole;
no official comparisons of specific jobs in the public versus private sector are kept.
United States: As of 1998, federal workers earned 22.6 percent less than counterparts in comparable
private sector posts; however, the formula used for such analyses is controversial and presently under
review by the Office of Personnel Management.

Wage Bill Expenditures
Wage bill expenditures (consolidated central government) in Estonia, Hungary, and the Czech
Republic are generally lower than levels found in other European Union and OECD countries. For
data on individual countries, see annex 1.2.

Table A. 1.2.2 Median Wage Bill Expenditures in Consolidated Central Government

As percent of
Goods & services total expenditures Total revenues

Estonia, Hungary, Czech Republic 45.4 8.3 9.0
Accession countries 44.1 12.5 11.8
EU members 67.4 11.2 11.5
OECD excluding

EU, accession countries 48.3 15.1 14.3
All OECD 56.0 11.9 11.4
Source: IMF Government Finance Statistics, 1998. Excludes Slovak Republic, Slovenia and New Zealand.
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Goods and Services Expenditures
Median goods and services expenditures (consolidated central government) are comparable to levels
found in EU countries, though lower than in other OECD members. For data on individual countries,

see annex 1.3.

Table A. 1.2.3 Median Goods and Services Expenditures in Consolidated Central
Government

As percent of

total expenditures

Estonia, Hungary, Czech Republic 17.5
Accession countries 31.0
EU members 19.1
OECD, excluding EU and accession countries 26.1
All OECD 22.0

Source: IMF Government Finance Statistics, 1998. Excludes Slovak Republic, Slovenia and New Zealand. Excludes Slovak
Republic, Slovenia and New Zealand.

Size of Public Sector
As is evident from the data below, the relative size of the public sector varies significantly even
within OECD, reflecting the variation in government functions.

Table A. 1.2.4 General Civilian Government Employment in 20 OECD Members

Percent of population

Australia 7.6
Austria 7.6
Belgium 7.6
Canada 4.0
Denmark 12.7
Finland 12.4
France 7.0
Gernany 4.5
Greece 2.7
Ireland 5.0
Italy 5.4
Japan 3.2
Netherlands 5.2
New Zealand 8.6
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Norway 13.0

Portugal 5.1
Sweden 17.4
Switzerland 7.6
United Kingdom 7.0
United States 7.1

Median 7.1
Average 7.7

Source: An International Statistical Survey of Government Employment and Wages, World Bank, 1997.

Annex 1.1 Sources
Civil Service Statistics, 1993 and 1998 editions, United Kingdom Government Statistical Service.
The Civil Service Pay Puzzle, The Washington Post, February 17, 1998.
Ethics in the Public Service, Occasional Paper no. 14, and Ethics Case Studies for Australia, Finland,
Mexico, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Portugal, the United States and the United Kingdom
OECD PUMA, 1996.
European Centre for Comparative Government and Public Policy, Berlin.
Federal Statistical Office of Germany.
Government Finance Statistics, International Monetary Fund, 1998.
An International Statistical Survey of Government Employment and Wages, World Bank, 1997.
Netherlands Ministry of the Interior.
OECD Public Management Service.
Preparing Public Administration for the European Administrative Space, Sigma Paper 23,
SIGMA/OECD 1998.
Swedish Agency for Government Employers (Arbetsgivarverket)
Public Service Commission of Canada.
Training Civil Servantsfor Internationalisation, SIGMA paper 3, SIGMA/OECD, 1995.
Trends in Public Sector Pay in OECD Countries, OECD, 1995 and 1997 editions.
United States Office of Personnel Management.
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Annex 1.2.1. Wage Bill Expenditures

Consolidated Central Govemrnment

Percent
Total goods
and services Total Total

Wages/Salaries (inc. wages Total expenditures & revenues & Total
as percent of & salaries) expenditures repayment grants revenues Year

Australia n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. -

Austria 37.64 9.16 9.10 10.10 10.24 96
Belgium 80.78 14.85 15.04 16.12 16.17 95
Bulgaria 19.87 6.05 6.54 6.13 6.25 97
Canada 48.84 9.22 9.20 10.79 10.79 91
Czech rep 59.37 8.32 8.50 8.77 8.80 97
Denmark 57.54 10.97 10.87 11.39 11.50 95 prel
Estonia 29.38 12.50 12.33 11.48 11.49 97
Finland 36.64 6.58 6.46 7.64 7.89 96
France 67.40 15.95 15.91 17.31 17.57 97
Germany 24.63 7.77 7.78 8.08 8.13 97 prel
Greece 82.15 24.04 24.04 32.58 36.16 96
Hungary 45.45 7.94 8.44 9.02 9.03 97
Iceland 54.47 27.29 27.51 28.31 28.31 96
Ireland 70.88 12.63 12.85 13.34 14.12 95
Italy 78.36 14.78 14.53 15.52 15.78 97
Japan n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. -

Korea, Rep. of 47.72 12.77 10.33 10.97 10.97 97
Latvia 40.71 12.88 12.48 12.17 12.17 97
Lithuania 42.70 19.91 19.15 20.53 20.53 97
Luxembourg 74.79 16.45 16.77 15.63 11.38 96
Mexico 66.90 17.46 17.33 17.61 17.61 96
Netherlands 60.93 9.38 9.41 9.76 9.76 97
New Zealand n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. -

Norway 40.67 8.25 8.26 7.25 7.27 96
Poland 51.03 12.58 12.90 13.36 13.36 97
Portugal 74.75 29.71 30.46 32.26 35.97 96
Romania 47.94 15.88 15.64 17.90 17.90 96
Slovak Republic n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. -

Slovenia n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. -

Spain 68.63 11.22 11.22 13.41 13.57 95
Sweden 39.10 5.55 5.48 5.65 5.73 97
Switzerland 27.69 26.59 26.53 27.80 30.79 96
Turkey 69.34 22.66 22.66 32.95 32.97 96
U.K. 28.78 8.53 8.53 9.77 9.81 95
U.S. 38.30 8.50 8.49 8.60 8.60 97
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Among EU Countries

Median 67.40 11.22 11.22 13.34 11.50
Average 58.87 13.17 13.23 14.57 14.92
Std. Dev. 20.07 6.59 6.75 8.01 9.20
Among all OECD
Median 56.01 11.90 11.05 12.36 11.44
Average 55.11 13.81 13.79 15.15 15.47
Std. Dev. 17.50 6.92 7.02 8.44 9.27

Among Non-EU/Non-Accession Candidates
Median 48.28 15.12 13.83 14.29 14.29
Average 49.24 16.59 16.29 18.03 18.42
Std. Dev. 14.16 8.07 8.31 10.22 10.67

Among EU Accession Candidates:
Median 44.08 12.54 12.41 11.82 11.83
Average 42.06 12.01 12.00 12.42 12.44
Std. Dev. 12.43 4.54 4.14 4.81 4.79

Estonia, Hungary, Czech Republic:
Median 45.45 8.32 8.50 9.02 9.03
Average 44.73 9.59 9.76 9.76 9.77
Std. Dev. 15.01 2.53 2.23 1.49 1.49
Source: IMF Government Finance Statistics, 1998 and World Bank staff calculations
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Annex 1.2.2. Expenditure on Goods and Services

Consolidated Central Government

Total goods/services expenditure as percent of total budget expenditure

Australia
Austria 24.33
Belgium 18.38
Bulgaria 30.46
Canada 18.89
Czech Rep. 14.02
Denmark 19.06
Estonia 42.55
Finland 17.96
France 23.66
Germany 31.53
Greece 29.26
Hungary 17.47
Iceland 50.10
I reland 17.82
Italy 18.86
Japan 13.96
Korea, Rep. of 26.77
Latvia 31.63
Lithuania 46.64
Luxembourg 21.99
Mexico 26.10
Netherlands 15.40
New Zealand n.a.
Norway 20.29
Poland 24.65
Portugal 39.74
Romania 33.13
Slovak Republic n.a.
Slovenia n.a.
Spain 16.34
Sweden 14.18
Switzerland 96.03
Turkey 32.69
U.K. 29.65
U.S. 22.19
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Total goods/services expenditure as percent of total budget expenditure

Among EU Countries

Median 19.06
Average 22.54
Std. Dev. 7.19

Among all OECD
Median 21.99
Average 25.97
Std. Dev. 16.28

Among Non-EU/Non-Accession Candidates
Median 26.10
Average 34.11
Std. Dev. 25.45

Among EU Accession Candidates
Median 31.05
Average 30.07
Std. Dev. 11.26

Estonia, Hungary, Czech Republic
Median 17.47
Average 24.68
Std. Dev. 15.57
Source: IMF Government Finance Statistics, 1998 and World Bank Staff calculations.
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Annex 1.3. Technical Assistance Framework-Illustrative
Technical Assistance Proposals

The following tables provide illustrative technical assistance support for public adrninistration
development in Estonia and Hungary. Similar proposals are in development for the Czech Republic
on the basis of matrix findings. The measures and costs elaborated here are only an outline of the type
and scope of external support that might be required to advance administrative reforms in the
countries visited. They are subject to substantial revision and modification.

HUNGARY
The major technical assistance projects in relation to human resources management are listed in table
A.1.3.1 in terms of priority. The cost estimates given are indicative only and will require much more
detailed evaluation.

Table A. 1.3.1 Priority Projects and Technical Assistance Requirements (Human
Resources Management)

Prorty I roject rainoPrecTelicl

Legal and Ethical Framework
Low Commence redrafting of the 2 years. Included in other

law to separate principles This cannot be projects.
from procedures, which commenced until various
should be incorporated in a procedures have been
human resources operations revised.
manual.

Institutional Framework
High Consider moving CSD into 6 months. None identified.

the Prime Minister's Office
and increasing staff
numbers.

Low Introduction of an oversight 3 months. Exposure of
body to ensure fairness of ministers to
CSD policies. international

experience.
Cost = $20,000

Employm nt and Pay Policy and Manag ement
High Comparator pay survey, to 3 months. 1 man-month

be conducted on an annual technical
basis. assistance.
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;~rIty ?;oject D\ur1tion of ?r ject Techgica-
Ass:'_ce
Cost = $20,000

High Revision of the pay and 12 months. 18 man-months
grading system, with job technical
evaluation procedures. assistance, in-

country, including
attachments of CSD
staff to EU member
state Human
Resources
Departments.
Cost = $2 million

Human Resource Management Policies and Practices
Medium Revision of the performance 3 months. 3 man-months

appraisal system, linked to technical
pay and grading system. assistance,

coordinated with
the pay and grading
review.
Cost = $100,000

Medium Revision of the promotion 3 months. 3 man-months
system, linked to technical
performance appraisal and assistance,
grading system. coordinated with

the pay and grading
review.
Cost = $100,000

Medium Revision of the recruitment 2 months. 1 man-month
system. technical

assistance.
Cost = $20,000

Training and Career Development
Medium Training of human resource 6 months Cannot be

practitioners in revised undertaken until
procedures revised procedures

developed.
Training of 200 HR
staff.
Cost $=100,000

Low Evaluate the Basic and 12 months. None identified.
Special Examinatioris.
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Management Practices and Culture
Medium Government institutions to 12 months. Sectoral specialists

public standards of service, to be exposed to
and their performance international
against them. practice.

Cost = $20,000
Low Hungarian government to 12 months. 3 man-months

develop a concept and technical assistance
implementation plan for to help develop a
results oriented strategy paper and
management, to improve implementation
service delivery and plan.

I accountability. Cost = $100,000
Technical assistance (training, study tours and attachments) $140,000
Technical assistance projects and consultancy $2,340,000
Total $2,480,000
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Suggested technical assistance requirements in relation to policy formulation and coordination are
shown in table A. 1.3.25. Again, costs are indicative only and require further analysis.

Table A. 1.3.2 Priority Projects and Technical Assistance (Policy Formulation)

Priority Prect Ii Te lAssistance
Institutional Arrangements
High Consider development of a 6 months. Exposure of

strategic planning unit Government of Hungary
within the Prime Minister's specialists to
Office. international practice,

Medium Consider development of an 12 months. including EU and non-
efficiency unit in the Prime EU members (e.g. U.K.,
Minister' s Office to Germany, New Zealand,
evaluate service delivery, Malaysia).
and national policy. Cost = $50,000

Medium Consider development of a 12 months.
policy advisory unit in the
Prime Minister's Office to
improve policy procedures,
and advise ministries on
methodologies.

Policy Processes and Procedures
High Implement consistent 6 months. None

formats for policy
submissions requiring
completion of cost benefit
analysis, risk assessment,

Iand implementation issues.
Human Resources Capacity
High Train central and ministry 12 months. Twinning of central and

policy makers in modern sectoral policy makers.
policy formulation and
evaluation methods. Cost = $100,000

Medium Recruit management 6 months. None
scientists and other non-
legal professionals into
policy departments, to
supplement legal experts.

Cost of training, study tours, attachments and twinning $150,000
Cost of projects and consultancy none identified.
Total $150,000
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The technical assistance requirements for the improvement of EU integration management are
shown in table A.1.3.3. Costs are indicative only.

Table Al .3.3 Priority Projects and Technical Assistance (EU Accession Management)

EU Accession Strategy
High Revised strategy and action 6 months. Training of EU

plans, fully costing the Integration Staff in
capital and human resource Policy Formulation,
costs, technical assistance Options Appraisal,
requirements (including Project Management,
training). Cost-Benefit Analysis.

Approx. 1000 staff X
1 week course.
Cost = $400,000.

Institutional Arrangements
High Hungarian government to 6 months. None.

consider support
requirements for the
legislature, if any, to
consider legality of

I legislation.
Human Resource Issues
High SSI to work closely with Already included in

CSD, to develop national Human Resources
human resource strategy, to section.
improve the deployment of
civil servants.

Total training, study tours, attachments $400,000
Total external consultancy none identified
Total Technical Assistance $400,000

Summary of Technical Assistance Requirements
The government of Hungary has indicated that it would be useful if this report could include a
specific section on overall technical assistance requirements for core public administration tasks to
feed into their own deliberations.

Given the absence of centralized data on training requirements and training funds, this section is
only illustrative and cannot account for all training identified throughout the civil service.
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Table A. 1.3.4 indicates budgets for the following:

* civil service training defined by the Civil Service Department (i.e. Ft 2.7 billion-2 percent of
wage bill);

* current and planned EU related public administration training
* ministry training, including the Basic and Special Examinations, which are paid for by ministries
* additional training needs identified in this report to improve civil service human resources

management, policy formulation, and EU integration management
* other non-training technical assistance identified in this report for improving civil service human

resources management, policy, and EU integration management

The table does not include the following:

* requirements for specific sectoral training, other than that contained within existing ministry
budgets

* local self-government training

Our cost estimates are indicative only and the govemment of Hungary will need to confirm their
estimates by means of more detailed evaluation before proceeding. Current estimates on the cost of
training vary depending upon a number of factors including the environment, complexity of subject
area, and skills of the trainers. Our research estimates that costs for training range between Ft 4,000 to
15,000 per person, per day.

Table A. 1.3.4 Summary of Technical Assistance Requirements-Hungary

Area Ob' e Trgt Cos t -US
,,_, I _ ____l -I Ft i8OO=s - ... '

Existing _d Plaaned Traiing _______ _. ._.__
Central Public None. Training course Civil servants, 2,700,000 12,328
Administration, content will be supplier identified by (based upon
identified by driven, based upon ministries 2% of the
CSD in the training provider wage bill)
National proposals.
Training
Strategy
Ministry To train all civil servants Civil servants, None, None,
training budgets within ministries, identified by included in included

depending upon ministries above in above
. requirements (which

have not been identified)
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Civil Service General public Civil servants Included in Included
Basic administration training entering the ministry in
Examination civil service training ministry

budgets training
budgets

Civil Service Management training Civil service Included in Included
Special managers (not ministry in
Examination lawyers) training ministry

budgets training
budgets

Phare Country Project 1. EU Senior civil 460,000 2,100
Operational familiarization training servants EU
Program 1997 training (2 MECU)

Project 2. EU Local
familiarization training authority

officers EU
training

Project 3. EU Members of
familiarization training Parliament,

National
Bank, State
Audit Office

Project 4. Upgrading of Institutional
training infrastructure support to

H1PA
Subtotal _ 3,160,000 _ 14430_

Civil Service Practical Civil Service 30,660 140
Human development of Human
Resources human resource Resources
Management management skills Specialists
Policy Practical Civil service 32,850 150
formulation development of policymakers
and evaluation policy making skills
EU integration Practical Civil service EU 87,600 400
management development of integration staff

project management
and policy
development skills

Subtotal 151,110 690
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Non-training echnical assistance within ttiis report -- ----- _-__

Civil Service 512,460 2,340
human
resource
management
Policy None None
formulation
and evaluation
EU None None
management
Subtotal 470,925 2,340

Estonia
The major projects in terms of priority are as follows in table A. 1.3.5. The cost estimates are only
indicative and will require much more detailed evaluation.

Table A. 1.3.5 Major Projects and Technical Assistance Requirements (Human Resources
Management)

P9!o! I ?roject Iurati0f PiJ -
Legal and Ethical Framework
Medium Development of a code of 6 months None identified

ethics
Low Commencement of drafting 2 years Included in other

of detailed supplementary projects
acts to ensure unified
personnel management
practice.

Institutional Framework
High Establish a regular forum 3 months None identified

for the Public Service
Department (PSD) and
ministry and county
personnel departments to
discuss HR issues.

High Allocate mandate for all 6 months None identified
human resources
management development
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to the PSD (or to the
Administrative Reform
Unit)

Low Introduction of an oversight 3 months Exposure of
body to ensure fairness of ministerial
PSD policies. commission to

international
experience.
Cost = $20,000

Employment and Pay Policy and Management
High Review of government 1 year (including a 25 man-months

functions and redistribution review of public sector technical assistance.
of staff based upon functions). Cost = $ 500,000
workload (job inspection)
and a reappraisal of
priorities.

High Revision of the pay and 1 year 18 man-months
grading system. technical assistance in-

country, including
study tours by PSD
staff to EU personnel
departments.
Cost = $ 2 million

Human Resource Management Policies and Practices
High Development of a national 3 months None identified.

human resources strategy,
and action plan.

Medium Revision of the attestation 3 months Exposure of PSD staff
system. to international praxes.

Cost = $20,000
Medium Revision of the performance 3 months 3 man-months

appraisal system, linked to technical assistance,
pay and grading system. including training of

personnel managers
and staff.
Cost = $100,000

Training and Career Development
High Finalization by PSD of a 3 months Non identified.

national training strategy.
Medium Training of human resource 3 months Cannot be undertaken

practitioners in revised until revised
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P**y-''' LAet
procedures. procedures drafted.

Training of 100 HR
staff
Cost = $50,000

Medium Development of a national 3 months None identified
curriculum for senior and (current skills are
higher officials based upon already available).
skills needed to manage
public administration.

Management Practices and Culture
Medium Government institutions to 12 months Sector experts to

publish standards of service be exposed to
and their performance international
against them. practice.

Cost = $20,000.
Low Government of Estonia to 3 months 3 man-months

develop a concept for technical
improving service delivery assistance to help
and strengthening develop strategy
accountability. and plan.

Cost = £100,000
Technical assistance (training, study tours and attachments) $110,000
Technical assistance projects and consultancy $2,700,000
Total $2,810,000
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Suggested technical assistance requirements in relation to policy formulation and coordination are
6shown in table A. 1.3.6. Again, costs are indicative only and require further analysis.

Table A. 1.3.6 Priority Projects and Technical Assistance (Policy Formulation)

Institutional Arrangements
Medium Consider creation of a 6 months Exposure of

strategic planning unit in the Government of Estonia
State Chancellery experts to international

Medium Consider creation of a 12 months practice (possibly U.K.,
performance unit to monitor New Zealand,
public sector performance Malaysia).

Cost = $ 50,000
Medium Consider creation of 6 months Twinning of EU policy

ministry planning units to and planning experts to
act as policy secretariats ministries.

Cost = $100,000
Policy Processes and Procedures
High Mandate all laws to require 3 months None identified.

cost benefit evaluation to be
undertaken at a stated time.

Human Resources Capacity
High Train ministry policy 6 months Temporary twinning of

makers in modem policy sectoral policy makers
formulation, options to each ministry; or
appraisal, risk assessment, formalized training.
cost benefit analysis, Cost = $100,000
program management.

Cost of training, study tours, attachments and twinning $250,000
Cost of projects and consultancy none identified
Total $250,000
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The technical assistance requirements for the improvement of EU integration management are
shown in table A. 1.3.7. Costs are indicative only.

Table A. 1.3.7 Priority Projects and Technical Assistance (EU Accession Management)

Priority Projec on Project Tcical
L t - I ig; - : - A-is ce

EU Accession Strategy _
High Updating the national 3 months None identified.

program to include full cost
estimates and impact on the
wider the reform
programmed.

Institutional Arrangements
High Establishment of a 1 month None identified.

consultative forum between
working groups on
administrative reform and
European Integration Office
(EIO).

Procedures and Processes
High Development of consistent 3 months None identified.

formats by EIO for regular
information collection from
institutions (including
technical assistance bids).

Low Review possible integration 3 months 1 man-month TA
of the EIO database and (systems analysis).
Cabinet Secretariat SEIRA Cost = $20,000
system.

Human Resource Issues
High Training of EIO and 3 months Training program.

ministry European
Integration Units (EIUs) on Cost = $100,000
policy development,
training needs analysis,
project management.

Total training, study tours, attachments $30,000
Total external consultancy $20,000
Total Technical Assistance $50,000
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Summary of Technical Assistance Requirements
The table below shows an estimated level of technical assistance and training required by the
government of Estonia to strengthen its public administration capacity within the context of EU
membership. The figures will need more accurate assessment by the government, and have been
estimated on the basis of:

* the cost of the government of Estonia's annual training requirement (based upon 1998 figures of
3.7 percent of wage bill)

* training identified in this report
* technical assistance identified in this report.

The figures do not include additional technical assistance programs planned by multilateral and
bilateral donors.

Table A. 1.3.8 Summary of Technical Assistance Requirements-Estonia

Government To train civil servants in All civil servants 47,500 3,393
identified public administration,
training EU issues and languages

(includes all ministry-
funded training, 3.7
percent of wage bill
identified for 1998). _

Human To train HR Personnel 1,540 110
resources practitioners, line managers and
management managers, and staff in civil servants

personnel management
systems, including
performance appraisal.

Policy To train staff in policy Planning and 3,500 250
formulation formulation techniques. policy civil

servants.
EU accession To train EIO and EU related staff. 420 30
management ministry ELU staff in

options appraisal,
program management.

Subtotal 5,460 390
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Non-training t hnl assistance within this _po=
Human Review of government Administrative 37,800 2,700
resources functions, structure and Reform Unit,
management staffing. Ministry of

Revision of the pay and Finance and PSD.
grading system.

Policy none identified none
formulation identifi

ed
EU accession Systems analysis of EU EIO 280 20
management coordination systems.
Subtotal 280 20

Notes

Agenda 2000, p.3 9.
2 For a more detailed discussion of the early transition administrative reform experience, see Barbara
Nunberg, The State After Communism: Administrative Transitions in Central and Eastern Europe,
(Washington, D.C.: World Bank Regional and Sectoral Studies, 1998); and, Joachim Jens Hesse,
Administrative Transformation in Central and Eastern Europe, (Oxford: Blackwell Press, 1993).
3Preparing Public Administrationsfor the European Administrative Space, SIGMA paper 23,
SIGMA/OECD, May 1998.
'Trends in Public Sector Pay in OECD Countries, OECD, 1995.
5 Given Hungary's comparatively high level of education and advanced policy system, it is not
recommended that any expatriate consultancy be provided, other than twinning. Instead, existing
practitioners should be able to improve the systems after exposure to intemational best practice.
6 Given Estonia' s comparatively high level of education and advanced policy system, it is not
recommended that any expatriate consultancy be provided, other than twinning. Instead existing
practitioners should be able to improve the systems after exposure to international best practice.
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2.The Czech Republic

This chapter assesses the Czech Republic's progress on developing the capacity of its public
administration in the transition period. It provides a case study of a larger initiative that examines
progress made toward administrative modernization by countries in Central and Eastern Europe
engaged in the process of accession into the European Union. These countries face dual
administrative challenges: (1) to develop the capacity to manage the process of European integration;
and (2) to develop a modern and professional public administration that can enter the EU on an equal
footing with current members, and, more broadly, that can take its place alongside advanced
administrations in the rest of the developed world. Meeting the first challenge depends largely on the
degree to which individual pre-accession countries competently execute EU requirements. Rising to
the second challenge is more complex. Although the European Commission has made clear that
acceding countries will need to increase their administrative capacity, there are no explicit
stipulations or standards as to the exact nature of this capacity or the means by which it should be
attained. Moreover, countries entering Europe in the twenty-first century must position their public
sector institutions not just for regional integration but also for global competition.

What constitutes high quality, well-performing government administration is subject to debate. At
a general level, a high caliber government can be defined as one that makes sound policy choices and
administers those choices effectively. But how can this definition of "good government" be translated
into observable and easily monitored attributes that countries can work to achieve? This study begins
to answer this question by trying to understand and specify the real standard of performance that CEE
countries engaged in the accession process will need to attain on a range of administrative tasks in
order to operate effectively in the EU environment and in order to reach advanced country
administrative norms more generally.

To assess individual country progress, we evaluate current public administration activities in light
of international best practice.! For The Czech Republic, as for the other countries in the study, the
immediate aim of this assessment is threefold: (1) to provide a benchmark by which government
might monitor its own administrative development progress; (2) to provide guidance on policy
measures that the govemment might undertake to strengthen its public administration; and (3) to
identify areas where external technical support might be helpful.

In parallel with the other cases, the Czech government's administrative capacity is examined along
three system-wide dimensions: (1) human resource development for the civil service; (2) policy
formulation and coordination at the center-of-government; and (3) the management and coordination
of EU Integration processes within government. For each dimension, we probe a series of critical
questions. Concerning the development of human resources for the civil service we ask how far
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governments have gone to transform communist-era, politicized bureaucracies into professional and

politically neutral career civil services focused on performance and service to the citizen. In the
policy formulation arena, we ask how effectively countries have replaced central command
mechanisms with efficient, technically competent, and widely consultative structures and processes

for producing policies that the outside world can count on as professionally sound and politically
binding. Finally, on EU accession management, we ask how effectively has the institutional

infrastructure dedicated to managing accession and membership developed policy and met
requirements. Has success in these EU-specific tasks come at the cost of larger public administration

development?
The following three sections examine these issues at length. In addition, the annex of this report

presents rnatrix findings evaluating the Czech government's progress on the performance criteria and
indicators associated with each attribute of international good practice in public administration. The
matrix provides a score for each area and also identifies actions that need to be taken as well as
technical assistance that may be needed to reach international standards

Overview

In terms of measures such as political insulation, responsiveness, and establishment management, the
Czech Republic's public administration, as well as its policy formulation and coordination
institutions, appear to function reasonably well, yet still have much room for improvement.

Recent Freedom House rankings of Central and Eastern European and NIS states bear out this
assessment (see table 2.l).2 The Czech Republic ranks among the better performers within this set of
countries in terms of both its governance institutions and its economic policies. Table 2.1 orders EU
Accession candidate countries by their "Government and Public Administration' index values. That
table shows that the Czech Republic ranks among the top three EU accession candidates along both
the "Governance" and "Economic Policies" indices, as well as the "Government and Public
Administration" index, which is one component of the broader "Governance" index.

A number of factors may help account for this situation. Certainly the factor that presents itself
most forcefully is the speed and extent to which the Czech Republic's private sector has developed

since the "Velvet Revolution" of 1989, including the role the public sector has played in that
transformation. The "Economnic Policies" index supports this conclusion, placing the Czech Republic

behind only Hungary among EU accession candidates. An independent media, reasonably responsive
political processes, dynamic civil society (non-governmental organizations (NGOs), civic groups, and
so forth) and a reasonably well-functioning legal system have also contributed to the Czech
Republic's high "Governance" standing relative to other EU accession candidates.

At the same time, EU accession candidates, including the Czech Republic, still have far to go in

meeting the governance standards of EU member countries, including standards of public
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administration. This is true both in terms of their human resource management capacities and their
capacities at the center of government for formulating and coordinating policies.

Table 2.1 Governance Indices: EU Accession Countries (1998)

Government
Political Civil Independent Rule of Corrup- and Public Economic

Country Process Society Media Law tion Administration Governance Policies

Poland 1.25 1.25 1.50 1.50 2.00 1.75 1.54 2.00
Hungary 1.25 1.25 1.50 1.75 2.00 1.75 1.58 1.63
Czech
Republic 1.25 1.50 1.25 1.50 3.00 2.00 1.75 1.88
Estonia 1.75 2.25 1.75 2.25 3.00 2.25 2.21 2.13

Slovenia 2.00 2.00 1.75 1.50 2.00 2.50 1.96 2.38
Lithuania 1.75 2.00 1.50 2.00 3.00 2.50 2.13 2.50
Latvia 2.00 2.25 1.75 2.25 3.00 2.50 2.29 2.50
Slovak Rep. 3.50 3.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 3.75 3.71 3.38
Bulgaria 2.75 3.75 3.50 3.75 4.00 4.00 3.63 5.38
Romania 3.25 3.75 4.00 4.25 4.00 4.00 3.88 4.63
Average 2.08 2.30 2.25 2.48 3.00 2.70 2.47 2.84
Median 1.88 2.13 1.75 2.13 3.00 2.50 2.17 2.44

Note: Simple average of the indices for political process, civil society, independent media, rule of law, corruption, and
govemment and public administration. Simple average of indices (not reported here) for privatization, miicroeconomic
policy and macroeconomic policy.
Source: Nations in Transit (Freedom House: 1999). Index values range between I (best) and 7 (worst). The "Governance"
index is the simple average of the first six indices (exclusive of the "Economic Policies" index). The corruption index values
have been converted from alpha (A through D) to numeric (2 through 5), so as to permit their inclusion in the Govemance
index.

Human Resource Management
Protection against politicization of the civil service is weaker in the Czech Republic than in most EU
member countries. For instance, no civil service law exists with provisions for a clear demarcation
between political appointments and civil service appointments. Related to this, institutional

arrangements to foster a merit-based, professional civil service are weaker than in EU member states,
with no requirements for competition in recruitment, selection, and promotion procedures, among
others.

Conditions of employment are not as attractive relative to private sector options as in EU member
countries. Remuneration in the public sector does not appear to be competitive with the domestic
private sector. Table 2.2 provides comparisons based on two separate sources of data on private sector
salaries versus the total remuneration likely under the proposed 1999 public sector salary scale, so as
to provide as favorable a comparison for the public sector as possible.3 The table reveals that public
salaries lie between 25 and 81 percent of their private sector comparators, and decline as the human
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capital requirements of the position rise, at least in positions below the grades normally staffed by

political appointees. At the top of the positions likely to be staffed by "civil servants," for instance,

total monthly salaries hover around 25 to 32 percent for director-level positions, but climb to 58 to 81

percent for lower skilled positions.
Political-appointee-level positions fare somewhat better, but their wages are still only about 30 to

37 percent of private sector comparators according to the PricewaterhouseCoopers' data, and around
71 to 75 percent according to the Ekonom data.4 Moreover, the pattern of declining public sector

salaries relative to private sector comparators as human capital requirements rise-reflected in the

PricewaterhouseCoopers data-is not unheard of among developing countries.5 It is corroborated by

data showing that the compression ratio of highest to lowest salaries offered within the public sector

is between 4.4 and 5. 1,6 falling below most EU comparators, which are closer to the 6.0 to 10.0

range.7 This is a pattern that can be expected to undermine the public sector's capacity to recruit and

retain qualified and motivated personnel in the ranks where quality and motivation matter-namely,

professional and managerial positions.
The comparisons reported in table 2.2 are probably not detailed or precise enough to serve as a

basis for recommendations regarding revisions in the public sector salary scale. They do, however,
present comparisons that are probably reliable enough to conclude that the actual salary structure is

insufficiently competitive, and that this is more pronounced at the higher skill levels. Moreover, this

problem is not counterbalanced by tenure guarantees found in many other countries, which could

offer some non-pecuniary compensation for the lower salaries.
Institutional arrangements to hold public servants accountable for their performance are weak.

Both the design and use of personnel performance evaluation processes are left to the discretion of
each budgetary institution, andlittle appears to exist in the way of oversight. Recent efforts to lodge

this responsibility within the Ministry of Interior are unlikely to adequately address this need. Unless

budgetary institutions given the authority and responsibility for personnel management and
development are held accountable for how well they wield that authority, there is little reason to

expect them to do a uniformly good job of meeting that responsibility.
Institutional arrangements holding agencies responsible for implementing the policies and

delivering the services entrusted to their care are also weak. Little in the way of systematic reporting

on performance is required or enforced. Mechanisms do exist in some agencies and programs for

setting basic performance standards (for example, measuring processing times for passports, drivers'

licenses, and other documents) and encouraging citizen involvement and feedback on the quality of

the services they receive, but these could be strengthened. Again, in the absence of effective efforts to

hold agencies accountable for meeting policy implementation and service provision objectives, it is

no surprise that performance varies considerably across agencies and is not, on average, particularly

impressive.
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Table 2.2 Public/Private Salary Comparisons

Type of Public Sector Position,
Qualifications & Salary Point

Public Min/Midl
Private Sector Public Sector Compensation Max of

Type of Private Sector Compensation Compensation as % of Private Education Salary
Position (US$) (US$) Sector Grade Requirement Range

CEO 6,175 1,875 30.4 Minister
Chief Financial Officer 3,803 1,406 37.0 First Deputy Minister
Business Director 3,006 906 30.1 Director
HR Director 2,816 784 27.9 12 5-yr. Univ. Max

Degree
Marketing Director 2,712 689 25.4 11 5-yr. Univ. Max

Degree
Info Systems Director 1,897 603 31.8 10 5-yr. Univ. Max

Degree
Sales Representative 703 466 66.3 9 5-yr. Univ. Mid

Degree
Executive Secretary 729 421 57.7 8 3- or 5-yr. Mid

Univ. Degree
Accounting Assistant 470 380 81.0 7 Full high Mid

school

Source: Private sector data from PricewaterhouseCoopers and KNO Worldwide Annual Worldwide salary survey, found
in Hospodarske Noviny (Nov. 29, 1998) "Jak se v Cesku odmenuji lide."

Public sector data from Minister, First Deputy Minister, and Director: estimates from Ministry of Finance. Others sources
based on salary scale, adjusted to reflect 25% supplement for "civil servants" and average 27.3% additional pay from
other salary supplements, bonuses, etc.

CEO Salaries (Kroner)

Public
Private Sector Public Sector Compensation

Size of Private Sector Compensation Compensation as % of Private
Firm (US$) (US$) Sector Type of Public Sector Position,

500+ staff $2,656 $1,875 70.6 Minister
Smaller than 500 staff $1,875 $1,406 75.0 First Deputy Minister

Source: Private sector data from Ekonom magazine (No. 41, 1998), "Inventura penezenek," based on surveys by Ekonom
magazine and Trexima (private co.) survey of 15,000 management staff.

Public sector data: Same as above.

Policy Formulation and Coordination
Policy formulation and coordination capacities, while functional, are less than ideal, and Czechs
familiar with their functioning increasingly recognize the need to reconsider them. The recent
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creation of four Deputy Prime Ministers (DPMs) without portfolios but charged with coordinating

policy formulation within each of their mutually exclusive collections of sectors appears problematic.

These arrangements pose risks of: (a) engendering irritation and hence a lack of cooperation among

ministers who have line authority but are nonetheless subject to the coordinating efforts of a given

DPM; (b) increasing the difficulty of ensuring integrated and collaborative formulation of policies

cutting across the lines established by the four mutually exclusive sets of sectors defined by the four

DPM umbrellas; and (c) generating efforts by individual DPMs to build power bases sufficient to

challenge the leadership of the Prime Minister. Efforts of some DPMs to expand the set of ministers

under their umbrellas suggest that some of these risks may already be recognized and materializing.

In short, the current authority relations within the policy formulation and coordination apparatus
appear unlikely to provide a stable and collaborative institutional basis for these processes. A unified

and powerful Government leadership could possibly overcome these risks, at least for some finite

period of time. It is unlikely, however, that the existing minority Government, buffeted by a divisive

political environment, will be able to do so for very long.
Regarding the technical support needed for policy formulation and coordination, the structures,

processes, and capacities within the Czech government's cabinet structure present a mixture of

strengths and weaknesses. On the positive side, the Department of the Cabinet Agenda in the Prime

Minister's Office appears to provide stable and capable support to the policy formulation process.

Line ministry staff report that the framework laid out in the Procedural Code and recently revised
Legislative Rules satisfactorily balances the need for their review with that for timely processing.
Furthermore, the process effectively resolves many, though not all, conflicts prior to cabinet

meetings, as it is intended to do. The Department of the Cabinet Agenda thus appears to be a well-

managed unit held in high esteem by line ministry counterparts and plays an important role in the

smooth functioning of this system.
However, the absence of a professional cadre of policy analysts within the cabinet itself, with the

capacity and mandate to provide technical assessments of the cross-cutting tradeoffs posed by policy

and legislative proposals, is a critically weak link in the cabinet's technical support structure. While

line ministries appear to be able to provide technical assessments of such tradeoffs from their own

points of view, it is important for the cabinet to have an independent technical capacity to integrate

(but not replicate) those various assessments. It is worth noting that the creation of such a unit within

the Prime Minister's Office could also form part of a medium-term strategy for creating a

professional, merit-based civil service. The existence of such a unit could enhance the attractiveness

of a civil service career by offering the possibility of a prestigious position within the Office of the

Prime Minister as the potential apex of one's career.
Creation of this capacity within the Office of the Prime Minister should also obviate the perceived

need to delegate to four DPMs the task of ensuring coordination of policy formulation within broad

sets of sectors. Backed by professional technical analysis, the Prime Minister should find the task of

taking charge of the policy level deliberations him or herself to be more manageable. While it would

still be useful and important to form committees and subcommittees to deal with the policy substance
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of particular proposals before presenting them to the full cabinet, such a committee structure need not
pose the major risks currently posed by the four-DPM arrangement. The leadership and membership
of such committees would (a) be drawn from the ministers with line responsibilities themselves and
(b) be interlocking-that is, committee memberships would overlap, thereby creating a natural basis
for informal communication across committees and hence across policy discussions. Such a structure
would have the additional integrating advantage of ensuring that all such committees rely on a shared
professional cadre to undertake the required technical analyses of the intersectoral tradeoffs posed by
policy proposals under their consideration. Such a shared technical resource could be expected to
provide the policy deliberation process with valuable intersectoral institutional memory.

Recommendations
Efforts to improve the Czech Republic's public administration since the "Velvet Revolution" do not
appear to have been particularly serious. This is perhaps not too surprising, given that the Czech
Republic's public administration functions fairly well in comparison to its CEE neighbors (see table
2.1 above). This lack of seriousness has also reflected the higher priority given to private sector
development than to public sector modernization. This prioritization was perhaps most stark under the
Klaus govemment. By now, however, undeniable progress in development of the domestic private
sector is creating conditions that can be expected to be broadly supportive of public sector
modernization, including, for example, rising expectations on the part of the business community and
the citizenry regarding the quality of public policy decisionmaking and its implementation. These
expectations include less ideological policy deliberations, greater transparency and predictability of
the regulatory environment, a reduction in corruption, and improved quality, timeliness and client-
friendliness of public services and their delivery. Modernization of the public administration could
help to meet these rising expectations as well as reinforce gains made in private sector development.

The current government has publicly stated, in its "Policy Statement" of August 1998, its intention
to foster a more inclusive and less ideological policymaking process and improve public
administration. This is a welcome sign, but one which will need to be followed by concrete action. To
meet these objectives the government will need to address the challenges of mounting a reform effort
as well the challenges of adequately designing and implementing key elements of such an effort.

Mounting a Reform Effort
Mounting a public sector modernization effort is difficult, time-consuming, and fraught with potential
setbacks.8 An important element of a strategy for facing these challenges is reform leadership with
adequate institutional authority, stature, and stability, as well as organizational capacity and focus.
The existing arrangements for leadership of the government's public administration reform agenda
may not be fully adequate to meet these needs. Responsibilities for public administration reform have
been divided between the Deputy Prime Minister for Legislation and the Ministry of Interior.The
Ministry of Interior is responsible for developing the concept of public administration reform and for
its execution, as well as for drafting laws that fall under its competences and coordinating with other
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relevant ministries. Political-level leadership rests with the DPM for Legislation who is also chair of

the legislative review council. The formal arrangements thus provide for the involvement of key

actors, although two further points must be kept in mind. First, successful administrative reform

requires integrated efforts in a number of areas, whereas there is a tendency in the Czech Republic as
in other Central European countries to focus primarily on the legislative component. Second, it is

important to ensure close coordination among all ministries, an activity that generally poses a
challenge in the Czech administration. In this case, the coordinating role could be handled by the

deputy minister-level committee for public administration reform that is chaired by the Deputy

Minister of Interior. In the absence of a supra-ministerial leader for administrative issues, effective
use of the committee would be an additional way to ensure that the Ministry of Interior's voice carries

weight with other line ministries.
In addition to this explicit division of responsibilities for mounting the government's

administrative reform agenda, the National Training Fund, an independent body funded largely by
EU/Phare grant money, appears to be providing much of the intellectual leadership for the various
efforts at public administration reform within the Czech Republic. Finally, the Ministry of Finance
unavoidably plays an important role in any public administration reform process, both because of its
role in any decisions with budgetary implications as well as its role in holding budgetary institutions
accountable for financial, program, and policy performance.

A somewhat more integrated leadership structure would be wise. One manner of addressing this
need would be to form an inter-ministerial commission headed by the Prime Minister and including
organizational units representing all the disparate elements of the current reform leadership
structure-legislative, executive, intellectual, financial, and programmatic. These would include the
DPM for Legislation, the Department of Public Administration within the Ministry of Interior, the
National Training Fund, as well as the Ministry of Finance. Such a commission would need a
technical unit to support its work, but its essential function would be to provide the authority,

stability, organizational capacity, and focus required to mount a serious and prolonged public
administration reform process.

Key Elements of the Reform Process

While an administrative reform process must address a wide variety of issues, the analysis presented
in this report highlights a number of particularly important actions and issues that should be
undertaken or addressed in the Czech Republic. In the area of creating a firmer basis for civil service

human resources management, the following actions are particularly pressing.

Draft and enact a civil service law: The existing draft Civil Service Law is problematic. Virtually

no progress has been made in revising it to address the serious problems identified in the incisive
and detailed conimentary provided by SIGMA in August of 1994. Given the lack of progress on
improving that law over the last 4 or more years, the time is ripe for starting over with an entirely
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new team. While lawyers will certainly be required as members of such a team, it should be lead
by persons with substantive expertise in human resource management.

* Prepare subsidiary civil service legislation: Once a civil service law is in place, the balance of

the legal framework for creating a professional, merit-based civil service should be established.
This would include policies and guidelines aimed at ensuring, for instance, transparent and

competitive recruitment, selection, and promotions procedures; merit-oriented personnel
performance appraisal policies and guidelines; mechanisms for administrative appeal of personnel
actions; and so forth.

* Revise public sector remuneration structure, policies, and practices: The existing level and
structure of remuneration in the public sector is not competitive with the domestic private sector,
especially within the more highly skilled ranks. In order to enhance the attractiveness of
employment conditions within the public sector, the government should prepare a fiscally
sustainable strategy for making remuneration more competitive. That strategy should also
enhance the transparency of the processes and practices through which compensation decisions
are made and their results monitored.

* Strengthen mechanisms for holding organizational units accountable for policy and program
implementation: Grants of autonomy (delegations of authority) are substantial but are perhaps
provided under terms and practices that are too independent to ensure they will be used in ways
that consistently and effectively meet policy objectives. While financial accountability appears to
exist at an aggregate level for budgetary units (for broad budget category envelopes), few
mechanisms exist to ensure accountability for delivering results with those fiscal (and human)
resources.

* Strengthen the administrative units responsible for good civil service and human resource

management: At the time of writing, the Department of Public Administration within the Ministry
of Interior was understaffed and under-resourced.9 It had neither the capacity to provide helpful
technical assistance to budgetary institutions on personnel management or to ensure adequate
oversight of personnel management policies. Moreover, analogous capacities in personnel
departments of line ministries vary. In both cases, the efforts to strengthen these capacities should
aim at building human resource management units that are facilitators of good personnel
management by line agencies and their managers, rather than units that view their role as doing
the personnel management themselves.

At least two actions are key to addressing the most pressing challenges in improving capacities for
policy formulation and coordination at the center.

Revise the current cabinet structure: The current DPM-based authority relations within the
cabinet appear unlikely to provide a stable and collaborative institutional basis for policy
formulation and coordination. The government should consider options for creating a cabinet
structure that would be more supportive of the Prime Minister taking charge of the policy level
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deliberations him or herself. Such a structure would probably rely on committees and

subcommittees of the cabinet, rather than DPMs, to deal with the policy substance of particular

proposals before putting them to the full cabinet. Those committees and subcommittees would be
supported by a single, professional policy analysis unit within the Office of the Prime Minister

(see next recommendation). Such a committee structure could avoid the major risks currently
posed by the four-DPM arrangement.
Create a single, professional policy analysis unit within the OJfice of the Prime Minister: Such a

unit would provide professional analyses of policy proposals, focusing on the intersectoral
tradeoffs and coordination issues raised. The processes for staffing the unit should be integrated

into an overall strategy for creating a professional, merit-based civil service, with these positions

being at the top of the promotion ladder.

Background and Context: Administrative Transition Since
the Fall of Communism

The Czech Republic, as part of the now-dissolved Czechoslovak federal state, made laudable progress
after the "Velvet Revolution" of 1989 in dismantling the communist apparatus. The communist
party's supreme role in government and policymaking was quickly swept away. In 1990, the National
Committee structure (the local arn of the central government) was abolished. At the same time, the
government reestablished local self-rule and decentralized its own functions by creating district
offices of the central state admninistration. The structure and functions of ministries and other central
agencies were reoriented to better suit the emerging democratic system and free-market economy.
Staff compromised by ties with the old regime left the administration, in part spurred by a lustration
law that barred individuals who had collaborated with communist intelligence services from holding
high level public office.

In spite of these early steps, however, public administration reform in the Czech Republic remains

in its early stages in several key areas. After years of heated debate, a December 1997 law finally
mandated an intermediate tier of government, comprised of 14 regions. While these are slated to
come into being in the year 2000, many implementation issues (such as competencies and staffing)
remain unresolved. Due to its prominence, the issue of regional reform has become almost
synonymous with administrative reform, with the result that equally crucial components of reform-
including legislative and management frameworks for government staff-have been relegated to the
sidelines. An additional impact of the ongoing uncertainty regarding intergovernmental relations and
lack of specification of a vertical administrative structure is that central government bodies have been

free to establish a complex web of deconcentrated offices (such as tax and employment offices and a
variety of inspectorates) at the subnational level. Despite oft-stated intentions to create a uniform

legal framework for government employees, human resource management remains the domain of
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individual ministries. Effective formulation and coordination of policy at the central level is
complicated by the tendency of line ministries to focus on narrow sectoral interests at the expense of
broader cross-sectoral views.

While administrative reform is admittedly an arduous and long-term undertaking, several factors
have intensified its difficulty in the Czech case. In the aftermath of the fall of communism, the most
pressing tasks were to dismantle authoritarian state structures (more so than to build effective
adrninistrative machinery) and to replace them with a new economic and political order. However,
attention was quickly diverted toward fundamental issues of the survival of Czechoslovakia, as the
future of the federal state became increasingly uncertain. Under these circumstances, it should come
as no surprise that little political priority was given to administrative reforrn. After the dissolution of
Czechoslovakia at the end of 1992, the newly-independent Czech Republic continued to focus heavily
on macroeconomic reform and private sector development, almost to the exclusion of administrative
reform. The privatization process-particularly the high-profile "voucher privatization" program
aimed at large state-owned enterprises-captured government energy and public interest. In the
general focus on dismantling or shrinking the role of govemment, elements of reform that would have
necessitated strengthening administrative capabilities (for example, regulation of financial markets)
were overlooked.

The official programs of the two governments formed after the general elections in 1992 and 1996
both cited some components of administrative reform as priorities. However, the primacy of
economic matters and the prevailing mood of deep-rooted suspicion toward the bureaucracy de-
emphasized, rather than promoted, the creation of an efficient administrative machinery. Rather than
undertaking a comprehensive reform that would have treated administration as an integrated system,
efforts tended to focus on discrete actions. This failure to adequately recognize early on the important
role of a reliable administration in an enabling framework for economic and political, and social
development continues to resonate in the complex problems now facing the Czech Republic.

In 1992, the Office of Legislation and Public Administration (OLPA) was created as a specialized
unit reporting to a deputy prime minister. Its public administration division served as an advisory
body and a focal point for development of reform proposals for human resources as well as all levels
of govemment. The govermment dissolved OLPA in October 1996 with the stated expectation that,
since administrative reform is a cross-sectoral issue, responsibility for its implementation should be
decentralized to individual agencies rather than being concentrated within a single entity at the central
level. This revealed either a low priority attached to administrative reform or a pervasive distrust of
centralized bureaucracies-or both. The inherent difficulty of such an approach was recognized five
months later, when the government assigned joint responsibility for drafting an administrative reform
concept to the ministries of Justice and Interior.

The caretaker government that was installed after the resignation of Prime Minister Vaclav Klaus
at the end of 1997 again highlighted in its official statements the importance of administrative reform.
In March 1998 a cabinet decision was passed outlining necessary reform measures, including a target
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date of February 1999 for submission of a draft civil service act. These plans were, however,

interrupted by the end of the government's mandate.
The new government that took office shortly after the June 1998 general elections has taken steps

to raise the profile of public administration reform. Both the policy paper presented to win a

parliamentary vote of confidence and subsequent public pronouncements have stressed the

importance of reform in general as well as of the implementation of a legal framework for civil
servants. The bulk of the responsibility for cross-sectoral public administration has been assigned to

two newly created entities: the Deputy Prime Minister for legislation and the Ministry of Interior's

public administration division. In addition, the Deputy Minister of Interior chairs a public
administration reform (PAR) committee composed of deputy ministers from line ministries and in the

context of negotiations for accession to the EU, a special working group on public administration has
been created. The DPM for legislation has a broad portfolio that includes the legal frameworks for the

civil service (though actual drafting responsibility lies with the Ministry -of Labor) as well as the

creation of a regional tier of government, planned for the year 2000.
The Ministry of Interior was first assigned responsibility for public administration reform strategy

in March 1997, as a means of filling the gap left by the dissolution of the Office of Legislation and
Public Administration in late 1996.'1 In August 1998, a new division for Public Administration was
created in the Ministry of Interior, with a deputy minister at its head. This division consists of
departments for information technology, human resources management, and public administration

reform, with the last being further divided into units for strategy, execution, and EU relations. At the
time of writing the division was in the process of achieving full staffing, and defining the scope of
activities of each department.

Human Resource Management and Civil Service Issues

Legal and Ethical Framework
There is no civil service act in place in the Czech Republic, and no official category of "civil

servant." Like all other employed persons in the country, government workers are regulated by the
Labor Code (Law 65/1965), and thus have a contractual relationship with the specific employing
ministry rather than the state as a whole.

Drafting of a civil service act has been underway since the breakup of the Czechoslovak state gave

rise to the independent Czech Republic on January 1, 1993. While an inter-minietrial group has been
established to review civil service act issues, principal drafting responsibility lies with a small team in
the Ministry of Labor, which has produced two documents. The most recent draft has benefited from

extensive and insightful comments by both foreign and Czech experts, including review by the

Ministry of Finance in 1995. Opinions on the latest draft version vary within the administration, with

some individuals believing that the draft is ready for submission to government and others pointing to
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serious shortcomings or omissions in substantive areas as well as in the potential financial costs of
proposed measures.

Recent political developments have led to several public pronouncements on the importance of a

civil service act. At the very least, a significant number of government employees and senior
politicians, as well as organizations like the National Training Fund," recognize that a civil service
act is necessary but not sufficient for meaningful reform. Both the National Program for EU

integration and the current government's position statement, issued in August 1998, assign top

priority to passage of a civil service act, with implementation targeted for the year 2000.'2This

schedule was subsequently revised; as of mid-1999 there were plans to submit the draft law to
government by the end of the year, with implementation expected in 2002. However, the attention to

this and related reform issues comes at a time of increased political uncertainty associated with the
rule of a minority government. Producing and enacting a civil service act that fully resolves an array
of highly complex issues (such as tenure, recruitment, promotion, and appraisal systems, not to
mention the ground rules for conversion of existing staff to "civil service" status) is a daunting
challenge. This is particularly so given the sensitivities involved, the likely need for extensive
reassessment of the current draft, and the difficulty of reaching agreement even under the best of
political circumstances.

Nevertheless, the importance of creating a framework for the civil service is such that the
Government of the Czech Republic (GOCR) would be well advised to devote significant resources
and attention at the highest levels to the issue. This includes ensuring that appropfiate expertise is
allocated to produce a new draft law capable of passing rigorous internal review and parliamentary
and cabinet processes. In addition to resolving some of the human resource management
complications addressed below, such an act should lay the groundwork for subsequent fine-tuning of
issues related to the civil service in implementing regulations.

There is no code of conduct specifically for government employees. However, the Labor Code
does contain some specific provisions for government staff in positions of responsibility which are
similar to measures often included in civil service acts in other countries.'3 In recognition of this
increased burden of responsibility, staff receive a wage supplement of approximately 25 percent.'4

The specific restrictions are a requirement to maintain political neutrality and the confidentiality of
information obtained on the job; a prohibition on accepting gifts or favors in connection with one's
position; and a requirement to abstain from activities that might lead to a conflict of interest,
including the misuse of information acquired in the course of official duties for private gain. The
same group of staff also face restrictions on secondary professional activities. They are prohibited

from being members of company boards of directors and similar bodies, unless nominated to such
posts by their employers and not remunerated for their services. In addition, they must obtain their
employer's written permission to engage in any private business activities other than scientific,

educational, literary, or artistic activities, or the management of their own property."5

The group of government employees to which Article 73 of the Labor Code applies can to a
limited extent be considered a de facto civil service. However, no specific records are kept (at either a
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central level or within ministries) about the number or profiles of individuals in this category.'6 Nor

have there been to date any concerted and systematic efforts to organize this set of public employees;

that is, to create an internal labor market to enhance the cost-effectiveness with which the government
recruits and retains a cadre of highly qualified, strongly motivated public servants possessing the

institutional memory needed to support an effective public administration.

In the absence of a clearly defined civil service, there is also no precise distinction between

"'regular" government employees and political appointees. In practice there does, however, appear to

be a difference. Explicitly "political" appointments tend to be restricted to the very highest levels

(ministers, vice ministers, and one or two more levels), although this pattern is not ironclad. All

employees appear to work under a cloud of uncertainty regarding the security of their posts, which

seems to increase after major political changes and to be greater the higher one's position. The Labor
Code allows employers to remove staff from a post to which they have been elected or named

provided they offer them another appropriate position,'7 a measure which allows considerable latitude
in its application. For example, the head of the public relations department in one ministry was

transferred by new management, for reasons of political trustworthiness, to a post without defined

responsibilities. This was considered to be a pro forma offer in compliance with the letter of the law,

since outright dismissal would not only have incurred severance costs but might also have exposed
the ministry to accusations of politically-motivated firings. Politicization of personnel actions within
the public sector is an issue of concern, as can be seen from the following recent press report

Civic democratic alliance strongly criticizes current government for alleged attempts

to politicize state admin. According to ODA, this tendency is evident among other
things in personnel changes in the posts of chairs of district offices. On Friday

(January 29, 1999) the Freedom Union expressed the same reservations regarding

premier Zeman's government.'8

Nevertheless, average turnover below the director level appears, from anecdotal evidence, not to be

extraordinarily high. Many staff have apparently held public positions for decades. It is also

acknowledged that informal norms discourage dismissal except in cases of clear misconduct.
The Czech administration does have in place mechanisms to address probity. For example, de

facto civil servants are to avoid conflicts of interest (see above), although they are not required to

actively disclose conflicts of interest should they arise. Each ministry's control department may

formally inspect conflicts of interest. The Ministry of Finance's control department may also

investigate complaints regarding financial management government-wide. A Supreme Audit

Institution is also active in monitoring government practices.
While the existence of official control bodies is a positive feature, anecdotal evidence suggests

that enforcement and monitoring of less visible ethics violations may be weak. Profiting from job-

related expertise through, for example, publishing of specialized information brochures is said to be a

common violation. Such relatively small-scale violations, including corruption and a lack of service
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orientation, are reflected in common criticisms of the public administration by citizens and business
people.19 Recent public opinion polls show public concern with corruption and economic crimes in
general, as well as an apparent increase in bribery of government employees. In one poll, 17 percent
of respondents admitted to offering bribes to government employees, compared to 12 percent ten
years ago.20 While most of this misconduct may be committed by entrepreneurs requiring official
documents or licenses, promotion of ethics, particularly in a public administration suffering from low
pay levels, is clearly a concern in the Czech Republic as elsewhere.

Legal provisions to ensure free access to information, as required under the constitution, are close
to being finalized. A draft freedom of information act (which also addresses protection of data on
individuals) was discussed by both the upper and lower houses of the previous parliament. In autumn
1998 the new government asked that the draft be reviewed, with discussion by parliament expected in
early 1999. Passage of the act is expected to greatly improve citizen access to information, although
there are some concerns that the framework for responding to public inquiries be realistic, avoid
overburdening public offices, and address issues such as the cost of responding to inquiries.

It is unclear what impact passage of the freedom of information act will have on several areas in
which new or revised administration-wide standards would be beneficial. Under certain
interpretations of the current Act on Statistical Services (89/1995), it is illegal to provide information
gathered for the purposes of the Central Statistical Office to anyone other than a government official
if that data covers fewer than three government bodies. While the precise import of this provision is
subject to some disagreement, it nevertheless causes public agencies to hesitate in providing or
collecting disaggregated data for fear of being declared in violation of the law. Second, although it
appears that ministries generally allow employees free access to their own personnel files,
government staff are not presently guaranteed this right. For example, staff in the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs have access only to materials that they themselves provided, and are not allowed to see
evaluations that are placed in their file, sometimes without their knowledge. A third area requiring
attention is reporting on administrative performance (for example, success rates in meeting
requirements for timely service delivery), which is neither required nor practiced at present.

Institutional Framework
In broad terms, human resource management in the Czech Republic, while much improved and

largely freed from ideologically-driven communist-era methods, nevertheless requires substantial
improvement in order to approach international standards of good practice. The lack of an integrated
legal framework is the main deficiency of human resource management in the Czech administration
today. Since government workers are employed by individual ministries (rather than the state as a
whole) under the general labor code, there can be significant variability in formal management
practices. Furthermore, there are no independent oversight bodies, either at the line ministry level or
government-wide, to ensure fairness of civil service policy. While decentralized personnel
management regimes can have certain advantages, they also pose significant risks and costs.
Foremost among the risks is weak accountability, which can open the door to mismanagement of
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human resources (for example, politicization, which appears to be something of a problem in the
Czech administration as described above). Among the more critical costs is the reduced attractiveness
of public sector employment (and hence the lower average quality of public sector human resources)
caused by the limited career development prospects posed by a fragmented and unaccountable public
sector labor market. While devices exist for mitigating such risks and costs, little appears to have
been done to date to meet this challenge in the Czech administration.

Recently, in the context of increased attention to public administration reform issues, the
government has also taken some steps toward creating a focal point for human resource management
issues. In August 1998, a new post of Deputy Minister for Public Administration Reform was created
in the Ministry of Interior. The deputy minister's division includes a Department for the Preparation
of Public Adrninistration Employees that is charged with developing some areas of human resource
management policy. As this department was in the process of being created at the time of the World
Bank mission to the Czech Republic, it is too early to assess its likely impacts. Nor is it clear whether,
in the Czech political context, the Ministry of Interior possesses the authority necessary to develop
and ensure proper implementation of government-wide policy in this area.

While the present decentralized approach allows ministries substantial freedom in managing their
human capital, it can also pose some problems. As noted above, the most serious risks and costs of a
decentralized approach are weak accountability and reduced attractiveness of public employment.
Examples of ways in which these problems can manifest themselves include the following. First, in
the absence of the consistency provided by standardized policy in areas ranging from recruitment to
staff development, it is likely to prove difficult to ensure transparent, competitive, merit- and
performance-based personnel management throughout the public sector. This impacts the quality of
human resources in the public sector both directly and indirectly. The major direct impact is reduced
personnel quality with each personnel action that is based on other criteria (for example, personal or
political factors). The indirect impacts are a reduction in the reputation of public sector employment
and public employees, which reduces the attractiveness of public employment, thereby making it yet
more difficult to attract and retain needed human capital skills. Other indirect impacts can include
restrictions in the growth of morale, job security, and professional opportunities that can provide a
significant part of the appeal of a public service career. These indirect impacts are particularly
insidious and debilitating in a country such as the Czech Republic, which faces tight fiscal
constraints. Under these conditions, the public sector needs to make the non-financial aspects of
public employment, such as the prestige and career growth prospects of being a public servant, as
attractive as possible if the public sector is to compete effectively for scarce human capital.

Second, a fragmented public sector labor force can increase the difficulty of ensuring
collaboration, cooperation, and coordination across public agencies. While it is never easy to foster
such inter-agency cooperation, a unified public service whose members regularly rotate across
agencies provides one important mechanism for addressing that need. Sectoral approaches also
sacrifice the potential economies of scale associated with more centrally managed systems.
Duplication of efforts arises, for example, as human resource departments throughout the government
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develop policies and procedures (for example, performance appraisal systems) in parallel without
benefiting from each other's efforts. Given the Czech Republic's tight fiscal constraints, the prospect
of reaping such economies of scale further buttresses the case for a more centralized approach to
public sector human resource management.

Finally, regardless of whether the personnel management framework is centralized or
decentralized, mechanisms must exist to hold public sector managers accountable for how effectively
and efficiently they manage human resources. This requires more than a fixed personnel budget and a

private sector labor code. A well designed and smoothly functioning civil service can provide one
important means of helping to address this need.

Interviews suggest that line ministry human resources departments generally have adequate staff
to perform current tasks, although the suitability of the skill mix for present and future tasks may be
problematic in some cases. The Ministry of Foreign Affairs has a personnel department of 15-17 staff
serving 2,100 ministry employees, and the Ministry of Finance has 22 staff for 1,200 employees.
Some variation in size of HR departments is due to the fact that, since the organizational structures of
ministries are not uniform, some ministries may assign certain HR-related responsibilities to units
other than the personnel department. At present, adequate capacity appears to exist to provide in-
service training for HR staff, both by Czech and foreign training providers. Line ministries appear to
have considerable latitude for deciding how much of their financial resources to devote to training.
Whether they devote adequate resources to this task must vary across ministries, although it was not
possible to undertake a systematic analysis of this. Weak accountability mechanisms, however, make
it likely that the care with which resources are allocated to such training could be improved in many if
not most agencies.

Civil Service Employment and Pay Policy and Management
Given the existing legislative framework, data on government employment in the Czech Republic
does not reflect the standard distinction between public servants and civil servants. Instead,
employment is broadly divided between budgetary organizations (fully financed by the state budget)
and those organizations that are to some extent self-financing but also receive subsidies from the state
budget. While no official definition of the civil service exists, unofficial estimates speak of between
eighty and ninety thousand staff in core administrative positions who might formn the basis of a future
civil service.

In 1998, total employment in central government, in both budgetary and subsidized organizations
was 508,351. Of this number, 207,814 were employed by subsidized organizations with 300,537
working in budgetary organizations. Just over half of budgetary organization staff worked for the
state administration,2 1 of whom 13,849 were employed directly in ministries and other central bodies
(table 2.3). According the preliminary 1998 figures from the Central Statistical Office, local

governments employed an additional 239,100 persons.
Employment in budgetary and subsidized organizations has fluctuated somewhat in the six years

since the breakup of Czechoslovakia. This reflects a number of factors. The aftermath of the
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dissolution of the federal state induced dramatic one-time changes in the Czech Republic's
institutions, such as the merging of federal organizations into units of the Czech Republic. Ongoing
reforms have also contributed to these fluctuations. These include changes in social insurance
arrangements, transfer to government of functions previously carried out by enterprises, and
expansion of other functions such as customs and courts.22 The apparent increase in state
administration employment between 1995 and 1996 (table 2.5), for instance, results largely from
changes in the classification of existing bodies rather than a real increase in actual employment levels.

Table 2.3 Central Government Employment in Budgetary and Subsidized Organizations,
1998

Type of Organization Employees % of Total

Subsidized organizations 207,814 40.9
Budgetary organizations 300,537 59.19

Of which
State administration 154,073 30.3

In central bodies 13,849 2.7
Total 508,351 100.0

Source: Ministry of Labor.

Relative to other EU accession candidates and to EU member countries, the Czech Republic's public
employment levels are not excessively high. At 7.2 percent of population, public employment in the
Czech Republic in 1998 was within the range among its closest neighbors, and comparable to a
sample of EU member countries (see table 2.4 and 2.5).

Careful regulation of employment levels greatly diminishes the possibility of unrestrained
employment increases while still allowing institutions some flexibility in managing the internal
structure of employment. Currently, employment is regulated in three ways.23 First, cabinet sets
binding employment limits based upon the recomrnendation of the Ministry of Finance. Second, the
wage bill for each ministry or group of institutions is set by MOF, with each ministry determining
how this sum is distributed among subsidiary institutions. Finally, the volume of other personnel
expenditures (for example for contract employees, elected or appointed officials) is also specified.
However, unlike in the period from 1972 to 1986 when the existence of specific jobs in central bodies
was pre-determined and could not be changed, organizations can decide the allocation of posts among
units, and may choose to hire fewer staff than the maximum permitted. These arrangements appear to
provide quite effective control over aggregate personnel expenditures and slots within each ministry
or equivalent budgetary unit. They do not, however, provide an effective means of holding those
agencies accountable for the effectiveness or efficiency with which they allocate their human resource
budgets.
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Table 2.4 General Civilian Government Employment in Selected Countries (Percent)

General Civilian Government

Country % of population % of labor force

Poland 4.2 7.9
Czech Republic 7.2 14.6
Slovak Republic 7.7 17.4
Hungary 8.1 15.4
CEE sample average 6.8 13.8

Greece 2.7 7.2
Germany 4.5 8.6
Portugal 5.1 10.0
Italy 5.4 13.2
United Kingdom 7.0 14.5
France 7.0 15.6
Belgium 7.6 18.4
Finland 12.4 24.3
Denmark 12.7 22.8
Sweden 17.4 34.7
EU sample average 8.2 16.9

Source: Bank staff calculations (Czech Republic); "An International Survey of Government Employment and Wages,"
World Bank 1997.

Table 2.5 Employment in Budgetary and Subsidized Organizations 1995-98 (Thousands)

Type of Organization 1995 1996 1997 1998
State administration 69 136 130 154
Other 476 407 373 369
Total: budgetary & subsidized 545 543 503* 523

* Note that there is a discrepancy between employment data from the Ministry of Labor and that cited by the National
Training Foundation.
Source: National Training Foundation

Although the current government deliberated reducing employment shortly after taking office, no
formal downsizing plan has been undertaken. However, budgetary incentives for individual
organizations to reduce staffing were recently increased, as explained below. There is reported to be
some agreement within government that scope for employment reduction exists. The absence of
mechanisms for holding budgetary units accountable for the effectiveness and efficiency with which
they deploy their human resources, however, has made it difficult to generate and sustain the political
will required to undertake such measures, whether government-wide or within organizations. While
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there are fears that cutting staff without rationalizing the employment structure will harm services,

attempts in some ministries (for example, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs) to introduce targeted cuts

in some departments have been successfully resisted in favor of across the board cuts. Resistance by

those adversely impacted by efforts to rationalize human resource usage is, of course, to be expected.

The will and ingenuity required to overcome such resistance will be rare unless effective mechanisms

exist for holding ministries accountable for how well they manage their human resources.

Spending on wages and salaries has been relatively stable over the past several years. The cost of

wages and salaries in consolidated central government constituted an estimated 8.3 percent of total

expenditures in 1997.24 This appears somewhat low, though not excessively so, compared to the

median of 11.2 percent for current EU member states, and 12.5 percent for a sample of eight EU

applicant countries.25 Because of the great variability among countries in government functions and

size, comparisons of this sort should be treated with caution. The comparison does demonstrate,

however, that the Czech Republic is not facing an excessive wage bill burden (table 2.6).

As a percentage of total goods and services spending, the Czech Republic's wage bill is high

relative to other EU accession candidates, but about average when compared to EC member countries

(see table 2.7). While this could indicate that the Czech Republic is approaching EU norms on the

division of goods and services expenditures between labor and other inputs, it is not clear what sorts

of conclusions one ought to draw from this.

Table 2.6 Wage Bill in Consolidated Central Government, 1994-97 (Billions of Nominal
Crowns)

Item 1994 1995 1996 1997

Total Revenue 425.6 486.3 535.96 560.3
Total Expenditure 441.2 500.1 535.9 560.3
Goods & Services 88.6 77.0 86.0 83.0
Wages & salaries 41.5 41.7 46.8 49.3
Other goods & services 47.1 35.3 39.2 33.7

GDP 1149 1349 1533 1650
Wage bill as:
Percent total revenue 9.8 8.6 8.7 8.8
Percent total expenditure 9.4 8.3 8.4 8.3
Percent GDP 3.6 3.1 3.1 3.0

Source: IMF Government Finance Statistics, 1998 and World Bank staff calculations.

The size of the overall wage bill is controlled by the Ministry of Finance, which sets the wage bill

for individual chapters of the budget and establishes the conditions under which savings from

vacancies may be reallocated. As of 1997, organizations have been permitted to use all vacancy

savings to supplement earnings of other employees through bonuses or other one-of allowances.
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Previously, only 3 percent of the organization's wage bill could be reassigned in this fashion, with
excess savings being returned to the state budget. The impact of this measure thus far has been less
than expected, but this may partially reflect the recentness of this change. As noted previously,
however, the absence of mechanisms that could create pressure on ministries or other budgetary units
to effectively manage their human resources probably helps account for the modest use of this
budgetary autonomy.

Wages in budgetary organizations and most subsidized organizations are regulated by a law and a
cabinet decision, both dating from 1992.26 As in other Central European countries (such as Hungary)
an employee's basic wage is determined according to a "tariff net" that in the Czech Republic
consists of 12 grades. Classification into a grade is determined on the basis of educational attainment.
Each grade is further divided into 12 steps that reflect term of service and through which progression
is automatic.

In addition to the basic wage, employees are eligible for a wide array of additional payments,27
allowances, and supplementary payments associated with specific duties, work conditions, or
performance. While the conditions for awarding such payments are described in wage regulations,
some of these payments-which on average account for 32.9 percent of total earnings-can be highly
discretionary.28 For example, the award for good performance can reach up to 100 percent of the
individual's basic wage. This provides scope for targeting exceptionally skilled staff or scarce
resources that might otherwise look toward the private sector; but given the absence of mechanisms
for holding managers accountable for effective management of human resources, such a discretionary
bonus option is likely to be problematic. Moreover, the effectiveness of links between pay and
perforrnance remains a controversial issue. Recent research suggests that professional recognition by
the employer tends to play a stronger role in motivating staff and fostering staff loyalty than do
financial rewards. That research also suggests that performance bonuses can harm morale of staff who
are passed over as well as of staff who receive a bonus one year but not the next.29These drawbacks
are recognized within the Czech administration, where the performance bonus is viewed with some
skepticism.

The 1992 cabinet decision awards a special supplement to employees with added responsibilities
who are subject under article 73 of the Labor Code to the restrictions noted earlier. These staff, who
arguably comprise a de facto civil service, receive an additional monthly payment equal to 25 percent
of the highest step in their grade. Official data on the number of staff receiving this payment are
unavailable, although unofficial estimates speak of between eighty and ninety thousand individuals.

Average gross monthly earnings in the public administration in 1977 were 11,788 crowns
(approximately US$372). While this is above the economy-wide average, such comparisons do not
take into account the concentration of highly educated professionals and demanding positions in the
public sector relative to the economy as a whole (table 2.8). Overall, earnings in the public
administration are reported to be uncompetitive with the private sector.
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Table 2.7 Wages and Salaries as Percent of Total Goods and Services Spending

Country Percentage

Bulgaria 19.9

Estonia 29.4
Latvia 40.7

Lithuania 42.7
Hungary 45.5

Romania 47.9

Poland 51.0

Czech Rep 59.4
Slovak Republic n.a.

Slovenia n.a.

Accession Candidate 42.1
Average

Germany 24.6

U.K. 28.8
Finland 36.6

Austria 37.6
Sweden 39.1
Denmark 57.5
Netherlands 60.9
France 67.4
Spain 68.6

Ireland 70.9

Portugal 74.7
Luxembourg 74.8

Italy 78.4

Belgium 80.8

Greece 82.2

EU member average 58.9

Source: IMF Government Finance Statistics, 1998.
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Table 2.8 Gross Average Monthly Earnings (Czech Crowns)

1997
Item 1995 1996 1997 (US$)

Public Admin. & defense 9,608 11,460 11,788 372
State Administration 8,862 10,631 11,251 355

Central govt.: HQ 13,832 15,089 16,017 505
District & local 7,337 9,192 9,940 313

Economy as a whole 8,172 9,676 10,695 337

*Preliminary data
Source: Central Statistical Office

Austerity measures implemented in 1997 reduced the earnings of government employees just as
inflation was on the rise.30 Wages were subsequently frozen at the reduced level for 1997 and 1998.
In late 1998, the Ministry of Labor negotiated a 17 percent increase in the tariff net to take effect in
1999,3' despite criticism by MOF and others of awarding so large an increase across-the-board, rather
than targeting increases to reward performance or attract scarce skills. Although official pay
comparator data is unavailable, conservative estimates by informed observers are that earnings lag 20
to 30 percent or more behind comparable private sector positions, with potentially much larger
discrepancies for highly desirable professions such as lawyers or financial specialists.

The wage scale is compressed, with top-graded senior staff earning only between about 4.4 and
5.1 times the basic wage of the lowest ranked employee. This compares unfavorably with ratios of
around 9.8 in the United Kingdom, 5.7 in France, 7.5 in Germany, 8.2 in the Netherlands, 5.2 in
Canada and around 8.9 in the United States.Allowances and bonuses-which account for roughly 20
to 30 percent of earnings and can reach as much as 50 percent-may improve this situation
somewhat, though data on their exact impact is not available. Moreover, the absence of effective
mechanisms to hold public agencies accountable for effectively managing their personnel means that
those allowances and bonuses could as easily undermine as enhance performance incentives. The
compressed earnings structure provides little incentive to advancement while introducing strong
incentives to classify staff in higher grades in order to offer a more attractive salary. This is borne out
both by anecdotal evidence as well as the ratio of staff to managers, which averages 5.0 for central
bodies-unusually low.32 Such practices may allow a rational response by managers to a non-
competitive salary scale. However, the absence of strong pressures on those managers to ensure that
their units meet clear performance objectives, coupled with weak accountability for how well they
manage their personnel, makes this a risky and less than transparent approach to managing pay and
personnel.

Not surprisingly, low earnings combined with uncertain career prospects are reported to be
responsible for an outflow of skilled staff from government as well as difficulty in attracting much-
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needed young professionals. This evidence is, however, anecdotal, and the lack of concrete
information on staff turnover rates reveals a lack of attention to human resource management

throughout the Czech public sector. Anecdotal evidence also suggests that the new generation of
career-oriented university graduates sees little appeal in government employment (with some notable
exceptions such as the Ministry of Foreign Affairs), although recent rising unemployment is said to
have spurred new interest. Turnover appears to be at a somewhat high if manageable level. For
example, MOF estimates turnover of 11 percent in 1998, which is somewhat higher than the range
found in a number of EU countries-from lows of around 2-3 percent in Canada to highs around 7-8
percent in France and the United Kingdom. The deeper problem lies in the possibility that
disproportionate numbers of staff with valuable expertise are leaving government service for the
private sector. This pattern may be exacerbated by informal norms that discourage firing and the
absence of adequate mechanisms to foster effective human resource management, such as
performance appraisal or attestation procedures and guidelines. Such informal norms and weak
mechanisms for holding managers accountable for human resources are likely to be perpetuating an
entrenched culture of mediocrity.

Human Resource Management and Practice
The Czech administration functions at an acceptable level in less than favorable conditions, yet this
seems to be due less to an effective framework than to a relatively skilled workforce, administrative
traditions predating the communist era, and informal norms. The administration contains pockets of
excellence with talented, innovative staff. However, in the absence of accountability-enhancing
institutions and clear and consistent organizational objectives, their work is vulnerable to derailment
by internal resistance, institutional inertia, or unavoidable changes in ministerial leadership. This was
the case, for example, in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, where a comprehensive project to revamp
personnel management had reached an advanced stage by mid-1998, but now faces an uncertain
future following changes in leadership. Similarly, the Ministry of Agriculture drew on international
practice in developing a detailed proposal for a performance appraisal system in 1996, which was
subsequently abandoned because of internal resistance. In both of these examples, impressive and
laudable efforts by a small cadre of dedicated staff have foundered because of changes in
organizational leadership and inevitable resistance to change. Unless the government can create an
institutional environment that will support and complement such efforts, the odds of significant
improvements in the Czech Republic's public administration will likely remain dim.

An institutional environment supportive of human resource management will create strong
pressures on managers to address two broad challenges: (1) to ensure that their organizational units
meet clear performance objectives, and (2) to mobilize the human resources required to do this. The
former challenge requires clear and widely shared organizational objectives coupled with mechanisms
for focusing organizational attention on meeting those objectives.33 The latter challenge provides the
focus of this section of this report.
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Mechanisms to Foster Accumulation of Human Capital within the Public Sector

While general human capital skills can be directly recruited, given attractive conditions of
employment within the public sector, specific human capital skills and knowledge are unique to a

given public sector and its public agencies. Examples include knowledge of specific policies,
procedures, and practices that are unique to, for instance, the Czech public sector and its public
agencies. Institutional memory is an oft-cited phrase that captures important aspects of such specific
human capital,and it is important that human resource management policies and practices provide
adequate mechanisms for building such human capital in-house.

Aside from training, which is treated in a separate section, perhaps the most important
mechanisms for nurturing such specific human capital are those that foster career development within
the public sector. At least three types of such mechanisms are worth mentioning: (a) those that make a
career in the public sector attractive; (b) those that facilitate career development; and (c) those that
protect public employees from arbitrary impediments to their career growth. Examples of (a) include
career streams that permit professional growth, including increasing responsibility and authority; pay
policies that mandate progressively more remuneration over the course of one's career; and
management practices that provide public recognition and other rewards for work well done.
Examples of (b) include networks, both formal and informal, which facilitate labor mobility within
the public sector; personnel performance evaluation policies and practices that encourage both fair
evaluations and helpful feedback; and promotion policies and practices that incorporate transparency
and competition to enhance the odds that promotion decisions will reflect career growth potential.
Examples of (c) include personnel performance evaluation policies that ensure both that personnel
assessments are made frequently and by numerous evaluators (so as to reduce the likely impact of any
inaccurate or unfair appraisal), and that evaluated employees are allowed to respond to evaluators'
assessments; personnel information policies that ensure that each employee has ready access to all
information in his or her permanent personnel file; and both administrative and judicial grievance
procedures and mechanisms, which pose neither excessive transactions costs on the employee nor
undue risk of retaliation by his or her superiors.

Making a Public Sector Career Attractive
At least three broad types of mechanisms can serve to make a public sector career attractive: career
streams, pay policies, and performance-linked recognition and rewards.

Career Streams. In the absence of a civil service act, all public sector employees are covered by
the private sector labor code. While it is possible to construct career streams without being in
violation of the private sector labor code-see for instance the diplomatic career stream within the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs-the legal framework established by that labor code is essentially mute

on this issue. Moreover, career streams cutting across public agencies would be difficult to create
under the labor code. In particular, the incentives facing individual agencies would create a "lemon"
problem; agencies with good personnel would tend to resist the creation of an internal public sector
labor market that could rob them of some of their better personnel, while those with below average
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human resources would be more likely to support such efforts. Anecdotal evidence suggests that what

labor mobility does exist in the Czech Republic is primarily within agencies. A central decision will
have to be made and implemented in order to create a career stream that bridges agencies. This is one
of the main reasons for the drafting and enactment of a civil service law, which should clarify the
career streams it will govern and lay down the basic policies for mobility within each career stream.

Pay Policies. The evidence cited earlier suggests that pay policies are not particularly well
designed to make a public sector career attractive. Pay levels appear to be low relative to private
sector comparators, although probative data on this is difficult to find. Potential for salary growth
under the existing salary scales is limited; the compression ratio of between 4.4 and 5.1 falls below
most EU comparators. Moreover, a non-trivial amount of remuneration is allocated on a discretionary
basis with few mechanisms to ensure that these rewards are linked to performance and the
accumulation of needed human capital skills.

Recognition and Rewards. The Ministry of Finance has recently enhanced budgetary scope for
ministries to provide bonuses to their employees. In earlier years, ministries were permitted to spend

shortfalls of their wage expenditures, up to no more than 3 percent of their total budgeted wage bill,
on one-of bonuses. This authority was increased in 1998 by allowing all wage bill savings to be used
to finance such bonuses. But it appears that mechanisms for holding ministries accountable for their
performance in achieving policy and program objectives are weak to nonexistent. Therefore, there is
little reason to believe that this grant of financial authority will be exercised in a way that reliably ties
rewards to the contributions of individual employees to meeting organizational objectives. If this
device for supplementing salaries is to yield its intended benefits, it must be complemented by serious
efforts to hold organizational units accountable for their performance in achieving clear policy and
program objectives.

It was not possible to ascertain the extent or pattern of non-financial recognition for public
employees. There appears, however, to be little in the way of over-arching policies or mechanisms to
encourage such practices. As such, it would appear likely that public recognition to employees for
exemplary performance is largely idiosyncratic and the practice of individual good managers, rather
than widespread and systemic.

Facilitating Career Development
Key mechanisms for facilitating career development include (1) networks, both formal and informal,
which facilitate labor mobility within the public sector; (2) personnel performance evaluation policies
and practices that encourage fair evaluations and helpful feedback; and (3) promotion policies and
practices that ensure transparency and competition, so as to enhance the odds that promotion
decisions will reflect merit and career growth potential.

Networks. In the absence of a civil service act or other measures to facilitate an internal labor
market, the Czech administration presently has little mobility of staff among sectors. The current
framework does not allow strategic approaches to developing cross-sectoral expertise, and individuals
who might themselves wish to gain experience in more than one sector can do so only on their own
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initiative by resigning their current post and finding a new one elsewhere. It would be worthwhile to
explore opportunities to increase cross-sectoral movement of staff. This could include, for example,
publication of job-postings in an administration-wide bulletin, or creation of an information
clearinghouse that makes available skills profiles of staff.

The fragmented HR management structure has also slowed the development of an integrated
personnel information system. There is presently no fully developed government-wide system
containing employment data as well as the personnel profiles (including education and skills) of
government employees, although late in 1998 government-wide standards for personnel databases
were specified. The Ministry of Labor holds some information on government employment, which
may eventually be transferred to the Ministry of Interior's new Public Administration Department.
However, this database is far from the comprehensive information system that is needed. Detailed
personnel information systems are the responsibility of each individual ministry, with the result that,
although the basic types of information kept in these systems may be similar, the systems themselves
are not technologically compatible with one another. Ministry-level systems may also be fragmented,
as was the case of one ministry that is presently unifying personnel records that have been kept in
three separate databases.

Not only is it impossible to use existing information systems for proactive government-wide
information exchanges, but it also appears that existing systems may either lack the capability for
analysis of aggregated data even for the considerably narrower needs of the host institution, or are
simply not used for such purposes. For example, the Minister of Foreign Affairs' inforrnation system
has the capacity to sort by specific criteria, such as type of training undertaken or language skills.
However, the Ministry purchased only the basic version of the software, which cannot perform these
advanced functions. As a result, using the system to analyze the skill pool is a tedious, time-
consuming undertaking that is generally not carried out.

Personnel Performance Evaluation Policies and Practices. Staff appraisal is weak or nonexistent,
with neither a general requirement for regular performance evaluation nor a standardized system of
examinations and attestations upon entry or at specified points in an individual's career.34 As in other
CEE countries, appraisal suffers from the stigma of communist-era political screenings, with staff
wary of possible implications and managers tending to view the appraisal process as, at best, an
additional burden on their time. As a result, attempts by some human resource departments to institute
comprehensive appraisal systems have failed in the face of internal resistance; this occurred in the
Ministry of Agriculture and may also be the case in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. The Ministry of
Finance recently initiated annual appraisals in order to inform remuneration and training decisions.
Further development of such initiatives and incorporation of "good practice" in their design should be
encouraged.

It is notoriously difficult to get personnel performance evaluation practices to meet the objectives
of accurately and fairly appraising individual performance and providing helpful feedback on how to
improve one's performance.35 It would, in fact, not be realistic to expect to achieve those objectives
overnight in any organization, let alone in an entire public sector. Perhaps the best one can hope for is
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to set in motion a process and dynamic that can be expected to continuously provide a better
approximation to those ideals. To this end, a number of suggestions can help in the design of such a

process:

* Encourage more informal evaluations
* Encourage more narrowly focused evaluations as well as conventional overall performance

evaluations
* Encourage more frequent evaluations
* Invite evaluations from a wide variety of sources (for example, from supervisors, peers, and

clients)
* Invite evaluations from numerous evaluators
* Allow evaluated personnel the opportunity to view all evaluations and to respond in writing if

they choose
* Create rules that make it in the self-interest of evaluators to provide accurate and helpful

evaluations

The basic ideas are to diversify evaluations so as to better capture as many dimensions of
performance as possible, and reduce the risk that unfair or inaccurate evaluations will distort the
overall combined evaluation. In addition, rules should be created that make it in the self-interest of
evaluators to provide accurate and helpful evaluations. Examples of the final point would be to
include as factors in the evaluation of a supervisor the quality of his or her unit's performance as well
as the quality of his or her own personnel evaluation practices (for example, frequency and use of
informal evaluations).

Promotion Policies and Practices. Promotion policies and practices do not appear to
systematically incorporate clear and consistent procedures aimed at ensuring transparency and merit-
based competition so as to enhance the odds that promotion decisions will reflect merit and career
growth potential. While progression in the wage scale is subject to detailed government-wide
regulations, as described earlier, such is not the case for advancement to higher professional standing.
The lack of emphasis on formalized procedures may in part be due to the automatic nature of
progression through the wage scale, which is based upon the individual's term of service and thus
diminishes the importance of changes in professional standing. Clearly defined appeals processes
through which employees may contest promotion decisions are not the norm, although staff can use
informal avenues such as asking reviewers to revise their assessments. The Ministry of Foreign
Affairs currently practices such methods, although a draft career code prepared in 1998 included
formalized appeals procedures. The final form of the draft code, expected to undergo revision after
staffing changes in the ministry, had not yet been decided at the time of the World Bank mission.
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Protecting Public Employees from Arbitrary Personnel Actions

Mechanisms for protecting public employees from arbitrary personnel actions include the following:
(I) personnel performance evaluation policies that ensure both that personnel assessments are made
frequently and by numerous evaluators (so as to reduce the likely impact of any inaccurate or unfair
appraisal), and that evaluated employees are allowed to respond to evaluators' assessments; (2)
personnel information policies that ensure that each employee has ready access to all information in

his or her permanent personnel file; and (3) both administrative and judicial grievance procedures and
mechanisms, designed to pose neither excessive transactions costs on the employee nor undue risk of
retaliation by his or her superiors. As the first of these mechanisms has been discussed above, only
the final two are considered at this point.

Access to Personnel File. Access by staff to all documents in their own personnel files can provide

important protection against arbitrary personnel actions. While it appears that ministries generally
allow employees free access to their own personnel files, government staff are not presently
guaranteed this right. For example, in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, staff have access only to those
materials that they themselves provided, and are not allowed to see evaluations that are placed in their
file, sometimes without their knowledge. A civil service act guaranteeing such access could address
this need.

Grievance Procedures. Administrative and judicial grievance procedures and mechanisms, which

pose neither excessive transactions costs on the employee nor undue risk of retaliation by his or her
superiors, can also provide important protection against arbitrary personnel actions- Unfortunately,
such mechanisms are not adequately implemented in the Czech Republic at this time. Several sources
indicated that since 1989 there has been a staff backlash against the restrictiveness of the communist
era and resistance to imposition of new norms. Grievance procedures also tend toward ad hoc
processes. The only government-wide regulation of grievance procedures is a legal regulation dating
from 1958 that delimits, for example, the time for responding to complaints. This regulation is widely
seen to be out of date and thus is not implemented. In practice, internal disputes may be handled by a
ministry's control or personnel department. However, in the absence of elaborate processes to ensure
that grievances are addressed in an impartial manner, there are disincentives to seeking redress. For
example, although staff may choose to write letters of complaint regarding a supervisor, the fact that
such cases may well be referred back to that supervisor for investigation means that in practice people
are hesitant to take this course of action and skeptical as to the likelihood of complaints being
addressed.

Recruitment. As with most other human resources procedures, recruitment varies by organization.
For the most part, recruitment appears to take place without formal advertising or application,
oversight by third parties, or use of clearly stated formal procedures36. The Labor Code mandates that
positions be advertised only in instances where a formal competition is held. Given high advertising
costs and limited budgets, only senior posts tend to be advertised in print media. For example, the
annual advertising budget of the Ministry of Agriculture is about 100,000 crowns, while a single
newspaper advertisement costs from 5,000 to 12,000 crowns. Ministries try to work around budget
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constraints by posting openings on their websites or in sectoral publications. Informal means such as
professional contacts are also reported to be widespread. Although not the norm, some human
resource departments, such as the Ministry of Agriculture's, strive to ensure oversight by impartial
examiners and also apply screening procedures such as psychological testing when possible. At the
agriculture ministry, recruitment for senior managerial posts always entails interviews before a panel
that includes the supervisor, director of the human resources department, and when possible an
impartial specialist from outside the ministry. Less senior posts may be filled without recourse to this
process.

In sum, while there are some serious efforts to ensure transparency and merit-based competition in
recruitment, the absence of an over-arching legal framework supportive of these objectives has led to
wide variability in recruitment practices and procedures. Again, a civil service act is needed to
establish the consistent legal framework required to ensure the necessary transparency and merit-
based competition in recruitment throughout the Czech Republic's public sector.

Training and Career Development
It is expected that the nascent unit for "Preparation of Public Administration Employees" in the
Ministry of Interior's Public Administration Department will address the broad framework for
training future civil servants. Such elements as secondary school and university-level programs,
possible introduction of certification examinations, and "career codes" specifying requisite training
and qualifications may be included.

No national training policy is in place, although the National Training Foundation, a non-profit
organization founded under the auspices of the Ministry of Labor, has contracted the European
Institute for Public Administration to develop a strategy for training policy. The initial work is
expected to be on a broad strategic level, with detailed steps to be elaborated in later projects.

Presently, responsibility for training provision and policy rests with each ministry. Although the
state budget does not include line items for ministry training budgets, line ministry reports indicate
that training expenditures are about one to two percent of the wage bill. In some instances, additional
expenditures may be paid out of funds allocated for purposes other than wages, as in the case of
Ministry of Finance's operation of training facilities, or some training-related expenditures at the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs. As might be expected, human resources departments would like to see
increased funds allocated to training. Existing budget constraints do, however, encourage careful ex
ante assessments of the relevance of training programs. Awarding of training contracts is regulated
under the procurement law, but ex post evaluation of training appears to vary. In practice, foreign-
sponsored programs may be evaluated more frequently than locally run courses, since the former tend
to require evaluation as a condition of funding. Some ministries reported being satisfied with training
evaluation and effectiveness, while others cited instances of ineffective training programs that
continued to be contracted despite poor results. Nevertheless, a wide array of training providers is
present on the Czech market, with ministries able to choose among international programs, private
Czech providers, courses sponsored by educational institutions, and in-house programs.
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Service Delivery and Management Culture
The Czech Republic has specified service standards that are published as both law and ministry-level
regulations. The basic standards for responding to citizen inquiries are set out in the Administrative
Code (1967, amended 1993), while standards for specific services such as issuance of licenses or
documents are issued by the responsible ministry. In a number of heavily used areas, such as
passports or drivers licenses, standards appear to reflect public need and generally complied with.
(For example, citizens have the choice of two express options for passport issuance.) However, it is
reported that services that are low profile or less frequently used can be subject to lengthy delays.
Furthermore, the public is not consistently involved in the development of service standards, nor is
publication of actual performance widely practiced. Over the past several years, government and
municipal offices have made noteworthy efforts such as issuing brochures for users and standardizing
office hours. Nevertheless, the system of services to the public at times seems a maze of fragmented
responsibilities assigned to various offices with inconvenient or inadequate opening hours.

In contrast with neighboring countries, the Czech Republic has yet to introduce an effective
ombudsman's office charged with investigating and addressing citizens' complaints regarding the
public administration. A separate attempt to alleviate bureaucracy recently ended in failure with the
dissolution in mid-1998 of the Prime Minister's Office advisory body on bureaucratic burdens after
only one year of operation. The creation of an ombudsman is part of the official program of the
current government, although the current state of plans is unclear.

Policy Formulation and Coordination at the Center of
Government

This section assesses policy-making practices at the center of government along three broad
dimensions: institutional structures, policy-making processes, and staffing arrangements. Institutional
structures should provide a focal point within the government for the political authority to ensure that
decisions are binding, efficient, and of high technical quality. Policy-making processes should
reinforce institutional structures in meeting these objectives, and should ensure that sectoral policies
are consistent with the government's sector-specific strategies, that intersectoral policies reflect
adequate consideration of policy tradeoffs and coordination issues, and that resource implications are
fully assessed. Staffing arrangements should ensure that staff at the center posses the skills for
integrating diverse policy contributions; anticipating the political views, priorities and concerns of the
government; analyzing issues that lead to policy formulation; and presenting their analyses,
conclusions, and recommendations in a convincing manner. They should also ensure that staff are
employed in adequate numbers; that staff turnover strikes a reasonable balance between stability and
the need to adjust and update staffing skills to continuously evolving skill requirements; and that
incentives, broadly understood, are competitive and designed to enhance performnance.
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Institutional Arrangements for Policy Formulation
The Czech Republic has a cabinet structure, in which the President appoints a Prime Minister (PM)

who, in turn, forms a government. The Czech constitution of 1992 addresses cabinet structure and

powers, as well as the legal basis for creation of ministries. In addition, the much-amended Act

2/1969 "On the creation of ministries and other central bodies of the state admrinistration" (conmmonly

referred to as the competencies law) assigns policy formulation responsibility to ministries. This law

has come under criticism as a relic of the communist era. However, it is not at all atypical to provide a

role for ministries in policy formulation, since they have first-hand knowledge of both the responses

of the targets of those policies they are charged with implementing and the difficulties encountered in

implementing them.

Upon taking office in July 1998, the current government added an additional layer to its cabinet

structure by creating four Deputy Prime Ministers posts, each with responsibility for coordinating

policy formulation within one of four broad policy groupings. Three of these groupings are mutually

exclusive (economic, social, and defense) while the fourth is applies to all policies (legislation). A

similar DPM structure was in place in the early 1990s, although more recently the Minister of Finance

had served as the sole Deputy Prime Minister, thereby taking on a coordinating role in policy

formulation. Not surprisingly, officials within the Ministry of Finance appear to be somewhat less

satisfied with the current DPM arrangements than with the previous ones.

This DPM arrangement brings with it certain tradeoffs. On the plus side it provides a formal

mechanism for relieving the PM of his overall responsibilities in the areas of policy formulation and

coordination. Furthermore, within each of the four broad sector groupings, policy formulation and

coordination are likely to be enhanced for a variety of reasons. These would include the formal

authority of the DPM; the greater commonality of interests among ministers within a given grouping;

and the formal structure of these groupings, which can be expected to put significant pressure on

members of each sector grouping to formulate and support common sector-group decisions in cabinet.

There are several negative aspects to DPMs. First, they potentially undermine the authority of line

ministers, who are answerable not only to the PM but also a DPM. Second, DPMs provide an

organizational basis for stable coalitions of interests (each of the four groupings), which can be

expected over time to make coordination across those four groupings more difficult, as it will become

more difficult to build ad hoc coalitions that cut across DPM groupings. Third, there is the potential

for challenges to the PM's authority by particularly effective DPMs, since the smaller number of

DPMs, each possessing formal authority over roughly one-third of the government's policy agenda,

will be in a better position to demand cooperation from their groups of ministers than any individual

minister in the absence of such an arrangement.

In short, by creating four formal power centers in the government, this DPM arrangement makes it

more difficult for the PM to maintain effective authority over the cabinet process. This is particularly

risky in an environment in which formal and informal norms of behavior already countenance

considerable independence on the part of line agencies and the officials running them, as appears to

be the case in the Czech Republic. The tradeoff between enhancing within-group cooperation and
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undermining across-group cooperation is particularly poignant in the Czech Republic at this time. The

fact that the government is in a minority puts the PM at more risk of having his authority challenged..
This assessment is corroborated by the reflections of some cabinet members that the government
itself is "disintegrated"; while a few strong ministries exist, cooperation between ministries is weak,

formal, and problematic.
The efforts of at least two DPMs to expand their set of ministries to include some from other DPM

groups likely reflects their recognition of the importance of creating a policy coalition large enough to
reliably carry cabinet decisions.37 This is certainly rational from their point of view. It also could
contribute to better coordination across the forrnal DPM groupings, by enhancing cross-portfolio
memberships. Such a phenomenon is, however, problematic from the point of view of overall policy
formulation and coordination. It is symptomatic of the earlier point that the creation of these four
DPMs has, at a most fundamental level, created the organizational infrastructure to support four
stable and relatively independent power bases within cabinet itself. Efforts by at least two -of the
DPMs to augment the sizes of their coalitions suggests that these dynarnics may already be playing
out.

If the government wants to directly address this risk, the obvious step would be for the PM to take
direct and full responsibility for orchestrating policy formulation and coordination, rather than
assigning those responsibilities to four DPMs. By shouldering that responsibility himself, he would
be in a position to create a single policy formulation and coordination structure in which each
rmiinister would be a full and equal partner, rather than a secondary member of one of four competing
cabinet coalitions.

The cabinet presently has no specialized unit to provide strategic policy advice or other
substantive input to decisionmaking. As of autumn 1998, however, the new DPM for Economics was
in the process of recruiting staff to fill this function, albeit within his own office rather than cabinet-
wide; other DPMs may be doing the same. While such capacities are important if cabinet is to fulfill
its policy formulation function, the fact that one or more individual DPMs are creating their own staff
of policy advisers is disquieting. It reinforces the concerns voiced above that these cabinet
arrangements may be adding to the divisiveness of the policy formulation process rather than
contributing to consensus building. There is, moreover, no indication that these staff will have the
capacity or mandate to assess the impact of government-wide policies, a function not presently
carried out in a systematic manner.

Within the Prime Minister's Office, the Cabinet Agenda Department serves as a central secretariat
facilitating policy functions, though its focus is on the mechanics, rather than the substance, of policy
processes. All proposals destined for cabinet are necessarily channeled through the agenda
department, which monitors and ensures compliance with requirements for cross-sectoral review, cost
assessment, and review by relevant DPMs prior to discussion in full cabinet. The department also
manages arrangements for cabinet meetings (including preparing the agenda, logistics, recordkeeping,
and other information dissemination) and communication of cabinet decisions to parliament. For a
more detailed description of the department's responsibilities and functioning, see the annex.
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The Cabinet Agenda Department employs eight professional staff (including the Director) in a

total complement of 14, a level the Department considers to be appropriate for the workload. Most of

the professional staff were recruited in the early 1990s and appear to be unaffected by political
changeovers, having served under three different governments. The department is well regarded
among line ministries for both its professional competence and positive working relationships with

ministry-level staff.
At the ministry level, technical responsibility for coordinating policy tends to be housed in the

Minister's Office or the Ministry Secretariat, or both. These units generally manage communications

with the Prime Minister's Office, parliament and other central agencies, as well as overseeing the

completion of associated tasks.
Within line ministries, substantive policy responsibility is somewhat more diffused across relevant

departments and subordinated organizations. Line ministries generally have a Department for
Legislative and Legal Affairs, whose exact placement in the organizational structure varies from
ministry to ministry. This department typically drafts proposed laws or regulations (or their
amendments) for submission to cabinet, coordinates the cross-sectoral review process for its own and
other ministries' proposals, and works to ensure harmonization with EU norms. Ministries may have
a special strategy department to coordinate substantive development of sectoral policy,38 or may
assign lead responsibility to the appropriate division (as at Ministry of Labor). These units may in
turn call upon the expertise of a variety of bodies subordinated to the ministry, or they may
commission studies by cross-sectoral committees or external bodies.39

As noted earlier, however, there are no specific bodies dedicated to assessing the impact of
government-wide policies, nor any bodies to ensure that cross-sectoral policy is developed in
accordance with national strategy. Rather, responsibility for ensuring that a policy complies with
national objectives falls upon each ministry. Each minister is bound to abide by the government's
Policy Statement, which is the basis for the parliamentary vote of confidence that installs the cabinet
in office. In the special case of environmental protection, all ministries also must comply with the
Ministry of Environment's Policy Document in areas with potential environmental impacts.

Policy Procedures and Processes
The technical aspects of how policy proposals and draft laws move through government are regulated
by the Cabinet Procedural Code and legislative rules. This includes careful definition of standard
formats for proposals, timetables for all steps, exact procedures for review and comment, and
allocation of responsibility.

Under the procedural code, all materials must have undergone cross-sectoral review prior to their
submission to cabinet. The Department of the Cabinet Agenda in the Prime Minister's Office accepts
submissions at any time, and generally reviews them within one working day before sending them for

comment to ministries, parliament, the Czech National Bank, and the Central Statistical Office. The
initiating rninistry is required to reconcile and integrate comments into a revised proposal that is then
resubmitted to the Department of the Cabinet Agenda. Any issues that remain unresolved at this point
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must be highlighted in the submission. The agenda department, upon reviewing the results of this
process, may ask the initiating ministry to further clarify its response to comments or, if satisfied, will
place the proposal on the cabinet agenda. In practice, around 1 percent of proposals is returned
outright for failing to meet the formal requirements for submissions. In another 4 perecnt of cases,
supplementary documentation is requested.

Draft laws, in addition to undergoing the steps outlined in the Cabinet Procedural Code, are also
reviewed by the Legislative Council which reports to the Deputy Prime Minister for Legislation.
Review by the council is a strict prerequisite for cabinet discussion of a draft law.

Coordination and review processes are facilitated in part by modern information technology.
E-mail is commonly used for communication and circulation of working documents among
ministries, while official versions are submitted in hard copy for reasons of protocol. Ministry-level
information systems are also used to connect with the Prime Minister's Office and to access the texts
of Government Decisions and other documents, such as minutes of meetings. At present, there is no
computerized system for tracking policy proposals as they wind their way through the review and
submission processes, although it is hoped that the work of the National Information Systems office
will address this need, among others.

Implementation of the procedures outlined above has met with mixed success. On the positive
side, ministry staff report that the framework laid out in the Cabinet Procedural Code and recently-
revised Legislative Rules satisfactorily balances the need for review with that for timely processing.
Furthermore, the process effectively resolves many, though not all conflicts prior to cabinet meetings,
as it is intended to do. The Cabinet Agenda Department, as a well-managed unit held in high esteem
by line ministry counterparts, plays an important role in the success of this system. On the other hand,
it is reported that in practice ministry departments often cannot meet deadlines laid out in the
procedural framework. Although processing delays are not officially recorded, one estimate from the
Ministry of Labor is that delays of some sort occur in one third or more of cases. As a result of such
delays, units further down the processing chain have less time than officially mandated to complete
subsequent tasks, raising the possibility that the proposal may have to be removed from the cabinet
agenda. Given the tight cabinet schedule, missing a deadline for cabinet submission can mean waiting
a month or more to be placed back on the agenda. Another sensitive part of the system is review of
draft laws by the Legislative Council, a process that alone can take two months.40

Substantive consultation on policy proposals, as guided by procedural regulations, includes some
cost analysis and overall evaluation. All proposals with implications for the state budget must be
submitted to the Ministry of Finance for comment prior to placement on the cabinet agenda, and are
also required to include statements regarding impact on other sectors. In the course of the review
process, participating ministries must either state their agreement with the proposal or specify points
of disagreement. As necessary, relevant parties then meet to reconcile differences to the greatest
extent possible. Any disagreements that are not resolved in this process must be highlighted in the
submission to cabinet, which then decides the issue. In practice, it is difficult to assess the level of
resources applied to such evaluation, which varies with the specialized staff assigned to each issue.
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Human Resources Issues
Staffing arrangements for policy coordination mirror, in many respects, the general human resources
situation throughout the administration. In this area as in others, ministries cite the difficulty of
attracting and retaining staff with the requisite skills, given reputedly lower pay levels and the lack of
a satisfactory framework for a civil service. As is the case for the government workforce in general,
official turnover statistics are not available for professional policy-making staff. However, assuming
the situation is consistent with conditions elsewhere, it can be expected that a significant proportion
of staff are long-time employees, though without formal guarantees of tenure. Some subgroups of
staff, such as senior specialists, are particularly likely to depart for more lucrative or promising
employment prospects outside of government service.

Hiring tends to be carried out on an ad hoc basis, rather than as the result of systematic
assessments of tasks and skill needs. Since recruitment processes are highly decentralized, no special
provisions are in place to ensure that policy staff undergo a selection process that tests important
faculties such as verbal reasoning, interpersonal, or organizational skills. This is not necessarily to say
that substantive expertise is lacking. As noted earlier, ministries can tap into the expertise of
specialized staff employed by subsidiary research institutes and other organizations. The capacity to
address cross-sectoral issues and the tradeoffs they pose, however, would be better lodged in an
organizational unit with cross-sectoral responsibilities, such as the cabinet, rather than in sector-
specific organizational units.

Implications of Accession to the European Union

The Czech Republic is among the five Central and East European countries actively engaged in
accession negotiations with the European Conmmission. While attention has largely focused on
countries' progress toward adopting the vast body of European Union legislation, or acquis
communautaire, public administration capabilities are recognized as playing a vitally important role
in the success of applicant countries prior to and after accession. Given the variation in public
administrations within the European Union itself, applicant countries face a burden of performance-
having a public administration that is capable of bearing the burdens of membership-rather than a
formal acquis in this area. This means having the skills, structures, and institutions necessary to adopt and
implement the full array of EU norms and to effectively represent a country's interests within the EU.

In view of these considerations, it is perhaps instructive to consider empirical evidence available
from another country's experience upon entering the EU. Sweden undertook a set of surveys to draw
lessons from the experience of its officials since its entry into the EU.41 A sampling of findings that
emerged from those surveys is particularly instructive:42

The recent study carried out by the Agency for Administrative Development shows
that EU membership affects, to a greater or lesser extent, virtually the entire
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Government administration, and particularly the central government bodies and

government agencies. (p. 10)

Of the prerequisites for Sweden to be successful in its work in the EU the most
important are competence, continuity and the co-ordination of Swedish
representatives' work at different levels in the EU' s organization. In its work with the
EU Sweden must speak with a single voice, expressing well-prepared and consistent
viewpoints and strategies. To achieve this, it is extremely important that the Swedish
Government's representatives are able to act on the basis of an overall strategy in
their work in the EU, and that the instructions they are issued are properly prepared.
(p. 10)

During the first year of Sweden's membership of the Union the Cabinet Office did a
great deal of work on organizational design and on developing guidelines for the
work of Swedish civil servants as part of Sweden's co-operation with the Union. In
particular, the Cabinet Office's EU Secretariat has worked on developing guidelines
for issuing instructions and for reporting back. This work has created favourable
conditions for Sweden's actions in the Council of Ministers.

Comparisons with the two other new members of the EU, however, show that
Sweden was late in beginning to prepare for membership. This work was not
completed until well into the first year of Sweden's membership. In the government
administration apparatus of both Finland and Austria, the organization and
administrative procedures for preparatory work and negotiations had already been
developed by the time these countries became full members of the Union. (pp. 10-1 1)

... virtually all Member States with a traditional ministerial government found
themselves compelled to introduce something akin to collective decision-making
procedures for their work on matters relating to the EU. (p. 14)

It is considered absolutely essential that the central agencies which possess both
broad and deep specialist competence take part in the day-to-day work on EU issues
in Sweden's' government administration. This participation is mainly in the formn of a
large group of civil servants in different administrative agencies being responsible for
producing the basic information used to shape Sweden's standpoints in EU matters,
and for negotiations in different EU bodies. (p. 15)
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... a great deal of the EU-related work performed by civil servants in the government
agencies may be compared with the traditional Swedish drafting process that
precedes Government decisions. (p. 15)

Membership of the EU has sharply increased the volume of matters dealt with in the
traditional drafting work of the cabinet office. (p. 17)

... the Cabinet Office could, by extending its use of standing committees made up of
representatives from the ministries and agencies involved for different areas of work
related to the EU, create the conditions required for more limited and less resource-
intensive inter-ministry co-ordination. (p. 18)

A companion volume in this review reports:43

A clear majority of those interviewed found the Union's decision-making procedures,
and the roles and powers of the different institutions, to be complicated and difficult
to view as a whole. The main source of complications is the large number of different
procedures that are in place. In some cases, the civil servants find it difficult to know
what point in the process a matter has reached, which process is applicable to which
matters, and the allocation of competence between the different institutions. (p. 49)

The complex character of the decision-making procedures make it necessary to have
a thorough knowledge of them. (p. 50)

Many of those interviewed said it was important for Swedish civil servants to
understand both the formal and informal decision-making procedures as well as the
institutional context. If they are to take strategically-appropriate action, they must
know where an issue will come up on the agenda, what form it will take, how a
question is pursued through the process, how a proposal can be stopped, what the
legal base is and the way in which the matter in question is related to other, similar,
issues. It is, for example, far more important to change the direction of a proposal to
which one has a negative attitude if the decision only requires a qualified or even a
simple majority in the Council of Ministers. When it comes to matters that require a
unanimous vote in the Council, action at an early stage is not so important, because
one can always exercise one's veto in the final stages of the decisionmaking
process. (p. 50)
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A number of the people interviewed emphasized that the EU is a continuous process
of negotiation, where the ability to make compromises and build alliances has a
decisive effect on a country's possibilities of influencing issues. (p. 50)

In addition to knowledge about the policy issue itself and the decision-making
process, it is important to be familiar with the entire political landscape in a particular
area, for example, what reception the matter in question will be given in the
institutions and in the other member countries. This gives information about the
amount of political latitude there is and possibly opens up opportunities for
persuading certain parties for or against a matter. It is also important to identify the
most important actors and what their interests are. (pp. 50-1)

We also asked what factors affected the degree of influence exercised by one's own
ministry/agency. Most interviewees said that the most important path to influence
was by ensuring that the people who carry out the negotiations possess specialist
knowledge and competence. Other important factors in gaining influence include
meticulous preparatory work, good organization in one's own area, commitment,
priorities, the ability to form alliances, a knowledge of languages etc. (pp. 51-2)

These various empirical findings highlight at least four important challenges that the Czech
Government will probably want to take seriously as it prepares for EU membership, in order to ensure
that the CR's interests will be effectively represented within the EU:

* Unified voice: Ensuring that officials representing the CR within the EU speak with a unified
voice.

- Technical competence: Ensuring that the CR's EU officials have technical competence in their
sectors, in legal analysis and in languages (particularly English and French), since these are
prerequisites for being able to operate effectively and wield any influence on EU decision-making

processes.
* EU bureaucratic politics skills: Ensuring that the CR's EU officials have enough stability

(continuity) in their EU careers to master the EU-specific skills, norms and contextual knowledge
required to effectively represent the CR's interests.

* Increased demands: Dealing realistically with significantly increased demands that will be placed
on the CR's public administration, both within its domestic public administration and by the need

to staff its Brussels delegation.

The Swedish findings reported above highlight a variety of devices that can be brought to bear to
address some of these challenges; e.g., "developing guidelines for issuing instructions and for
reporting back" in order to ensure that members of the CR delegation to the EU speak with a unified
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voice. At root, how well the CR manages to address these challenges will turn on how well it

addresses the underlying challenge of creating an effective public administration. Meeting these EU
membership challenges, after all, is simply a special case of meeting the challenge of creating
effective and responsive public administration and governance institutions.

As such, the prospect of EU membership should help to galvanize the needed interest and
commitment on the part of the Czech Government to mount a serious effort to establish a modern
public administration, along the lines discussed earlier in this report. In particular, creating a modem
and professional civil service is not simply a requirement for EU accession. It is also a key means of
ensuring that the CR will be able to mobilize a cadre of civil servants within its EU-dedicated
institutions who will speak with a unified voice on policy matters affecting CR interests, and who will
have the technical competence and EU-specific bahavioral skills to effectively advance CR policy
priorities. It is perhaps worth noting that creating such a cadre can provide an additional and
significant means of enhancing the attractiveness of a civil service career within the CR. Thus, the
demands created by EU membership can also help to generate the capacity to meet both those
demands as well as the demands of its domestic public administration, by providing an important
means of attracting qualified personnel to its civil service.In terms of human capital, this will require
a functioning civil service possessing the requisite professional and language skills, in numbers
adequate to meet the complex demands of EU policies. Although the actual burden and associated
costs of membership are difficult if not impossible to quantify, the Czech government has undertaken
positive first steps to assessing the scale of changes. The Ministry of Finance launched a survey of
line ministries' expectations regarding necessary staffing and other costs to be incurred over the next
four years. The results are admittedly flawed, with some degree of overestimation and inclusion of
costs not directly linked to the impacts of accession, but serve as a valuable starting point for further
assessments.

Although the survey indicates that ministries would like to add some 7,000 staff, the Ministry of
Finance's view is that a more realistic approach, given budget constraints, would rely largely on
reallocating existing resource levels to meet new needs. Of necessity, this calls for replacing outdated
skills and structures with new ones through in-service training programs that target priority skill areas
as well as recruitment of promising new staff. Competency in EU-relevant language skills-presently
cited by insiders as insufficient-must also be increased

It is difficult to imagine such deep-seated change occurring without very strong support from top-
level leadership and an effective central body with the authority to drive admninistrative reforrn. In this
context, the current arrangements as well as the political climate appear to fall short of what is
needed. The Czech Republic can not afford to give top priority to addressing shortcomings in
policymaking, organizational structure, and human resources.
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Summary and Conclusions

The Czech Republic's public administration is functioning reasonably well by accession country
standards, but still falls short of EU member country standards. In the area of human resource

management, a number of weaknesses are apparent. Protections against politicization of the civil
service are weaker in the Czech Republic than in most EU member countries. Related to this,

institutional arrangements to foster a merit-based, professional civil service are weaker than in EU

member states. Conditions of employment appear to be less attractive relative to private sector
options than in EU member countries. Institutional arrangements to hold public servants accountable
for their performance are weak. Complementary to this, institutional arrangements for holding
agencies responsible for their performance in implementing the policies and delivering the services
entrusted to their care are also weak.

Key steps to address these human resource management weaknesses would include the following:

* Draft and enact a civil service law: The existing draft Civil Service Law is quite problematic.
Virtually no progress has been made in revising it to address the serious problems identified
in the incisive and detailed commentary provided by SIGMA in August of 1994. Given the
lack of progress on improving that law over the last 4 or more years, it would appear that the
time is ripe for starting over with an entirely new team. While lawyers will certainly be
required as members of such a team, that new team should be lead by persons with
substantive expertise in human resource management.

* Prepare subsidiary civil service legislation: Once a Civil Service Law is in place, the balance
of the legal framework for creating a professional, merit-based civil service will need to be
established. This would include policies and guidelines aimed at ensuring, for instance,
transparent and competitive recruitment, selection and promotions procedures, merit-oriented
personnel performance appraisal policies and guidelines, mechanisms for administrative
appeal of personnel actions, and so forth.

* Revise public sector remuneration structure, policies and practices: The existing level and
structure of remuneration in the public sector is not competitive with the domestic private
sector, especially within the more highly skilled ranks. In order to enhance the attractiveness
of employment conditions within the public sector, the government should prepare a fiscally
sustainable strategy for making remuneration more competitive. That strategy should also

address the need for enhancing the transparency of the processes and practices under which
compensation decisions are made and their results monitored.

* Strengthen mechanisms for holding organizational units accountable for policy and program

implementation: Grants of autonomy (delegations of authority) are substantial but are
provided under terms and practices that are a bit too independent to ensure that they will be
used in ways that consistently and effectively meet policy objectives. While financial
accountability appears to exist at an aggregate level for budgetary units (for broad budget
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category envelopes), little seems to exist in the way of mechanisms to ensure accountability
for delivering results with those fiscal (as well as human) resources.

* Strengthen the administrative units responsible for good civil service and human resource
management: The Department of Public Administration within the Ministry of Interior is
understaffed and under-resourced. It hasn't the capacity either to provide helpful technical
assistance on personnel management to budgetary institutions or to ensure adequate oversight
of personnel management policies. Moreover, analogous capacities in personnel departments
of line ministries are apparently variable. In both cases, the efforts to strengthen these
capacities should aim at building human resource management units that are facilitators of
good personnel management by line agencies and their managers, rather than units that view
their role as doing the personnel management themselves.

Policy formulation and coordination capacities, while functional, are less than ideal. In particular,
the current DPM-based authority relations within the cabinet appear unlikely to provide a stable and
collaborative institutional basis for policy formulation and coordination. Regarding the technical
support needed for policy formulation and coordination, the structures, processes and capacities
within the Czech Republic's cabinet structure present a mixture of strengths and weaknesses. On the
positive side, the Department of the Cabinet Agenda in the Prime Minister's Office appears to
provide stable and capable support to the policy formulation process. At the same time, the absence of
a professional cadre of policy analysts within the cabinet itself, with the capacity and mandate to
provide technical assessments of the cross-cutting tradeoffs posed by policy and legislative proposals,
is a weak link in the cabinet's technical support structure. The creation of such a unit within the Prime
Minister's Office could also form part of a medium term strategy for creating a professional, merit-
based civil service. The existence of such a unit could enhance the attractiveness of a civil service
career by offering the possibility of a prestigious position within the Office of the Prime Minister as
the apex of one's career as a civil servant.

Creation of this capacity within the Office of the Prime Minister should also help to obviate the
felt need to delegate to four DPMs the task of ensuring coordination of policy formulation within
broad sets of sectors. Backed by solid and professional technical analysis, the prime minister should
find the task of taking charge of the policy level deliberations him or herself to be considerably more
manageable. While it would still be useful and important to form committees and subcommittees of
the cabinet to deal with the policy substance of particular proposals before putting them before the
full cabinet, such a committee structure need not pose the same major risks currently posed by the
four-DPM arrangement.

Key steps for addressing these policy formulation and coordination weaknesses would include the
following:

* Revise the current cabinet structure: The government should consider options for creating a
cabinet structure that would be more supportive of the prime minister taking charge of the
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policy level deliberations him or herself. Such a structure would probably rely on a system of
committees and subcommittees of the cabinet, rather than DPMs, to deal with the policy

substance of particular proposals before putting them before the full cabinet. Those
committees and subcommittees would be supported by a single, professional policy analysis
unit within the Office of the Prime Minister (see next recommendation). Such a commnittee
structure could avoid the major risks currently posed by the four-DPM arrangement.
Create a single, professional policy analysis unit within the Office of the Prime Minister:

Such a unit would provide professional analyses of policy proposals, focusing particularly on
intersectoral tradeoffs and coordination issues raised by them. The processes for staffing that
unit should be integrated into an overall strategy for creating a professional, merit-based civil
service, with these positions being part of the pinnacle of that civil service.

In order to mount the reform effort within which the above steps would be undertaken, the
government would need to create a more integrated leadership structure. One means of addressing
this need would be to form an inter-ministerial commission headed by the prime minister, and
including organizational units representing all of these disparate elements of the current reform
leadership structure-legislative, executive, intellectual, financial, and programmatic. These would
include the DPM for Legislation, the Department of Public Administration within the Ministry of
Interior, the National Training Fund, as well as the Ministry of Finance. Such a body would need a
technical unit to support its work, but the essential function of such a body would be to provide the
authority, stature, stability, organizational capacity, and focus required to mount a serious and
prolonged public adrninistration reform process.
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Annex. Czech Republic: Public Administration Implications of EU Accession
Study-Initial Matrix Results

Matrix 1: Evaluation of Civil Service Human Resource Management
Re. Good Practice Score Perforance Indcto Evaluation Summary Actiou Required Techn_.al

Criteria Used and sencmark Assistance
. ffwmatlon

A. Legal and Etical Fhweworkk
Score: 2.1
Desirable charaderistics
a Specific legisltion governing the civil servie, with subsidiary legIslition and/or regulation that eaborate rulesprocedure/systems for

personnel managexent.
a The behavior of eivil servants and political appointees, including probity considerations, is governed by a Cde of Conduct.

* Merltbased rules and procedures for civil service personnel management.

T he scope of the civil service is clearly dined.-

I I mariai treatment of citikens, trpnsparent civil service operations .iWI policles _____________ __._._.

Al The civil I Is there a civil service law? No. A draft Civil Service Law Lodge responsibility Detailed exposure

service is was prepared in 1994, with for championing civil of government

governed by SIGMA providing extensive service reform with experts to

specific comments in 1995. Opinions vary the appropriate international civil

legislation. regarding the quality of the authority. service human
current draft, with some parties Prepare new draft resources
calling for substantial revision Civil Service Law. management,
while others believe it to be . . including
adequate. Enact new CLvil twinning.



Matrix 1: Evaluation of Civil Service Human Resource Mana ement
RW Good Pcti Score" rN d=/ Evaluation S A e eha

Criteriia d hna Used andTa Benchmark Assitnce

Are there subsidiary No. State employees currently fall
regulations describing under the Labor Code, which has
procedures? a very few stipulations specific to

government employees.
Budgetary organizations are also
subject to a special law on pay
and remuneration (Law
143/1992), and a cabinet decree
on pay and employment in
budgetary organizations.

A2 The scope of I Does the law define which No. There is a de facto A new Civil Service
the civil service categories and types of determination of civil service Law should address
is clearly staff are civil servants? status; namely, a 25 percent boost this need. This should
defined. in an employee's base salary,44 be indicated in the

for all employees whose contracts terms of reference
include a confidentiality clause prepared to guide the
that is not part of the basic new team recruited to
"general" contract. This does not, prepare that draft law.
however, bring with it any other
typical civil service attributes,
such as tenure.



Matrix 1: Evaluation of Civil Service Human Resource Managemnt
Ref Good Practice Score Performance Indicato,s Evaluation Summary Action Required Technical

Criteria Used and Benchmark Assistance

. ~~~~~~~~Information
A3 There is a code 3 Is there an adequate code No. Aside from certain Government should

of conduct or of conduct or equivalent study the feasibility of

equivalent framework for civil stipulations of the Labor Code, instituting a code of

framework that servants? there is no single government- conduct, through a

governs the wide code of conduct, only consultative process.

behavior of
civil servants. internal work norms set by each

ministry. These norms are

required by the Labor Code;

however, they are not reviewed by

any central body.

A4 The civil 3 Is explicit political activity Yes. The Labor Code requires

service is prohibited by law? that employees of organs of the

politically state administration, the courts

neutral. and state representations, Prime
Minister's Office, police, etc. "act
and take decisions in an impartial
manner and refrain from anything
that might detract from the
political impartiality of their work
and decision-making." They are
also required to refrain from any
negotiations or activities
involving a conflict of interest.
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Ref Good P"ractie S , IAci red

CrteiaUedaW iahuIkAssac

Is there a clear distinction No. All employees are contracted A new Civil Service
between political under the Labor Code. In practice, Law should address
appointees and career civil however, there does appear to be this need. This should
servants? something of a distinction. be indicated in the

Explicitly "political" terms of reference
appointments tend to be restricted prepared to guide the
to the highest levels (ministers, new team recruited to
vice ministers, and one or prepare that draft law.
possibly two more levels),
although this pattern is not
ironclad.

Is the ratio of political Based on anecdotal evidence, this A new Civil Service
appointees to civil servants ratio would appear to be Law could formalize
similar to good practice? reasonably low (see immediately the restriction of
E.g.: U.S., 1:394; Sweden, above). political appointees to
1:2051; U.K., no political the ranges currently in

appointees effect on an informal
basis.
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Ref Good Practice Score Performance Indicators Evaluation Summary Action Requited Technical

Criteria Used and Benchmark Assistance

______ ~~~~~~Informationa
A5 There are legal 3 Are there statements on the There is apparently an addendum Ministry-level

provisions to need to disclose conflicts included in some contracts regulations and,

ensure probity, of interest, which are in addressing this need. eventually, the Civil

such as accordance with good Service Law, should

requirements to practice? Article 73 of the labor code explicitly require

disclose forbids employees of the public disclosure of conflicts

conflicts of administration from engaging in of interest rather than

interest, and activities (more specifically, simply avoidance of

which agencies misuse of information) leading to such circumstances.

should enforce conflicts of interest, but does not

these specifically require disclosure.

provisions. Are conflicts of interest Conflict of interest in a broader

inspected formally? sense may be addressed in 3

-~ 
ways: the Supreme Audit
Institute; MOF's control
department, which responds to
complaints; and on a ministry-
specific level.

A6 The notion of I Is there an overall No. A new Civil Service

merit based statement on the civil Law should address

procedures service operating on the this need. This should

established in basis of an individual's be indicated in the

law. merit? terms of reference

All EU countries recognize prepared to guide the

the principle of a civil new team recruited to

service operating on the prepare that draft law.

basis of merit.
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A7 Citizens have 2 Is there an ombudsman The Charter of Rights and Government should Exposure of

access to fair provided for in law? Freedoms does not include any assign priority to ombudsman to

and transparent provision for the office of implementing its international

means of ombudsman. The current stated intent to create practice such as

redressing government's "Policy Statement" an ombudsman's post. citizens' charter

grievances with proposes to create an and civil service

the civil ombudsman's office. HR issues.

service.
A8 Open access to 3 Is civil service policy and No. No formal civil service policy A new Civil Service

information. performance widely exists, with the exception of Law and supporting
published? regulations governing legal instruments to be

remuneration of public servants. developed subsequent
Performance is neither measured to passage of that law
nor published. should address this

need. This should be
indicated in the terms
of reference prepared
to guide the new team
recruited to prepare
that draft law.
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Ref Good Practice Score Performance Indicators Evaluation Summary Action-Required Technical
Criteria Used and Benchmark Assistance

Information
Do civil servants have Each ministry establishes and A new Civil Service
access to their personnel maintains its own personnel Law and supporting
files? systems and files, including legal instruments to be
Civil servants have open policies governing access to those developed subsequent
access to their personnel files. At least one ministry allows to passage of that law
files in the EU countries access only to information should address this
for which information was provided by the individual, while need. This should be
available others provide free access. indicated in the terms

of reference prepared
to guide the new team
recruited to prepare
that draft law.

A9 Is there a data protection As of Autumn 1998, a draft law The act on the
act? on Free Access to Information, protection of personal

which also addresses the data currently in
protection of individual data, is preparation should be
under preparation. There is also completed in a way
an Act on Statistical Services. that meets this need

and then enacted.

B. institutional Framework
Score: IS
Desirable characteristics
* There are fective, dedicated institutions for civil service policy, in,agenent, and oversight, with officially recognied legal status and

dlearly defined roles atid responsibitities.

• Independent oversight bodies ensure fair play in the civil service.
• Existence of accountabiity and reourse mechanisms for eltizens, employees, the legislature, and the executive,



Matrix 1: Evaluation of Civil Service Human Resource Manae ent _
Ref Good Practice Score Performance Indicators Evaluation Summary Action Required Teehnical

Criteria Used and Benchmark Assistance
Information

B I There are 2 Does the civil service law No (see above). A new Civil Service

clearly defined define all of the relevant Law and supporting
institutions to institutions required to legal instruments to be

develop and co- manage the civil service? developed subsequent
ordinate civil Structures vary across EU; to passage of that law
service policy. function rather than form is should address this

essential. need. This should be
indicated in the terms
of reference prepared
to guide the new team
recruited to prepare
that draft law.

Is there a single institution No. Responsibilities are divided Government should
to formulate civil service between the Deputy Prime examine which human
human resources policy? Minister for Legislative Issues, resources functions
Single central institution the Ministry of Interior and all should be addressed
formulates policy and line ministries. The Deputy Prime by a specialized unit
establishes framework for Minister is responsible for legal (currently MOI) and
civil service management. issues. The Ministry of Interior's which should remain

Department for the Preparation of decentralized, and
Public Administration Employees incorporate this
is responsible for civil service decision into the legal
human resource policy within the framework.
central administration; yet line
ministries are allowed
considerable latitude in
establishing their own civil
service human resources policies
and practices.
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Ref Good Practie Score Perf6rmne n L saton EWuaon Summary Acio Rkqulred .tehnical

Criteria Vied adeauh As.stsis

Does the single institution It appears that MOI Department Government should

have sufficient authority to for Preparation of Public either strengthen

ensure policies are adopted Administration Employees lacks MOI's public

and complied with? full authority to ensure adoption administration

Key government and civil and compliance with any HR department, or

society actors agree on policies it may develop. The consider lodging

policy and management department has only recently been authority in a

organs for the civil service, established (August 1998), and strengthened centrally

was not yet fully staffed at the located institution
time of writing. It remains to be such as PMO, or a

seen, given institutional dynamics powerful core
in the civil service, whether ministry, i.e. MOF.
Ministry of Interior will have
sufficient stature to fulfill this
function.

Does the single institution This remains to be determined. See above. Exposure of civil

have sufficient resources to As noted above, the Ministry of service to

ensure policies are Interior's department for PA is international

developed and complied not yet fully staffed. inspection

with? techniques.

Do line ministries human Interviews indicate that numbers Study tours and

resources departments have of staff are more or less adequate. placements for

appropriate capacity in Appropriateness of skill mix relevant staff.

terms of numbers of staff varies, with some ministries
and skills? reporting it to be satisfactory,

others not. In-service training
opportunities for HRD staff seem
readily available.



Matrix 1: Evaluation of Civil Service Human Resource Management
Ref ; God n,Pracce Score Prfrm"ice Indicators valuation Summary Aied 

Criteria Used and Benchmark Assac

B2 There is an I Is there a body with the No such body exists. Civil A new civil service act Exposure of

oversight body mandate to undertake servants are subject to the labor should provide for ministers to the

or bodies to independent decisions on code and are considered to be creation of oversight concept of an

ensure fairness the fairness of civil service employed by the individual bodies charged with independent

of civil service policies? ministry rather than the state. ensuring fairness of oversight body.

policies. Does the oversight body N/A policy, and of actions.
have sufficient authority to
enforce decisions?
Is the body governed N/A
independently from civil
service management and
political institutions?
Diverse high-prestige
government and non-
government composition of
oversight body(ies).
Does the mandate of the N/A
oversight body cover all
relevant policies?
Does the oversight body N/A
report on its activities and
outcomes?



Matrix 1: Evaluation of Civil Service Human Resource Managment
Rd Good Pacffc Sore PerlIbnce Indicators Evaluation S&mniar AcOon Requited Technical

Criteria Usid and Benchiark As..stknce
____.._ _ ._ _ Iifoon.... - _- _ . .=

Does the oversight body N/A
have monitoring and
evaluation capacities to
monitor civil service
management performance?
Resources allocated to
oversight tasks match
scope of required activities,
and capacity to monitor
civil service behavior
installed. _
There is evidence of N/A
effective institutions (such
as legislative committees,
judicial reviews, national
audit office) and published
reports.
Evidence of active
operations, such as public
hearings, audit reviews,

.___________I published reports
Average Score 15 I I I I
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-X,f,E;..<,,00~~~~~WA00
Clf Numberscc Score sth Pfraio of Idall n pulc oaluemploymn n cenmary acto andHumandreeources

critvian pulcsedto empdloye er henadr oakoenenn19 a pactistioncertob

C. imlymenteatdonay EoUy a and gemeic
~Score:3.

p)srll hracteice st1.%(See)ioultocnE/FUs.%i wriglvl

CIvil mbersie wage bi4l isIasthbe ranwthin overall plisca total employment in centralad oumtnresrures
civiluneratondis subliciently cnp toremple perit retai lan organizateuied s 8 al pions te vel
Thervata sareint cooolsstmisf poplatin and linke wito 74745cwhich compiuteredaos 7ionsytem to
line with EU member states? of the population. General civilian international
international EU range: 2.7% (Greece) employment is 6.9% of practice, at a
practice. to 17.4% (Sweden); population in EEaFSU, 7.7% in working level.

median 7. 1%; average OECD.
7.7%. In 1998 there were 154,073

employees in state administration,
with total employment in central

budgetary and subsidized

organizations of 508,351

Unofficial estimates place the

number of de facto civil servants

(receiving the 25% pay boost) at

around 80,000.



Matrix 1: Evaluation of Civil Service Human Resource Manaeent
Ref Good Practice Score Peroirmanee Indcators Evaluation Summatry Actih Rquired Technical

Criteria Used-and Benehmark Assistaixce

_____ Iformaliou __ _-__M_tt.

Is the wage bill as a In 1997, the wage bill was

proportion of government equivalent to 8.3% of total

expenditure in line with expenditures and net lending,

EU member states? 8.8% of revenues, and 2.9% of

EU members wage GDP.
billexpenditures The median for EU member states

(consolidated central is 11.2%(expenditures) and

govvernment): 11.5% (revenues); for 7 accession

As % of goods and countries, median figures were

services. Range: 24.6% 12.5 and 11.8%, respectively.

(Germany) to 82.2%
(Greece); median 67.4%;
average 58.9%
As % of total expenditure.
Range: 5.6% (Sweden) to
29.7% (Portugal); median
11.2%; average 13.2%
As % of total revenue.
Range: 5.7% (Sweden) to
36.2% (Greece); median
11.5%; average 14.9%.



Matrix 1: Evaluation of Civil Service Human Resource Man t

Are goods and services as In 1997, residual goods and
a proportion of government services spending (i.e. excluding
expenditure in line with wages and salaries) was 14.0% of
EU member states? total expenditures. Median figures
EU members goods and for EU members and 7 accession
service expenditures as % countries were 19.1% and 3 1.1%,
of total expenditure respectively.
(consolidated central
government). Range:
14.2% (Sweden) to 96.0%
(Switzerland); median
19.1%; average 22.5%.
Is there any evidence of Interviews did not indicate a The government and
overstaffing in the public major problem with overstaffing MOF should review
sector? as a whole; over- and under- and strengthen their

staffing may occur in spots due to strategy for

a lack of flexibility to transfer encouraging ministries
staff among ministries. to efficiently utilize

their human resources.
Is there any evidence of No such shortages have been
shortages of goods and reported.
materials, which are
affecting administrative
performance or service

________ ________ _______delivery?



Matrix 1: Evaluation of Civil Service Human Resource Manage ent
Ref Good Practtce Score Performance Indkators Evaluation Summary Action Required Technical

Criteria Used aWndl Iechmark Assistane

______ . information - - -. __ .

C2 Levels of pay 3 Is the ratio of civil service Indications are that pay lags As part of evaluating Funding of a local,

are sufficiently to private sector pay in line significantly behind private attractiveness of suitably qualified

competitive to with EU or OECD norms? sector, although the recent public sector research

recruit, retain, Annual gross average economic troubles and increasing employment relative institution to

and motivate earnings public sector unemployment rate are reported to private sector, the undertake a pay

qualified staff at relative to private sector. to have contributed noticeably to government should comparator

all levels, Range: 1.02 (U.K.) to 1.64 greater interest in government undertake a detailed survey.

(Portugal). employment. pay comparator survey
as a first step.

Are turnover rates Although the institution of tenure Ministries should
comparable to EU norms? does not exist, turnover appears to systematically monitor
EU turnover rates. Range: be quite low due to informal turnover rates. The

0.9-1.2% (U.K. norms that discourage firing of Civil Service Act

management-level staff) to staff. There have, however, been should systematically

N) 10% (Sweden). certain periods of high turnovcr, address the types of
such as 1993-94, when MOF tenure arrangements
reports turnover of approx. 20- that will be provided,
25% of staff. Estimated turnover and for what types of
in MOF in 1998 was about 11%. positions.



Matrix 1: Evaluation of Civil Service Human Resource Mana ement

Is remuneration at senior The tariff net for basic wages Remuneration system
levels appropriate to skills, yields a maximum compression should be made more
as indicated by ratio of 4.4 for de facto civil transparent, so that
compression ratios? servants (i.e. those receiving 25% actual earnings levels

EU compression ratios. supplement noted above). The can be determined. A

Range: 4.6 (France) to 9.8 wide array of allowances and private sector
(U.K.). supplements, some of which are comparator survey

highly discretionary and can should be undertaken
reach up to 100% of the basic to determine
wage, expands the compression competitiveness of
ratio. An estimate from MOF is senior posts with
that compression ratio for total comparable positions
earnings may reach 7-8. in the private sector.

C3 There is a 3 Is the grade structure The pay structure has 12 grades, Technical

uniform and sufficient to provide with specified minimum assistance to

effective grading incentives to advancement educational attainment. Each support

structure that without introducing undue grade is further divided into 12 development of a

optimizes complexity or non- steps based upon years of service. revised pay and

decisionmaking. transparency? grading system.



Matrix 1: Evaluation of Civil Servke Hurna Resurce Ma t

Ret Ga(Piwate Scoit ftwmoe ll_eats I EnvIou Summalr y Act uir- T irl

C$:e:l. dtl undeucwk : . .. Asdistaince

Is there evidence of grade Anecdotal evidence as well as The government

creep to circumvent salary ratios of employees to should undertake a

constraints? management staff indicate that thorough review of

the de facto civil service is top institutional rules and

heavy, and that promotion into incentives governing

higher grades is used to assignment of

counterbalance the generally low remuneration,

remuneration found in the public including
sector. Although detailed classification into

regulations exist for classifying grades, basis for

positions into grades, numerous awarding supplements

possibilities for exceptions and and allowances, and

managerial discretion exist. links between

Additionally, some classifications personnel performance

are broad enough to fit into more evaluations and pay.

I than one grade.



Matrix 1; Evaluation of Civil Service Human Resource Mana ement
Ref G rtn c S _ _ . at r

C4 The 3 Are % of non-wage No. On average, non-wage Compensation system Technical

compensation allowances and allowances and supplements are should be reviewed assistance to

system is supplements in line with 33% of total earnings. The range with the aim of undertake a

simple, OECD ranges? is fromit a low of 29% in central introducing a relatively systems

monetized, Base salary as % of total ministries to 36.7% in state simple system for specification and

transparent, and remuneration in 19 OECD administration. A personal assigning all bonuses feasibility study to

fair. countries: 100% in 9 allowance of up to 100% of base except performance- develop an

countries; 70-100% in 6 remuneration can be awarded. related ones. integrated payroll,

countries; 50-100% in I Performance bonuses establishment, and

country; <30% in 3 should be limited to no personnel
countries more than information

approximately 20% of system.
total remuneration.

3 Is there a system of post- Yes. MOF issues numbers of
based establishment authorized posts to each ministry;
control? these are included in the annual

budget.
Are regular reports No (see below). Line ministries and
produced to confirm subsidiary
accurate employment organizations should
information and credible be encouraged to
patters of intake and report employment
attrition? and wage information

(from payroll systems)
to MOF.

Is a computerized system Individual ministries submit only Explore the possibility
operating to support the expected annual staffing of computerizing
establishment control? levels to MOF. However, MOF at establishment control

present lacks the capability to systems.
monitor actual staffing.



I Matrix 1: Evaluation of Civil Service Human Resource Managment
Ref Guo Practice Score Pertormace Indicators Evaluation Summary Action Required Technical

Criteria Used andBenchmark Assistance

Is the establishment system MOF Information Technology
Year 2000 compliant? department continues to develop

and maintain a sophisticated
computer system for numerous
needs, and is addressing this
issue.

Are there well-defined No.
lines of technology and
systemic lines of
communication between
the Personnel Department
and Budget Department in
the Ministry of Finance?
Is there predictability and Yes. There is a fixed
containment of personnel establishment as well as a tariff

costs in the budget? net and other provisions
regulating remuneration, although
these are complex and lack

_______I sufficient transparency.



Matrix 1: Evaluation of Civil Service Human Resource Ma t

C5 There is a 3 Is the construction of the No, the system is a pay-as-you-go
pensions system pensions system in line system typical of East European
that is with best practice? countries, though said to be
affordable, Desirable characteristics relatively better in terms of data

effective, and include: "stable, reliable, and administration.
fair. sufficiently flexible to

adjust to economic,
demographic and other
changes... easy to
understand and
administer... perceived as
fair and there is a clear
relationship between
performance-as measured
by earnings-and
pensions. Benefits and
costs are reasonable and
predictable." (SIGMA
Policy Brief No. 2, "Civil
Service Pension Schemes")
Is the pensions system The accounting department is
based upon sound actuarial again said to be well informed
practice? relative to other systems, but the

pensions system is on the verge of
a large deficit.

Is there independent audit No.
of the pension fund and
system?

Average Score 3.2



Matrix 1: Evaluation of Civil Service Human Resource Manag ment
Ref GodPractite Score Perrnce Indicators 13va)uation Summary Action Reqilired Teelical

Criteria tlUseiwd adenchmark .s.is-ance

D. Human Resources ManagementuPoliciet iiaPracti. s
Score: 20
Desirable characteristics
• Capacity exists to review current and projected staff resource requirements.

* An appropriate personne infirmalion system-s in place.

' Staff selection is conducted on the basis of nmerit, and promotion is based on open avnd trspart merit-based procedures and collective

management decisions.
• A performance appraisal sytem is in operation with uniform objeetve criteria across the service, review at different management lerels,

and feedback to indivils.
a Ds linarmo procedirs based on traupajarent principles an institutional rpoedures for Judenment and appel exisL
D1 There are I Is there a national planning No. Since "civil servants" are The government

effective strategy and procedure for employed by each individual should review

planning deployment of civil ministry, there is no provision for means for

w arrangements servants throughout the rotating staff among different encouraging

for deployment structure? agencies or for otherwise more efficient

of civil addressing over- or under-staffing deployment of
servants, by redeployment of existing deploymenth of

resources. staff, either
through a
centralized
system or
through
creation of
decentralized
internal labor
market
mechanisms.



Matrix 1: Evaluation of Civil Service Human Resource Mana ement

D2 Effective 3 Can a system be There is no fully developed In addition to using a
personnel demonstrated that registers government-wide information standard coding
information basic personnel system, although Ministry of system for personnel
systems are in information for the entire Labor holds information on records (now under
place. civil service, containing government employment. development),

personal characteristics Discussions are under way to personnel information
such as education and transfer this responsibility to a systems at the
skills, personnel actions, division of MOI's public ministry-level should
appraisal results, training, administration department, and be technologically
and career history? develop a detailed structure for compatible (and allow

such a system, but no final aggregation) with one
decision has been taken. Detailed another and have the
personnel information systems are capacity to perform
the responsibility of each advanced functions
individual ministry and are not (e.g. sorting records on
required to be compatible with the basis of specific
each other. skills).

Are human resources This seems to be the case,
practitioners trained in the although systems appear to be
use of personnel used for basic filing functions
management information rather than for planning.
systems?



Matrix 1: Evaluation of Civil Service Human Resource Manage net
Ref Good Practice Score Performance lndicators Evaluation Sumnmary Action Required Techtica1

Criteria Used and Benchnmark Assistance

Information
Is the personnel Again, this varies by ministry; The government needs
management information anecdotal evidence indicates that to review means of
system used effectively in information systems are used creating stronger
decision making? more for record keeping than as a incentives to

tool to improve management. effectively use
information systems in
decision-making. This
could include having a
central agency in
charge of civil service
function as a
clearinghouse for an

_____ __ __ _____ _____ ____ ___ _ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ ___ internal labor m arket.



Matrix 1: Evaluation of Civil Service Human Resource Mana ement

D3 Recruitment is 3 Are all posts advertised No.There is no general CS law should specify CSD to be

based upon publicly to ensure equal requirement for public which posts require exposed to

merit. competition for posts? advertisement, nor do internal public advertising and international
norms ofministries surveyed open competition, with practice.
include such a requirement. rules enforced by

relevant body. Cost-
effective options for
advertising posts (and
providing resources
for such advertising)
should be explored.

Is there a competitive Depends on the ministry and each CS Act and subsidiary

process including objective case. For example, at Ministry of regulations should
assessment for Agriculture (MOA), senior specify when
recruitment? manager posts always entail panel competitive process is

interviews (which include the required, and lay out
supervisor, HR director, and often guidelines for such
an impartial specialist from processes.
outside the ministry), whereas
less senior posts (particularly
when there are few applicants)
may be filled without this
process.



Matrix 1: Evaluation of Civil Service Human Resource Manageent
Ref Good Practice Score Peormance bilcators 1valuation Sumniary Action R*uired Techuscdl

Criteia Usod arldeucbmaWk- Assistance

Are job descriptions Job descriptions are required for MOI should provide

prepared and utilized? each post, under the labor code. technical assistance to

Usage varies. line agencies in
preparation and use of
iob descriptions.

Is the recruitment process This may occur in some CS Act and subsidiary

checked by multiple instances, as in the case of senior legislation should

reviewers? management positions at the clarify such
MOA, but does not seem to be requirements.
standard procedure.

Are there consistent No. In the absence of a civil CS law should specify, CSD should be

practices across the civil service law, practices vary by and enforcement exposed to

service? ministry. institution should be methods of
strengthened. inspection.



Matrix 1: Evaluation of Civil Service Human Resource Management
Ref Good Pracice r e IndXatrs ton S mar c Ruired ia

D4 Performance 2 Are performance appraisals At present no government-wide CS act should clarify International
evaluation is undertaken on a regular requirement for regular or requirement for formal exposure of CSD
objective, basis for all staff? standardized performance appraisal; central to concrete
uniform, and E.g., Belgium/Germany all appraisals exists. Some ministries organ should provide performance
focussed on employees evaluated every have a performance appraisal guidelines; technical appraisal
performance 1-2 years; system while others have none. assistance to line procedures.
improvement Netherlands/U.K. each agencies to implement
and career employee evaluated appraisal; and
development. annually oversight on a random,

ex-post basis.
Is there a formal unified No.
performance appraisal
system?
Evidence of written
appraisals for last two
years available for review?
EU countries' appraisals
kept on file, with open
access to employees
Are categories of appraisal Situation varies by ministry. For
similar to best practice? example, MOF's appraisal form

has no categories but rather
requires short statements in 3
areas: performance, future work
objectives and recommendations
for professional development.



Matrix 1: Evaluation of Civil Service Human Resource Manageent
Ref Good Practice Score Performance Indicators Evaluation Summary Action Required Technical

Criteria Used and Benchmark Assistance
Infornmtion
Is the appraisal linked to Practice var;es by ministry. E.g.
other human resources MOF's appraisal process is
procedures? intended to inform remuneration

decisions, professional
development, and promotion;
emphasis appears to be on the
remuneration aspect.

D5 Promotion is 2 Is there a uniform process, No. In the absence of a civil CS Act and subsidiary Exposure of CSD

open and with legal basis, for service law, this is left up to legislation should to international

transparent, and making promotion individual ministries. Several clarify requirements. promotion

based upon decisions? ministries reported that no written Central body should systems.

merit. promotions procedures are in be strengthened to
place in their ministries, although provide technical
regulation of advancement in the assistance and
wage scale is explicit, oversight.

Are the procedures open At least one ministry reports that
and transparent? promotion is largely an
Results of promotions administrative procedure, rather
published? than being based on serious

consideration of merit, and also
lacks in transparency. The
absence of explicit promotions
procedures, as noted above,
would seem to limit openness and
transparency.

Is the process used No. Exposure of CSD

consistently across the civil to international

service? inspection
techniques.



Matrix 1: Evaluation of Civil Service Human Resource Management
Ref Good Srvaluatlon Sum_r C e d *Technical

Is the process overseen by There are no government-wide
a third party? requirements for independent

oversight, which thus depends on
individual ministry regulations

Is there recourse to appeal Although this depends on the CS Act should
for promotion grievances? ministry, formalized grievance establish

processes-whether for administrative
promotion or other issues- recourse for appeal of
appear to be rare. Informal promotion grievances.
methods (e.g. letters, discussion An independent body
with HR) can be used, but should be created to
disincentives may limit this in provide this process.
practice.

so D6 There are I Are there common No. Criteria for disciplinary

disciplinary objective criteria for action appear non-existent or
procedures disciplinary action? limited.
based upon
transparent and
fair principles. Are statistics held on the N/A

number of disciplinary
hearings and their
outcomes?
Is there a written process N/A
for conducting disciplinary
hearings?

Average Score 2.0



Matrix 1: Evaluation of Civil Service Human Resource Management
Ref Good Practice Score Performance Indicators Evaluation Summary Action Required Technical

Criteria lUsed and Benchmark | Assistance
___ati_n__ _

E. Training and Career Development
Score: 2.5
Desirable characteristics

Appropriate training system to re-skill staff and to prepare new recruits for ongoing work, with a budget and clear institutional

res o ility a9;,n for trai ing policy formulation and i leme
El There is an 2 Is there clear responsibility Responsibility for training resides CS Act should

appropriate for civil service training with each individual ministry. estahlish responsibility

training system policy? for training policy.

to re-skill staff Government should

to prepare new allocated adequate

recruits and resources to its

develop development.

existing staff. Is there a national training No national training policy exists.
policy based upon training The Czech Republic has recently,
needs analysis? via the National Training

Foundation, contracted the
European Institute for Public
Administration to develop a
strategy for a training policy; the
initial work is expected to be on a
broad, strategic level, with
detailed steps to be addressed in
later activities.

Is there institutional Unable to assess. CSD and line

capacity for developing ministry staff

training policies at trained in training

different levels? needs analysis,
training
management, and
evaluation.



Matrix 1: Evaluation of Civil Service Human Resource Manageent
Ref : Good Practice Score Performance fndicatorst Evaluation Summary Action Ruired Technical

Criteria Used and Benchmark Assistane
Informationi

E2 Training 3 Are there specific training Training funds are not separated Government should

budgets are budgets identified in the out in MOF's budgets for explore options for

sufficient to state budget? individual ministries, making it enhancing agency-
implement the difficult to assess spending on level incentives to

training training. dedicate reasonable

policies, within proportions of

fiscal resources to training

constraints. and allocating it
.__ ___ __ ___ __ __ _ ___ effectively.

Is the level of training MOF spends approximately 2%
expenditure consistent with of the wage bill on training, with
international practice? additional costs for maintenance

of ministry-owned
training/recreational facilities

_ falling under operations costs.
MOA estimates that the training
budget is approximately 1% of

._______ ____ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ _the w age bill.



Matrix 1: Evaluation of Civil Service Human Resource Management

Ref Good Practice Score Performance Indicators Evaluation Summary Action Required Technical

Criteria Used and Benchnark 
Assistance

Information
E3 Training 3 Is there a sufficient range This appears to be the case, with Responsible agency

provision is of public and private sector an array of private firms, foreign (presently MOI)

sufficient to providers to compete for offers, university programs as should consider

meet the training provision? well as some ministry-run courses developing and

requirements of being available. There are some disseminating a

the civil questions as to quality. database on private

service. (See below) and public-sector
providers, including an
assessment of quality
and relevance. They
should also assess
adequacy of offerings,
identifying any gaps
and measures to fill
them.

Have options been Training appears to be contracted

considered for contracting out to a fair degree. However,

out training provision? without careful evaluation of
cost-effectiveness and quality of
training, this can lead to
problems, as reported by the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs. Both
MOF and MOA report screening
training providers for cost-
effectiveness and quality, esp. in
light of tight training budgets.



Matrix 1: Evaluation of Civil Service Human Resource Mana ement

Training 2 Are there defined The public procurement law MOI should lead in

evaluation is procedures for evaluating requires evaluation of contracts; establishing consistent

undertaken to training courses? however, procedures appear to be procedures for

identify the up to each ministry. Some evaluating training

relevance and interviewees indicated that lack of courses, ensuring

cost adequate evaluation may hinder compliance, and

effectiveness of provision of quality and consolidating results.
training. affordable training. Others report

that detailed evaluation is more
likely in the case of foreign-
sponsored training, when it is
required by the donor.

Does training evaluation Varies by ministry.
examine relevance of
training, and cost
effectiveness?
Are trainees utilized and Unable to assess.
well-placed in the civil
service upon completion of
training?

F ., Man !emnt Practics dCultreand dilivery achenl 

Fl Decision- 2 Are budgets devolved to A fair amount of authority seems

making is decision makers? to be granted to line ministries,
placed at the but seems to remain fairly

lowest possible centralized within each ministry.

level to ensure



Matrix 1; Evaluation of Civil Service Human Resource Manageent

Ref Good Practice Score Performance bIdicators Evaluation Sumniary Aeti0h Required Tech Wical
Criteria Used and Benehmar. Asei8hncr

______ ____________ . formation
Are there clear This does not appear to be the Technical
mechanisms for delegating case. assistance to
decisions and holding develop a concept
individuals to account for and
thieir performance (in terms implementation
of outputs and outcomes)? plan for results

oriented
.______________________ ____________________________________________________________________________ management.



Matrix 1: Evaluation of Civil Service Human Resource Management
Ref Good Practice Score Perforxance I,dicators Evaluation Summary Action Required Technical

Criteria Used andd lenchmarkt:X Assistance
Information

F2 Service delivery 3 Are standards published Yes. General service standards Monitor and publish
is based upon for public services? .. performance relative
public (response times for iquiries) are to published standards.
consultation published in the Administrative
regarding Code while standards for
priorities and individual services are set in
standards of
service. regulations issued by individual

ministries. For example, since

passport issuance is handled by

the police, MOI regulations

stipulate the three terms for

issuance with correspondingfees.

(e.g. the basic term is 4 weeks at

a cost of 100 crowns, with I week

and 24 hour issuance also

availablefor set, higherfees).

Compliance with standards for

common services such as

passport and drivers license

issuance is reported to be timely,

while more problems arise with

less common services (e.g. land

cadastre offices, patents and

trademarks).



Matrix 1: Evaluation of Civil Service Human Resource Management
Ref Good Practice Score Performance Indicators Evaluation Sumtnary Action Required Technical

Criteria Used and Benchmark Assistance

Information
Are standards based upon In some areas, such as high Public consultation in Technical

public consultation'? visibility passport issuance, standard setting and assistance to help

standards likely reflect popular evaluation of develop customer

demand (e.g. for express service). performance rclative service

No information available about to standard should be monitoring.

_______ _other areas. increased.

Average score 2.5
Matrix 2: Evaluation of Policy Formulation and Co-ordination

Ref Good Practice Score Performance indicators Evaluation Sumnary Action Required Technical

Criteria Used and Benchmark Assistance

.____________ .__.__. Information t E

G. Insfitutional Arrangements
Score: 2.8
Desirable characteristics
w There is a focal point within the government institutional structure that has the political authority to ensure that decisions are binding,

efficient, and of high technical onyalt. .

Gl There are 3 Is there constitutional The 1992 constitution addresses

effective provision for decision cabinet structure and powers, as

institutional making bodies? well as legal basis for creation of

arrangements ministries.

for decision Act 2/1969 (with subsequent

making. amendments) on the creation of
ministries and other central
bodies stipulates the policy
responsibilities of sectoral
ministries.



Matrix 1: Evaluation of Civil Service Human Resource Manageent _t

Ref Good Practice Score Performancdico Evaluation Summary Action Required Technical
CrIteria Usd n Bnhmr AOssistance

G2 There are 2 Is there a central entity to There is no central strategic The government should Exposure to
effective provide strategic and policy support unit. Individual examine possibility of international
institutional policy support for effective deputy prime ministers may be developing a permanent models,
arrangements to decisionmaking? recruiting staff to fill some such such capacity, linked to the such as
provide functions. PMO and protected from Malaysia,
strategic changes (e.g. in deputy Germany,
planning and prime ministers). U.K..
policy Does the central body have Not applicable.
formulation, to sufficient capacity to
support undertake strategic and
decisionmaking policy formulation

functions?
G3 There are 3 Is there a central body for Within the Prime Minister's

effective coordinating cabinet Office, the Department for the
institutional policies, and undertaking Cabinet Agenda provides
arrangements secretariat functions? secretariat functions. The
for policy (Including on membership secretariat does not, however,
coordination. of committees, drafting undertake professional

terms of reference for task substantive assessment of
groups, scheduling and proposal content. In the past,
prioritizing meeting specialized staff existed at the
agendas, disseminating PMO to provide this function; the
policy decisions to new system of Deputy Prime
concerned bodies, etc.). Minister's may also serve this

function in future, although this is
unclear at present.



Matrix .: Evaluation of Civil Service Human Resource Managennt

Ret Good Practice Score Performance Indicators Evaluation Summary Action Required Technical

Criteria Used and&enchmark Assistance

fn. o.rikatlon ._. _ _

Does the central secretariat The cabinet agenda department is See above.

have sufficient capacity to seen to be a stable and well-

coordinate policy? functioning unit. However, as
noted above, its responsibilities
exclude substantive policy
assessment.

Are all major policies Yes. All proposals that are to be

passed through the central submitted to cabinet must go

secretariat? through the secretariat.

G4 There are 3 Are there bodies for No specific bodies exist; Government should examine

structures at all ensuring cross-sectoral responsibility is diffuse. Each measures for increasing

levels of policy is developed in ministry's submissions to cabinet communication and

government to accordance with national are required to be consistent with cooperation among sectors

ensure effective strategy? the Government Program (the as well as for timely,

policy basis for receiving parliament's substantive verification of

development vote of confidence.) compliance with national

and 
strategy; this role might be

coordination. 
taken on by the central unit
noted above.

Are there bodies for No specific body with a See above. Exposure of

assessing the impact of government-wide mandate exists; senior

government-wide policies? impact assessments are the managers to

responsibility of individual EU and

ministries. Individual policy other

submissions must include systems.

statements regarding
compatibility with EU law,
impact on state budget, and
impact on relevant sectors.



Matrix 1: Evaluation of Civil Service Human Resource Management

4Mteda Usedte SWUM~rc si*ac

Are there bodies for Policy advice may be provided by
providing policy advice for a ministry's subordinated
ministries and the center? organizations, such as sectoral

research institutes, although this
does not appear to be their
explicit role.

Are there bodies in Yes, in at least some ministries. Ministries should examine
ministries for coordinating (E.g. The Ministry of the the relative weight of legal
sectoral policy Environment has environmental and specialized skills to
development and policy division that includes ensure an appropriate
evaluation? strategy department.) Legal balance.

departments appear to be heavily
involved in policy development.

oo 1~vraeScr 2.8 ___________________________________

H. POlicy Prcesses ari Procedures
Score: 34
Desirable characteistics
X The policy-makingprorcesses ensure that deciions are bindn, efficient, and of hightical quality.

• Policy-making procses are eftfetive min eningthat sectoral picies are developed so that theare consistent with overal strategy; so
that intersectoralplicies are properly coorinatedWth one another,anid so that resource implications are fully assessed.



Matrix 1: Evaluation of Civil Service Human Resource Management

Ref Good Practice Score Performance Indicators Evaluation Summary Action Required Technical

Criteria Used and Benchmark Assistance

information .__

HI There are 3 Are the procedures defined Yes. Cabinet procedural code Examine possible measures

processes for in law for requiring that requires that (unless exempted by for increasing timeliness of

ensuring all necessary consultation relevant deputy prime minister) this process within and

interested takes place? submissions first be circulated for among government bodies.

parties are comment to all ministries, the

consulted. National Bank, and relevant
government bodies, with
deadlines for submission of
comments. Draft laws must
further undergo review by the
Legislative Council, and their
submission is regulated by
Legislative Rules.

v H2 There are 4 Are there published Yes. Cabinet's procedural code

detailed procedures for submission stipulates formats, timetables,

administrative of policies, and allocation review/comment procedures etc.

procedures for of actions by the
processing government?
policies. Do the procedures allocate Yes. Procedural code details who As noted above,

responsibilities, deadlines is to take action, deadlines for opportunities for increasing

and actions? submission, etc. timeliness should be
explored.

Do the procedures ensure Yes, the procedures require a

policies are submitted to standardized format, including

government in a consistent electronic submission in

format? Microsoft Word software.



Matrix 1: Evaluation of Civil Service Human Resource Management
Ref Good Practice Scoe Ormace 1u4OOrs EaluatioX Summary Action Required Technical

Criteria Ue n ecmr

Do the processes help Interviewees indicated that these
anticipate and resolve procedures do minimize, although
conflicts before not fully eliminate, conflicts prior
government meetings? to cabinet meetings.

H3 There are clear 3 Do the processes ensure All proposals with implications In light of reports of varying

policies for full analysis of costs, for the state budget must be quality of evaluation,
ensuring benefits, risks, submitted to MOF for comment ministries should examine

effective policy implementation issues etc? prior to their submission to the measures for training staff in
formulation and PMO Department for Cabinet relevant analytical
evaluation. Agenda. Lacking this, they can approaches.

not be added to the cabinet
agenda. Submissions must also
include statement regarding

o______________ impact on other sectors.
Are the processes Central secretariat is regarded as
performed by the central effective in the areas of its
secretariat efficient? responsibility; these do not

include substantive input.



Matrix 1: Evaluation of Civil Service Human Resource Manageient
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Do procedures ensure that Ministries must either express Technical

policies are evaluated? their agreement or outline areas of assistance,

disagreement for any draft policy such as

proposals that are submitted for twinning on

their review. Meetings are methods of

subsequently held to reconcile policy

disagreements to the greatest formulation

degree possible. Any remaining and

disagreement must be addressed evaluation.

in writing by the submitting
ministry prior to submission to
the Department for the Cabinet
Agenda.

H4 Office 3 Is best use made of office At present, it is not possible to Possibilities for

technology is technology? track the status of a policy computerizing policy

used to proposal electronically; this may development process should

automate the be addressed by the national be examined by the Office

policy information system, currently for National Information

coordination under preparation. However, e- Systems or other parties.

process. mail is used for inter-ministerial
communication, and working
drafts are circulated
electronically.



Matrix 1: Evaluation of Civil Servic Humaen Resource Manage nt
Ref Good Practice Score PefrmneIniaors Evaluation SummiiiaryAconRqie Tehca

Citerina Usdand JXncbark Assistanc 0 ; 0t0 00 0:; e 0
Ninfration 
Are there common Submissions to the PMO's Software standards
standards of software? Cabinet Agenda office must be in government-wide should be

Microsoft Word format. Apart addressed within ongoing
from this, not all ministries use work on information
the same software standards (e.g. systems.
MS Word vs. WordPerfect).



Matrix 1: Evaluation of Civil Service Human Resource Management
Ref Good Practice Score Performn nce Indicators Evaluationi Summary ACtion Required Technical

Criteria Used and enchmark Assistance

.___________ LInformation

H5 There are 4 Are there published times Yes. Submissions are accepted at See above. Since the system

published for policy submissions? any time. The Executive is seen as effective but

standard times Secretariat of the Prime Minister suffering from frequent

for submission has a policy of making its delays, attention should be

and amendment procedural review within one day focused on developing

of proposals. and then forwarding (or modes of cooperation

returning) all proposals to all among ministries to improve

ministries, both houses of communication and

parliament, the Office of the timeliness.
President, the Central Bank, and
the Central Statistical Office for
their comment. One week is
allowed for comments, to which
the initiating ministry must
respond. Once the commented
and revised proposal is returned
to the Executive Secretariat, it is
checked to be sure all
commentary has been addressed,
after which the secretariat either
requests further clarifications of
responses to the commentary
from the initiating ministry or
puts the proposal on cabinet's
agenda. Details of deadlines are
included in the cabinet procedural
code.



Matrix 1: Evaluation of Civil Service Human Resource Mana ent

Are there reasonable The formal review of compliance
rejection rates in terms of with submission requirements
policies submitted? generally results in 1% of

proposals being returned outright
for modification; in an additional
4% of cases, additional
supplementary documentation is
requested.

Is there evidence of pre- Under the Klaus government, the
meetings to ensure swift council of economic ministers
agreement at government met prior to cabinet meetings to
meetings? discuss economic policies.

However, these meetings might
address 2-3 proposals, whereas
the full cabinet agenda would
include 20-25 topics. Under the
new government, each Deputy
Prime Minister may convene
selected ministers as necessary to
discuss policy proposals prior to
cabinet meetings.

Average score 3X4
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Matrix 1: Evaluation of Civil Service Human Resource Management

Ref d e o- Performance bud*catos Evaluation Summary Action Required Technal

Criteria Used-and 1)enchVI'A, (Ass..tsane

_____ _____ ___ . In r*ifirin ._._._____--_._____ 
-_

I1 Policymaking 3 Is the staff complement of Not overall, as hiring tends to be

departments are policy units based upon an on an ad hoc basis to meet needs

sufficiently assessment of need (i.e. as they arise.

resourced. task analysis)?
Is the number of staff in Not able to assess.
policy making functions
considered to be
acceptable?

Are rewards sufficient to As is the case throughout the state

attract and retain high administration, remuneration
caliber staff? levels pose a problem for

attracting and retaining staff.
Although official turnover rates
are generally not calculated, this
area suffers from the same
general difficulties with
attracting/retaining staff as does

______ _the rest of the administration.
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12 Policy making 2 Are staff trained in policy While technical skills are MOI personnel
and co- formulation and evaluation available (e.g. via ministry's administration department
ordination staff techniques? specialized institutes), specific and policy units should
possess suitable policy-making expertise appears examine skills and
qualifications to be acquired on the job educational programs /in-
and skills. Employment is ministry-based, service training relevant for

which limits mobility, and reports policy and other cross-
are that excessive emphasis is sectoral tasks, and integrate
placed on sectoral, rather than these needs into overall HR
cross-sectoral, interests. framework

Issue of cross-sectoral
mobility should be
addressed by a new civil
service act and/or through
development of an internal
labor market (information
clearinghouses, shared
databases, etc), which might
be undertaken by MOI.

Have staff been selected by Selection processes vary by New civil service act should
means of a process which ministry and manager; there does address guidelines for
tests verbal reasoning, not appear to be a special process recruitment framework(s);
inter-personal and for policy-making staff.

I organizational skills? _
Average Score 2.5



Matrix 3: EU Accession Management
Ref Good Practice Score Perfornance Evaluation Summary Action Required Tebhnical

Criteria Iuidicatons Used and Assistane
llenchmark
Information

J. EU Accession Strategy
Seore: 3.0
Desirable characteristics
• There is a well-articulated strategy for developing public administration to meet the needs of EU accession by target date.

• Strategic vision is of analytic quality, realistic, cons ltative, and conprehensive.
JI There is a 3 Is the strategy based The National Programme for the Adoption The National

national upon an empirical of the Acquis, approved by the government Programme should be
strategy for assessment of the in its first version on March 11, 1998 and revised.
developing current state of presented on March 31, 1998, is specific
public administrative with regard to the planning of legislation,
administration development? but the quality and level of detail of the
to meet the institution building component varies

Ji needs of EU greatly between the 26 chapters and is in
accession. part inadequate. It contains a short chapter

on public administration and is not linked
to specific policy initiatives.

Does the strategy No. The National Programme has not fully
include an action plan, assessed technical assistance requirements
with technical of all parts of the programme
assistance
requirements?
Does the action plan There are no specific cost estimates and
include cost estimates? the section on the national and Phare

budgets is not sufficiently developed



Matrix 3: EU Accession Management

[ > *- - 0 Sg~Bn chwark _ 

Does the action plan The section concerning implementation on Responsibilities,
define responsibilities, timetables seems insufficiently developed. timetables, and
timetables, and But with a resolution of March 23, 1998 resources for an overall
resources? the government laid down an indicative public administration

timetable for the reform of public reform should be
administration. Although this is seen as a specified, as public
positive sign, it has to be mentioned that administration reform
there has always been slippage with regard in the Czech Republic
to proposed deadlines over the last years. is seriously lagging
Responsibilities and resources are not well behind the approaches
defined in both documents. pursued in most of the

neighboring countries.
J2 The strategy 3 Is the action plan The National Programme was negotiated

and plans have based upon with the EC taking into account
oo involved consultation? recommendations put forward by the

members of the European Commission and by the
public, interest Accession Partnership.
groups, Is the action plan Yes. The National Programme and the
government approved by the resolution of March 23, 1998 were both
bodies, and the necessary authorities? adopted by the government.
EU. Has the action plan Yes.

been discussed with
EC?
Has the action plan The National Programme is available for
been widely every citizen upon demand. But the
disseminated as a interest has not been encouraging so far.
public document?

Average score 3.0
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Matrix 3: EU Accession Management
Ref Gjood Practice Score PeMrformnae Eiuain SumnMiary AcinRequred Tcnci

Criteria Indlcators Used andAsitac
Oinehn6rk

KI There are 4 Are there management Yes. Institutions include the following:
suitable structures with Governmental Committee for European
institutional appropriate legal basis Integration chaired by the Deputy Prime
arrangements for managing EU Minister, Sub-Committee for European
for managing accession? Affairs (Senate), Committee for European
the process of Integration (Chamber of Deputies),
EU accession. Working Committee for Integration to the

EU, Negotiating Team, Ministry of
Foreign Affairs and 32 Working Groups.

Was the structure No. These structures were developed over
based upon an the last years and aim at overcoming a
analytical report number of obvious shortcomings.
agreed by

o government?
Was the structure The models to be found in other applicant
designed on the basis countries were taken into account, but in
of international the end the structures were established
models? following Czech political traditions.
Does the structure Since there are so many institutions
provide for strong involved in the process, there are linkages
policy coordination to all relevant parts. Besides, the economic
within public and social partners are in permanent
administration? contact with the Ministry of Foreign

Affairs.



Matrix 3: EU Accession Management
Ref Good Practice Score Performance EvaIuatto n Summary Aetion R equired Tecdecal

Criteria Indicators Used and Assistance
Benchmark

._ _ ' ...In.orm tati
Is responsibility for The Government Committee for European
EU accession at the Integration, which has got to fulfil the
optimum level in the main tasks regarding EU-accession, is
government structure? chaired by the Deputy Prime Minister and

seems to function well. Nevertheless, the
system is labeled "top heavy" by some
ministries not directly involved in the
process.

K2 The legislature 4 Does the legislature Both the Senate and the Chamber of
has appropriate have sufficient Deputies have set up special committees to
resources to technical support deal with European integration questions
analyze needed to analyze (the Sub-committee for European Affairs
legislation. relevant legislation? at the Senate and the Committee for

European Integration at the Chamber of
Deputies). Both were established in July
1998.

Is there sufficient Yes. The consensus is to be found both in
political consensus for the government coalition and in the
accession that detailed opposition (at least concerning the great
matters can be brought political parties)
to the legislature,
without fear of
derailment?

L. Management Processes and Procedures
Score: 3.0
Desirable characteristics

Management processes for EU accession are based on suitability rpose and consistency with local conditions.



Matrix 3: EU Accession Mngmn

LI There are 3 Are there agreed and Apart from institutional provisions for
efficient, widely understood coordination between ministries, there is a
transparent, procedures for lack of formal inter-ministerial
consultative considering coordination. Some people brought in by
procedures that consultation, securing the new government have set up their own
reflect best agreement, developing informal networks. Since this is also true
practice in EU policy etc? for European matters, the procedures do
member states. not reflect best practice.

Is best use made of Not all parts of the administration have
existing expertise in enough qualified personnel. A system of
undertaking the rotation does not exist.-
procedures?
Do the procedures In part.
ensure sufficient
consultation with
interested parties?
Are the processes and These are being established: Yes.
procedures supported
by adequate
technology?

Averaa se c 3.0
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Matrix 3: EU Accession Management
Re( GoodPracti6e Score Perfon.Ace Evauation Summnary :AcCtio Required - Technica

Critert . . .Indicators:Used and .Assistance
.Benchnuirk

-_ _ Informaffon . __ _. __. __ .__ ._._._._._._.

Ml There are 3 Is there an established There is still no civil service law and a lack A civil service law and

personnel personnel management of civil service-wide training, including a strong personnel

management function to ensure that training in EU affairs. Although the new management, including

functions and management needs are government has made public civil-service-wide

policies to anticipated and met? administration reform one of its main training in national and

ensure optimum priorities, the lack of qualified personnel European affairs and in

deployment of and of a sufficient training remains one of language skills, should

skills, to meet the crucial problems of the Czech be developed as soon as

EU accession Republic. There is no coherent personnel possible. The only

requirements. policy. considerable amount of
training has been and is
being provided under
Phare and bilateral aid
programs as well as by
the National Training
Fund.

Are there forward Partly. The Government Committee on Since many needs are in

planning mechanisms European Integration has approved a common to all

to ensure skill strategy on training EU officials in EU ministries and target

requirements will be matters and assigned the coordinating role groups, it would be

met for the next stage for this particular type of training to the economical and more

of EU accession? Ministry of Foreign Affairs. The strategy is efficient to let a central

based on the principle that every ministry training unit take care

is obliged to provide training for its own of such common

staff. training needs in
administration. Such
centers exist in almost
all member states and in
large number of
applicant countries.



Matrix 3: EU Accession Manartement

R? GotPnclice _ _ _ Pefriic Evzto~wma AckneqIe Tecbl

Are staffing No, see above.
complements are
based upon a rigorous
assessment of need?
Are staffing levels No. More staff is needed in almost all parts
sufficient for EU of public administration. One example: At
accession? the Ministry of Justice, the department for

the compatibility of EC law has got a staff
of only 8 people.



Matrix 3: EU Accession Management
Ref Good Practice Score Performance Evaluation Sumnary Action Required Technicat

Criteria IndicatorstJUed and Assistance

Benchmark
Information

M2 Staff involved 4 Do dedicated staff In the structures especially set up for EU A system of training for

in EU accession have the necessary accession, a new generation of highly all parts of the civil

have expertise? qualified, internationally minded service, including

appropriate administrators is to be found. In the line training in EU affairs,

skills and ministries one finds a growing number of should be developed.

expertise. unmotivated and dissatisfied members of Better trained personnel
old regimes, not being equipped enough could also be had with
with linguistic abilities and sufficient the establishment of a
knowledge in European matters. national school of

public administration.
Since the demise of the
State Institute which
came under the Prime
Minister's Office until
the end of the
federation, there has
been no central
provision for training of
civil servants in the
Czech Republic.



Matrix 3: EU Accession Managemnent

Is staff turnover in No. The most qualified staff often leave In order to make the
areas of EU accession and accept much better paid positions in training system a
acceptable? the private sector. There are almost no success, a staff

relevant figures for the different ministries. retention policy has to
In the Ministry of Culture, for example, be adopted at the same
staff turnover in 1997 was 20%. time. It should include

legislation stating that
staff trained in EU
affairs should repay
their training costs if
they leave the public
sector within a defined
period of time after the
training has been

ON completed. Another
possibility would be to
make staff sign a
contract before training
that obliges them to
stay some years in the
public sector before
being allowed to accept
positions in the private
sector.

Do EU accession EU accession specialists often occupy high A staff retention policy
specialists have posts within public administration, but should include a better
appropriate they are not better paid. The possibility of payment of EU-skilled
incentives? travelling abroad sometimes acts as an staff and improved

incentive. career prospects.



Matrii 3: EU Accession Manaaement
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Have training Apart from the National Training Fund
programs been Initiative, no.
developed to meet the
particular
requirements of EtU
accession?_
Has a strategic No, see above.
assessment of the
skills required for EU
accession been
undertaken, and plan
for delivery? .

M3 Provision has Have technical The needs were identified in previous
been made to assistance needs been reports; plans were not available.
secure external identified and
technical appropriate plans
assistance. developed for securing

external expertise?
Averaee score 35.
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Notes

2A full discussion of the methodology utilized in this assessment is provided in the overview chapter.
2 Nations in Transit (Freedom House: 1999). Index values range between I (best) and 7 (worst). The
"Governance" index is the simple average of the first six indices (exclusive of the "Economic
Policies" index). The corruption index values have been converted from alpha (A through D) to
numeric (2 through 5), so as to permit their inclusion in the Governance index.
3 Public sector salaries have been estimated so as to incorporate the average level of salary
supplements as a percentage of base salaries found in the central bodies of the state administration
(27.4 percent in 1998). They also reflect the 25 percent of highest base salary in grade available to the
de facto civil service (see below).
4 The PricewaterhouseCoopers data may overstate the relevant private sector comparators, if they
reflect international firms operating in the Czech Republic. The Ekonom magazine data may more
accurately mirror the relevant domestic Czech labor market, but still reveal that Ministers and First
Deputy Ministers receive 25 to 30 percent less than private sector counterparts.
5 See, for instance, Gary J. Reid and Graham Scott, "Public Sector Human Resource Management:
Experience in Latin America and the Caribbean and Strategies for Reform," Green Cover Report No.
12839, Public Sector Management Division, Technical Department, Latin America and the Caribbean
Region (World Bank, Washington, DC: March 14, 1994), as well as Salvator Schiavo-Campo, Giulio
de Tommaso and Amitabha Mukherjee, "Civil Service and Economic Development: A Selective
Synthesis of International Facts and Experience," background paper for the 1997 World Development
Report (The World Bank: November 10, 1996).
6 The 4.4 figure is based solely on the salary scale, while the 5.1 figure compares the "Director"
remuneration estimates found in Table 2 to the salary scale amount for the bottom of Grade 1 after
adjustment for the 25 percent "civil service" supplement and average other supplements and bonuses
of approximately 27.4 percent.
7 Compression ratios from a number of EU countries include France (5.7), Germany (7.5), the
Netherlands (8.2), and the United Kingdom (9.9).
8 See, for instance, Gary J. Reid, "Performance-Oriented Public Sector Modernization in Developing
Countries: Meeting the Implementation Challenge," Research in Public Administration, edited by Jos.
C.N. Raadschelders and James L. Perry (JAI Press, Inc.: Greenwich, Connecticut, forthcoming).
9 In mid-199, the ministry reported having hired forty new staff, with plans to hire twenty more.
Effective deployment of these staff will be key to developing the department's capabilities.
'0Responsibility was initially shared with the Ministry of Justice.
11 The National Training Fund, a foundation created under the auspices of the Ministry of Labor, is
implementing several projects related to public administration reform.
12 See "National Program for the Preparation of the Czech Republic for Membership in the European
Union", as posted at http://www.czech.cz/english/national.htm and "Policy Statement of the
Government of the Czech Republic," August 1998, posted at:

http://www.vlada.cz/vladaldokumenty/prohlas.eng.htm.
The previous "caretaker" government also cited civil service issues in its "Policy Statement" of
January 1998, posted at http://www.vlada.cz/historie/vlada98/dokumenty/progrprohl.eng.htm.
13 See the Labor Code, Article 73, paragraphs 2 to 5. These provisions apply specifically to
employees of state administration bodies, courts and prosecutors offices, police and intelligence
services, penal services, the President's Office, parliamentary offices, the Prime Minister's Office,
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Supreme Audit Institution, Czech National Bank and state funds, protected district territories, and
national parks.
14 The wage supplement is defined by Article 6 of Cabinet Decision 253/1992 "On remuneration of
employees of the state administration, certain other organs and communities." The 25 percent
supplement is based on the salary of the highest step in the employee's grade.
15 This last provision may be problematic if, for example, a government employee is involved in a
family company in a field related to his official duties. While the staff covered under Article 73 are
required to avoid conflicts of interest, there is no general requirement to declare conflicts of interest,
nor to place property in blind trust.
16 Unofficial estimates have put their number at between eighty and ninety thousand.
17 See Article 65, paragraph 2 of the Labor Code.
18 Radio Prague E-news, published via e-mail by cr@radio.cz (February 2, 1999).
19 Analyza verejne spravy Ceske republiky, National Training Foundation, September 1998.
20 See "Korupce se z obchodu prenesla do uradu", iDNES, September 21, 1998 and the Institute for
Public Opinion Research's briefing note "Co resit predevsim - nazory obcanu," May 1998.
21 The definition of state administration is complex and'has undergone several changes, but generally
includes ministries, selected other central bodies, and their subsidiary organizations. It excludes the
Supreme Audit Institution, Radio and Television Broadcast Agency, parliamentary offices, Grant
Agency and the Academy of Science. For further information see "Finance ve verejne sprave," Volf
et al., in Analyza verejne spravy Ceske republiky, Odborne studie. National Training Foundation, July
1998.
22 "Finance ve verejne sprave," Volf et al., in Analyza verejne spravy Ceske republiky, Odborne
studie. National Training Foundation, July 1998.
23 This applies to budgetary organizations and those subsidized organizations for which the
government subsidy is greater than the wage bill. When the subsidy is less than the wage bill, the
organization is treated like a private organization.
24 consolidated central government in the Czech Republic includes the Cabinet office, parliament,
ministries, the President's office, supreme court, government agencies, extrabudgetary funds and
health insurance organizations.
25 Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Romania
26 See law 143/1992 "On pay and remuneration for work in budgetary and certain other
organizations" and cabinet decision 253/1992 "On pay of employees of the state administration,
selected other organs and comnmunities."
27 Employees receive 13 and 14"' month's wages, calculated on the basis of the tariff net.
28 25.7 percent of total earnings if 13'h and 14e month are considered part of basic wages.
2 9 Carolyn Bann, "Reinvention as Reaction: Fads in Public Sector Reform", presentation at PREM
Seminar, Administrative and Civil Service Reform Thematic Group (The World Bank: Nov. 5, 1998).
30 For example, while 13th and 14th months wages must be paid by law, their level was cut by half,
effectively eliminating one payment.
31 The Ministry of Finance estimates this will result in a 12.8 percent increase in the average nominal
wage. The wage bill is expected to rise by only 5.6 percent, given expected layoffs in some sectors.
32 Analyza verejne spravy Ceske republiky, National Training Foundation, September 1998.
33 Such mechanisms would include both within-the-hierarchy and external-to-the-hierarchy devices.
Examples of the fonner might include organizational performance reporting requirements coupled
with review requirements by higher authorities, such as the relevant minister; an inter-ministerial
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committee; and the Council of Ministers or Parliament. Examples of the latter might include press
reporting on how well public agencies are meeting their mandates; involvement of citizens in the
design and provision of particular public services; "hot lines" allowing citizens to register satisfaction
or complaints about particular public agencies or the services or programs they administer; surveys of
citizens' satisfaction with the quality of public services provided by particular public agencies;
oversight by NGOs; and so forth.
34 The only general appraisal requirement is the employee's right, under the Labor Code, to request an
evaluation upon leaving a post.
35 See, for instance, Gary J. Reid, "Making Evaluations Useful," note (The World Bank: April 9,
1997).
36 While written recruitment procedures do exist for certain posts (for example, in directors of
agricultural training institutes and perhaps in other institutions), such codes appear to be the exception
rather than the rule.
37 The current DPM for economic issues was preparing in October 1998 a new decree which would
create an Economic Council of the Government. That Economic Council would encompass his
existing portfolio of five economic ministries plus the Ministry of Environment and the Ministry of
Labor and Social Issues; that is, it would create a grouping that partially overlaps with some of the
other 4 DPM groupings. The DPM for social issues is apparently preparing a similar proposal to
expand the coverage of his policy portfolio.
38 For example, the Ministry of Environment's Environmental Policy Division includes a Strategy
Department.
39 Most ministries have subordinated organizations, including specialized research institutes (for
example, the Ministry of Labor's Workplace Health and Safety Institute and the Ministry of
Environment's Geological Institute). While their primary function is not necessarily policy-oriented,
their affiliation with the ministry and concentration of expert skills enables them to provide advisory
services.
40 For more information, see also "Jak se cini sebevrazi," Respekt, issue 52, December 21, 1998.
41 "Views and experience of Swedish civil servants regarding the structure and working methods of
the EU," report prepared for Swedish parliamentary committee, the EU 96 Committee, published in
SOU 1996:6, (Statskontoret: 1996). Findings based on 40 personal interviews, 164 standardized
telephone interviews of Swedish civil servants with "considerable experience of the EU" as well as
reviews of research reports and discussions with persons working in the EU or doing research on it.
42 STATSKONTORET (Swedish Agency for Administrative Development), 1996:7A.
43 SOU 1996:6, (Statskontoret: 1996).
44 The 25 percent applies to the highest degree (determined largely by duration of employment in
closely related positions within the public sector) in a given employee's class (based on job
classification, which reflects things such as education). Degrees and classes are the two dimensions of
the basic public sector salary scale.
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3. Estonia

This chapter assesses Estonia's progress on developing the capacity of its public administration in the

transition period of EU accession. It provides a case study of a larger initiative that examines progress
made toward administrative modernization by countries in Central and Eastern Europe engaged in the
process of accession into the European Union. These countries face dual administrative challenges: to
develop the capacity to manage the process of European integration, and to develop a modern and
professional public administration that can enter the EU on an equal footing with current members,
and, more broadly, that can take its place alongside advanced administrations in the rest of the
developed world. Meeting the first challenge successfully depends largely on the degree to which
individual pre-accession countries competently execute EU requirements. Rising to the second
challenge is more complex. Although the European Commission has made clear that acceding
countries will need to increase their administrative capacity, there are no explicit stipulations or
standards as to the exact nature of this capacity or the means by which it should be attained.
Moreover, countries entering Europe in the twenty-first century must position their public sector
institutions not just for regional integration but also for global competition.

What constitutes high quality, well-performing government administration is subject to debate.
Generally, high caliber government can be defined as one that makes sound policy choices and
administers those choices effectively. But how can this definition of "good government" be translated
into observable and monitorable attributes that countries can work to achieve? This study begins to
answer this question by trying to understand and specify the real standard of performance that those
CEE countries engaged in the accession process will need to attain on a range of administrative tasks
in order to operate effectively in the EU environment, and in order to reach advanced administrative
norms more generally.

To assess individual country progress, we evaluate current public administration activities in light
of international best practice.' For Estonia, as for the other countries in the study, the immediate aim
of this assessment is threefold: (1) to provide a benchmark by which government might monitor its
own administrative development progress on an ongoing basis; (2) to provide guidance on policy
measures that Estonia might usefully undertake in order to strengthen its public administration; and
(3) to identify areas where external technical support might be helpful.

In parallel with the other cases, Estonia's government administrative capacity is examined along
three system-wide dimensions: (1) human resource development for the civil service; (2) policy
formulation and coordination at the center-of-government; and (3) the management and coordination
of EU integration processes within government. For each dimension, we probe a series of critical
questions. Concerning the development of human resources for the civil service, we ask how far
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governments have gone to transform communist-era, politicized bureaucracies into professional and
politically neutral career civil services focused on performance and service to the citizen. In the
policy formulation arena, we ask how effectively countries have replaced central command
mechanisms with efficient, technically competent, and widely consultative structures and processes
for producing policies that the outside world can count on as professionally sound and politically binding.
Finally, on EU accession management, we ask how effectively has the institutional infrastructure

dedicated to managing accession and membership developed policy and met requirements. Has success in
these EU-specific tasks come at the cost of larger public administration development?

The following three sections examine these issues at length. In addition, the annex of this report
presents matrix findings evaluating the government of Estonia's progress on the performance criteria
and indicators associated with each attribute of international good practice in public administration.
The matrix provides a score for each area and also identifies actions that need to be taken as well as
technical assistance that may be needed to reach international standards.

Background and Context: Public Administration in Estonia

Estonia has made significant progress in public administrative reform since independence in 1991.
This has been largely motivated by the country's intention to join the EU, which was signaled by
formal application for membership in November 1995 following signature of the Europe Agreement
in June of that year.

The government of Estonia's adoption of a constitution and other normative acts that underpin
democratic government have been found acceptable by the European Commission, and the creation of
a free market economy is considered by the EC Opinion on Estonia's application for membership to
provide a strong basis for EU integration. The government has also created of an effective
institutional and legal framework to support EU accession, resulting from the government's pre-
accession strategy adopted at the Essen Council in December 1994.

The institutional organization of public administration, including the subordination of all
executive agencies to ministries to ensure representation in the cabinet, was established in 1996 when
Estonia adopted the Government of the Republic Act. Further achievements include the creation of a
professional, independent civil service, decentralization of functions, and devolution of budgets.

The Reform Program

While it has been acknowledged that EU integration policy has been a major priority for the government,
the early progress in other areas of public administration reform has slowed since 1995.2 Over the last
three years, the Estonian government has established a number of commnissions and working groups in
order to develop a coherent strategy for public administration reform, shown in table 3.1.
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Table 3.1 Administrative Reform Program

Action Reference Outputs

Government Committee on Civil Government Ordinance Creation of the Law on Positions and
Service Law. Chaired by the No. 308-k, March 2'7% Salary Levels of Civil Servants
Minister of Social Affairs 1995
State Administration Government Ordinance Statutes for Open Competition and
Development Committee. No. 715-k, August 7t 1995 Attestation Committee
Chaired by the State Secretary Procedures for Organization of the
supported by the State Open Competition and for Attestation
Chancellery Attestation Requirements for the Basic

Groups of Officials
Ministry of Justice Working Decree No. 10 by the Amendments to the Public Service
Group on amendment of the Secretary General of the Law-but not submitted to cabinet
Public Service Law Ministry of Justice,

February 19, 1997.
Joint working group of the April 1997. Not completed.
Ministry of Justice and State
Chancellery.
Public Administration Reform Government Ordinance Development of a draft Public
Expert Committee. Chaired by No. 452-k, June 2 1997. Administration Reform Concept.
Minister of Regional Affairs, with
20 members.
Inter-Ministerial Commission for Government Ordinance Working group to prepare
issues relating to salary reform. No. 497-k, July 3 1997 methodology for compiling job

descriptions and to make proposals on
how to implement career system.
Working group on amending the
provisions relating to salary
arrangements in the Public Service Act
(Sept 18, order no 187).

Civil Service Training Government Ordinance Not completed-draft Civil Service
Council.Chaired by State No. 294-k April 22 1997 Training Strategy in progress.
Secretary.
Ministerial Commission on Government Ordinance Development of Public Administration
Administrative Reform. Chaired No. 620-k, August 19 Development Concept, January 29,
by Prime Minister. 1997. 1998.

Source: World Bank.

However, the Public Administration Development Concept agreed by the cabinet in early 1998
provides the opportunity to develop a civil service that will provide the necessary infrastructure to
support EU integration. As with other reform initiatives, the test of both the government's
commitment and the professionalism of the civil service will be the implementation of the stated
priorities. These include decentralization of government functions to territorial levels; restructuring of
executive structures on the basis of revised government functions, including privatization and
commercialization of appropriate government services; improved human resources management of
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the civil service; harnessing of information technology to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of
public administration; and clear separation of powers between political and civil appointees at the
local government level.

The Development Concept itself is a well-elaborated strategic vision. The essential problem until
now has been the fragmented nature of reform, with different institutions responsible for discrete
areas of reform. This responsibility has often been misplaced, is sometimes overlapping, and has
generally lacked the necessary coordination and consultation mechanisms.

This tendency toward fragmentation has continued. On July 15, 1998, the Ministerial
Commission on Administrative Reform nominated various institutions to prepare their plans by
October 1, 1998 in a number of areas. The Ministry of Finance was asked to prepare its plan for
remuneration issues; the Public Service Department (PSD) in the State Chancellery was asked to
prepare its plan for training, the reserve list, attestation, and performance appraisal; and the Ministry
of Justice was asked to prepare its plan for Public Service Law issues.

This decision could reinforce problems previously encountered due to the separation of closely
related responsibilities. For example, revision of the detailed pay and remuneration system has been
assigned to the Ministry of Finance, whereas other human resources development issues such as
attestation have been assigned to the State Chancellery. There is a danger that the Estonian
government sees remuneration as primarily a matter of budgeting, rather than as a human resource
issue that is linked to grading and job value.

The government should consider establishing a permanent body for the elaboration of unified
public administrative reform policies in order to ensure the appropriate level of commitment,
coherence, and coordination. Indeed, the Ministerial Commission on Administrative Reform allocated
responsibility for coordination of the reform program to the State Chancellery in the July 15 order.
The commission has also recommended that a single Administrative Reform Unit to lead the
development of integrated reforms be created within the Ministry of Internal Affairs, the Ministry of
Finance, the Ministry of Justice, or the State Chancellery.

The State Chancellery is probably the only one of these institutions with the ability to facilitate
independent coordination across all sectors. Placing the coordination unit within a ministry would
likely result in competition for both internal resources and ministerial time. On the other hand, there
are fears that placing an "Administrative Reformn Unit" in the State Chancellery under the control of
the State Secretary, who is considered to be a civil servant, will lead to a conflict of interest. If it is
felt that a minister should oversee civil service development, the prime minister could take this role in
order to oversee impartiality in the development of civil service issues. Alternatively, the unit could
be placed in the Prime Minister's Office, or in a newly created Ministry of State. However, the Prime
Minister's Office option would mark a departure from its mandate as a small advisory and media
body supporting the Prime Minister, and the Ministry of State option is probably excessive for a small
country and could lead to resistance from parliament and the public.

International experience would favor the merging of all human resources and administrative
reform development into a single permanent institution (possibly within the State Chancellery),
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overseen by an independent commission responsible for supervision of civil service policies. This

oversight commission could be comprised of ministers and independent experts, reporting either to

cabinet or to parliament.

Evaluation of Civil Service Human Resources Management

This section evaluates the extent to which current human resources management in the civil service
conforms to recognized international good practice. The reader should refer to the principles and

performance indicators defined in the evaluation matrix (see the annex).

Legal and Ethical Framework
The legal framework for civil service human resources management is only partially complete. While

there is an overarching Public Service Law, many of its articles have not been expanded in
supplementary regulations, and where they have been, the procedures have not generally been defined
in sufficient detail to enable personnel practitioners to apply consistent practices across the civil

service. This is a recurring theme throughout this section.
Currently, the civil service is somewhat confusingly regulated by the Public Service Law (PSL),

which came into force on January 1, 1996. The confusion lies in the fact that the act covers positions
conventionally associated with a civil service, such as officials in state administration and executive
offices of local government. Chapter 1 of the PSL states that members of parliament, ministers,
judges, the armed forces, police, border guards, and local council workers lie outside of its provisions,

as do health and education workers. The confusion could easily be resolved by renaming the PSL the
"Civil Service Act"; indeed many Estonian professionals refer to it as such.

According to the PSL, there are three categories of public servant (hereafter referred to as "civil
servant" in this case study): officials (persons elected or appointed to a position in state service or
local government); assistant employees (staff employed in authorized technical positions); and
temporary employees who are not members of staff, and are paid on fixed term contracts. Officials
are further classified into higher, senior and junior positions. The range of posts in each classification
is regulated by the "State Public Servants Officials Titles and Salary Scale Act" of January 1996, and
their qualification requirements by the law on "Approving the Attestation Requirements for the Basic
Groups of Official Positions," Government Decree No 293, of November 19, 1996.

These staff categories are wholly reasonable in good practice terms, given the size of the country.

It is beneficial to have a system that enables civil servants to transfer between central and local
government, distinguishes between permanent and temporary positions, and establishes a core of

managers and leaders to supervise and direct middle managers, specialists, and support staff.
The Government of the Republic Act (January 1, 1996) establishes a professional civil service led

by secretaries general (usually referred to as chancellors) who manage state administration on behalf

of politically appointed ministers,3 including directing policy implementation and budget
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management. Chancellors are appointed by the government, on the proposal of a rninister, taking into
account the views of the State Secretary. Such appointments are possibly heavily influenced by
political considerations.4 Similarly, the deputy chancellors arid heads of department are appointed by
a minister, on recommendation of the Secretary General. The State Chancellery is headed by the State
Secretary, who is appointed by the prime minister but is considered by convention to be the highest
civil servant and who cannot be removed from office when changes in the government occur. At
subnational levels the 15 county governors are also appointed by the prime minister, upon the
presentation of candidates by the Minister of Internal Affairs, and voting of elected representatives
and mayors. There has been some debate as to the political independence of these positions, and it is
generally considered that county governors are political appointments. This issue is expected to be
debated by the cabinet in August 1998, with a view to clarifying the issue. A summary of the civil and
political structure of government is shown below.

As well as ensuring a non-political civil service, the Public Service Law prevents civil servants
from being members of the executive, control, or audit bodies of political parties (article 70), or from
gaining work related benefits as a result of their party membership (article 71). The law could more
specifically enforce political neutrality by explicitly prohibiting civil servants from undertaking
political activities on work premises, in work time, or using work related resources. It is also a legal
requirement that party membership is recorded on the official's personnel record. Although the law
adequately legislates political independence, there is in reality little in the way of inspection to make
sure that employers record this information and comply with the law. Interviews suggest that the
information is collected at the commencement of service only, and employees do not usually register
thereafter.

Figure 3.1 Central Government Civil and Political Structure

Prinie Minister
* .............

Prime Minister's State Chancellery Ministries
Offices

...... s. Ministers
State Secretary

, .. j
Secretary General Secretary Generals Advisers
State Chancellery

Deputy Secretary
, . ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Generals

- - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -- --- - - -- ..... ..__._......._ ,._.... ... .... .. .

Source: World Bank.
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The PSL also contains articles precluding other types of conflict of interest, including the

supervision of agencies in which the official has a family or commercial interest (article 71); working

for other employers without permission of the immediate superior (article 73); and working for
private institutions that the official was supervising within three years of release from service.

All higher officials are required to declare their assets, earnings, and significant gifts on an annual
basis, and other officials are required to do so at commencement of employment. Interviews with

personnel departments revealed that this is practiced but there is no regular inspection of compliance.
Overall, the law is adequate in establishing the criteria that represent conflicts of interest, but there is
no code of ethics that describes the proactive behavior required of civil servants. Such a code of

ethics could be a useful tool in reinforcing to staff and the public alike that the purpose of the public
sector is to improve the quality of life of citizens and to serve. The Public Service Training Council
has expressed some interest in establishing either a separate code of ethics or a chapter within the

PSL.5 However, the Ministerial Commission on Administrative Reform does not see this as a priority,
despite supporting materials due to be made available by the Phare Public Administration Project

(1995-98) by September 1998, and has not formally requested further development. The government
should further consider the introduction of a code of ethics that publishes the values of the civil

service, standards of behavior expected of civil servants, and the measures to be taken if complaints
arise.

As stated earlier, there is little in the way of formal compliance checks for conflict of interest, or
for any other requirement of the PSL. The lack of inspection is one of the key weaknesses of human
resources management in Estonia. Although the law can be considered to meet intemational standards

in many areas, ministries generally apply the law in an ad hoc fashion relative to their needs and the
experience of personnel managers. The government of Estonia should therefore ensure that the law is

complied with and that conflicts of interest are formally inspected.
The constitution guarantees the equal treatment of citizens, and this has been extended to merit-

based principles in the PSL for recruitment (Chapter 2), appraisal (Chapter 7), promotion (article 83),
and discipline (article 84). However, there is no overall statement of the principles underpinning civil
service employment, such as transparency, openness, meritocracy, and service orientation. These
could be added to chapter 1 of the PSL in the general provisions, or within a code of ethics chapter.

One of the key strengths of the Estonian legal system is the presence of the Legal Chancellor,6

who acts as an independent legal arbiter and can attend cabinet meetings to ensure that laws are
compliant with the constitution and other legislation. In terms of administration, however, there is no
ombudsman to whom citizens can direct grievances with the civil service. The current system is based
upon the rights of the public defined in the Civil Code,7 requiring citizens to seek redress through the

courts. Following EU accession, there will be greater pressure from citizens for improved quality of

services and openness of information on government standards and performance. It will be unrealistic

to burden the already stressed court system with administrative and service related grievances. The

presence of a public sector ombudsman would provide this service for citizens and also help catalyze
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public sector improvements. This concept has been explored by the Phare Public Administration
Project,8 but with limited interest from the government.

Institutional Framework

General Institutional Analysis
The overall institutional framework for public administration is regulated by the Government of the
Republic Act (1996), which establishes the organs of administration and their reporting arrangements.
All state executive agencies report to a minister, ensuring their representation in the cabinet. It is
clear, however, that the functions conducted by the public sector require urgent review, and this has
been recognized in the Public Administration Development Concept.

In July 1998, the cabinet issued an order requiring the Ministry of Finance to produce an inventory

of government institutions as the first stage in reviewing the organization of government. The next
steps will be to assess which current functions are not consistent with the role of a market economy.
These could include functions that no longer need to be provided to citizens, or functions of low
priority that can no longer be provided to citizens at their current levels of service. Other relegated
functions might include those that can be rationalized to provide economies of scale or decentralized
to lower levels of government to improve service delivery and local decisionmaking. Some functions

can be placed within government owned self-financing institutions (corporatization) or can be better
or more economically provided by the private sector. This last group of devolved functions
presupposes there are sustainable markets, no monopolies, and no security or social risks, and the
possibility that they can be contracted out to private sector providers, under public sector supervision
and regulation.

It is clear that there are large discrepancies in relative sectoral expenditure in comparison with the
government's stated objectives. An example of this is the large vacancy rate in some ministries,
indicative of reduced workload, as functions have been gradually diminished and efficiency improved
but spending allocation kept relatively constant.

The Ministry of Finance's functional review, together with an assessment of government
priorities, will enable the streamlining of government and the much-needed reappraisal of sectoral
expenditure. Although this reform agenda is very much a priority for the government, it is unlikely
that the technical and even philosophical challenges can be overcome without technical assistance,
including exposure to international experience. The government should define the outside technical
assistance required to undertake its functional and structural review agenda.

InstitUtional Arrangements for Human Resources Management
Irrespective of the strengths and weaknesses of the PSL, there are three key issues facing the
government in terms of the institutional arrangements for human resources management. First, the
development of civil service human resources policy is fragmented, with various institutions
elaborating concepts and subsidiary regulations. Second much of the law has not been implemented in
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a consistent way across the civil service because there are few personnel management staff trained in
their operation or conversant with manuals of procedure. Finally, there is little in the way of

inspection to ensure compliance with the law.
The Public Service Department in the State Chancellery has responsibility for coordinating civil

service human resources management. Because politicians and civil servants have been reluctant to
return to anything resembling the strong centralist control of the Soviet era, central coordination is

markedly weak. In real terms the activities of the PSD include collection of data from ministries to
provide reports to cabinet on employment and human resources issues; development of some human
resources policies, such as attestation policy and procedures; and development of the national training
strategy and coordination of civil service training.

The PSD reports to the state chancellor and consists of six staff who are well educated but lack
exposure to modem civil service human resources management. The performance of the civil service
could be enhanced by giving the PSD the mandate to develop all civil service human resources issues,
including pay and grading, which has recently been allocated to the Ministry of Finance.9 Such an
arrangement would still require close coordination and consultation with the Ministry of Finance (in
terms of affordability), the Ministry of Justice (in terms of legality), and other ministries (in terms of
impact). Given the current institutional debates on the formation of a unit to develop and coordinate
the wider administrative reform program, it is advisable that the PSD belong to this larger unit.

In order to ensure that the PSL is fully implemented the government needs to develop a national
human resources strategy which defines the priority, sequence, and timing of implementation of the
PSL elements. Detailed procedures should also be implemented for each human resources area, such
as recruitment, promotion, code of ethics, discipline, pay and grading, and so forth, and these
procedures could be placed in a personnel management handbook or subsidiary regulation. Personnel
managers and staff should be trained in new procedures, to ensure proper implementation, and the
government should monitor and inspect the compliance of employers in adopting and operating the
procedures. The State Audit Office could undertake this latter function , but this would require a
departure from their existing mandate of financial compliance auditing as well as straining their
already limited resources.1° Another option proposed by the Commission for Administrative Reform
is the Labor Inspectorate, which has offices at county government level. However, its mandate is to
act as a body dealing with disputes, and any enhancement of its role to include public service law may
cause conflicts of interest in the resolution of issues associated with its existing mandate. Even so,
this option should continue to be evaluated.

Given this additional mandate of human resources management, the PSD will need strong support
from the prime minister and state secretary in order to overcome the widespread suspicion of central
control and the interests of other stakeholders such as the Ministry of Finance. The PSD will also
require additional resources and exposure of its staff to best international practice. Similarly, ministry
personnel departments will need to be strengthened to undertake the full range of functions prescribed
in law. Currently each ministry has about 3 personnel practitioners per 150 staff, including one
training officer and the departmental manager. Although these staff are trained in basic human
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resources management they will need to develop more advanced skills. The relationship between the
PSD and ministry personnel departments is currently good, with the latter being consulted on relevant
policy issues. However, there is no regular personnel management forum, and this should be
established as a matter of urgency to begin the process of standardization.

In summary, the Public Service Department should increase its mandate to be responsible for the
development and coordination of all civil service human resources policy, with necessary consultation
and coordination with the Ministry of Finance over wage bill and budget issues. The PSD and
ministry personnel management departments should set up a regular (no less than quarterly) forum,
chaired by the head of the PSD to discuss personnel policies, establish good practice, and ensure
consistency in practice. The government should also mandate the formal periodic inspection and
monitoring of civil service employers to ensure compliance with the PSL; this function could be
undertaken by the PSD, the State Audit Office, or the Labor Inspectorate. The government should
also identify the resource and technical assistance requirements for expanding the mandate of the
PSD, and the name of the unit could be change to the Civil Service Department (CSD) to reflect its
actual scope of authority. The expanded PSD should form part of the proposed Administration
Reform Unit to ensure necessary linkage with related policy development.

Civil service development, like other areas of administrative reform, is overseen by the
Commission of Ministers on Administrative Reform, chaired by the Minister of Regional Affairs."
This is an important step in signaling the government's commitment to civil service development, and
ensuring that civil service issues are coordinated with other related functional and structural priorities.
However, a weakness is that the review of human resource policies in terms of logic, practicability,
and fairness has to compete with other reforms being developed by the commission's working groups.
Another drawback is that the ministerial commission lacks the special knowledge and independence
to judge the merits of alternative human resources policy options. For this reason some EU member
states have created an independent part-time body comprised of academics, former civil servants, and
other respected and disinterested persons to oversee civil service human resources policy.12'13 The

government should consider the introduction of such a part-time, independent oversight body to
review the development of civil service human resources policy and pass on proposals to the
Ministerial Commission on Administrative Reform, which would still retain responsibility for high-
level management of the reform program. Once the institutional arrangements for civil service
resource management and coordination are clarified, the PSL should include a chapter detailing them.

Civil Service Employment and Pay Policy and Management
In 1997, there were estimated to be around 150,000 public sector employees, of which 33,840 were
funded directly from the state budget. The remainder is funded from transfers to local government,
state agencies reporting to ministries, or are self financing. In 1997 there were estimated to be 24,992
civil servants, distributed as follows.
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Table 3.2 Budgetary Sector Employment in Estonia

Employment
Item (No. of authorized positions)

Civil Service of which 24,992
Central Government 20,422
Non central Government 4,500

Public Service of which 149,660
Central Government 81,035
Local Government 68,625

Source: Ministry of Finance.

Of the 25,000 civil servants, there are 20,422 authorized positions in central government, 15,375
of which are fully regulated by the Public Service Law. The remainder includes officials covered by

other acts, such as police, judges, and so forth.

Table 3.3 Civil Service Employment

Civil Service Employment Positions

Total Civil Servants 24,922

1. Central Government Civil Servants 20,422

Of which totally covered by the Public Service Act* (state chancellery, 15,375
ministries, central agencies)

Of which covered by special acts as well as the PSL (police, judges, 5,047
prosecutors)*

Of which working for boards and inspectorates** 6,091

Of which county gov. civil servants** 1,399

Of which fully financed by the state budget** 9,792

2. Local Gov. Civil Servants** 4,500

Source: State Chancellery,* Ministry of Finance.**

The government has generally tried to reduce budgetary sector employment over the last three

years, mostly by establishing indirect financing arrangements. This resulted in a reduction from

around 80,000 staff directly financed by the budget in 1995 to the current levels of 33,840 in 1997. A
large proportion of the reductions included around 20,000 teachers, who have been transferred to
municipal budgets.
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The above figures should be read with caution since there is no centralized establishment control
system to aggregate actual numbers of staff or the number of positions authorized by ministries. (The
State Audit Office conducts an annual review but this is not validated against the payroll.) An urgent
requirement is for the Ministry of Finance and the PSD to develop such an establishment monitoring
system and to conduct an annual census of positions, vacancies, and actual employment. The
development of such a system will be used to inform both pay policy and provide essential data for
costing the impact of structural and functional realignment discussed earlier in this report.

Public sector employment accounts for around 7.6 percent of the population, which is within the
range of OECD norms (average 7.7 percent) but lower than other countries in the region, as shown
below.

Table 3.4 Comparative Public Sector Employment

Central Non-central Education Health Civilian

Estonia 1.7 1.0 2.9 2.0 7.6

Austria 3.4 3.5 0.5 1.3 7.6

Belgium 1.7 2.3 2.8 0.8 7.6

Denmark 2.8 5.2 2.8 2.0 12.7

Finland 2.2 7.7 0.7 1.8 12.4

France 2.7 2.2 1.9 0.2 7.0

Germany 0.4 2.6 1.4 0.1 4.5

Greece 1.1 0.4 1.2 0.1 2.7

Ireland 1.2 0.8 1.5 1.7 5.0

Italy 1.3 1.3 1.7 1.1 5.4

Netherlands 3.9 1.3 n.a. n.a. 5.2

Portugal 1.8 0.8 2.0 0.5 5.1

U.K. 1.3 2.2 1.7 1.7 7.0

OECD Avg. 1.8 2.5 2.1 1.4 7.7

Source: World Bank.)4

EU membership will require additional resources in many sectoral areas (both policy and service
delivery) and in support and coordination functions. Various ministries have requested an additional
2000 posts, including 200 for health protection and 130 for border patrol. However, according to the

Ministry of Finance, most of these posts have not been fully justified and reflect a wish list rather than
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a needs assessment. Given the relatively inequitable allocation of staff in some sectors, logic would

suggest that the government should consider rightsizing the entire public sector, rather than increasing

or downsizing. This redistribution of resources (including vacancies) can only be undertaken

following a considered philosophical and functional review together with a reappraisal of strategic

priorities.

Pay Issues
An appropriate level of public service pay is one of the key issues in the creation of an effective and

motivated civil service. Central government wages currently account for around 5 percent of GDP,
which is comparable with OECD countries as shown in table 3.5. However, at 1.2 percent of per

capita GDP, wages are lower than the OECD average of 1.6 percent.'5

Table 3.5 Central Government Wages in Relation to GDP

Wages as Percent of GDP Wages as Percent of Per Capita GDP

Estonia 5.6 1.2

Austria 3.7 1.0

Belgium 7.3 2.4

Denmark 12.9 1.3

Finland 3.3 1.3

France 3.3 1.0

Germany 2.4 1.3

Greece 9.5 4.2

Ireland 5.3 1.2

Italy 5.9 1.4

Netherlands n.a 2.0

Portugal 11.5 1.6

U.K. 4.5 1.5

OECD Avg. 4.5 1.6

Source: World Bank.

In 1993, public administration, defense, and social security wages were about 80 percent of the

national wage level but have gradually risen to around 122 percent (1997 figures), and also represent

around 93 percent of national per capita income, well above the OECD average (83 percent). In the

last quarter of 1998, state officials in public administration, social security, and the armed forces
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earned around Estonian Kroon (EEK) 4448 per month compared to EEK 3282 and EEK 3348 in the
health and education sectors respectively.

Interviews suggest that for specialist jobs such as accountants and lawyers, the private sector pays

up to four times more than the civil service. However, the government does not undertake an annual

pay comparator survey that assesses pay and benefit levels of benchmark skills across different
sectors. This would be a useful instrument, and could be undertaken jointly with private sector
employers to inform pay policy.

Table 3.6 Comparative Salaries (Second Quarter 1997)

Gross Wages

Employment Group EEK per month Percent of Average

Public admin, defense, social security 4448 122

Education 3348 92

Health 3282 90

Financial Services 7805 213

State Average 3659 n.a.

Source: Statistical Office of Estonia.

More generally, public sector remuneration is 60 percent of wages in the financial sector. The
government realizes that this has become a serious problem in the recruitment and retention of higher
level officials and specialists, and has taken an number of short-term steps to redress the problem.
These steps include diverting savings from vacancies to increase pay levels, employing new staff to
higher grades, and creating new grades at higher levels and promoting selected staff to these

positions.
However, these measures will not bring the long-term stabilized remuneration levels that the civil

service requires, and also bring a number of harmful side effects, which are discussed later in this
section. The only effective solution is a planned raising of salaries together with appropriate
rightsizing measures. One option would be to compulsorily release civil servants who have reached
retirement age,'6 re-employing those with suitable skills on short-term contracts. It is estimated by the
PSD that there are approximately 880 civil servants in this category, which accounts for around 4.3

percent of staff. However, any such measure must take into account the need to make the necessary
efficiency savings to maintain service standards, as well as effects on pension provisions.

The effect of low pay can be seen in table 3.7, which shows that civil service turnover is higher
than desirable, with almost 14 percent of civil servants leaving their positions in 1997.'7 Over 10
percent of higher officials are estimated to have left public service employment compared to an
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average for all officials of 6.8 percent. Part of this number may be explained by retirements, although
figures are not available to confirm this.

Pay and Grading System
The pay and grading system is regulated by the Act on the Titles and Salary Scales of Officials
(January 1996) and consists of four categories of staff spanning 35 grades.18 Each grade is allocated a
basic salary, which is then supplemented by a range of bonuses to form a total wage package.
Bonuses are paid for length of service (up to 15 percent for 15 years service), qualifications (up to 20
percent for postgraduate qualifications), language qualifications (up to 10 percent for the third and
each subsequent language), and performance (at the discretion of the employer, but anecdotal
evidence suggests that this can be up to 30 percent for higher officials).

Table 3.7 Civil Service Turnover Rates, 1997

Percent of
Officials

Vacancy Rate Leaving the Percent of Officials
Category (Percent) Public Service Leaving their Positions

Higher officials 10.4 10.5 14.9

Senior officials 15.9 6.4 11.6

Junior officials 14.0 6.5 15.0

Total (public service 14.4 7.4 13.2
law) officials

Officials (special laws) 0.5 4.5 15.8

Average 11.3 6.8 13.9

Source: State Chancellery (extrapolation of six monthly figures).

The number of authorized positions and staff by category is shown in table 3.8.19As would be
expected, a sizeable proportion of a ministry's establishment, compared to other civil service
employers, is comprised of higher positions (managers). While this is a function of the roles of each
type of institution, there is anecdotal evidence of grade creep occurring in the civil service, used as a
means of artificially increasing salaries.20 The process for allocating job titles to grades has relied on
discussion and dialogue rather than through any objective way of evaluating the "size" or "value" of
jobs, such as by complexity, knowledge requirements, or accountability. Therefore, it has been
comparatively easy to create new jobs and apply higher titles to them, a practice that might not be
possible if a formal systematic job classification or job evaluation system was in operation. This
skewed distribution of staff towards senior positions has several disadvantages: there is an unequal
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Table 3.8 Number of Civil Servants by Category (I1997)

Total Civil
Servants

County Financed by In
Ministries Inspectorates Boards Govemnment State Budget Percent

Managers (grade 28-35) 631 126 603 334 1694 19.5
In percent 33.6 9.8 14.4 24 18
Senior staff (gradel8- 937 617 1903 652 4109 47.3
28)
In percent 49.9 47.9 45.5 49.1 46
Junior staff grade 12-19) 154 303 1250 133 1840 21.2
In percent 8.2 23.5 29.9 10 18
Support staff (grade 1- 158 243 431 217 1049 12.1
18)
In percent 8.4 18.9 10.3 16.3 19
Total staff 1880 1289 4187 1336 8692 100
in percent 22 15 48 15 52

Source: State Chancellery.

distribution of decisionmaking throughout the hierarchy; there is likely to be inequality in the
remuneration of salaries based upon the value of jobs; and there is likely to be salary compression,
with a relatively small distribution of salaries amongst middle managers. Indeed, there is further

evidence of the latter in that the compression ratio is currently around 1 to 6 for basic salaries.21 Also,

'higher category' positions will not be remunerated sufficiently compared to middle managers, which
in turn causes recruitment and retention difficulties.

The list of grade titles is also too long given the size of the civil service. There are deputy ranks at
chancellor, department and section level, inhibiting optimum allocation of accountability and
decisionmaking. This factor is recognized by some commentators who believe that in the longer term
such posts should be abolished to improve spans of command and improve communication between
management tiers. However, at the moment, the skills base of the civil service could not cope with the
elimination of tiers that have existed since Soviet times.

Although the pay and grading system is simple to apply, it cannot be considered transparent or fair
because most of an individual's remuneration does not relate to the value of their job or their
performance. Table 3.9 shows that the proportion of wages accounted for by supplements in
government ministries is over 15 percent, and varies considerably across the range of central
government institutions. A notable example is the Ministry of Transport and Communications, which
filled only 55 percent of its vacancies and was able to provide 30 percent of total remuneration in
bonuses. The Ministry of Interior is another example.

While it is desirable to allow employers certain discretion in using vacancy savings for other
budget sources (up to 10 percent of posts contribute to vacancy savings), the wide discrepancy of
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vacancies creates both considerable inequality in the allocation of personnel costs and unfairness in
the current pay system. It is reasonable for a single employer (in this case the civil service as a whole)
to pay market supplements for certain scarce skills, but these should be clearly stated in job
advertisements, and should be for fixed periods (while market conditions apply) and reviewed
regularly.

Under the existing law, the discretionary payments that have been used by some employers to
increase salaries are intended to be for good performance. However, there is no unified system of

performance appraisal that can be used to satisfactorily attribute performance bonuses to employees.
The solution would be to introduce a grading system based upon job value, and to link grades to total

salaries. Shortage supplements and performance bonuses can then be added after appropriate
comparator pay surveys have been undertaken to identify the salary levels needed to attract and retain

scarce skills, and an appropriate performance appraisal system has been developed which can be
linked to performance pay.

Table 3.9 Civil Service Remuneration

Percentage Basic Salary Total Wages Wes wf Tocal
Authorized Actual of Posts EEK Per EEK Per Wages whSch Is

Institution Establishment Employment Filled Month Month Basic Salary

Ministry of Education 165 136 82.4 3438 4081 84.2

Ministry of Justice 182 143 78.6 3601 4292 83.9

Ministry of Defense 85 69 81.2 4110 5252 78.3

Ministry of Environment 119 96 80.7 4036 4675 86.3

Ministry of Culture 48.5 46 94.8 4173 4925 84.7

Ministry of Economy 185 164 88.6 3502 3807 92.0

Ministry of Agriculture 134 127 94.8 3525 3848 91.6

Ministry of Finance 401 312 77.8 3537 4542 77.9

Ministry of Internal 157 114 72.6 3663 4833 75.8
Affairs
Ministry of Social Affairs 143 116 81.1 4309 4592 93.8

Ministry of Transport & 108 60 55.6 4996 6996 71.4
Communications
Ministry of Foreign 462 382 82.7 3294 3523 93.5
Affairs
State Chancellery 113 113 100.0 4651 6084 76.4

Total 2302.5 1878 81.6 3713 4405 84.3

Source: Ministry of Finance.
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Membership of the European Union requires that employers be able to demonstrate that they
provide equal pay for equal work. There is much anecdotal evidence of staff in similar roles (even
similar basic salary grades) earning vastly different amounts. This is because the existing system is
based upon what an individual brings to the job in terms of their qualifications, rather than the
qualifications required for the job to be performed satisfactorily. The Ministry of Finance has
reviewed options for revision of the pay system and has explored systems of job evaluation to

measure the requirements of categories of staff on the basis of job complexity, accountability, and
knowledge requirements. Their research recommends the introduction of a more formalized job

classification system, with a smaller number of grade titles. However, the report (which examined
documents on other countries' systems) recommends the retention of payments for educational
qualifications. The introduction of a job evaluation system,22 at least for senior grades, while difficult

initially to apply, would enable the government to defend claims of unfairness in their remuneration
system to the European Court of Human Rights.23 The Estonian Wages Act also prohibits unfair pay
on the basis of sex, ethnic origin, or any other factor, and such a system would enable full compliance
with this law. The pay and grading system should therefore be revamped to ensure the application of
the principles of equal pay for equal job value, and to ensure that the grading system is decoupled
from the pay system. The government should unite the development of pay and grading policy with
other human resources development initiatives within the PSD or Administrative Reform Unit.

Wage Bill Formulation
At a macro-economic level, a ministry's wage bill is determined in the annual round of budget
submissions. The overall wage bill envelope is negotiated by the Ministry of Finance with relevant
staff associations and trade unions, based upon economic forecasts from the Ministry of Economic
Affairs. Other ministries then make budget submissions on the basis of the number of posts required
by the ministry to undertake its functions. Negotiation and fine-tuning then takes place until the
authorized positions and wage bills are agreed.

In practice, this system has several drawbacks. There is no formal job inspection by ministries to
determine how many staff are really needed. There is also little reallocation of staff within ministries
to reflect changing priorities, leading to a gradual increase in staff rather than fixed or even lowered
staffing levels. Furthermore, there is no establishment control system operated by the Ministry of
Finance to ensure that mrinistries deploy their staff as stated in their budget submnission. Thus,
significant vacancies are held open to fund increases in wages for remaining staff. The State Audit
Office is required to monitor this and submit reports to the Ministry of Finance, but although reports
are prepared on an annual basis, little in the way of remedial action takes place, due to the

negotiation-based budgeting cycle.
While it is advantageous to allow a certain proportion of vacancies within ministries, the level

allowed should be capped and any additional savings returned to the treasury. This will stifle the
current tendency to control and minimize staffing levels by ministries, and will thus need to be
implemented in parallel with an overall review of budget allocation. Many good practice countries
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now provide an overall revenue and capital budget to employers, who have the freedom to determine

how many staff they need over a medium-term period (three to five years). Provided that the sectoral

spending allocations can be developed satisfactorily this would be a marked improvement over the

existing system. The Ministry of Finance has explored this option as well as a number of other

schemes, including prescribing a ministry's budget on the basis of norms. Under this system each

employee would be allocated a unit cost or fixed amount of revenue expenditure, including pay,

heating, lighting, and so forth. However, this system is still heavily reliant upon defining the relative

number and profile of staff required across ministries, a key weakness of the existing system. The

Ministry of Finance should review its wage budget allocation mechanisms, giving greater freedom to

employer institutions to manage and control their wage budgets within the constraints of sound cross-

sectoral resource allocation.

Human Resource Management and Practice
The Ministerial Commission on Administrative Reform recognizes that the civil service should be

career based, at least at the senior level. This has led to a revision of the attestation system by the PSD

and recommendations by the Ministry of Finance for a separate pay system for higher officials.

However, one of the most significant weaknesses of the current civil service is that there is no

centralized planning system for the deployment of staff. Each ministry recruits and trains its own

staff, and there is little organized transfer of staff between ministries. Given the small size and limited

skills profile of the civil service, it would be highly beneficial to rotate staff throughout ministries,

agencies, and county administrations. This will ensure the transfer of knowledge among staff. In the

longer term, this will broaden the skills of senior civil servants but also reduce the reliance on

otherwise expensive training. The government could thus view the civil service as a pool of

transferable resources, to be deployed in a flexible but planned manner

The introduction of a formalized method of staff deployment based upon career and organizational

needs will require central planning. In real terms this requires systems to track individual careers and

place staff in appropriate positions. However, before work on policies and systems can begin, the

government must establish an overall strategic direction for civil service human resources

management, covering the next three to five years. This would necessitate a strategy document which

defines the following:

* The principles for civil service human resources management, including rotation, centralized

planning, and so forth

. The core skills required of civil servants to work effectively within the context of EU

integration
* The need for mechanisms to determine the precise number of staff for each institution based

upon its priorities, standards of service, resource constraints, and workload

* The range of institutions to manage personnel management issues, and their relationships and

institutional capacity requirements
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* The information and systems required to support implementation of the principles
* An overview of the resources required to implement the strategy

* The benefits and risks associated with implementation

* The changes in personnel management methods that will need to be adopted

Currently, it would be difficult to develop such a strategy given the fragmentation of current

policy development and the weak coordination machinery that have already been mentioned.

Centralized planning will also require more sophisticated information systems to provide the data on
personnel numbers and their characteristics. Many countries have found that integrating personnel
records with the payroll system provides an important opportunity for introducing establishment

control, as well as personnel management activities such as training needs identification and staff
deployment. Indeed, in order to fulfil the requirements of the Public Service Act (chapter 12) the

Public Service Department has developed a personnel system called "Persona" that can provide a
range of management information such as turnover statistics, skills profiles, and other biographical
data.24 The system has also been given to three ministries for use on a trial basis.

However, a number of weaknesses have been observed with the Persona system. Although the
system has been implemented in the PSD, there is no philosophy or concrete policy underpinning its

use. Neither the center nor the ministries have the expertise or policies to maximize the value and
uses of the data. The result is likely to be a system that is used only to provide statistics rather than
input for decisionmaking. Recipient ministries have not been trained in Persona's functionality, and
the systems are lying dormant; nor has Persona been formally evaluated to specify whether it meets
its original design specifications. Furthermore, the ministries and center are not linked. Networking

could be advantageous in the long term, once a career civil service philosophy has been elaborated.
The government should better integrate Persona with the payroll systems of ministries, which in turn

should be linked to the Ministry of Finance and the PSD.
Recruitment to the civil service is regulated by the Public Service Law, which requires

management positions (top ten salary grades) to be appointed on the basis of public competition.
Other competitions can be arranged at the discretion of the employer (article 29). There are some

exempt posts, including those of the President's Chancellery and the State Audit Office. This is
problematic, since it is necessary for the State Audit Office to be free of corruption and nepotism. The
existing process requires the ministries to inform the State Secretary of relevant vacancies so that they

can be advertised in the State Gazette (article 39). All advertisements must contain prescribed
infornation, including the salary for the post. Applicants then submit their curricula vitae to a
"Competition and Evaluation Board" which will shortlist and interview candidates, and appoint them

either to the vacant position or to a reserve list (article 35). There are currently 60 civil servants on the
reserve list who can be appointed to vacant posts as they arise, provided the candidate and the
manager agree that the qualifications are suitable. Vacant positions below the top ten grades are
occasionally advertised and staff are selected by interviews undertaken by the institution's personnel

manager and the relevant line manager.
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The existing system is flexible, but could be improved by the introduction of standard job

application forms to help judge the comparative merits of different candidates, and by the

introduction of standard job descriptions for all staff,25 to help review the requirements of each role in

a consistent manner (this would also be required for the job evaluation system mentioned earlier). In

addition, for positions in the top ten grades, there should be only one competition and evaluation

(attestation) commission supported by the Public Service Department. Currently, there are a number

of commissions which are set up to recruit staff for different institutions such as the State

Chancellery, Ministries and so on. It would be more effective for one commission to recruit several

times a year, and place satisfactory candidates on the reserve list until a suitable vacancy arises. This

will lead to greater consistency of quality, more cost-effective commissions, and a ready supply of

staff. The PSD could be responsible for drawing up the shortlist of candidates to be interviewed, thus

saving the commission an unnecessary workload. The commission(s) should be comprised of

independent persons, including academics, psychologists, and other experts, employed part-time, and

chaired by a former senior civil servant. The PSD should develop a standard interview and testing

process, using the latest methods comparable with the core competencies required of different

categories of staff (defined in the Law on the Official Qualification Requirements of Categories of

Staff).
The system of promotion is rather less clear. For the top ten grade positions, an internal or external

candidate must attend and pass an evaluation (attestation) exam. Below the top ten grades, existing

civil servants are given preference for vacancies, unless there are no suitable candidates in the

institution. In order to provide a career system that is cost effective and meets the needs of employer

and employee, it would be more advantageous to plan the rotation and periodic transfer of staff

between jobs (and ministries). This implies viewing the civil service as a single employer, rather than

as a collection of separate employers.

The government might also consider the introduction of fixed tenure for positions. Although fixed

term contracts are already used widely, the PSL could specify that the maximum length of time for a

civil servant to remain in a given post is five years, after which time they will be transferred to

another position. This would be useful for higher and senior positions rather than junior and support

staff.
There is currently no performance appraisal system in operation.26 Chapter 7 of the current PSL

requires that all officials be appraised by performance and evaluation commissions at least every

three years, or when they are considered for promotion (on the recommendation of their manager).

That system is characterized by a number of problems: the three year evaluation period is too long to

review individual performance; appraisal is not based upon an individual's performance against

agreed objectives, but rather against character traits that have not been objectively derived; the

appraisal system is not focused on the identification of staff skills and training requirements; and the

law attempts to use the same evaluation device to recruit, promote, and appraise staff on their

performance, when the three processes should be kept separate.
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The above weaknesses have been addressed with the introduction of a new concept in a draft
revision to the PSL that recommends a separate annual performance appraisal system, based upon
objectives which are agreed and reviewed jointly by the staff member and their manager. The concept
does separate the notion of recruitment and promotion evaluation boards, but there are still too many
commissions and a lack of independence in commission membership. As with other articles in the
law, implementation will be a challenge for the PSD, which will need to develop detailed procedures
and documentation and then train personnel managers, line managers, and staff. Technical assistance
may be required to plan and to help deliver the new annual performance appraisal scheme, which
would probably need to be rolled out in a phased fashion.

Another related weakness is the link between performance and pay. Performance bonuses are
currently given at the discretion of the manager without the supporting appraisal systems in place.
There is much debate upon the benefits of performance related pay,27 and much research to suggest
that any improvements in performance are probably due to people taking the appraisal system more
seriously and focussing on objectives contained within the annual review.28 It is doubtful whether the
pay itself makes a significant contribution to improved performance, although it is self-evident that
higher pay improves morale and limits recruitment and retention difficulties. However, these factors
can be addressed in other ways, such as market supplements or more comparable wages. The
government needs to consider very carefully the various arguments in this important debate before
opting for what may be a costly solution that is difficult later to remove.

The discipline and grievance procedures are included in both the PSL and the Law on Disciplinary
Actions against Employees (1993). The criteria that constitute disciplinary offences are well
elaborated in article 84, including poor performance, willful damage to property, or acting against the
general morale code. When a civil servant enters service he or she is required to read the internal
regulations of the employer and sign an oath of allegiance to the civil service. The manager then
attests that the employee understands the regulations, and both documents are retained on the
personnel record. A random sample review of personnel files revealed that this is complied with.

Punishments for disciplinary offences include reprimand, dismissal, downgrading, or suspension
of pay. No official information is collected on disciplinary hearings, but anecdotal evidence suggests
the frequency is very low, with only one or two minor cases per year per ministry. In most cases this
is for especially poor performance for specifically allocated duties. The disciplined employee is
required to sign acceptance of the charge and punishment. Failure of the employee to agree
necessitates two witnesses from the institution to sign the charge, which then implements the
punishment.

If the employee decides to appeal, the process is also covered by the Public Service Law and by
the Individual Labor Dispute Resolution Act (1997). Individuals can appeal against attestation
procedures (but not the outcome), disciplinary action, or any other issue. There are two mechanisms
for the resolution of disputes: recourse to the labor dispute committees within the local Labor Dispute
Inspectorates,29 which cover all public and private sector employees; and recourse to the courts,
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which are used for more serious offences or when the Labor Dispute Inspectorate is unable to resolve
the dispute.

The only notable weakness in the current system is that there is no written internal appeals or
grievance process that can be used to resolve matters internally before they are taken to more formal
bodies. Staff and managers currently negotiate disputes in an ad hoc way, but it would be helpful to
establish a written informal procedure to safeguard the rights of staff and employers alike.

Training and Career Development
According to the Government of the Republic Act, the State Chancellery is responsible for
coordinating civil service training. The Commission for Administrative Reform has established a
Training Council comprised of experts from the Public Service Department (Chairman), Estonian
Institute of Public Administration, and other government experts. In 1998, the Training Council
recommended to the reform commission that the role of the State Chancellery be clarified and
strengthened in order to work out and develop the concept of the public service training system by
setting up relevant working groups and experts; analyze legal acts regulating training and elaborate
sub-regulations and make proposals for amendments; collect and analyze national level information
on training needs and identify national priorities; and develop measures in order to increase the value
of training among public servants.

In pursuit of the above objectives, the reform commnission has requested that the PSD prepare a
national training strategy by October 1, 1998. Although the strategy is in the preparation stage, it is
essential that this document is not just a draft regulation, but a fully developed policy document. It
should identify the priority skills required for civil servants in managing within the EU environment;
establish the current skills gaps in order to define training requirements; identify the institutional
arrangements for overseeing and coordinating training; explore options for training delivery,
including contracting out to the private sector, based upon procurement law and the quality and range
of existing training institutions; produce preliminary costs for training development and delivery;
establish clear contractual arrangements between training client and provider; and require cost
evaluation of all training programs. The government should thus develop a fully appraised and costed
national training strategy, based upon the national civil service human resources strategy.

Currently, training coordination is weak. The Public Service Department has no clear rationale for
what training coordination involves and has only two permanent training management staff.
Ministries tend to define their own training requirements and tender for training providers. Thus,
there is duplication of training that could be rationalized to gain economies of scale.

EU integration training is more formally coordinated by the European Integration Office (EIO),
which has developed an annual training strategy based upon accession needs. The program is
necessarily based upon negotiations and accession activities, rather than the broader management
skills that will be required to operate after accession. The EIO has established a training database that
attempts to aggregate each ministry's EU training requirements. The quality and style of ministry
submissions varies enormously, with some ministries such as agriculture costing each course while
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the Ministry of Finance plan lacks sufficient financial detail. The overall result is that the EU
integration training strategy is not an accurate assessment of overall EU related training needs that

can be discussed with donors. Rather, it is an aggregate of disparate sectoral training policies that can

only be used (at best) as management information on the scale of training required.

Furthermore, there is overlap with the PSD, responsible for all civil service training; however,
civil service training cannot be divorced from EU related activities. As with broader government
strategy there has been separation between administrative reform and EU accession issues. These
must be more closely integrated in the lead up to EU membership. The situation could be improved
by giving full responsibility and sufficient resources for the coordination of training to the PSD,

which would then need to liaise with the EIO. The database could be much improved by sending e-
mailed spreadsheet proformas to ministries requiring all of the data in the requisite format that could
then be simply aggregated. Each ministry's EU Integration Unit (EIU) would also need briefing at a

workshop to ensure consistent understanding of the requirements. This approach would be a
significant improvement, notwithstanding the major limitation of the absence of training needs
analysis skills in ministries.

Coordination has also been hindered by some overlap in responsibilities between the ministry

personnel departments, which are responsible for all training, and the ministry EU integration units. It
would be more effective to have only the personnel departments responsible for training matters,
which would include EU skills needs as a necessary and important element.

The overall cost of training civil servants is difficult to estimate because of the lack of expenditure
monitoring by both ministries and the PSD. However, budget regulations require that each ministry
allocate no less than 3 percent of its wages and salaries budgets to training. Table 3.10 shows that
overall expenditure on training, including EU related training, in 1997 averaged around 2.6 percent of
the wage bill, equivalent to EEK 1,600 per person.

In terms of future training requirements, the Ministry of Finance has attempted to aggregate

training forecasts by analyzing questionnaires distributed to ministries requesting information on
training expenditure and forecast requirements for 1998. Table 3.11 below shows training estimates
for ministries, including their subordinate institutions. In 1997, training costs as a proportion of the
wage bill ranged from 1.3 to 1.9 percent and averaged around EEK1,000 per employee. The forecast
in 1998 is EEK 1,900 per staff member, which for 25,000 civil servants equates to a training bill of
EEK 47.5 million or 3.7 percent of the 1997 wage bill. However, if 1997 experience is replicated, less
than 1.9 percent of the ministry wage bill will be spent on training (or 2.6 percent of the central
ministry wages budget).
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Table 3. 10 Ministry Annual Training Budgets

Budget
Budget financed Budgetfinanced

financed training training
training expenditure in Number of expenditure per

expenditure in % of wages and Wage bill of employees in employee,
'000 EEK salaries ministries only ministries only in '000 EEK

Ministry of Justice 250 2.3 10869.6 213.5 1.2

Ministry of Finance 500 2.4 20833.3 393.0 1.3

Ministry of 420 4.4 9545.5 183.0 2.3
Economic Affairs
Ministry of the 134 1.5 8933.3 95.0 1.4
Environment
Ministry of Internal 100 1.1 9090.9 104.0 1.0
Affairs
Ministry of 230 3.1 7419.4 185.0 1.2
Education
Ministry of transport 172.9 3 5763.3 123.0 1.4
and communications

Ministry of Social 315 2.5 12600.0 135.0 2.3
Affairs
Ministry of 121 1.4 8642.9 134.0 0.9
Agriculture
Ministry of Culture 111 3.1 3580.6 50.0 2.2

Ministry of Foreign 825 4.3 19186.0 441.0 1.9
Affairs
Ministry of Defense 174 2.2 7909.1 95.0 1.8

Average 2.6 1.6

Source: Ministry of Finance.

There are two issues which need further clarification by the government. What other priorities the
remaining I percent of the wages bill should be used to fund, and what proportion of the 1.9 percent
(or 2.6 percent of central ministry's wages budget) was actually spent on training as opposed to other
technical assistance or items coded to training? The State Audit Office on behalf of the PSD should
examine both areas, in order to inform the government on its training expenditure plans.
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Table 3.1 I Ministry Training Projections (I1998)

Overall
Training Estimated

Expenditure in Overall Estimated Requirements Overall
Number of 1997, incl. Training Requirements for EU Training
Employees, Phare Funding Expenditure for EU Training in Expenditure
Including Wage and Bilateral per Employee, Training in 1998 per in %of

Agencies and Bill in Programs in in '000 EEK 1998 in '000 Employee in Wage Bill
Inspectorates '000 '000 EEK (1997) EEK '000 EEK (1997)

Ministry of 4,548 219,698 5,865 1.3 9,267 2.04 2.7
Justice

Ministry of 3,561 159,220 2,214 0.6 2,377 0.67 1.4
Finance

Ministryof 664 31,151 n.a n.a 3,336 5.02 n.a
Economic
Affairs

Ministry of the 1,347 50,204 n.a n.a 2,600 1.93 n.a
Environment

Ministry of 14,127 496,335 4,332 0.3 19,195 1.36 0.9
Internal Affairs

Ministry of 185 8,617 269 1.5 279 1.51 3.1
Education

Ministryof 1,879 82,512 1,377.9 0.7 1,307 0.70 1.7
Transport and
Communications

Ministry of 1,240 47,725 n.a n.a 2,082 1.68 n.a
Social Affairs

Ministry of 1,295 47,342 n.a n.a 4,830 3.73 n.a
Agriculture

Ministryof 527 18,077 n.a n.a 186 0.35 n.a
Culture

Ministryof 441 18,309 825 1.9 945 2.14 4.5
Foreign Affairs

Ministry of 2,845 121,849 n.a n.a n.a n.a n.a.
Defense

Average n.a. n.a. n.a. 1.0 n.a. 1.9 n.a.

Source: Ministry of Finance.
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There is a range of institutions for providing public administration training in Estonia. In terms of
education, degree and postgraduate courses are provided by the following:

* Tallin Technical University-provides a three year degree course in public administration,
with a focus on economic affairs

* Tallin Pedagogical College-provides a three year degree course in public administration,
with an emphasis on social issues

* Tartu University-provides undergraduate and postgraduate courses in public administration
with a strong focus of political science

All three were started after support from EC Tempus programs.
Generic, elective, in-service training is offered by the Estonian Institute of Public Administration

(EIPA), which provides ministries with general training on the organization of public administration,
language skills, general legal knowledge, EU awareness, ethics, psychology, and some rudimentary
management skills. EIPA is subordinate to the State Chancellery and is funded directly by ministries
for its training provisions and by the State Chancellery for its research activities. The institute was
established and its statute approved by the Government Regulation of January 19, 1994, and amended
in April 1997. EIPA was formerly the training institute of the State Chancellery, which was
established in 1974 to provide training for senior party officials. The number of permanent staff is
around 50, of whom 20 are directly involved as trainers or researchers. Over 350 external trainers and
consultants are used on an occasional basis to deliver the various curricula, including a number of
private sector subcontractors. Target groups include civil servants at all grades from central and
county offices, as well as local government leaders and officials. The institute has also established
relationships with international training providers, including the Association of Netherlands
Municipalities, the British Council, the Danish School of Public Administration, and the German
Federal Academy of Public Administration.

Although EIPA is well staffed and utilized by the public service, there are a number of weaknesses
that can be identified. The contracts between training clients (ministries and the state chancellery)
tend to be terms of reference and give too much scope to EIPA to develop unchecked their own
curriculum and training materials. Thus, the training provision tends to be supplier driven rather than
needs oriented. In addition, EIPA is involved in policymaking activities, in which its interests are
sometimes in conflict. For example, in 1997 EIPA recommended to the Ministerial Commission of
Administrative Reform that there should be a compulsory program of civil service training, followed
by a test which would be used to determine whether a civil servant should remain in employment.
This notion would clearly have benefited the provider (EIPA) but would not have been cost effective,
since job performance is a function of appraisal, rather than training.30 EIPA's training delivery tends
to be traditional "chalk and talk" without using the latest interactive technology or role playing
scenarios. The latter have been shown to provide much more fidelity to real-life situations in training
simulations. It is said that these types of delivery have been tried but officials are resistant to this
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style. This hurdle must be overcome if EIPA is to meet the highest international standards of training.

The curricula on offer are based upon knowledge and information, rather than the core skills needed
to manage the complex process of accession and beyond. These core skills are likely to include
leadership, program mnanagement, project planning and evaluation, options appraisal, impact

assessment, personnel management, and budgetary management.
Many of these issues should not be left to EIPA to change. The training section of the PSD should

clearly state the role and requirements for EIPA as part of the training strategy, so that the institute is
forced either to compete with private sector providers, or comply with such requirements in order to
gain funding. This clarification of EIPA's role should include creation of a formal contract between
the State Chancellery and EIPA for a core national civil service training program, possibly funded
from the center and supplemented as necessary from ministry training budgets. Senior and higher

civil servants should be required to attend specific modules associated with their rank and
responsibilities, as part of the career concept. It is especially important that chancellors and their
deputies are not immune from attending leadership and other appropriate courses. Interviews suggest
that, in common, with many EU countries, top level officials do not have the time (or inclination) to
attend training courses. This trend should be reversed and top level management courses made
available for the civil service leadership.

The contract should also codify the necessity for performance monitoring. Currently, training
evaluation is undertaken by EIPA in an ad hoc fashion by requesting the views of participants on the
training content and style of delivery. However, this is not a formal requirement. Ministries and the
PSD do not undertake an impact assessment of civil service training.

Other in-service training is provided by specialist sectoral institutes. The Estonian Academy of
Public Safety educates and trains police officers, criminal investigators, border guards, fire fighters,
and defense officers. The Estonia School of Diplomacy provides a nine month program for 25
graduates per year, mainly designed for future employees of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs (about 50
percent of the school funds come from the general budget, the rest from the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs and other donors). The Higher Management School provides agriculture-related courses for
local government staff; and the Estonian Management Institute provides training for personnel staff.
The curricula of these sectoral institutions provide some overlap with the generic in-service training
provided by EIPA, including language training, and political and social science. However, given the

sector-specific nuances that exist, there is probably only limited scope for consolidation of specialized
curricula with EIPA training.

In summary, the PSD should develop a national civil service training program for civil servants
based upon their grade and functions, with core training based upon skills rather than sector-specific
knowledge acquisition, and delivered according to the latest models of learning. The PSD should
develop contractual requirements for the delivery of civil service training with an appropriate supplier
(possibly EIPA), including funding arrangements and performance monitoring.
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Management Practices and Culture
At an institutional level policy development is heavily decentralized to ministries. In some respects,
this has led to weak cross-sectoral policy development and general policy coordination, as discussed
in the next section.

In terms of management practice, administrative decisionmaking is delegated from the minister to
the chancellor of a given ministry. Budgets are not devolved below this position, constraining
department heads from managing their resources flexibly. In many good practice countries, budgets
are delegated to section head level so that the relevant manager can control the performance of their
functions. However, these countries have a strong system of accountability whereby managers are
appraised on their performance regularly on the basis of key performance indicators that mirror the
strategic objectives of the institution. Estonia has a weak and passive system of accountability.
Interviews revealed that some chancellors had set written objectives for their deputies and department
heads, but these were focused on conducting activities rather than achieving performance levels.

The government's internal administrative procedures do not specify the mechanisms for
delegating decisions to subordinate managers and staff. Training in areas such as decisionmaking has
taken place sporadically as part of Phare programs, but is not a formal requirement of all managers.
Management decisionmaking could be strengthened by increasing individual accountability through
the development of a concept of delegation of authority, based upon cascading output based
objectives throughout the management hierarchy, and linked to the performance appraisal system.
Decisionmaking could also benefit from a long-term strategy by the Ministry of Finance to delegate
proportions of the budget to lower tiers of management, in order to align accountability with
capability. In addition, all managers should be required to undertake training in decisionmaking and,
eventually, basic budgetary management. The government should thus adopt a more delegated
decisionmaking system with the appropriate control mechanisms in place to improve accountability.

In Estonia, the concepts of the civil service as a provider of services and of citizens as customers
are still in their infancy. Specific standards of service are not negotiated with the general public, and
the legal standards of service are not published widely. Some laws describe the turnaround time for
specific actions to be undertaken. In the PSL itself, civil servants who leave the government must
receive their workbook within one day. Failure to receive this document, which is transferred to the
next employer, can result in penalties of one day's salary from the former employer for every day of
delay. Such a clear standard is the exception rather than the rule. In good practice countries, such as
New Zealand, Australia, and Malaysia, service providers are required to define the standards of
performance that the public are entitled to in areas such as speed of response, manner and courtesy of
civil servants, faimess of transactions, effectiveness of complaints procedures, and value for money.

Singapore has introduced the concept of continuous improvement and publishes the performance
of the civil service on a time series graphs. The aim of their civil service is to minimize the variation
in standards of service, and to gradually improve their performance by understanding the processes

used to deliver performance. In the United Kingdom, providers in the health, education, and local
government arenas have their performance published in national newspapers by way of league tables.
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The philosophy is to create competition between providers, and stimulate public demand for
improved services.

The Development Concept for Administrative Reform is comparatively weak in establishing

priorities to actively improve service delivery. The strengthening of regional government is a priority,

and the concept contains many measures to decentralize decisionmaking nearer to the point of service
delivery. This will have to be supplemented in the medium term with a clear focus on customer

orientation and the development of standards for public performance. The government should
therefore develop a concept of results-oriented management in order to strengthen the accountability

of service providers to the public, and to act as checks and balances for the increased decentralization
from central government. In addition, all local governments should develop standards for their core

services and publish their performance on a regular basis. The government should also require all
decrees to include a chapter on service delivery (where relevant) and to establish the minimum

national standards of performance in areas such as speed of response and customer satisfaction.

Summary of Civil Service Human Resources Management
Estonia has achieved much in creating the basis for a professional merit based civil service. The PSL
contains many of the concepts required to establish the principles for civil service human resources

management, and is strong in that it does not attempt to prescribe detailed procedures which are
relegated to other acts. However, a related major weakness is that supplementary acts have not been

drafted in sufficient detail to enable consistent application of procedures by institutional personnel
managers. The government should consider establishing a careful plan to implement each section of
the law, and to develop a personnel management handbook as the main tool for supporting unified

practices. The notion of a career-based civil service needs to be established in law, including the
elaboration of principles for rotating senior and higher officials throughout different ministries, in
order to disseminate experience and provide individuals a career path.

The institutional arrangements for civil service human resources management can be strengthened
by defragmenting the current reform activities and establishing a single body responsible for all
national human resources development policy. Although a number of options exist, the most effective
and economical solution would be to strengthen the existing PSD and to expand its mandate from one
of coordination to policy development and compliance inspection. It is also recommended that a part
time, independent civil service oversight body be introduced to oversee human resources policy.
In terms of human resources management procedures, the pay and grading system is not transparent,
with pay largely based upon what an individual brings to the job rather than what the job is worth.
The other major weakness is the lack of a performance appraisal system that can be used to set and

monitor objectives and contribute towards career development.

Accountability for performance and decisionmaking should be strengthened by the establishment
of nationally formulated and published service standards, with institutions being required to publish
and report on their performance on a regular basis. These standards would act as the platform from
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which to develop individual objectives, which could be reflected in turn in the individual performance

appraisal system.
The annex to this report shows our evaluation of the current system compared to international best

practice, together with an assessment of required action and possible technical assistance

requirements.

Policy Formulation and Implementation

This section assesses the effectiveness of policy formulation and coordination in the Estonian Civil

Service. The evaluation is based upon a comparison of the existing institutional arrangements and

procedures for policy formulation and coordination with principles of internationally recognized good

practice, which are defined in annex 1 of the overview chapter. This section is concerned with general

policy making rather than EU integration issues (the latter are discussed in the next section).

Institutional Arrangements for Policy Formulation
Estonia has a unicameral parliamentary system composed of a separate executive, legislature, and

judiciary. The institutional arrangements for executive and regulatory power are defined by the

Government of the Republic Act, 1996. This document defines the cabinet, chaired by the prime

minister, as the main decisionmaking forum for government business. Its functions include

developing the government policy program, submitting acts to parliament, making government

decrees on administrative issues (which are subordinate to parliamentary acts), agreeing on policy

decisions by issuing government instructions, and arbitrating between ministers on conflicting policy

issues.
All executive bodies report to a member of the cabinet. These executive bodies are government

agencies (financed by the state budget and holding executive power), including the state chancellery,

ministries, county governments, executive agencies, and inspectorates, with their regional offices; and

state agencies administered by government agencies, which provide services to governmental

agencies in areas of culture, education or other areas.

The full cabinet (or a quorum) meets every Tuesday to discuss a pre-arranged agenda that has been

prepared by the cabinet secretariat two weeks beforehand. Decisions are made upon majority vote,

with the Prime Minster holding a casting vote. Before cabinet meetings, a pre-meeting of all senior

civil servants (such as chancellors or their deputies) takes place on the previous Friday to resolve any

issues and highlight any problems. This forum is important for filtering out documents that can be

dealt with at an administrative level, and for agreeing on administrative items that do not require

political decisions of the cabinet. The meeting of senior civil servants is chaired by the State

Secretary, who also acts as the secretariat for the cabinet. Following this meeting, there is a full

cabinet pre-meeting on Monday afternoons which is also attended by senior civil servants and used to

resolve further issues prior to the cabinet meeting (the following morning).
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There are also a number of temporary ministerial commissions created to direct policy
development for issues such as administrative reform or EU integration. However, these commissions
do not take policy decisions, which are referred to the full cabinet. Similarly, there are meetings of
senior civil servants for relevant issues, such as EU integration, also chaired by the State Secretary or
relevant designated chancellor. The reporting relationships between these institutions are shown
below in figure 3.2.

The Law on the Government Act also clearly defines the responsibilities of the Prime Minister,
ministers, secretaries general (chancellors), and their authorized scope of decisionmaking. In common
with international practice, ministers direct policy, monitor the performance of ministry units, appoint
secretaries general, heads of state agencies and departments, and issue regulations on the organization
of the ministry and their delegated policy responsibilities.

Figure 3.2 The Organization of Policymaking
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The State Chancellery is the formner Cabinet of Ministers Apparat, which is responsible for support
services to the government and prime minister, including acting as secr-etariat to the cabinet;
managing relationships with parliament; publication of the state gazette; reviewing laws for
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conformity with the constitution; reviewing the performance of ministries; managing state and local
government issues; drafting legislation on the macro-structure of administration; coordination of state
information systems; coordination of training state and local officials; and management of the reserve
list.

The State Chancellery is headed by the State Secretary who is responsible for preparing the
government agenda, recording cabinet mninutes, countersigning government regulations, publishing
government regulations in the state gazette, and preparing proposals to the prime minster on
administration matters and on the repeal of state agencies' regulations.

Overall, the institutional arrangements are well defined in law and in practice. The various forums
for filtering information and making decisions are reported by the State Chancellery to work well.
However, the need for a pre-meeting of the cabinet for a small civil service (albeit with a considerable
workload of pre-accession policies-60 bills over the next six months) suggests that the civil service
is perhaps referring too many decisions to cabinet that could be dealt with elsewhere. It was certainly
felt by some officials who have attended cabinet that a significant proportion of documents could
have been dealt with at lower levels. This phenomenon is partly because of the large reliance on
developing laws that need careful legal screening instead of other types of policy.

Policy Procedures and Processes
Analysis of policy coordination suggests that the clearing process for determining the government
agenda, allocating responsibility for actions to ministers, and tracking cabinet decisionmaking is
effective. Each year the govemment produces a manifesto of its main policy priorities, including any
relevant domestic priorities established from previous years. The State Chancellery then produces a
six-month work program that details the deadline for the submission of legal acts to cabinet and
allocates responsibility to the appropriate minister. The weekly cabinet agenda (normally 25 to 40
items per week) is composed of discussions of the government's work program items, including legal
acts (normally one third of items) and other unscheduled items, such as parliamentary acts or in-year
policy issues.

Administrative clearing is considered to be effective by the State Chancellery, which states that 95
percent of items are decided upon immediately and require no further work. However, roughly two
out of five major bills tend to require two or more submissions, mainly due to legal questions raised
by the Legal Chancellor. Some of these issues could probably be avoided by more consultation with
the Legal Chancellor's department prior to Cabinet submission. Yet it is important that the Legal
Chancellor's position remains independent of political control, and no recommendations are made on
this issue. Public consultation of policies is satisfactory since it is a requirement for all laws to have
been discussed with user groups, and for public reactions to be indicated as part of the policy
submission. Cross-sectoral policies that affect more than one minister require the signature of all
relevant ministers. In the event of a disagreement, the government will make the final decision,
subject to other constitutional rules.
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The State Chancellery acts as cabinet secretariat and has three full-time staff who operate a
computerized control system, including a policy tracking system called SEIRA and a letter logging
system called TRIP, introduced by the Swedish government. The two systems are linked to ensure the
timely turnaround of letters and other documents. The SEIRA system enables the State Chancellery to
issue weekly bulletins (on Mondays) on the progress of policy submissions and requests updates from
ministries on any delays or otherwise of their required policies. The secretariat provides a rolling
agenda and plans two weeks in advance. The SEIRA system also allows the State Chancellery to
search previous decisions by date and context, monitor actions required and conditions to be fulfilled
before a regulation can be submitted, and log any changes to the government program due to delay or
decisions by the prime minister to speed up submission.

The formulation of policies is unnecessarily focused on the need to develop regulations and other
types of legal decisions. The "Government Internal Procedures" of 1996 requires all policies to be
supplied with a cover sheet stating the benefits of the policy, the cost of implementation, and any EU
directives which are applicable. Interviews suggest, however, that the quality of impact assessment
and cost benefit analysis is much weaker than the logic and quality of the laws themselves. This is
generally because policy development tends to be driven by the legal process and by lawyers, and
there is consequently a lack of relevant policymaking skills.

Despite an effective clearing procedure, there remain two further weaknesses in the development
(rather than coordination) of government policy: there is an absence of cross-sectoral strategic
thinking to inform the government's policy making agenda; and there is little in the way of policy
impact assessment to review whether implemented policies have been effective.

The Ministry of Economic Affairs is in the process of creating an internal unit to strengthen its
long-range economic forecasting. However, there is no strategic "think tank" to deliberate public
priorities or international and domestic strategic issues, and to develop high level plans in order to
advise the government on its long term direction. Such a role could be played by the administrative
reform unit mentioned earlier, or by a consolidation of the prime minister's and ministers' advisers,
together with research institutions. Such a body will be essential to ensure that Estonia is not
subordinate to the European Union and its directives, but instead will position itself according to its
strengths and weaknesses in areas of social, economic, and administrative importance. There would
initially be resistance to such a concept given the reluctance to adopt anything resembling centralist
planning. However, countries that have managed the transition, such as Malaysia, have found that a
strategic planning unit has greatly assisted their national direction. Estonia should therefore consider
the introduction of a strategic planning unit in order to develop long-range social and economic
priorities and inform policymaking.

The other major weakness is the absence of performance monitoring in Estonian public service. At
the cabinet level, policies (usually laws) are passed with little in the way of requirements for post-
implementation evaluation. Laws generally have an implementation section at the end of the law
determining the transition arrangements associated with a given regulation. However, there is no
mandated requirement on the implementers of a law to subsequently review the impact of that law.
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This results in a failure to demonstrate value for public money. Such evaluations should be
undertaken to inform the public on the success and costs of policies, to inform the government and
implementing ministry of costs and benefits so that improvements can be made to the policy and
other related policies, and to encourage policy makers to be more concerned with implementation
costs and viability, than purely legal sophistication. The government should thus require that all
policies be evaluated in cost-benefit terms, and the method and timing for post-implementation
evaluation attached to the policy submission (or contained in the implementation chapter of a law).
The introduction of policy evaluation will require a significant bolstering of skills among policy
makers. This will need to be addressed within the national training strategy being developed by the
PSD.

Further, although the Government of the Republic Act requires the State Chancellery to monitor
the performance of ministries, this has not been undertaken in terms of services delivered to the
population. The only formal performance monitoring is for the turnaround of government
policymaking (generally laws) or financial compliance.32 As Estonia enters the EU there will be
greater emphasis on open governance and the involvement of citizens in setting national standards
and demanding high quality services. It was recommended in the previous section that government
establish a concept of national-results-oriented management. In institutional terms, this will require a
body to develop the philosophy behind and orchestrate the setting of national standards and
monitoring of key performance indicators, including public satisfaction. In order to develop this
theme, the government should consider establishing a performance unit in the State Chancellery,
either within the recommended administrative reform unit or strategic planning Unit' (if implemented
separately). This will again expand the role of the State Chancellery, but only in terms of ensuring
accountability to citizens. Policy control would, rightly, remain the role of ministries and their
agencies.

Human Resources Issues
The staff involved in tracking and monitoring the administrative clearing process in the State
Chancellery are well trained and experienced, at least in the coordination procedures.33 However, if
the government is to consider strengthening the State Chancellery to introduce strategic planning and
performance monitoring in a more formal manner, additional resources and a different skills mix
would be required.

The current skills situation is of greater concern in ministries that are responsible for policy
development and implementation. Ministerial policies are normally developed by department heads,
with the assistance of the ministry's legal department (where this exists). Because there is an over-
reliance on legal processes compared to other aspects of policy formulation there is no shortage of
lawyers relative to management scientists or business administration graduates. Ministries thus do not
have the wide range of skills necessary to undertake cost benefit analysis, including issues such as the
effects of depreciation; undertake risks assessments and plan contingency action; plan, monitor and
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evaluate policy implementation; and manage complex programs of work, in line with best
international practice.

Ministries also lack the ability to coordinate their own policy agendas sufficiently. In this regard
they are heavily reliant upon the services of the State Chancellery, which provides weekly updates on
the progress of the government's work program. Most ministries' policy agendas are managed by the
personal assistant to the chancellor who prepares the weekly management team meetings and takes
minutes. The system is reactive and, because of the absence of long-range planning mentioned earlier,
tends to be based upon a ministry's short-term priorities. The situation could be improved by
establishing a small (two or three staff) planning department in each ministry to support the
chancellor's work program. This planning department would perform functions similar to those of the
State Chancellery, but at a ministry level. Its tasks would include coordination of ministerial long-
range planning and strategic thinking; monitoring and tracking of the ministry's policy agenda;
coordination of ministry performance monitoring; and advising department heads on methodology for
policy development.34

The unit would need to be comprised of high-ranking officials with skills in policy development
and coordination. The twinning program mentioned in the previous section could be beneficial if EU
member states provide appropriate policy formulation and coordination advisers and project managers
to work alongside ministry planning units and other department heads on a project basis.

Summary of Policy Formulation and Implementation
The legal and institutional framework for policy formulation and coordination is well established by
the Law on the Government Act of 1996. In practice too, policy coordination is effectively
coordinated by the State Chancellery, which tracks and monitors the government agenda and releases
weekly progress reports to ministries.

Policy formulation, however, could be improved. It is unnecessarily legalistic and, in the context
of EU membership, will require more considered cost-benefit analysis and impact assessment. This
will necessitate the updating of policy making skills, possibly making use of the twinning
arrangements to attach EU policy staff to ministries. The creation of planning or policy departments
in ministries themselves could lead to significant improvement in consistency of policy submissions,
by helping to track the minister's policy agenda and acting as a secretariat to the chancellor.

At a macro level, policy formulation is characterized as a short-term process that could be
improved by the introduction of a unit in the State Chancellery to undertake long-range strategic
planning activities in social, economic, and administrative reforms. This could form part of the
administrative reform unit mentioned earlier, or a separate strategic planning body.

Similarly, the monitoring of public sector performance is weak, both in terms of reviewing the
impact of policies that have been implemented and the monitoring of ongoing service delivery. In the
human resources section, it was recommended that the government consider developing a concept for
improved performance monitoring to strengthen ministry accountability. In this section it is
recommended that a unit be established in the State Chancellery to monitor public service
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performance in line with its mandate. This could form part of the strategic planning unit, since

government performance is one of the major factors in determining strategic priorities.

The annex to this chapter shows our evaluation of the current system compared to international

best practice, together with an assessment of required action and possible technical assistance

requirements.

EU Accession Management

This section assesses the institutional arrangements and procedures used for managing EU

integration. The purpose is to provide a detailed analysis and therefore specific recommendations on

improvements which might be considered by the Estonian government, and the technical assistance

requirements which can be used to support any suggested reforms.

EU Accession Strategy
The European Comrmission's official "Opinion on Estonia's Application for EU Membership" was

submitted to the Council of Europe in July 1997. The opinion was prepared on the basis of the

completed accession questionnaire and recommended that negotiations for accession be commenced.

The opinion considered that Estonia meets the Copenhagen membership criteria, including the

following:

* Stability of institutions guaranteeing democracy, the rule of law, human rights, and respect for

and protection of minority groups
. The existence of a functioning market economy and capacity to cope with competitive

pressures and market forces within the European Union

* The ability to take on the obligations of membership, including adherence to the aims of

political, economic, and monetary union

At the European Council's Luxembourg meeting it was stated not only that it is necessary to

harmonize the community's policies and laws, but that accession candidates should be able to

demonstrate actual implementation of these. Indeed, the EC opinion stated that it was necessary for

Estonia to both continue the harmonization process and clearly strengthen its capacity for

implementation.
The European Council decided that Accession Partnerships should be developed for each

candidate country, thus setting out in a single framework the priority areas for further work identified

in the Commission's opinion on Estonia's application. The medium term objectives defined in the

1998 Accession Partnership include the following:
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* Reinforcement of institutional and legislative capacity (in particular, the strengthening of
regulatory and monitoring bodies), and development of a national training strategy for civil

servants
* Improving the budgetary processes at central and local level

* Institutional strengthening of bodies concerned with the environment, agriculture, internal

affairs, and the judicial system
* Introduction of a national policy to address regional disparities through an integrated approach

in order to participate in EU programs.

Although these objectives have been identified and agreed with the Estonian government, there is
no action plan to provide more detailed objectives, activities, timescales, or resources. The most

concrete document defining the government's EU strategy is the "National Program for the Adoption
of the Aquiis," a mandatory requirement of accession partnership. This document acts as Estonia's

principal strategic document for EU accession and was published in March 1998.
The National Program is a comprehensive strategy for the harmonization of the European

Community's legal directives. The strategy provides detail on those articles that require
harmonization, the institution with responsibility for development, and the costs of implementation.
Each major law is then placed on the Government Activity Program, together with a timescale for its

submission to cabinet. However, the consistency of detail is variable throughout the National
Program. The Ministry of Agriculture for example, provided costings for each element, whereas the
Ministry of Finance did not cost its own actions. The next version of the National Program should
include full cost estimates and an assessment of technical assistance requirements, together with a
section on consequences for administrative reform.

The main weakness of the National Program as a strategy document is that there is no linkage to
the wider social, economic, and administrative reforms. The program is concerned with the
harmonization of laws, but ignores the underlying strategy necessary for developing the infrastructure
of public administration needed to support EU accession and beyond. The government has attempted
to fill this gap with the production of the Concept on Public Administration Reform which was
discussed earlier, and other specific strategies such as the Civil Servants Training Strategy, due for
completion in October 1998. However, there is so far a lack of cohesion between the National
Program and the concept paper-it is difficult to assess how the development concept will support
EU integration, or indeed, vice versa. The situation could be improved by greater consultation

between EU integration and public administration reform experts in the development of their
respective plans. Forrmal consultation mechanisms could be established between the European

Integration Office and the public administration reform working groups, including the PSD, Ministry
of Finance, and Ministry of Justice (there is currently some overlap of individuals, but interviews
revealed that there had been minimal consultation between the bodies responsible for each respective

area).
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Institutional Arrangements
The institutional framework for EU integration was established in a government decree (January
1996) and updated in May 1997 to give overall responsibility for EU matters to the prime minister.
The institutional arrangements for EU matters are shown in figure 3.3.

Figure 3.3 Institutional Arrangements for EU Accession Management

Chnceleryat> EUItgain(CardbMa

Source: World Bank.

It can be seen that the institutional framework for EU management consists of five main bodies for
pre-accession strategy, and four types of body for the negotiation process itself.

Pre-Accession Arrangements
The Commission of Ministers for EU affairs meets monthly and is chaired by the prime minister and
contains the ministers of Foreign Affairs, Economic Affairs, Justice, and the State Secretary. The

commission is responsible for directing EU integration policy, presenting policies and issues to the
government and overseeing the work of the Council of Senior Civil Servants.
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* The Council of Senior Civil Servants for EU affairs (CSCS) meets fortnightly and is supervised
by the state secretary, chaired by head of the European Integration Office, and contains senior
representatives (usually vice chancellors) of key ministries and the central bank. The role of the
CSCS is to develop EU strategy and review policies produced by sectoral working groups before
submission to the Commission of Ministers.

* 12 sectoral Expert Groups exist in the following areas, chaired by relevant ministers and
containing experts from the lead ministry and other cooperating ministries: Legislation, Finance,
Internal Market, Foreign Trade, Agriculture, Standards, Technology, Energy, Telecommuni-
cations, Environmental Problems, Social Affairs, and Internal Affairs.

* The European Integration Office (EIO), situated in the State Chancellery, is the main pre-
accession coordinating body and reports directly to the prime minister. The EIO is responsible for
acting as secretariat to the Commission of Ministers and the CSCS, and for leading policy
development on approximation of legislation, technical assistance needs, EU training of civil
servants, and promotion of public awareness issues.

* Ministry European Integration Units (or Bureaux) act as the ministry's interface with the EIO
and provide local coordination of EU Accession strategy. They normally employ around two
staff.

EU Negotiations Process
The EU negotiation process works through four types of organization:

* The Ministry of Foreign Affairs European Division, with responsibility for the negotiation agenda
* The Negotiation Team, which consists of 46 members from state agencies and has recently been

proposed in a draft decree and would include members of the 31 working groups and core
negotiating team. At the time of writing, the terms of reference of this unusually large team have
not been specified and its mandate is not known at this time.

a The Core Team of negotiators responsible for overall sectoral negotiations and comprised of
senior civil servants drawn from the CSCS

* 31 Working Groups, which reflect the Aquis chapters and are responsible for harmonization of
EU laws across all sectors. Each member of the core team is also part of one or more working
groups.

In addition to the above groups, Estonia created an ad hoc parliamentary committee on European
Affairs in January 1997, in order to cooperate with the government on the EU integration process and
work closely with the European Parliament and other EU institutions.

The EIO plays a major part in managing the EU accession process, although it is understaffed (14
managers and specialists) compared to some other countries.35 The structure of the office is shown in
figure 3.4.
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Management of EU Accession
Although the institutional arrangements have been worked out in consultation with the EC, a cohesive
approach to EU integration is lacking. This is attributable to the processes and skills used by the

different bodies, rather than the institutional arrangements themselves. Several examples of the lack
of cohesion follow:
* Requests for information from ministries by the EIO are often in non-standard formats so that the

data is difficult to process, aggregate, and contrast.
* The EIO in the State Chancellery has weak inspection mechanisms to promote ministry

compliance with the procedures.
* The number of staff and skills of the ministry EIJ' s are insufficient to coordinate the

management of sectoral EU issues.
* EU policy development suffers from the weaknesses described in the previous section and is

characterized by an overemphasis on legal harmonization rather than implementation, evaluation,
and inspection for compliance.

* There is a lack of strategic thinking to enable the long-term integration of EU accession policy
with wider public administrative reform requirements (mentioned above).

- Technical assistance requirements are poorly forecast and are comprised of wish lists rather than
accurately defined on the basis of needs.

The EIO has skilled staff with expert knowledge of EU integration matters but is hampered by a
lack of resources.36 There is evidence of the office working in a reactive fashion because the
timescales for turnaround of documentation are so tight that too little time is spent on planning. For
example, requests for ministries' technical assistance requirements were made without creating a
proforma because it was said that this would have taken too long. The end result was the information
provided was in different formats, which actually took longer to analyze. The EIO should ensure that
its requests for information are met in common formats.

The processes for managing EU integration are not codified or printed, and procedures are based
upon convention rather than manuals. While this currently seems adequate, when many of the pre-
accession staff move to Brussels they will have to be replaced by staff who know the administrative
procedures. This is perhaps not of great importance, since many of the EU integration procedures are
the same procedures used for other types of policy submission. These are defined in the Government
Administration Regulations (1996) that require that the public and interest groups be consulted on all
legal issues.
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Figure 3.4 Structure of the European Integration Office
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Public interest is further promoted by the Awareness Officer in the EIO who places relevant
articles in the newspapers, official gazette, and on the Internet. The EIO is also responsible for public
relations on EU issues.37 In general, public support for EU integration has waned in recent years

according to opinion polls in 1996, suggesting that 29 percent of Estonians are in favor of joining,
compared to 36 percent the previous year. This is the lowest amongst Baltic states, and is mainly due
to public concerns about the high cost of the accession process.

The EIO makes use of information technology in managing EU integration, including a database
of ministries' training needs and technical assistance requirements. E-mail is used to transfer
information between the office and ministry EIUs. However, one weakness is the lack of integration
between the cabinet secretariat SEIRA system, which monitors the government's program (including
its EU program), and the EIO database, which also tracks the progress of law harmonization. There is
thus an overlap and source of variance between the two systems. It would be advantageous to operate
one system that can be used for tracking all policies.

Human Resources Issues
The number and skills profile of civil servants are likely to be major factors affecting the success of
EU accession and beyond. Both the Accession Agreement and the Government Program have
identified the need for well trained civil servants. The result has been the development of the EU
Training Strategy developed by the EIO in 1997, the development of ministry training plans in 1998,
and the identification by EIO of the projected numbers of staff required by each ministry to meet its
accession requirements.

Although the EU training strategy has identified national EU related training priorities and
undertaken options appraisal for delivering and financing training, it has not been integrated with the
wider administrative reform concept (although this opportunity may be realized in the national
training strategy being developed by the PSD for October 1998).

Further, ministry plans (which the strategy gave rise to) regarding costings and target groups are
produced in a number of different formats and degrees of detail,. This is partly because of the absence
of common formats, but also because there is a lack of training needs analysis and training
management skills in ministry ElUs. The situation has been exacerbated by a lack of coordination or
clarity of role between the ministry's training officer in the personnel department (all training) and
their EIU's (EU training). Thus, the validity of the training plans can be questioned in terms of the
real value they will contribute to building capacity for EU integration.

The other human resources constraints are those mentioned earlier in this report. There is no career
system and national human resource planning agenda which enables the rotation, placement, and
transfer of staff based upon organizational and individual need. Also, there is a lack of job inspection
techniques, which has led to very rough estimations of the number of staff required (approximately
2000 in total) and with it a lack of proactiveness in identifying areas where priorities and functions
could be reviewed to enable staff to be transferred.
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It was stated in the Human Resources section of this chapter, that EU integration training
requirements cannot easily be aggregated or separated into types or purposes of training. Thus, the 3.6

percent of wage bill figure estimated for 1998 requirements covers administrative and EU-related

training.

Technical Assistance Program
From 1996 to 1999 over 22 percent of Phare assistance (18.5 million ECU ) will have been spent on
public administration reform and approximation of laws.38 Public administration projects that have

been conducted to date are shown below in table 3.12.

Table 3.12 Phare Pre-Accession Technical Assistance Program

Value
Program Items (MECU) (MECU)
GTAF 92 Public Customs and Statistics 0.7
Administration
GTAF 93 Public Strategy formulation (0.06) 1.3
Administration Reform Civil Service training (0.44)

Informatics Policy (0.3)

Public Administration Reform Central Government reform (0.4) 1.0
8/95-12/98 Local Government reform (0.25)

IT networks, training (0.2)
Civil Service Training Strategy (0.15)

European Integration State Chancellery training (0.8) 2.8
8/95-12/97 Border Guard, equipment, training (0.3)

Statistics, IT (0.5)
Customs, IT, ID (1.2)

European Integration TA for EIO (1.0) 2.0
6/96-12/98 National Library documentation centre (0.5)

Translation and Legislative Support Centre (0.5)

Standards Harmonization of Laws 1.0
6/97-12/98 Upgrading of laboratories

National Standards Board
Information and translation

Public Procurement Support to public procurement 0.5
6/96-12/98 Board and local government

Approximation of Laws Support to Ministry of Justice 1.0
6/96-12/98

Public Finance/Taxation Support to the Ministry of Finance 2.0
6/96-12/98

Sub-total 12.3

Source: World Bank.
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The Public Administration Reform program (1995-98) is nearing completion and has provided a
range of technical assistance including recommendations on the institutional arrangements for
managing reform.39

The identification of future technical assistance requirements is made upon the basis of the EIO's
coordination of bids from ministries for assistance. These bids are submitted in a variety of formats
and levels of detail. As with the budgetary cycle discussed earlier, the success of bids depends upon
the personality of ministers as much as the validity or quality of the bids. This, together with direct
applications to bilateral donors and contractual delays, has led to a somewhat fragmented and non-
strategic approach to the planning of technical assistance.

It is essential that the next phase of technical assistance meet certain standards. Assistance must be
identified on the basis of properly costed bids that have been assessed against the government's stated
policy priorities, and be identified using common formats so that each bid can be evaluated upon its
individual merits. Assistance should also have a strategic focus, emphasizing the need to develop
long-term administrative infrastructure as well as sectoral priorities.

An example of this last point is the twinning program.40 It is essential that the Estonian
government deploy international experts in key functional roles, including policy coordination,
strategic planning, and human resources, as well as sectoral roles; for example, experts would be
useful in the State Chancellery Cabinet Secretariat and the Public Service Department. Because the
current EU National Program is focused on sectoral harmonization issues, there is a danger that
potentially some of the most important areas of public administration will be ignored.

Summary of Performance: EU Accession Management
Estonia is well positioned for EU accession, a fact noted in the EC's opinion, provided that the
harmonization of laws is matched by real implementation. The government's EU accession strategy is
proposed in the "National Program on the Adoption of the Aquis." Although this document clearly
defines the harmonization of legal issues, it lacks detail in some areas on the costs of implementation.
A greater weakness is the absence of an overall integrated strategy that identifies the structural and
administrative reforms that will be needed to ensure that Estonia has an efficient, effective, and stable
platform from which to manage the economy after accession. Attempts have been made to develop
the Concept of Administrative Reform and other strategies but these have not been linked to the EU
National Program, and there has been insufficient consultation between those developing
administrative and EU accession strategies respectively.

The institutional arrangements for EU accession coordination are constrained by a lack of
resources within the EIO and within ministry EIUs. This, has on occasion, led to reactive work
processes-for example, the collection of information in different formats which later requires
additional effort in analysis.

Although many of the EU integration processes are not written down, the major legal
harmonization procedures follow other government administrative regulations. There is some overlap
and possible scope for economies of scale and efficiency improvements by ensuring a closer
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integration between the monitoring of EU accession progress (through the EIO database) and the
tracking of all government policies (through the cabinet secretariat's SEIRA system).

Although staff of the EIO and ministry EIU's have the necessary language skills, education, and
potential, there is a great shortage of those policy making and project management skills needed to

effectively manage within the EU environment. It is essential that these skill gaps be accounted for in
the national training strategy being developed by the PSD, and that the twinning program be used in
functional areas, such as planning and policy coordination, as well as sectoral areas, such as
agriculture, transport, education and health.

The annex to this case study shows our evaluation of the current system compared to international

best practice, together with an assessment of required action and possible technical assistance
requirements.
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Annex. Estonia: Public Administration Implications of EU Accession Study-Initial
Matrix Results

Matrix 1: Evaluation of Civil Service Human Resource Management
Ref Good Practice Score Pedormance Evaluation Su M Mry Action Required Technical

Criteria . ndicators Used and Assistance
Benrchark
Information

A. Legal ad Ethical Framework
Score: 3.6
Desirable characteristics

Specific legilation governg the civil service, with susidiar legislation andJor regulation that elaborate rleprocedures/systems for

personnel managemtent.
The behavior of civil servants and political appointees, induding probity considerations, is governed by a code of conduct.

* Merit-based rules and procedures for civil service personnel management.

The scope of the civil service is clearly defined.

* ] mpartial treatment of citize I, transparent civil service operations and&policies.
Al The civil service 4 Is there a civil service Yes. The Public Service Law, The Public Service Law,

is governed by law? January 25, 1995. The law relates to should be renamed the Civil

specific accepted definitions of civil servants, Service Law.

legislation. rather than public servants, and is
thus misnamed (or mistranslated).

Are there subsidiary In part. For example, State Public Development of subsidiary

regulations describing Servants Official Titles and Salary regulations in a handbook of

procedures? Scale Act, March 1996. human resources
management to introduce
detailed procedures.



Matrix 1: Evaluation of Civil Service Human Resource Mana ement

A2 The scope of the 4 Does the law define Yes. See chapter I of the PSL. Civil

civil service is which categories and servants linclude administrative staff

clearly defined. types of staff are civil working in state and local
servants? administration, but exclude members

of government, members of
parliament, judges, police officers,
border guards, health and education
and local service delivery workers.
There are three categories of staff: (a)
officials (appointed or elected staff in
authorized positions); (b) assistant
employees (contract staff to
established positions); and (c)
employees who are not regular staff

00 (temporary employees).

A3 There is a code of 3 Is there an adequate No, although the principles are Consider the introduction of a

conduct or code of conduct or contained in Chapter 4, Articles 68 to separate code of ethics,

equivalent equivalent framework 76 of the PSL. However, Phare has produced upon the basis of

framework that for civil servants? attempted to develop a code as part internal and external

governs the of their Public Administration consultation.

behavior of civil Support project.
servants.



Matrix 1: Evaluation of Civil Service Human Resource anagement
Ref Good Practice Score Performance Evaluation Summary Action Required Technical

Criteria Indicators Used and Assistance

Benchmtark
Information

A4 The civil service 4 Is explicit political Partly. Civil servants are prohibited The Public Service Law

is politically activity prohibited by from belonging to the permanent should be amended to state

neutral. law? executive, control, or auditing body that civil servants cannot
of a political party. However, there engage in political activity
are no specific constraints on during working hours, on
political activity, other than general work property, or using work
statements regarding conflicts of resources.
interest to which civil servants must
sign an oath. Party membership
should be recorded on personnel
records but this is not formally
inspected.

Is there a clear Yes, although some posts such as the
distinction between County Governor are not clearly
political appointees defined.
and career civil
servants?
Is the ratio of political Yes. Over 90% are civil servants. 14
appointees to civil ministers and 15 county governors
servants similar to are political appointees (although in
good practice? the latter case there is some current
E.g.: U.S., 1:394; debate as to whether governors
Sweden, 1:2051; U.K., should be).
no political appointees.



Matrix 1: Evaluation of Civil Service Hunuan Resource Mana ement

A5 There are legal 3 Are there statements Yes. According to PSL, article
provisions to on the need to 75, civil servants must disclose
ensure probity, disclose conflicts of their earnings, assets and gifts on
such as interest, which are in an annual basis. It is stated that
requirements to accordance with this law is complied with.
disclose conflicts ac ordance w
of interest, and good practice?
which agencies Are conflicts of No, only in the event of a notable
should enforce interest inspected problem.
these provisions. formally?

A6 The notion of 4 Is there an overall No, but there are various statements General introductory

merit based statement on the civil throughout the law, for example, statement on the purpose and
procedures service operating on recruitment on the basis of principles of civil service

established in the basis of an competition (Chapter 2 of PSL); employment.
law. individual's merit? Appraisal (Chapter 7); Promotion

All EU countries (article 83; and Discipline (article
recognize the principle 84).
of a civil service
operating on the basis
of merit.

A7 Citizens have 3 Is there an ombudsman No. Although this is under current Development of a concept of TA to support

access to fair and provided for in law? discussion. The Legal Chancellor ombudsman, and workshop to government

transparent means reviews the legality of government discuss the benefits and workshop of

of redressing decisions, but there is no individual options. senior officials,

grievances with arbitrator other than the court system ministers and

the civil service, and employment inspectorate. members of
parliament.



Matrix 1: Evaluation of Civil Service Human Resource anagement

Ref Good Practice Score Performance lEvaluation Summary Action Required Technical

Criteria Indicators Used and Assistance

Benchmark
Information

A8 Open access to 3 Is civil service policy All parliament and government

information. and performance decrees are published in the
widely published? government gazette (Riigi Teataja).

Performance, however, is not
published in any systematic way,
although the press produces their
own surveys and other measures.

Do civil servants have Partly. It is accepted that civil Article 159 of the PSL should

access to their servants can see their work records, establish that civil servants

personnel files? as freedom of information is should have access to their

Civil servants have established by the constitution. personnel files and that the

open access to their However, it is not specified as a right information should be held in

personnel files in the in the Public Service Law. accordance with the Data

EU countries for Protection Act.

which information was
available

A9 4 Is there a data Yes. The act has been harmonized
protection act? with EU directives. However, there is

little in the way of compliance
checking in government institutions.

Avera ee Score 3.6
B. Instit.itional Framework
Score: 3.0
Desirable characteristies

1. There are effective, dedicated institutions for eivil service poliey, management, and oversight, with offieitlly recognized legal status and

clearly defined role and responsibilities.

2. Independent oversight bodies ensure fair play in the civil service.

3. Existence of accountability and recourse mechanisms for citizens, employeeS, the legislature, and the executive.



Matrix 1: Evaluation of Civil Service Human Resource Mana ement
Ref Ged Pracice Score Prom aneEauto umr Ato eurdTcua

B I There are clearly 3 Does the civil service No. This component is omitted from Future amendments should

defined law define all of the the law. include a section on

institutions to relevant institutions institutional arrangements,

develop and required to manage the including management,
coordinate civil civil service? inspection and enforcement

service policy. Structures vary across of the act.
EU; function rather
than form, is essential
Is there a single Partly. There is a Public (Civil) Giving the Civil Service TA to help CSD

institution to formulate Service Department in the State Department the authority and develop its
civil service human Chancellery that coordinates HR capacity to develop human regulations,
resources policy? policy but has limited policy resource policy, and inspect terms of
Single central development and enforcement compliance. reference and
institution formulates responsibilities. training for staff.

t'.) policy and establishes On July 15 the Committee of

framework for CS Ministers on Public Administration
management defined the need for a central body to

coordinate public administration
reform, including civil service
reform. However, it is not envisaged
that this will be a unit to develop
policy or enforce decisions. The
precise location for the body is
currently under discussion.



Matrix 1: Evaluation of Civil Service Human Resource Manaement
=: r X .v ................................ Su....... .. AMt euW T.................................................. ,,...,_

1E. God S? :cte Sco< . . tion. Sumnwy - .- Ad Teciwal

Crit4ia.. Asitance

Does the single No. The current CSD is only a
institution have coordinating body.
sufficient authority to
ensure policies are
adopted and complied
with?
Key government and
civil society actors
agree on policy and
management organs
for CS.
Does the single No. There are 6 members of staff for Institutional strengthening in

institution have all aspects of civil service HR line with a broader mandate

sufficient resources to development. of policy development and
ensure policies are inspection.
developed and
complied with?
Do line ministries No. Ministries range from 2-5 HR Development of a civil
humnan resources staff, which is sufficient for their service wide HR strategy
departments have current tasks but would require which would include staffing

appropriate capacity in further staff and training to undertake and training requirements of

terms of numbers of more comprehensive personnel ministry personnel
staff and skills? management as practiced in member management departments.

states.



Matrix 1: Evaluation of Civil Service Human Resource Management
Ref Good Practice Score Performance Evaluation Smmary Action Requd Technical

Criteria Indicators Used and A"sistance
Benchiima
Information

B2 There is an 3 Is there a body with Partly. The Legal Chancellor (Legal Development of an Exposure of
oversight body or the mandate to Chancellor Activities Organisation independent body (such as a senior officials to
bodies to ensure undertake independent Act, August 12, 1997) is responsible civil service commission) to EU ombudsman
fairness of civil decisions on the for agreeing the legality of policies, review the fairness of civil schemes.
service policies. fairness of civil service compared to the Constitution and service human resources

policies? other regulations. policies and other factors
There is no civil service commission such as effectiveness and
or other body to make independent efficiency.
decisions. The State Audit Office
audits financial compliance but has
limited resources (100 including
territorial administration) and is not
responsible for human resources
management compliance issues.

Does the oversight Not applicable.
body have sufficient
authority to enforce
decisions?
Is the body governed Not applicable.
independently from
civil service
management and
political institutions?
Diverse high-prestige
government and non-
government
composition of
oversight body(ies).



Matrix 1: Evaluation of Civil Service Human Resource Management
Ref Good Practice Score P n_ce Evaluation Summary Action Required Technical

Criteria Indicators Used and Assistance
Benchmark
Information
Does the mandate of Not applicable.
the oversight body
cover all relevant
policies?
Does the oversight Not applicable.
body report on its
activities and
outcomes?
Does the oversight Not applicable.
body have monitoring
and evaluation
capacities to monitor
civil service
management
performance?
Resources allocated to
oversight tasks match
scope of required
activities, and capacity
to monitor civil service
behavior installed



Matrix 1: Evaluation of Civil Service Human Resource Management

kpf %3p r~ cc -_ | i*Fiu

There is evidence of There is currently a Ministers Detailed implementation plan
effective institutions Commission on Public for realization of the Public
(such as legislative Administration Reform that includes Administration Development
committees, judicial the development of civil service Concept, and publication of
reviews, and the policy. A concept paper on the the implementation progress
National Audit Office) Development of Public and impact of the measures
and published reports. Administrationproposed a strategic implemented.
Evidence of active vision for public sector reform.
operations, such as However, the outputs of the
public hearings, audit Commission have been limited so
reviews, published far.
reports There is little in the way of published

reports on the effectiveness of human
____ _____________ resources policy.

Avera2e Score 3.0

CXt} Employment aiy Polcy



Matrix 1: Evaluation of Civil Service Human Resource Management
Ret Good Practice Sore Performance Evaluation Summary Action Reqired Technical

Criteria Indicators Used and Assistance
lBenchmark
information -_.

CI Numbers of civil 3 Is the ratio of all Yes. Budgetary sector employees are 1. Review of government TA to help

and public public sector 10% of the population, which is functions, and sectoral review

servants are in employees per head of higher than OECD countries (7.7%) expenditure. government

line with population in line with but comparable with Scandinavian 2. Development of a human functions in line

international EU member states? countries. The number of civil resources trategy that with the role of

practice. EU range: 2.7% servants is within the range of OECD includes the state and
(Greece) to 17.4% countries but caution should be redistribution of civil intcrnational

(Sweden); median exercised given the size of the servants across all experience.

7.1%; average 7.7%. country and constraints on counting sectors, from functional
systems. However, it is considered areas that can be
that the number of staff in EU related eliminated, rationalized,
posts will need to increase. This or privatized, to areas
suggests that a redistribution of staff related to EU growth.

will be required over the next three 3. Government should
years. establish consistent

counting systems for
civil and public servants.
This could commence
with a census of civil
servants to establish
accurate numbers on
employment.



Matrix 1: Evaluation of Civil Service Human Resource Management
Ref Good Practice Score Performance Evaluation Summary Action Required Tecc

Citeria IndicatrsUsied and Assistance
: f l ~~Benchmark : t 

Is the wage bill as a No. The wage bill is comparatively Based upon the functional TA facilitation of
proportion of high. review, a workshop of senior a workshop to
government decisionmakers on public review
expenditure in line sector pay and employment, downsizing and
with EU member including options for reallocation
states? downsizing and the impact on options, and the
EU members wage bill pay levels. impact on pay
expenditures: policy.
As % of goods and
services. Range:
24.6% (Germany) to
82.2% (Greece);
median 67.4%;

t'J average 58.9%.
00 As % of total

expenditure. Range:
5.6% (Sweden) to
29.7% (Portugal);
median 11.2%;
average 13.2%.
As % of total revenue.
Range: 5.7% (Sweden)
to 36.2% (Greece);
median 11.5%;
average 14.9%.



Matrix 1: Evaluation of Civil Service Human Resource anagement 
Ref Good Practice Score Performance Evaluation Summary Action Required Technical

Criteria Indicators Used and Assistance
lenchmark

frforniatlon..-.
Are goods and services Yes, within the range.
as a proportion of
government
expenditure in line
with EU member
states?
EU members goods
and service
expenditures as % of
total expenditure.
Range: 14.2%
(Sweden) to 96.0%
(Switzerland); median

19.1%; average 22.5%.
Is there any evidence Partly, within some sectors of the

of overstaffing in the civil service. For example, there are

public sector? large vacancy rates in some
ministries, such as transport and
communications (55%) in 1996.

Is there any evidence No, according to interviews, at least

of shortages of goods at central level.
and materials, which
are affecting
administrative
performance or service
delivery?



Matrix 1: Evaluation of Civil Service Human Resource anagement

C2 Levels of pay are 3 Is the ratio of civil No, public sector pay is significantly Based upon private sector TA to help

sufficiently service to private lower than the private sector. For relativities, fiscal constraints establish pay

competitive to sector pay in line with example, civil service salaries are and the functional review policy.

recruit, retain, EU or OECD norms? 50% of those in the financial sector; workshop, development of

and motivate Annual gross average and 25% of some specialist jobs such coherent pay policy.

qualified staff at earnings public sector as accountant and lawyer.

all levels. relative to private
sector: range: 1.02
(U.K.) to 1.64
(Portugal)
Are turnover rates Yes, within the range overall, but
comparable to EU higher in EU related and higher
norms? positions. There is said to be lower
EU turnover rates. than desirable turnover rates amongst
Range: 0.9-1.2% (U.K. long service civil servants.
management-level
staff) to 10%
(Sweden). .________

Is remuneration at No, although the range of benefits Ministry of Finance should

senior levels available and a non-transparent pay monitor total remuneration by

appropriate to skills, as mechanism makes comparisons grade, in order to encourage

indicated by difficult to judge. It is thought that transparency, and compare

compression ratios? the compression ratio of basic wages with other sectors.

EU compression is 1:6, but this may be larger, when
ratios. Range: 4.6 total remuneration is taken into
(France) to 9.8 (U.K.) consideration (although data is

unavailable).



Matrix 1: Evaluation of Civil Service Human Resource Management
Ref Good Practice Score Performanee Eviluation Summary Action Required Technical

Criteria Indlicors Used and Assistance
Benchmark
Informntion

C3 There is a 3 Is the grade structure No. There are 35 grades, spanning Development of a revised pay
uniform and sufficient to provide three categories of staff, although not and grading system based
effective grading incentives to all are used. There are deputy ranks upon job evaluation that
structure that advancement at most levels, such as chancellors allocates decisionmaking
optimizes without introducing and department heads, and there is throughout the hierarchy,
decisionmaking. uitou noducing scope for streamlining. ensures pay decompression in

undue complexity line with fiscal realities, and
and non- is competitive with the

transparency? private sector.
Is there evidence of Yes, this is said to be deliberate
grade creep to practice. There is also some
circumvent salary statistical evidence.
constraints?



Matrix 1: Evaluation of Civil Service Human Resource Management
Ref Goed Practice Score PerformI n*e Evaluation Simmary Action Reured Tecica

Criteria Indicators Used andi ce

____:a InformaStionl _____C:_:_____:

C4 The 3 Is the wages system, There is a standard system that Development of an
compensation simple, transparent, attributes job titles to grades. This is integrated payroll and
system is simple, and consistent? defined by the Public Service Law personnel management
monetized, Article 37, and by the Act on system to support
transparent, and Officials Titles and Salary Scale, establishment control and
fair. 1996. Each grade attracts a basic pay forward planning.

that is supplemented by bonuses for
qualifications, length of service,
Ian uase skills, and performance.

Are % of non-wage No. 19% of remuneration is for Evaluation of the Persona
allowances and bonuses for education, length of system to review potential
supplements in line service, and subjective views of for supporting personnel
with OECD ranges? performance. management functions.
Base salary as % of
total remuneration in
19 OECD countries:
100% in 9 countries;
70-100% in 6
countries; 50-100% in
1 country; <30% in 3
countries
Is there a system of No. This system has been abolished.
post-based The wage bill is based upon ministry
establishment control? establishment registers, and vacancy

monies can be transferred to increase
wages of remaining staff.



Matrix 1: Evaluation of Civil Service Human Resource anagement 
Ref Good Practice Score Performance Evaluation Summary Action Required Technical

Criteria Indicators Used and Assistance
Benchnark

____ Information _ E

Are regular reports No. Therc is no proactive staff
produced to confirm planning that makes use of such
accurate employment information
information and
credible patterns of
intake and attrition?
Is a computerized No. All records are manual, although
system operating to the payroll is computerized. The
support establishment State Chancellery and 3 ministries
control? have a personnel database called

Persona that acts as a personnel
system but is not used for
establishment control.

Is the establishment Not applicable.
system Year 2000
compliant?
Are there well-defined No. There is currently no
lines of technology computerized linkage between the
and systemic lines of two departments.
communication
between the personnel
department and the
budget department in
the Ministry of
Finanec'?



Matrix 1: Evaluation of Civil Service Human Resource Management

Re Go?1rcc &or Prnuc. X vlata Sumr Acio -eX.re Techical

Is there predictability Partly. Across the civil service there
and containment of is little predictability since there is no
personnel costs in the establishment control or forward
budget? planning system.

However, personnel costs are
contained because of the incentive to

.___________________ hold vacancies open.



Matrix 1: Evaluation of Cinl Service Human Resource anagement
Ref Good Practice Score Performance Evaluation Summary Action Required Technical

Criteria Indicators Used and Assistance
Benchmark
Informlation . _..

C5 There is a 3 Is the construction No. But the pensions system is The Government will prepare

pensions system of the pensions currently in the process of revision. a viable reform of the second

that is affordablc, system in line with tier of its pension system to

effective, and best practice? ensure longer-term solvency.

fair, Desirable

characteristics include:
"stable, reliable,
sufficiently flexible to
adjust to economic,
demographic and other
changes... easy to
understand and
administer...
perceived as fair and
there is a clear
relationship between
performance-as
measured by
earnings-and
pensions. Benefits and
costs are reasonable
and predictable."
(SIGMA Policy Brief
No. 2, "Civil Service
Pension Schemes")
Is the pensions system Yes, but the affordability for the
based upon sound public sector in the principal
actuarial practice'? constraint.



Matrix 1: Evaluation of Civil Service Human Resource Mana ement
Ref GoodPractice Score Performance Evaluation Summary Action Requird nil

Criteria Indicators Used atnd Assa

Is there independent Yes, by the State Audit Office.
audit of the pension
fund and system?

A 33.0

DI There are a Is there a national No, although this is considered to be Development of a national Exposure of
effective planning planning strategy and a major weakness. human resources strategy senior officials
arrangements for procedure for which views the civil service and CSD to EU
deployment of deployment of civil as a core transferable pool of human resources
civil servants. servants throughout staff. strategy, and

the structure? forward planning
methods.



Matrix 1: Evaluation of Civil Service Human Resource anagement
Ref Good Practice Score Performance Evaluation Summary Action Required Technical

Criteria Indicators Used and Assistance
JBencbmark
Information

D2 Effective 3 Can a system be Partly. The Public Service Law Development of a human

personnel demonstrated that (Chapter 12) requires the resources strategy which

information registers basic maintenance of personal files and specifies the functionality of

systems are in personnel information employee service records. The Civil the persona system (modified

place. for the entire civil Service Department has the Persona if necessary) within the
service, containing system to register all of these overall human resources
personal requirements, but all the necessary requirements of the civil
characteristics such as data has not been inputted. In any service).
education and skills, event, there is no strategy for how the
personnel actions, information can be used effectively.
appraisal results,
training and career
history? _

Are Human resources No. Even those ministries that have
practitioners trained in received the Persona system have not
the use of personnel been adequately trained in the basic
management functionality.
information systems?
Is the personnel No, there is no widespread
management understanding of the opportunities
information system that personnel data can provide.
used effectively in
decisionmaking?



Matrix 1: Evaluation of Civil Service Human Resource Mana ement
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D3 Recruitment is 3 Are all posts Partly. All higher classification posts The Public Service Law TA support to
based upon merit. advertised publicly to are required to be advertised. should establish competition train personnel

ensure equal However, there are no standard for all civil service posts. managers and
competition for posts? application forms which makes fair Common application forms other senior staff

judgement of candidates difficult. should be developed for in recruitment
different categories of staff. practices and

Is there a competitive Partly. All higher posts are subject to Following advertisement, interviewing
process including attestation. Other posts are subject to low-tier positions should be techniques.
objective assessment interview on the basis of core interviewed using consistent
for recruitment? competencies defined by the techniques, with personnel

attestation requirements for the Basic managers and other
Group of Official Positions. interviewers trained in the
However, there are no written techniques.
uniform procedures for interviewing,

00 or staff trained in interviewing
techniques.

Are job description Yes, but they vary in format and Development of a common TA to help
prepared and utilized? coverage. 80% of the civil service job description format that ensure that job

have job descriptions, and it is can feed into the pay and descriptions feed
planned to complete descriptions for grading system, and which is into the pay and
the remaining jobs by October 1998. a legal department for all civil grading (job

service positions. evaluation)
process.

Is the recruitment Yes, for higher positions, using the
process checked by attestation system. Other posts are
multiple reviewers? recruited by the relevant managers

and personnel managers.



Matrix 1: Evaluation of Civil Service Human Resource Management
Ref Good Practice $eore ermn _ valuatloa Summary Aion lRequlk Techniall

Criteria . . . rs ise4aMd anaIdce

Are there consistent No, each ministry has its own The procedures for
practices across the procedures, which are not written advertising, and interviewing
civil service'? down. There are no central need to be elaborated and

directives. form part of a supplementary
act, or a personnel
management handbook, and
ministry personnel managers
should be trained in the
procedures. Further, the CSD
should inspect employers to
ensure compliance.



Matrix 1: Evaluation of Civil Service Human Resource Management
Ref Good Practie Score Perfornance Evaluation Suntmary Action Required Technical

Criteria Indicators Used and Assistance
Benchmxark
lInformation

D4 Perlormance 3 Are performance No, there is no performance appraisal The planned revision to the TA experts to
evaluation is appraisals undertaken system. A concept and revised Public Service Law should be work with CSD
objective, on a regular basis for Public Service Law is planned to implemented and to develop
uniform, and all staff? implement annual performance operationalized in appraisal
focussed on E.g., appraisal. It is stated that around 16% supplementary regulations (or procedures and
performance Belgium/Germany all of posts are currently been appraised a personnel management documentation.
improvement and employees evaluated using localized systems. handbook), and managers and
career every 1-2 years; staff trained in its application.
development. Netherlands/U.K. each

employee evaluated
annually
Is there a formal No, the concept is under
unified performance development.
appraisal system?
Evidence of written
appraisals for last two
years available for
review?
EU countries'
appraisals kept on file,
with open access to
employees
Are categories of Not applicable.
appraisal similar to
best practice?
Is the appraisal linked No, although it is planned to link the
to other human appraisal system to promotion and
resources procedures? pay.



Matrix 1: Evaluation of Civil Service Human Resource Management
Ref G;ood Practice Score Performance Evaluation Summary Ation Required Techwial

Criteria Indicats Used and Assistance
Benchmark
information

D5 Promotion is 3 Is there a uniform Partly. According to the Public
open and process, with legal Service Law 1995, on the
transparent, and basis, for making recommendation of a manager, staff
based upon merit. promotion decisions? with more than 6 months service may

attend promotion attestation
commissions, for vacant posts.
However, the law has not been
implemented yet and is likely to be
revised as a result of amendments to
the law governing appraisal and
attestation.

Are the procedures Partly. The Law Approving the Attestation procedures need

open and transparent? Attestation Requirements of Basic to be defined, including all

Results of promotions Groups of Official Positions supporting documentation,
published? (November 19, 1996) specifies the and attestation commission

qualifications for different categories members trained in them
of staff. Specific attestation before they can legally sit on
procedures are not specified in any an attestation panel.
detail. Promotion decisions are not Promotion and appointment
published. decisions should be published

in the State Gazette.

Is the processed used No, there are currently no procedures
consistently across the to guarantee consistent practice.
civil service?
Is the process overseen Partly. Appointments to positions are
by a third party? overseen by the personnel manager. _
Is there recourse to Yes, but only questioning the legality
appeal for promotion of the process, rather than the result.

______ grievances? ____________________________________________



Matrix 1: Evaluation of Civil Service Human Resource Mana ement

D6 There are 4 Are there common Yes, defined in article 84 of the
disciplinary objective criteria for Public Service Law.
procedures based disciplinary action?
upon transparent Are statistics held on No, there are no such statistics, but CSD should be informed of
and fair the number of anecdotal evidence suggests they are the details of every
principles. disciplinary hearings quite rare. disciplinary hearing, so that

and their outcomes? they can aggregate statistics
and be informed of the causes
of disciplinary action. This
system will also help to help
ensure fair play.

Is there a written Yes, PSL article 87 and the Law on
process for conducting Disciplinary Actions and Against
disciplinary hearings? Employees, which covers all

employees in Estonia.
Average Wor 3.0
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Matrix 1: Evaluation of Civil Service Human Resource Management
Ref TG-ood Practice Score Performance Evaluation Summay Action Required Technical

Criteria hIdicators Used and Assitance
Benchmark

.,___. Information
El There is an 3 Is there clear Yes, the CSD has responsibility for The Civil Service Department

appropriate responsibility for civil civil service training policy, but no should be given the sole
training system to service training authority for directing ministries' mandate to develop national
retrain staff to policy? training programs or ensuring civil service training policy,
prepare new compliance with the national training which includes EU training as
recruits and priorities. one subordinate component.
develop existing Ministries have their own training
staff. budgets and define their own

individual needs. Thus, the potential
for economies of scale in core
training is lost.

Is there a national No, although there is for EU training. The CSD should develop a
training policy based Each ministry has developed its own national training strategy
upon training needs training plan, but this is oriented defining civil service training
analysis? towards EU integration. needs (linked to core

competencies), institutional
arrangements, contracting
options and procedures, and
finance requirements.

Is there institutional Partly. Each ministry has a training Each ministry training office
capacity for office in the personnel department, should meet on a regular
developing training but there is a lack of training needs basis with the CSD training
policies at different analysis skills. policy manager to identify

_____ ________________ levels? training issues and solutions. _



Matrix 1: Evaluation of Civil Service Human Resource Management

E2 Training budgets 4 Are there specific Yes, all ministries are required to
are sufficient to training budgets spend at least 3% of their staff wages
implement the identified in the state budget on training.
training policies, budget?
within fiscal Is the level of training Figures are not available on
constraints. expenditure consistent international practice.

with international
practice?

E3 Training 3 Is there a sufficient Yes, there are over 100 providers,
provision is range of public and including the Estonia Institute of
sufficient to meet private sector Public Administration, which
the requirements providers to compete provides in-service training.
of the civil for training provision?
service. Have options been No, not at a strategic corporate level. Within the national training

considered for However, ministries do use private strategy, the costs and
contracting out sector providers. benefits of contracting out
training provision? training for major in-service

I__ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I___________________ training should be reviewed.



Matrix 1: Evaluation of Civil Service Human Resource Manaement
Ref Good Practice Score Performance Evaluation Summary Action Required Technical

Cnteria Indicators Used and Asistance
Benchimark

.__ nI.formatlon __,..

Training 3 Are there defined No, there is no legal requirement. The Public Service Law or

evaluation is procedures for EIPA have started to ask student national training strategy

undertaken to evaluating training opinions of courses, but the impact of should specify that contracts

identify the courses'? training has not been evaluated. should be established by

relevance and training clients and providers.

cost effectiveness Training contracts should

of training. specify that their training
providers should evaluate the
impact and quality of the
training.
For major in-service training,
CSD should arrange
independent evaluation of its

training program.
Does training No.
evaluation examine
relevance of training,
and cost effectiveness?
Are trainees utilized No, there is no mechanism of staff
and well placed in the rotation or deployment in the civil
civil service upon service.
completion of

I training?
A E3 Score 3.3 ...... ... .....

F. Management Praetices and Culture
Score: 2.5
Desirable characteristics

Decisionmaking structures ensure effective citizen-oriented service maanagement and delivery, with delegation schemes that are similar to

other EU civil services.



Matrix 1: Evaluation of Civil Service Human Resource Management
Ref Good Practice Score Performance Evialuation Summary Action Required Technical

Criteria Indiaors Used and Assistance
Benchmark
Information

Fl Decisionmaking 3 Are budgets devolved No. Budgets are not devolved below Ministry of Finance should Exposure of
is placed at the to decisionmakers? chancellor levels, thus there is a consider a long-term strategy MOF and CSD
lowest possible misalignment between accountability for devolving budgets more officials to
level to ensure for decisionmaking and the means to in line with decisionmaking, international
effective deliver. and planning for the public sector
management and necessary training in practice on
service delivery. decisionmaking and budget devolved budget

management. management.
Are there clear No, there has been a reluctance to
mechanisms for introduce results-oriented
delegating decisions management. However, there is now
and holding an opportunity to strengthen
individuals to account accountability through the
for their performance performance appraisal process being

o7e (in terms of outputs planned.
and outcomes)?

F2 Service Delivery 2 Are standards No. There is no legal requirement for Government should consider Exposure of
is based upon published for public service providers to publish their requiring service providers to senior officials to
public services? standards of performance, or their negotiate with the public their citizen's charter
consultation actual performance. standards of performance, approaches to
regarding and to publish these together performance
priorities and with the actual performance management
standards of (on a periodic basis). (such as U.K.,
service. New Zealand,

Australia,
Malaysia, and
Singapore).

Are standards based No, see above.
upon public
consultation?



Matrix 1: Evaluation of Civil Service Human Resource Management
Ref Good Practice Score Performance Evaluation Sunmary Action Required Technical

Criteria Indicators Used and Assi anee

Benchisark

l . . _ Int~~ornxatioll.. 

Averagee score - 2.5



r Matrix 2: Evaluation of Policy Formuilation and Co-ordination
RetfI Good Practice Score Performance Indican rs Used and Evaluation Summary Action Required 1'

Criteria Benchark tion _____ Ane
G. lnstitutional Arrangements
Score; 4.0
Desirable characteristics

*There is a focal point within e government institutional tructur that has the political authority to ensur0 that decisions are binding,
e ticient, and of hi h tecical qiuality.

G I There are 5 Is there a constitutional provision for Yes, the Government of
effective decisionmaking bodies? the Republic Act (January
institutional 1, 1996) covers
arrangements government
for decisionmaking bodies.
decisionmaking

G2 There are 3 Is there a central entity to provide strategic No, there is no strategic or Development of a TA to help
effective and policy support for effective policy unit, although this strategic planning establish terms of

4>- institutional decisionmaking? is recognized as an area unit in the State reference for a
arrangements to for development. Chancellery. strategic policy
provide .__ unit.
strategic Does the central body have sufficient Not applicable.
planning and capacity to undertake strategic and policy
policy formulation functions'?
formulation, to
support
decisionmaking



Matrix 2: Evaluation of Policy Formulation and Co-ordination
Red GoodF PatrAfce Scot Pe rfrmtce Indkators Used sad Evaluation Summay- ActiolfRequired Thnkal

Criteria ... Asustange

G3 There are 5 Is there a central body for coordinating Yes, the government

effective cabinet policies, and undertaking secretariat program and cabinet

institutional functions? (Including on membership of machinery is supported by

arrangements committees, drafting terms of reference for the State Chancellery

for policy task groups, scheduling and prioritizing Secretariat.

coordination. meeting agendas, disseminating policy The procedures are
decisions to concerned bodies, etc.) governed by Government

Internal Regulations,
revised in 1996.

Does the central secretariat have sufficient Yes. The staff are
capacity to coordinate policy? experienced in policy

coordination and in using
the secretariat's computer
systems.

Are all major policies passed through the Yes. These include the

t'i central secretariat? government's programmed
"C agenda, plus additional

issues that arise in-year, or
from parliament.

G4 There are 3 Are there bodies for ensuring cross-sectoral No, not all policies and Government should

structures at all policy is developed in accordance with decrees agreed by cabinet require that all

levels of national strategy? are assessed against policy submissions

government to relevance of national state how the policy

ensure effective strategy. However, the meets the

policy government program is, government's

development since this is derived from national stated

and national strategy. There is priorities.

coordination. a tendency to over-rely
upon legislation as an
alternative to other forms
of policy directive.



Matrix 2: Evaluation of Polic Formulation and Co-ordination

Are there bodies for assessing the impact of Partly. The progress of Government should TA (such as
government-wide policies? legislative drafting is specify that all twinning) to the

tracked, but policy impact policy submissions State Chancellery
assessments are not made include a section and ministry
in all cases. There is requiring that all policy makers on
anecdotal evidence of policies are policy
some impact assessment, evaluated in terms of formulation and
but this has tended to be impact, and impact assessment
reactive when published according techniques.
parliamentary questions or to an agreed
media concerns have been timetable. The State
raised. Chancellery

(possibly the
strategic planning
unit) should produce
and compile an

0 annual report on the
impact of
government
strategies.

Are there bodies for providing policy advice No, there is little support The State
for ministries and the center? to advise ministries on Chancellery should

policy development issues. provide policy
However, there are support advice to
common formats for ministries (this
policy submissions that could be a role for
require that policies are strategic planning
costed, options appraised unit).
and impacts and risks
assessed.



Matrix 2: Evaluation of Policy ormulation and Co-ordination
Ref Good Practice Score Performance Indicators Used and E uation Summary Acton Requlred Technical

_ riteria Benchmark Information Ass_ __ AIistance
Are there bodies in ministries for No, except for EU
coordinating sectoral policy development integration issues, where
and evaluation? each ministry has an EU

Integration Bureau. Other
policies are coordinated by
the chancellor's support
staff, but not in any
advanced way. However,
the State Chancellery
provides weekly progress
reports that assist in the
coordination of each
ministry's major policies.

vero e Scor 4.0 I E ._.___-_._._E__

H. Policy Processe atid Procedures
s Score: 4.2

Desirable characteristics. -: . - .---- -

* The policymaking processe ensure that decilns are b1ndig, f aent d o dightehnic qUfity.:

* Polirymaking processe a,re-effctive in enisuring tht sectoral policies are developed haiey are nousl*nt with ovell strategy, so that

irte-sectorAl licies are propert coordlnte w one aP.other, ad s ikat . r ffcations Are i:
H1 There are 4 Are the procedures defined in law for Yes, within the

processes for requiring that necessary consultation takes Government Internal

ensuring all place? Regulations. All cabinet

interested papers must have

parties are undergone a round of

consulted. consultation with other
ministries (which must
sign that they agree with
the policy) and relevant

I interest groups.



Matrix 2: Evaluation of Polic Formulation and Co-ordination

H2 There are 4 Are there published procedures for Yes, within the
detailed submission of policies, and allocation of Government Internal
administrative actions by the government? Regulations 1996.
procedures for Do the procedures allocate responsibilities, Yes. The State
processing deadlines, and actions? Chancellery Secretariat
policies. develops the government

program and six monthly
cabinet business agenda.
This includes actions and
timescales. However, this
tends to rely too heavily
upon the passing of laws,
rather than other types of
policies.

Do the procedures ensure policies are Yes. There is a cover sheet
submitted to government in a consistent that requires all policies to
format? prepare an executive

summary, cost, impact
issues, and EU integration
consequences.



Matrix 2: Evaluation of Policy Formulation and Co-ordination _ __I

Ref Good Practice Score Performauce fndicators Used and Evaluation Summary Action RequWred Techuical

Criteria Benchmark Information Ass_tance
Do the processes help anticipate and resolve Yes. The presence of Improved
conflicts before government meetings? consultation requirements, consultation with the

pre-meetings of Legal Chancellor
councilors, and a pre- prior to cabinet
meeting of the cabinet meetings.
minimize conflict issues.
However, the Legal
Chancellor sometimes
raises issues regarding
legality, and it would be
advantageous to improve
consultation with the
Legal Chancellor's
department prior to cabinet
meetings.

H3 There are clear 4 Do the processes ensure full analysis of Partly. This is a mandatory
policies for costs, benefits, risks, implementation issues, section of the policy

ensuring etc? submission, but the
effective policy accuracy of initial cost
formulation and assessment is not followed

evaluation. up.
Are the processes performed by the central Yes. They have been
secretariat efficient? supported by the Swedish

International Development
Agency and use computer
systems to track policies
and correspondence.



Matrix 2: Evaluation of Policy Formulation and Co-ordination
Rf God Prctice Sco rf*rnA ' liodJ on Smmr Ati R na

Do procedures ensure that policies are No, there is little in the All policies,
evaluated? way of post including

implementation government acts,
evaluation. should include the

requirement of
periodic evaluation
and publication of
results within the
implementation
section.

H4 Office 5 Is best use made of office technology? Yes, using the SEIRA
Technology is cabinet decision
used to monitoring system and
automate the TRIP, the correspondence
policy monitoring system. The
coordination two systems are linked and
process. provide weekly reports on

outstanding actions.
Are there common standards of software? Yes, although the software

is not available to ministry
policy departments.

H5 There are 4 Are there published times for policy Yes, within the
published submissions? Government Programme,
standard times which is updated every six
for submission months.
and amendment Are there reasonable rejection rates in terms Yes. Most of the weekly
of proposals. of policies submitted? government agenda is

agreed with. However,
approximately 2 out of 5
major bills will require
two or more submissions.



Matrix 2: Evaluation f Policy Formulation and Co-ordination ._._._._._._v_
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Is there evidence of pre-meetings to ensure Yes, with senior civil
swift agreement at government meetings? servants and a pre-meeting

of the cabinet together
with civil servants.

Aver e score ___

Sctwp 3*n.- . .. -

* Stuff at die Center _1 he s b g : -- * i the Jwe s o the

II Policymaking 3 Is the staff complement of policy units No. In the secretariat this The national human

departments are based upon an assessment of need (i.e. task has remained relatively resources strategy to

sufficiently analysis)? stable over a number of require that staffing
resourced. years. In ministries there is requirements for

no formal policy policy functions are
department. reviewed, together

with other core
roles.

Is the number of staff in policy making Yes. The staffing of the
functions considered to be acceptable? secretariat is considered to

be sufficient. Not
applicable to ministries.



Matrix 2: Evaluation of Policy Formulation and Co-ordination
7Ref Good Practice Score PerOrmance Tpdlator VsedandE4ainSmay AcinRq ehia

Are rewards sufficient to attract and retain Salaries are comparatively
high caliber staff? high in the secretariat, and

it is a prestigious position.
The head of the secretariat
has served 11 different
cabinets. The state
chancellery is one of the
highest earning institutions
in the public sector.

12 Policymaking 3 Are staff trained in policy formulation and Partly, but this is ad hoc, The need for policy Training and

and evaluation techniques? based upon available formulation, options international

coordination training programs in appraisal, cost exposure

staff possess ministries. It has not been benefit analysis and (including

suitable identified as a formal policy evaluation twinning) in

qualifications training requirement. should be included general policy

and skills. Policy staff at the State with the civil service formulation
Chancellery are mostly training strategy. techniques.
lawyers with little cross Greater rotation of
sectoral experience. higher officials and
Within ministries there are policy development
no policy staff as such. staff, to ensure
Policies are developed by broad experience of
sector specialists who have different sectors.
little experience outside
their sector.

Have staff been selected by means of a No. Higher officials are
process which tests verbal reasoning, selected using the
interpersonal and organizational skills? attestation commissions,

which do not test these
issues in any systematic
way.

Average Score 3.0 ._ _ .



Matrix 3: EU Accession Manag ement
Ref Good Practice Score I Performnance Indicators Used and Eauation Summtary Aiction Required Technical

Criteria 4cenchnark Information IAssistance
J. EU Accession Strategy
Score, 4.0
Desirable characteristics

There is a well-articulated strategy for developing public administration to meet the needs of EU accession by target date.

* Strategic vision is of hii analvtic quality, realistic, consultative, and comprehensive.
JI There is a 4 Is the strategy based upon an empirical Yes. The National The government

national assessment of the current state of Programme for the needs to ensure that

strategy for administrative development? Adoption of the Aquis the EU integration
developing provides Estonia's strategy is better

public strategy for EU accession. linked to other

administration This is a requirement of domestic and

to mcet the the EC and is focussed on external strategies,

needs of EU harmonization of laws, including public

accession. rather than administrative administration.
development. A national
strategy for public
administration has also
been developed in the
government's Public
Administration
Development Concept
(January 29, 1998).



Matrix 3: EU Accession Manaeement

Does the strategy include an action plan, No. The National The next production
with technical assistance requirements? Programme has not fully of the National

assessed the cost Programme should
implications and technical include cost
assistance requirements of estimates for all
all parts of the program, sectors and state
although some parts, e.g. technical assistance
agriculture, are well requirements.
defined.

Does the action plan include cost estimates? Partly. Some aspects such
as agriculture and
statistics have been costed
in broad terms.

Does the action plan define responsibilities, Partly. Actions are well
timescales, and resources? defined in terms of the

laws that require
oo harmonization. It is

assumed that each
sectoral ministry will be
responsible for
harmonization. The
Programme acts as an
input into the Government
Agenda, which specified
laws to be redrafted and
the timescales for

____ ___ ____ _____ submission to cabinet.



Matrix 3: EU Accession Management
Ref Good Practice Score Performance Indiators Used and Evaluation Summary i Required Technical

Criteria Benehmark Information A"sistance

J2 The strategy 4 Is the action plan based upon consultation? Partly. The EU Accession
and plans have Programme has been
involved negotiated with the EC,
members of the and has been agreed by

public, interest the cabinet. It has thus
groups, undergone the required
government internal consultation
bodies and the procedures.
EU. Is the action plan approved by the necessary Yes, by the cabinet.

authorities?
Has the action plan been discussed with Yes.
EC?
Has the action plan been widely No. Although it is
disseminated as a public document? publicly available, it is

not considered to be of
special interest to citizens.

A r 4 I_ __

K. Institutional Arrangements
Score: 4.0
Desirable characteristics
* There is a management strcture for EU accessin based on suttabilty for purpose and consistency with local conditions.



Matrix 3: EU Accession Manaement
06 God Practice 1 Ar rorue~ktOrs se tiwd Eviim umr A0tion eq*tird ehk

KI There are 4 Are there management structures with Yes, institutions include
suitable appropriate legal basis for managing EU the Commission of
institutional accession? Ministers, Council of
arrangements Senior Civil Servants,
for managing Expert Groups within
the process of each ministry, EU
EU accession. Integration Bureaus

within each Ministry, the
European Integration
Office, Parliamentary
Committee on European
Affairs, the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs.

Was the structure based upon an analytical No. It has evolved over
report agreed by government? time, but always subject

to cabinet decisions.
o Was the structure designed on the basis of Yes, in discussion with

international models? EC, and based upon an
evaluation of other
accession countries'
models.

Does the structure provide for strong policy Yes, and supported by
coordination within public administration? EC.
Is responsibility for EU accession at the Yes, there is commitment
optimum level in the government structure? at every level.



Matrix 3: EU Accession Management
Ref Good Practice Score Performance Indicators Used and - valuationSummary Action Required Technical

Criteria Bengch arlJfbrina_ion Assi tance

K2 The legislature 4 Does the legislature have sufficient Partly. The legislature has
has appropriate technical support needed to analyze relevant experts to support
resources to legislation? harmonization processes,
analyze but so far has not played a
legislation. major part since the

government has been
responsible for amending
existing acts.

Is there sufficient political consensus for Yes. All major parties in
accession that detailed matters can be the coalition government
brought to the legislature, without fear of support EU accession.

._______________ derailment?
____ verag ce 

L. ManogemientProcesses and ProWedures
Score: 40--

ofi Desirable characteristics
* Mainaljgnnt proesses for EU acesion are based on suitably otpurpod consistency with ocal cOditions.



Matrix 3: EU Accession Mana ent
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LI There are 4 Are there agreed and widely understood Yes. The procedures for

efficient, procedures for considering consultation, policy development and
transparent, securing agreement, developing policy etc? consultation are the same

consultative as those for other policies.
procedures that Is best use made of existing expertise in No. There is little rotation

reflect best undertaking the procedures? of EU skilled staff across
practice in EU the civil service, and this
member states. has resulted in lost

opportunities to spread
knowledge.

Do the procedures ensure sufficient Yes. The procedures are
consultation with interested parties? the same as with general

policy formulation. The
Parliamentary Committee
on EU Affairs is
responsible for informing
the public on EU affairs. _________

Are the processes and procedures supported Yes. Policies regarding
by adequate technology? EU harmonization are

tracked using the
secretariat SEIRA system.
The European Integration
Office coordinates
documents on behalf of
the Commission of
Ministers and Council of
Senior Civil Servants.

M. flumant Resucsise
ISAcore: 3 S3
3Deslrabe characteristic_



Matrix 3: EU Accession Manaerment
Ref Good Practice Score Performance Indicators Used and Evaluation Summary Action Required Technical

Criteria Benchmark baiformation Assistance
M] There are 3 Is there an established personnel Partly. The European Development of a

personnel management function to ensure that Integration Office and unified civil service
management management needs are anticipated and met? Ministry EU Co- staffing plan,
functions and ordination Bureaus are resulting from the
policies to responsible for assessing civil service HR
ensure the staffing and skill strategy, functional
optimum needs of civil servants in review and analysis
deployment of the context of EU of sectoral priorities,
skills, to meet accession. A training which defines
EU accession strategy has been staffing and skills
requirements. produced, but not a civil requirements for EU

service wide staffing plan. and non EU
Are there forward planning mechanisms to No, although each priorities.
ensure skills requirements will be met for ministry has forecast its
the next stage of EU accession? establishment

requirements in the
context of annual budget
submissions to the
Ministry of Finance.
Ministries have prepared
a wish list, not based upon
justifiable job inspection
techniques, which
amounts to around 2000
staff across the civil
service. However, the
figure allocated by the
Ministry of Finance is
subject to the budget
planning cycle.

Are staffing complements are based upon a No, see above.
rigorous assessment of need?



Matrix 3: EU Accession Management
hff:000~~ 8t/jre F* %rtnai 0 If;0:;nRRef' Good Practice Scr Praaict Indicators Used andJvduto umay Ato eurd Te uca

Are staffing levels sufficient for EU No. Currently, it is
accession? considered that additional

staff will be required, but
there are no overall
figures. However, with
distribution of staff based
upon priorities, existing
total establishment may
be sufficient. A staffing
plan needs to be
undertaken on the basis of
a functional review and
_ policy priorities.



Matrix 3: EU Accession Mana went
Ref Good Pactice Score Performace ndicators Used.and Evaluation Summary Aetion Required Technial

Criteria Benchmark t1fo__atiox- ___ _ - ce

M2 Staff involved 4 Do dedicated staff have the necessary Yes. EU related staff are

in EU accession expertise? well trained in the

have negotiations and other

appropriate related processes.

skills and Is staff turnover in areas of EU accession No. There are figures

expertise. acceptable? suggesting that over the
first three years, 50% of
staff trained by Phare in
EU related activities have
left the civil service.

Do EU accession specialists have Partly. EU related staff The public service

appropriate incentives? tend to have higher law should state that
salaries and foreign travel staff trained in EU
acts an incentive. and other issues
However, the incentives should repay their
favor recruitment rather training costs if they
than retention. leave the public

sector within a
defined period of
time after the training
has been completed.



Matrix 3: EU Accession Management
Ref Good Prucie Scor Iefrac Idicators UedndElatoSmar Ati RqreTcncl

Have training programs been developed to Yes. There have been
meet the particular requirements of EU standard training
accession? programs undertaken by

Phare. However, skills
development has
concentrated upon legal
knowledge and EU
structure, rather than the
management skills needed
by all managers to operate
within the EU
environment.

Has a strategic assessment of the skills Yes, within the EIO EU There should be an

required for EU accession been undertaken, Training Strategy for overall civil service

and plan for delivery? Estonian civil servants training strategy, of
N) (1997). However, this which EU integration

needs to fit in to the is one component.
overall training strategy
for civil servants.



Matrix 3: EU Accession Ma _ ment _ -
Ref Good Practice Score Performance Indicators Used and Evaluation Sumnary Action Required Technical

Criteria Benchmark Information Assistance
M3 Provision has 3 Have technical assistance needs been Although the EIO has Attempts to define

been made to identified and appropriate plans developed attempted to define EU technical
secure external for securing external expertise? technical assistance, this assistance
technical has not been achieved requirements should
assistance. with any degree of require ministries to

consistency across all submit their
sectors. The Integration requirements in light
Projects Support Office of national HR
(IPSO) funded by Phare strategies as well as
has also attempted this, the national EU
and thus there is accession program.
duplication limited by the Documents
lack of fundamental data submitted by
from ministries, which is ministries should be
often submitted in a in the same format,
variety of formats. and include costings

for each item.
Avera2e score 3.3
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Notes

' A full discussion of the methodology utilized in this assessment is provided in the overview chapter.
2 "Strategy Options for Public Administration Reform in Central and Eastern Europe." J Jens Hesse,
Y Venna, T. Verheijen, Phare 1997.
3 According to the Government of the Republic Act, 1996, ministers include the Prime Minister, and
Ministers of Education, Justice, Defense, Environment, Economic Affairs, Agriculture, Finance,
Internal Affairs, Social Affairs, Transport and Communications, Foreign Affairs, and other ministers
(such as Regional Affairs), up to a total of 15.
4In some countries senior civil servants are appointed by an independent commission to prevent
political interference (for example, in New Zealand, Australia, and the United Kingdom).
' The Public Service Training Council is one of the working groups set up to advise the Ministerial
Commission for Administrative Reform.
6 Regulated by the Legal Chancellor Activities Organisation Act (August 21, 1997).
7 Law on the General Principles of the Civil Code, Passed by Parliament on 28' June 1994.
8 Report available from the Finnish Institute of Public Management, July 1998.
9 In Finland, Sweden, and Denmark the mandate for personnel policy lies within the Ministry of
Finance; in the United Kingdom and Austria, within the cabinet office and state chancellery; and in
France and Belgium, within separate rministries.
'° The State Audit Office is an independent institution, the head of which is accountable to parliament
and has the option to attend and speak in cabinet meetings. The staff currently numbers around 100,
including county-based offices.

The reasoning is that much of the Administrative Reform Development Concept concerned
territorial affairs.
12 For example, the Civil Service Commission in the United Kingdom
"3 The concept of a civil service oversight body has also been proposed by the Phare 1996-8
Administration Reform Project, but not agreed by the Government. Such a body is different to an
Ombudsman who is primarily used for resolving grievances of citizens.
14 Source: World Bank: An International Statistical Survey of Government Employment and Wages.
S. Schiavo-Campo, G. de Tommaso, A, Mukherjee (August 1997)..
15 Readers should refer to the World Bank Country Economic Memorandum for a more in-depth
analysis of employment and pay statistics.
16 National retirement age is currently 57 for women, and 62 for men.
17 A figure of between 5 and 10 percent would give a good balance between retaining institutional
memory and bringing in fresh skills and ideas.
18 Higher, Senior, Junior, and Support Staff.
"9 The total number of officials in state administration according to the Ministry of Finance was 9793
in 1997. The different total shown here is due to differences in definitions and counting mechanisms
used by the State Chancellery and Ministry of Finance.
20 The Ministry of Finance was unable to provide time series data on the number of employees at
different grades.
21 Based upon the ratio of the highest basic salary to the lowest. Figures are not available for the
compression of total wages.
22 In the United Kingdom for example, the core civil service uses a grading system which groups or
bands ranges of job evaluation scores into grades. Pay is then linked to grades separately based upon
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the available wage bill and government pay policy. Each civil service post is evaluated and allocated
to a grade. United Kingdom local government has a similar but separate national grading system,
which requires local authorities to use job evaluation to determine grades for posts. Local
governments can decide how much each grade will be paid based upon information on local market
rates gained from pay surveys. The Hay job evaluation is the most common in United Kingdom local
government.
23 Poland is currently developing a job evaluation system for senior civil servants (supported by the
U.K.'s Department for International Development).
24 It is expected that all civil servants' data will be on the system by October 1998. Ministries have
completed questionnaires that will be input by the PSD.
25 Around 80 percent of civil service posts have job descriptions. All posts are expected to have job
descriptions by October 1998, but they are in a variety of different formats.
26 However, it is estimated by the PSD that around 16 percent of posts are currently appraised in a
variety of different ways by different institutions.
27 "Punished by Rewards." Alfie Kohn, paper presented at the British Deming Association Annual
Conference, April 1994.
28 "The Effects of Performance Management and Performance Related Pay in Local Government;" P
Spence; U.K. Journal of Local Government Studies, August 1990.
29 the Chairperson of Labor inspectorates are appointed by the Minister of Social Affairs.
30 some ministries request EIPA to test the knowledge of their candidates, but there are no records of
anyone failing the test.
31 This is a common finding in FSU countries; for example, in Estonia the State Secretary has to be a
qualified lawyer, according to the Government of the Republic Act of 1996.
32 Financial compliance is audited by the State Audit Office.
33 The Deputy Chancellor of the State Chancellery who is responsible for cabinet secretariat functions
has served 11 different governments.
34 The mninistry EIU could be incorporated within the recommended ministry planning units to
provide even greater synergy.
35 Poland and Hungary have 160 and 100 staff employed in EU integration apparatus.
36 Two long-termn Phare advisers were deployed within EIO from January 1998 to provide general
policy advice and EU issues training.
37 All major political parties support EU accession.
38 This section uses data provided by: Strategy Options for Public Administration Reform in Central
Europe, J. Jens Hesse; Y. Venna, T. Verheijen (June 1997), Phare.
39 Contracted to the Finnish Institute of Public Management
40 the Phare Technical Assistance Information Exchange Office (TAIEX) is providing experts from
EU member states (twinning) to work on a secondment basis in state agencies, in order to advise on
policy and procedure.
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4. Hungary

This chapter assesses Hungary's progress on developing the capacity of its public administration in

the transition period to EU accession. It provides a case study of a larger initiative that examines

progress made toward administrative modernization by countries in Central and Eastern Europe
engaged in the process of accession into the European Union. These countries face dual
administrative challenges: (1) to develop the capacity to manage the process of European integration;
and (2) to develop a modem and professional public administration that can enter the EU on an equal
footing with current, members, and, more broadly, that can take its place alongside advanced
administrations in the rest of the developed world. Meeting the first challenge depends largely on the

degree to which individual pre-accession countries competently execute EU requirements. Rising to
the second challenge is more complex. Although the European Commission has made clear that
acceding countries will need to increase their administrative capacity, there are no explicit
stipulations or standards as to the exact nature of this capacity or the means by which it should be
attained. Moreover, countries entering Europe in the twenty-first century must position their public

sector institutions not just for regional integration but also for global competition.
What constitutes high quality, well-performing government administration is subject to debate. At

a quite general level, high caliber government can be defined as one that makes sound policy choices
and administers those choices effectively. But how can this definition of "good government" be

translated into observable and monitorable attributes that countries can work to achieve? This study
begins to answer this question by trying to understand and specify the real standard of performance
that CEE countries engaged in the accession process will need to attain on a range of administrative
tasks in order to operate effectively in the EU environment- and in order to reach advanced country

administrative norms more generally.
To assess individual country progress, we evaluate current public administration activities in light

of international best practice.' For Hungary, as for the other countries in the study, the immediate aim
of this assessment is threefold: (1) to provide a benchmark by which government rmight monitor its
own administrative development progress on an ongoing basis; (2) to provide guidance on policy
measures that Hungarian government might undertake in order to strengthen its public administration;

and (3) to identify areas where external technical support might be helpful.
In parallel with the other cases, Hungary's government administrative capacity is exarnined along

three system-wide dimensions:human resource development for the civil service, policy formulation
and coordination at the center-of-government, and the management and coordination of EU
integration processes within government. For each dimension, we probe a series of critical questions.
On developing human resources for the civil service, we ask how far have governments gone to
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transform previously communist, politicized bureaucracies into professional and politically neutral
career civil services focused on performance and service to the citizen. In the policy formulation

arena, we ask how effectively have countries replaced central command mechanisms with efficient,

technically competent, and widely consultative structures and processes for producing policies that

the outside world can count on as professionally sound and politically binding. Finally, on EU

accession management, we ask how effectively has the institutional infrastructure dedicated to

managing accession and membership developed policy and met requirements. Has success in these
EU-specific tasks come at the cost of larger public administration development?

The following three sections examine these issues at length. In addition, the annex of this report
are matrix findings evaluating the government of Hungary's progress on the performance criteria and
indicators associated with each attribute of international good practice in public administration. The
matrix provides a score for each area and also identifies actions that need to be taken as well as

technical assistance that may be needed to reach international standards.

Background and Context: Public Administration in Hungary

In broad terms, Hungary's public administration has been regarded as among the more advanced in the CEE
region. It has been endowed with a well-educated corps of public servants, and its basic structures and

procedures have been viewed as generally well-functioning by external observers. For example, the
European Conmmission's response to Hungary's application for EU membership found that in most respects,
the basic outline of Hungary's constitutional, administrative, and economic infrastructure was acceptable.2

This infrastructure was formally established in 1989 when a comprehensive and structural
amendment to the 1949 constitution was passed, laying the basis for democratic government. The
government leads the executive branch and is accountable to parliament. The government determiines
policy, prepares decrees, and proposes bills to parliament. With a figurehead president, the prime
mninister is elected by a combination of individual constituency, proportional, and national transferable

votes in two-round elections. This has resulted in coalition governments with ministerial portfolios

distributed among winning parties on the basis of electoral showings and political bargaining.
Hungary is a unitary state with a unicameral parliament consisting of 386 members, of which 176

are elected in single member constituencies, 152 on county lists, and 58 on national lists. Government
administration is composed of three levels: central,3 county, and local self-government. There are 20

counties and 3187 local governments.

Earlier Reforms

Hungary's contemporary public administration has its roots in the Austro-Hungarian Dual Monarchy,

which was highly centralized and hierarchical. The subsequent communist period was characterized
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by strong centralist policies and processes, and decisionmaking was concentrated in the Politburo.
Public servants did not have specially defined legal rights or responsibilities, but were governed by
the general Labor Code.

Hungary's transition from communism to market democracy has been gradual. For example,
during the "Goulash" communism that saw continuing relaxation of regime controls prior to 1990,
reforms were enacted to privatize agriculture and introduce multi-candidate elections for the National
Assembly and local councils. In 1989 the transition to democracy was marked with a new constitution
which created a unicameral parliament and the beginnings of democratic public administration,
including creation of a Prime Minister's Office to replace the Politburo and Office of the Cabinet.

When the transition to democracy officially began in the early 1990s, further reforms of the
political, legal, and administrative systems were enacted.4 5 A judicial system was elaborated with
legal jurisdictions at supreme, county, and local levels, and citizens' rights protection institutions such
as ombudsman offices were established. A legal framework was enacted in 1992 to separate central
policy from service delivery functions by establishing a central civil service and public service,
respectively. Each group came to be governed by a separate act that, among other things,
distinguished between political appointees and professional career employees.

Public administration rationalization and downsizing was another feature of the transition period.
Under Finance Minister Lajos Bokros, a package of reforms included the reduction of civil service
employment and established the basis for public sector modernization and streamlining through
ministerial restructuring and the elimination or privatization of obsolete functions. Also during this
period, the institutional framework for EU integration was put in place to help Hungary to position
itself within the first wave of CEE accession countries.

The recently elected government has proposed new reforms of public admninistration, emphasizing
ministerial reorganization. Changes could include the following:

An increase from twelve to sixteen ministries;
The creation of a minister in charge of the Prime Minister's Office, to strengthen central
policy coordination and strategic direction activities;
The creation of a minister for Phare technical assistance to strengthen the transparency and
coordination and allocation of donor funds; the creation of a minister for civil security;
retention of ministers for each ministry;

The following reorganization of central executive organs has also been proposed:6

The creation of a new Ministry of Economy responsible for macroeconomic planning;
The transfer of Ministry of Labor functions to the new Ministry of Economy and Ministry of
Social Protection; and

* Splitting of the Ministry of Education and National Cultural Heritage into two separate
ministries in order to strengthen the latter issues.
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Additional specific reforms that relate to civil service human resource management, EU
integration management, and policy formulation and coordination are discussed in the following
sections.

Evaluation of Civil Service Human Resources Management

This section evaluates the extent to which current human resources management in the civil service
conforms to recognized international good practice. The reader should refer to the principles and

performance indicators defined in the evaluation matrix (Annex 1).

Legal and Ethical Framework
The civil service is governed by Act XXXII of 1992 on the Legal Status of Civil Servants, which
defines the scope of civil servants, the terms and conditions of their employment, and procedures for
personnel management. In common with international best practice the scope of the civil service is
clearly defined and constitutes administrative posts in the executive, judiciary, and legislature within
state administration and local govemments. Public servants, including health and education workers,
are covered by Act XXXIII of 1992. There is separate legislation for the armed forces and the
security services.

The size of the civil service is large compared to countries such as the United Kingdom which
only include core administrative staff in ministries. However, because the size of Hungarian public
administration is relatively small there are benefits in enabling regional staff to move to ministries
and vice versa. For instance, mobility helps establish a proactive career path and provides
opportunities for sharing valuable skills throughout the administration.

As would be expected, there is a range of subsidiary legislation elaborating on rules governing
various components of the Civil Service Law, such as Government Decree No. 35/1998 (II 27), the
"'Law on the Special Administration Exam". However, this cannot be said to be a uniform position
and there are key parts of the Civil Service Law that cannot be enforced consistently across the public
sector because of a lack of supporting regulations or manuals. Specifically in areas such as
recruitment, promotion, and performance appraisal the law goes beyond stating the principles but tries
to specify the rules to be applied. However, there are no supporting manuals or regulations and the
Civil Service Law itself fails to prescribe in sufficient detail the precise procedures to be executed.

The breadth of topics and detail contained within the Civil Service Law is considerable. It would
be preferable for legislation to focus only on the underlying principles in each of the requisite areas;
supplementary manuals or even a single personnel management handbook would enable personnel
managers to implement the law consistently and fairly throughout the civil service.

Good administrative practice suggests that standards of behavior citizens can expect from civil and

public servants should be clearly articulated. One weakness of the present law is that there is no
formal code of conduct for civil servants. Although a code is currently being drafted, it will not be
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published soon. In any case the code being drafted by the Civil Service Department in the Ministry of

Interior would not be a legal document, but would only describe the ethical standards and behaviors

required of civil servants.
The Civil Service Law does in fact make provision for ethical behavior within some specific

articles. In addition, civil servants are required to sign an oath (similar to an employment contract)
that prevents them from engaging in clearly defined activities unworthy of office, and to report any

activity which may be construed as a conflict of interest (such as certain political and business
activities) (Articles 20 through 22).

Political Neutrality
One of the fundamental principles of good governance is the creation of a politically neutral

administrative service to implement government policies. Hungary has made significant progress in
this direction, and the Civil Service Law distinguishes between professional civil servants and
political appointments. There are relatively few political appointments in the executive structure, as is
consistent with prevailing advanced country practice. Figure 4.2 shows the organization of central
government and the structure of political and administrative appointments.

Less that I percent of public servants are politically appointed; only ministers, political state
secretaries, and political advisers occupy political posts. (The new government is proposing to
increase the number of ministries from 12 to 16.) Each ministry has a minister and political state
secretary with responsibilities for representing the minister in parliament and assisting with policy
development.7 Each ministry also has an administrative state secretary who is responsible for policy
implementation of the specific ministry. The structure of the Prime Minister's Office is in the process
of change following the appointment of a minister to head the office; the full implications are still
evolving. Until recently, the work of the office was overseen by an administrative secretary and
contained a number of state secretaries, called councilors, who are responsible for cross-sectoral

policies. The Prime Minister's Office also employs a number of political advisers on short-term
contacts for policy development activities.

Although the system meets international practice in terms of legality, many administrative state
secretaries are displaced with changes of government, thus increasing the political vulnerability of the
position and disturbing continuity of policy implementation. In fact, only two administrative state
secretaries remained in place in the new government elected in mid-1998. This is a critical weakness
that should be addressed through a change in legislation. Behavioral training to reorient the thinking
of senior officials, both ministers and civil servants, would also be helpful.

The respective roles of administrative state secretaries are clearly defined in Act LXXIX (1995) on

the Legal Status and Liability of the Members of the Government and the State Secretaries.The Civil
Service Law could be strengthened to prohibit the appointment or dismissal of administrative state
secretaries and other civil servants by ministers on political grounds.

A related issue is the prevention of conflicts of interest by civil servants. Article 21 of the Civil
Service Law prevents civil servants from representing a political party and engaging in political
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activities during working hours and on work premises. A civil servant is able to stand as a political
candidate but must give prior notice to his supervisors. No statistics are kept on the extent to which
political activity occurs or is reported. The law also states that a civil servant may not be employed in
any other legal capacity, except for the purposes of education, art, and science. Individual ministries
apparently reported breaches of this rule in 1997, resulting in the dismissal of a number of civil
servants and the disciplining of a senior civil servant. However, disciplinary action was taken only in
very serious cases. Although the law makes adequate provision for disciplinary action, there appears
to be a lack of enforcement or collection of statistical information on infractions. The civil service
department should monitor conflicts of interest on a more formal, structured basis.

One of the fundamental principles of public administration development is the application of
clearly articulated, merit-based processes to all aspects of human resource management. Among
current EU member countries, merit is a major consideration for recruitment, pay, and dismissal.
Indeed, each member state is generally governed by its own equal opportunities legislation, as being
subject to EU legislation and the European Court of Human Rights. In Hungary, the Civil Service
Law does not have a single unified statement advocating merit-based processes for all civil service
employment matters, even though equal rights of citizens are guaranteed by the constitution. In
practice, the Civil Service Law does convert these rights into merit-based principles for each specific
area, including recruitment, promotion, performance appraisal, and discipline. However, detailed
scrutiny of each of these areas suggests that the spirit of meritocracy does not inform the way the law
has been drafted, and certainly not the way the law is implemented by state administration and local
government. These issues are discussed in the relevant section, later in this report. In any case, the
Civil Service Law should include a general statement on a civil service governed by merit-based
principles. This would act as a key criterion with which to test the various specific articles of the law
and subsidiary legislation.

On other citizens' rights issues, international practice suggests that high level ombudsmen are a
good vehicle for hearing the appeals of both civil servants and citizens. Hungary already has a

complex network of organizations responsible for hearing individual cases of the infringement of civil
rights. These include the Parliamentary Commission on Citizens' Rights (Law LIX, 1993); the
Parliamentary Commission on Data Protection (Law LXUI, 1992); and the Parliamentary
Commission on National and Ethnic Minority Issues (Law LXVII, 1992).

Both of the latter comrnissions are subordinate to the Parliamentary Commission on Citizens'
Rights, and all three organizations share the same secretariat. The commissions are perceived as
powerful and active bodies, with sufficient resources to oversee active participation in citizen's
affairs. It appears, however, that they do not report regularly on their activities, which would
demonstrate transparent government. Also, all of the bodies are comprised of members of parliament
and therefore do not serve the function of an independent ombudsman. The government should
therefore consider installing an independent ombudsman with regular reporting.

Effective administration also depends on public information to make citizens aware of government
policies, standards of service, and grievance procedures. Although regulations and policies are
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published in journals and the media, the performance of the civil service is not systematically
disseminated to members of the public. Hungary has a strong atmosphere of openness characterized
by robust civil service consultation arrangements and a freedom of information act. Nevertheless, the
government could itself publish a national civil service mandate to specify policy priorities, the
quality of service standards, and standards of behavior for civil servants. The document could
encompass both policy priorities as well as a code of ethics. Similarly, each ministry and local
government should be required to publish its standards of service, actual performance, and the rights
of citizens to seek redress. This would conform to growing international experience that shows
greater public awareness and higher expectations build increased accountability and demand for
continuous improvements.

As to internal freedom of information, civil servants themselves have access to their personnel
records and performance appraisal results, and there is data protection legislation to safeguard
citizens' rights. While the availability of information to civil servants is quite high, to access it tends
to require a great deal of individual effort and research. Short newsletters and staff bulletins would
help to increase the information flow.

Institutional Framework
Hungary is notable for having a comparatively streamlined central executive structure with only 14
ministries. Until the change of government in May 1998, the policy and management organs of the
civil service had been relatively settled, with limited debate on the adequacy of the various
institutional arrangements. However, as indicated in the previous section some changes have already
been made to strengthen the Prime Minister's Office and economic planning.

Development of coherent human resources policies for the civil service requires coordination and
powerful enforcement. In Hungary, this responsibility lies with the Civil Service Department (CSD)
within the Ministry of Interior.8 The location of the CSD in the Ministry of the Interior has strengths
and weaknesses. Because territorial administration, which accounts for 60 percent of civil servants
and 80 percent of public servants, lies within the mandate of the Ministry of Interior there are
arguments for keeping the department within this ministry. However, the Ministry of Interior, by
definition, cannot easily coordinate civil service employment across all sectors, and is led by a
minister with a diverse portfolio which includes the police and local government. Therefore, a strong
case can be made for relocating the Civil Service Department to the Prime Minister's Office, which
would strengthen the CSD's capacity to coordinate civil service human resource issues, and increase
the authority of the department.9 The Civil Service Department has submitted a number of
innovations to the civil service law, but the most significant have been rejected by the government
through lack of high level support. This support could be forthcoming if the CSD were relocated to
the Prime Minister's Office.

Further, with a staff of only sixteen, the current Civil Service Department lacks the resources to
implement and control civil service human resources policy. Relocation of the CSD to the Prime
Minister's Office would strengthen its bargaining position in securing additional resources. Of
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particular importance is the lack of audit and inspection of employment practices. Although an
inspection program was being planned for the first time in 1998,10 it is doubtful whether the ministry
has the necessary resources or authority to carry out effective inspections and force government
institutions to comply with the lawStaff are of high caliber but need greater exposure to detailed
international human resources management processes and inspection techniques.

The Ministry of Economy (formerly Ministry of Labor) faces the same problem in respect to
public servants. There are opportunities to strengthen public sector human resources management by
rationalizing the Ministry of Economy and Ministry of Interior public and civil service management
functions in order to share the same skills base and gain consistency of approach. Timing is favorable
given the transfer of many of the Ministry of Labor's functions to the ministries of Economy and
Social Protection in the 1998 reorganization.

In addition, the Commissioner for Modernization of Public Administration is responsible for
advising the prime minister on all areas of public administration reform, including civil service and
budgetary reform." The commissioner developed a Public Administration Reform Program in
September 1996 that included recommendations on selection, career development, remuneration, and
training of civil servants. The program provided a strategic vision for improvement of the civil
service, which currently are not widely implemented, mainly due to the absence of funds, insufficient
human resources to develop and implement proposals, and lack of support from ministers, senior civil
servants, and scholars. There has been a lack of clarity concerning the Commissioner for
Modernization's role and some overlap with the Civil Service Department in the Ministry of Interior.
It could be argued that the commissioner's tasks are more strategic in nature. However, the reform
program makes detailed recommendations on issues such as decompression ratios, which it could be
argued are the responsibility of the Ministry of Interior. Both have strong leadership and talented
staff, and it is necessary that government clarify roles and responsibilities. If the CSD were relocated
to the Prime Minister's Office then the role of the commissioner could be developed to provide a
more strategic perspective. Here too, there is potential overlap with the intended strategic planning
responsibilities of the new Ministry of Economy. In any case, it is important to amend the Civil
Service Law to clearly define the respective mandates of each of the institutions involved in civil
service management and their reporting relationships. In addition, the government should consider
relocating the Civil Service Department to the Prime Minister's Office (if necessary with its own
minister and counselor), and to consider combining the Civil Service Department with the Public
Service Department . The capacity of the Civil Service Department will need to be strengthened
including possibly increasing resources allocated to this reorganization.

One of the characteristics of effective civil service human resources management is the presence
of skilled staff, using unified systems to undertake coherent policies and procedures. In Hungary this
is a major concern. At the ministry level, human resources departments are generally considered by
senior officials to be lacking the skills to implement the Civil Service Law effectively, and many of
their activities have not changed since the 1980s. Interviews revealed that the number of staff in a
ministry personnel department averages around 10 persons, often with responsibility for supporting
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an institution of around 600 staff. This is a satisfactory ratio given their current responsibilities.
However, if line ministries were to undertake the full functions in compliance of the Civil Service

Law, and in the longer term, international practice, the staffing numbers and skills mix would need to

be significantly strengthened. The government has recently commenced a program of twinning,'2
coordinated by the Commissioner for Modernization, whereby civil servants can work in member
state institutions, and EU practitioners work in the civil service to help with knowledge transfer. So
far, plans have centered on sectoral specialists, but there are opportunities to strengthen human

resources management practice using this agenda.
Given the absence of the clear procedural manuals mentioned earlier, there is wide variation in

both understanding and application of the civil service law. For example, the majority of ministries
interviewed claimed not to have recruited all of their staff on a competitive basis, instead making use
of local contacts. On the other hand, there is evidence of good practice; for example, the Ministry of
Finance recruits its staff on a competitive basis using psychometric tests and has employed a
professional psychologist to oversee the process.

Importantly, there appears to be no civil service wide human resources policy that plans the
overall staffing requirements of the civil servants; views the civil service as a pool of expertise which
can be transferred throughout state administration depending upon need; defines the functions of
institutional human resources departments; and defines the staffing and skills requirements of an
institution's human resources departments. These weaknesses severely constrain the ability of the
civil service to rotate staff and make best use of their resources.

The human resources practitioners in both the CSD and line ministries should be briefed in detail
on intemational personnel management practices (possibly using the twinning arrangements). In
addition, the Civil Service Department will need to work with ministry and local human resources
departments to develop operational manuals, model human resource department structures, staffing,
and skills requirements.

Unlike most EU member states and international good practice in general, there is no specific
oversight body to review civil service human resources policy. Such a body is important for ensuring
that CSD policies are fair, transparent, and effective. Oversight bodies can also be used for hearing
individual grievances of civil servants should the internal appeals procedures prove incapable of
resolving issues relating to recruitment, promotion, terms and conditions of employment, discipline,
and dismissal. Usually, civil service oversight bodies are comprised of independent experts appointed
by the prime minister,'3 including leading academics, lawyers, and human resources specialists.

While there is no oversight body per se in Hungary, there are a number of important mechanisms
which contribute toward merit-oriented civil service employment, including the Civil Servants'
Interest-Conciliation Forum (KEF), which is a tripartite organization consisting of trade unions, local
government employee representatives, and chambers of commerce. Established by the CSL (Article
65), KEF is responsible for representing civil servants rights. It also negotiates terms and conditions
of employment with the following government bodies:
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* The Ministry of Interior;
* The Commissioner for Modernization of Public Administration in the Prime Minister's Office,

established by Government Decree 112/1194 (VIII 6) which is responsible for developing
modernization issues in areas of civil service management, budgetary reform and public
administration more generally;

* The Parliamentary Ombudsman (Commissions) on Citizens' Rights, Commission on Ethnic
Minorities, and Commission on Data Protection; and

* Other employer groups, such as the County Advisory Boards which oversee policy
implications for local government.

The existing external regulatory and control arrangements could be certainly be strengthened with
the creation of a formal independent body with oversight functions to oversee ethical, fair, and
effective civil service human resources policies. This could commence with exposure of ministers to
the concept.

In terms of internal controls, the Civil Service Department's functions are regulated by Ministry of
Interior regulations, as well as by the Civil Service Law, which requires the CSD to report to
parliament on an annual basis. Reporting generally takes the form of issuing statistics on the numbers
and profiles of civil servants. Fundamentally, there is no mandate to develop a national human
resources strategy and to report on the effectiveness of civil service human resources management (or
indeed failures) identified by the inspection program. The absence of an integrated HR strategy is
among the most critical weaknesses which should be addressed within the context of EU integration,
since staff are the fundamental resource needed to manage the change and operate within the new
environment. The Civil Service Department needs to act soon to develop a Human Resources
Strategy for the national civil service, and report to parliament on the success of its policies.

Civil Service Employment and Pay Policy
The size of the civil service in Hungary is comparable with EU member states and OECD countries.14

In 1997 there were 104,646 civil servants, of which 52,416 were in state administration (that is,
central and deconcentrated govemment),15 and 52,230 in the executive offices of local self
government. In 1997, civil servants constituted 12.9 percent of public sector employment (814,000),
and the ratio of civil to public servants is I to 5.6.

Table 4.1 shows the employment structure of civil and public servants in central and local
government.
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Table 4.1 Public Sector Employment

Numbers of Staff (1000's)

1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1997 (%)

Public Servants 650 634 616 590 586 72.0

Education 301 300 292 274 23716 29.1

Health & 'social service 252 246 239 225 216 26.5

Research 10 9 8 7 7 0.9

Other 87 79 77 84 126 15.5

Civil Servants 108 105 102 102 106 13.0

Central 64 63 52 52 54 6.6

Local 44 42 50 50 52 6.4

Other 155 165 162 145 122 15.0

Total 913 904 880 837 814 100.0
Labor Force17 4,346 4,203 4,095 4,048 3,995 n.a.

Source: Ministry of Labor, Central Statistical Office.

General government employment in Hungary is 8.0 percent of population, and is comparable to a
sample of EU member states as shown in table 4.2. It is not possible to accurately compare central
and non-central government employment because of differences in the counting rules used in each
country. In any event the number of civilian (non-uniformed) personnel is within the range of EU
member states and a sample of OECD countries (7.7 percent of the population). More developed
economies tend to have higher numbers of civil servants, needed to develop and regulate the market
economy. For example, the civilian employment as percentage of population ranges from 2.0 percent
in Africa, to 3.9 percent in the Middle East, to 6.9 percent in Eastern Europe and the Former Soviet
Union.

Hungary has made significant progress in streamlining its public service in recent years in order to
improve efficiency, with a reduction of 3 percent from 1996 to 1997. In 1995 the government adopted
the Bokros economic stability package which mandated 15 percent reductions in ministry
employment, achieved in two tranches. Employment reductions could not be mandated for local
government, but budget transfers were reduced from 8.8 percent of GDP in 1994 to 4.6 percent in
1997.
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Table 4.2 Civilian Government Employment in Selected Countries (percent)

General Gov't as percent of Central administration as percent of

Country population laborforce population laborforce

Belgium 7.6 18.4 1.7 4.2
Bulgaria 6.4 12.5 0.9 1.7
Denmark 12.7 22.8 2.8 5.0
Finland 12.4 24.3 2.2 4.3
France 7.0 15.6 2.7 6.1
Germany 4.5 8.6 0.4 0.7
Greece 2.7 7.2 1.1 2.9
Hungary 8.1 15.4 1.4 2.7
Italy 5.4 13.2 1.3 3.3
Poland 4.2 7.9 0.2 0.4
Portugal 5.1 10.0 1.8 3.5
Slovak Republic 7.7 17.4 1.3 2.9
Sweden 17.4 34.7 4.1 8.1
United Kingdom 7.0 14.5 1.3 2.7

Source: An International Survey of Govenment Employment and Wages, World Bank 1997.

Pay budgets are devolved to over 3000 employer institutions, which are able to use savings from
vacancies to raise wages up to a limit of 20 percent of a given civil servant's salary. Thus, there is a
strong incentive for managers to reduce staff numbers and retain vacancies. Around 50 percent of
local staff budgets are funded from the Ministry of Finance, on the basis of negotiations with the
relevant budget holder.'8 Once the ministry has allocated funds, it is not concerned with the actual
numbers of staff deployed, only with ensuring payments are made in compliance with the law. In
common with international good practice, managers are rewarded for prudent management with the
flexibility to deploy staff according to demand and set wages closer to those offered by the private
sector. The total system, despite the lack of transparency, enables the Ministry of Finance at least to
contain and predict personnel costs in the budget. Therefore, the critical issue is not the control of
personnel but the levels of pay and the transparency of the procedures used to determine individual
remuneration.

The low level of civil service pay compared to the private sector is a major concern for the
recruitment. Even more of a concern is the retention of skilled staff. In 1997, civil service pay was 10
percent less than the private sector average, and public sector pay overall was 39 percent less. The
pay at local government level is particularly low (40 percent lower than the national average),
compared to 17 percent less in the central government. The overall trend in public sector pay since
1992 is shown in figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1 Public versus Private Sector Pay
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The general government wage bill in 1997 was 7.3 percent of GDP, with the wage bill for
consolidated central government equal to 3.4 percent of GDP and that for consolidated local
government 3.9 percent. In general, wage bill expenditures tend towards the lower end of an
acceptable range found in other countries. This is particularly so for the central government wage bill,
in part the reflection of the small size of central government.

Low pay levels are a serious threat to morale, recruitment, and retention. Previous attempts to raise
pay levels have been resisted and there has not been a longer-term strategy to raise overall levels of
pay and decompress salaries of top civil servants. The effect of low pay on staff turnover is difficult
to assess since statistics are not collected by CSD. However, a local consulting firm (Koz Politika)
estimates that the turnover rate for civil servants is around 8.9 per year, with 7.9 percent for Class TV
and 11 staff, and 15 percent for Class I and II staff.'9 If this latter figure is accurate, then this is a
major concern. International rates are commonly 10 percent, which provides a healthy attrition rate
for bringing in fresh expertise, but is not too expensive in terms of recruitment and opportunity cost.
There is some evidence that the turnover rate is highest amongst young, educated staff, which implies
that the turnover rate amongst future managers is dangerously high.
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Table 4.3 Wages as a Proportion of GDP

Central Government Wages as
Wage Bill as a Proportion of GDP a Proportion of GDP (percent)

Middle East & North Africa 9.8
Africa 6.7
Asia 4.7
Eastern Europe and Central Asia 3.7
Latin American and Caribbean 4.9
OECD 4.5
Hungary 3.4

Source: "An International Statistical Survey of Government Employment and Wages," The World Bank, 1997. Data on
Hungary is from the Ministry of Finance.

The government needs to start to develop pay policies based upon fiscal realities, operational
priorities, and detailed information upon the levels of remuneration needed to address recruitment,
retention, and motivation constraints. This latter issue can only realistically be assessed with the
introduction of a comparator pay survey, which contrasts the relative salaries of benchmark skills in
various sectors. In developing a strategy and plan for determining coherent pay policy, the
government should plan to undertake regular pay comparator surveys for benchmark skills, to
investigate pay differentials between the public and private sectors. In addition, turnover and vacancy
statistics should be collected and published regularly to support decisionmaking on pay policy.

In addition to low pay, a key issue for modernization must be the existing complex and not
entirely transparent wages system which is prescribed in the Civil Service Law (Articles 48 to 49). In
common with most CEE and FSU countries, pay is deterrined by multiplying an individual's grade
coefficient by a cornerstone salary (Ft 26,000 per month) to form a base salary. Supplements are then
added to form a total wage, depending upon the following:

* The type of employing agency, up to 50 percent for working in the Prime Minister's Office;
. The presence of language and qualification supplements up to 50 percent of the base

remuneration salary, for a higher language degree, even though these additional requirements
may not necessarily required for the job, but could be considered by the employing manager to
enhance performance (Article 48/A);

* Length of service; and
* Shift and safety allowances.

In 1998, the percentages of salary payable for the automatic supplements mentioned above was
increased for Class 1 employees in order to attract and maintain senior decisionmakers.
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It is clear that pay is based upon what an individual brings to the job rather than the value of the
job itself. In relation to international practice of equal pay for equal work, it would be difficult to

defend employee claims of unfairness with the current system. Interviews revealed that there were
numerous cases of staff undertaking similar work but being paid significantly different amounts; this
had led to lowering of morale amongst those staff affected.

Following the Bokros Austerity Program in 1998, according to the Civil Service Law (Article 43)
managers were able to pay a discretionary performance bonus of up to 20 percent of the cornerstone
salary for selected employees. For administrative secretaries and their deputies this addition can be up
to 40 percent. Because the wages budget if fixed, this additional amount is fuinded from vacancy
savings, and from reducing staff wages by up to 20 percent. Of special note is that a performance
appraisal is not required to raise salaries; but reducing salaries has to be justified by a "less capable"
rating. Logic dictates that managers may have already decided to demote an individual before
commencing the performance appraisal process. There is also no process for reducing state secretaries
and deputies salaries by 40 percent.

In 1997, many organizations appear to have made use of the discretionary scheme. 24.9 percent of
civil servants received salaries greater than their remuneration base; 11.3 percent of civil servants
received salaries less than their remuneration base entitlement; and central government increased
more salaries (33.7 percent of civil servants) than local administration (6.0 percent).

Table 4.4 shows that there has been a tendency for higher grades to have their salaries increased to
a greater degree than lower grades, using the "performance uplifting" scheme. Although this will no
doubt improve the competitiveness of pay levels for senior staff, it is important to ensure that the
whole system is transparent, with performance appraisal based upon objective criteria and transparent
processes.

In addition to measures discussed above, the minister can establish personal salaries for their staff.

In 1997, 4.8 percent of wages were determined on a personal basis.

Table 4.4 Civil Servants with Increased and Decreased Salaries

Percent of staff in category Percent of staff in class with
with salaries decreased salaries increased

Category 1: Senior Managers 6.4 74.2
Category I: Non-Managers 28.0 47.5
Category II 16.9 36.5
Category III 11.7 30.1
Category IV 14.1 19.3

Note: Senior managers are part of Class 1 employees but their terms and conditions are specified separately.
Source: Ministry of Interior.
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At the local government level, employers can vary the remuneration base by 10 percent up or
down, providing that the new remuneration base is not lower than the previous year, or lower than the
minimum wage, determined in the national Labor Law.

In 1997, the average basic civil service salary was Ft 49,808 per month, compared to Ft 63,652 in
wages. Thus, 27 percent of wages are paid in the form of supplements and allowances. This is
evidence that the system is overly complex and lacks both transparency and objectivity in application.

Pay is also relatively compressed compared with international practice.20. In terms of basic salary,
the compression ratio is around 3.6. When supplements and benefits are added the compression ratio
is expanded to 7.0, which demonstrates the degree of nontransparency in the way wages are derived.
Decompressing wages will be necessary to ensure that senior staff in particular are retained in the
medium and longer term. However, this cannot be achieved without a thorough examination of the
grading system.

The grading system cannot be divorced from the pay system. In the Hungarian civil service there
are four categories of staff, spanning approximately 21 grades, established by the Civil Service Law
(appendix 4.2):

* Category 1. Senior Managers: (3 grades: Administrative State Secretaries, Deputy State
Secretaries and Department Heads, and equivalents in the judiciary); and

* Category 1. Non- Managers with Higher Level Qualifications (9 grades);
* Category 2. Civil Servants with Secondary Level Qualifications (7 grades);
* Category 3. Administrative Grades (1 grade); and
• Category 4. Blue Collar Workers (1 grade).

Promotion is automatic within categories and is based upon length of service, providing an
acceptable rating is given. Promotion to another category depends upon having the appropriate
qualifications and successful performance appraisal ratings.

The presence of 21 grades is a remnant from the previous regime and does not encourage effective
delegation and decisionmaking through the various tiers of management.21 On the other hand the
Hungarian civil service have found the system useful for automatic wage increases and thus assisting
with retention. There is evidence of grade creep in recent years, as the profile of the civil service has
shifted towards more senior positions. This is shown in figure 4.2.

In summary, the pay and grading structure requires simplification and greater transparency. The
grading structure itself should promote management efficiency and should be accompanied by a
coherent pay policy that recognizes the need to retain skills and compete with the private sector.
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Figure 4.2 Grade Profile in the Hungarian Civil Service
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Although the pay and grading system warrants significant development, the pension system can be
considered to be an example of good practice amongst transitional economies and is sufficient in the

context of EU integration. The Pensions Act itself was passed in 1997 and provides for a uniform
pension fund for all employed persons in Hungary based upon personal income tax.2 Employees are
required to contribute 10 percent of their pension of which 6 percent is allocated for personal pension
and 4 percent for health contributions. Employers are required to contribute 39 percent of an
individual's taxable pay to the health care fund.

The government's current stated longer-term strategy is to increase the personal contribution and
to reduce the employer's contribution. The new government would like to reduce employer's
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contribution by 5 percent in 1999, but this does not look realistic owing to the prohibitive cost,
estimated to be Ft 27 billion for each percent lowered.23 Another aim is to reduce the health
contribution relative to the personal pension contribution. Also, sick pay is being reduced by making
employers pay for the first 15 days of illness (rather than 10 days, in 1996), as well as 33 percent of
benefits after 15 days.

In general the new pensions system is highly regarded by EBRD and Phare officials in the region.
There is sound actuarial practice in the Ministry of Welfare in planning and costing the pensions, and

pension procedures are independently audited by the State Audit Office (using private contractors)
reporting to parliament.

Human Resource Management Policies and Practices
There has been relatively little human resources planning in Hungary, partly because those specialist

skills required to forecast staff requirements and deployment patterns are lacking. Many of the
concepts of personnel management practice are not fully understood among human resources

professionals. The shortage of skills should be addressed, and consideration given to viewing the civil
service as a pool of resources to be shared according to need. These issues will require technical
assistance and consensus-building respectively. There are opportunities to build upon the desire of the
Civil Service Department to move in this direction and to harness the potential power of those
information systems which have been set up to support HR management.

In 1995, the Civil Service Law ) required that the Civil Service Department collect management
information on the number and profile of civil servants. Accordingly, the Ministry of Interior has

developed a computerized central register (KOZIGTAD) which is updated every six months. The
system is fed by government institutions, which submit data on a diskette in a common format. The
register records the age, gender, length of service, qualifications, position, training, and career history
of civil servants. The system can be interrogated to produce management reports, which are submitted
to parliament on an annual basis or for other reports as required. However, the system is not routinely
used to make decisions regarding national human resource planning.

Ministries reported that it would be useful to have the information made available on a more
regular basis in order for them to make comparisons on issues such as staff profiles and pay levels.
The system is not linked to the payroll, and thus plays no part in national wage budgeting. The
Ministry of Finance consider that this would be a useful project to help forecast national wage
implications of difference scenarios.

Although the system works well in recording information, the accuracy of the information is not
validated. The system contains internal logical checks, between qualifications and job category, for
instance,, but does not check on the validity of other data. It was reported that anomalies diagnosed
by internal checks were formally sent back to spending units for revisions, although the validity of
these revisions was not checked. The Civil Service Department plans to conduct follow-up
inspections, but as stated earlier, does not have the necessary resources. In addition, KOZIGTAD is
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limited in its ability to calculate basic statistics-for example, for turnover and vacancy rates, both

important to forward staff planning.
At the ministry level, although the information and software are available to some human

resources departments, practitioners do not have the skills to make best use of the information for
local needs. The Ministry of Interior is planning to train local staff to use the system and has applied
to the Inter-ministerial Committee for Technology for funds. It is important that this training be
broader than basic system operation and address the staff planning and career development issues.

In general, then, the government needs to reassess the functional requirements of the KOZIGTAD
database, in order to support national human resource management, and to provide training for
ministry and local administration personnel practitioners to maximize use of the system.

The adoption of formal, merit-based recruitment and promotion systems is a fundamental

requirement for an effective and highly motivated civil service. In Hungary, recruitment of civil
servants is governed by the Civil Service Law, which was amended in 1998 to strengthen merit-based
processes. Article 10 requires all vacancies to be reported to the Ministry of Interior if they are not
filled within 15 days, and ministries regularly disclose vacancies within its official journal. The
original intention by the CSD was to mandate all vacancies be advertised and open for competition,
but objections of some ministers led to weakening of the recruitment article, so that advertisement of
vacancies is now optional. However, should an employer choose to advertise a vacancy, there are
specific procedures to be followed in order to ensure open competition (article 10). In reality, these
procedures are not specific enough to enable consistency of application across ministries, and diverse
practice was found across line ministries. Ministries initially look for an internal candidate to promote
into the vacant position, often without competition, providing that a performance appraisal rating of
"acceptable" had been attained by the individual in their most recent review. Initially, this appears to
be reasonable, but performance appraisals are not regular events and only occur when an individual is
being promoted. Thus, an implicit decision by the manager would already have been taken to at least
consider an employee before conducting an appraisal. This is inherently nontransparent and will need
to be revised if Hungary is to conform to international good practice. All vacancies should be
advertised and applicants selected on the basis of competition, with a suitable degree of assessment
from a recruitment panel and some independent representation to insure fairness. This principle has
some support; some ministries, such as finance, advertise all positions, whereas others only advertise
around 70 percent of vacancies.

Jobs which are advertised generally appear in line ministry sectoral journals, and so there is little
opportunity for transfer of civil servants between ministries Mobility can be beneficial, especially at
middle and senior management levels where generic skills are more transferable. Each advertisement
specifies the qualifications needed for the job and expected pay (which would be forecast for a likely
candidate with the appropriate qualifications). By law (CSL Article 11), all positions are required to
have a job description, but there are no templates or good practice guides to ensure validity of tasks
and consistency of practice. Our review of personnel files found that there were few descriptions (at
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least by international definitions) of the activities, responsibilities, reporting arrangements, and

approximate weight of different jobs.
In response to advertisements, applicants send in their resumes, which are reviewed by a panel of

at least three relevant experts.24 However, there are no standard application forms with which to

gauge the comparative suitability of candidates. In some cases (for example, the Ministry of
Education), the human resources department conducts the first filter before passing a shortlist to the

relevant departmental experts who then invite candidates for an interview. However, the personnel
department is not usually present to oversee fair play, and panels are not trained in interview

techniques or evaluation. The Ministry of Finance employs a full-time psychologist to undertake
psychometric testing of all candidates, which is used as one criterion against which to assess
candidates.

Although open competition is not mandatory, all probationary civil servants without a degree in
economics, law, or public administration must take and pass the Civil Service Basic Examination.
This exam tests knowledge of law, structure of public administration, and EU integration issues (still

in development). Category 1 and 2 staff take the same examination, but Category 3 administrators
take an Administrative Examination, which tests registry procedures and other clerical tasks.

The Basic Examinations are regulated by Government Decree 51/1993 (III 31) and are used to
ensure sufficient knowledge of civil service issues rather than as a screening mechanism-functions
which are almost incidental. The exams are overseen by the National Public Administration Board
(OKV), the members of which are appointed by the Ministry of Interior, and their activities are
overseen by the heads of county and Budapest public administration offices, the Chamber of Public
Administration and national and local conciliation-interest forums. The day to day examinations are
conducted by the Hungarian Institute of Public Administration at the central level and by the county
public administration offices at the local level. The cost of the examination is equal to 10 percent of
the base remuneration salary per candidate and is paid by the employer organization. Category 1
(Higher Education cadre) must take the exam within twelve months, and Category 2 (Secondary
Education Cadre) within two years. Civil servants must demonstrate understanding of the required
knowledge, although, according to experts, the material can be easily learned from a manual in a few
days. In the years 1995 to 1998 40,000 civil servants took the examination. There are no records or
accounts of any civil servant being dismissed for failing the exam, even though 2,000 staff were
reported to have failed on the third try.25 The value of the basic exam has not been assessed. Because
the curriculum generally covers legal matters, it may not have a significant impact on the
performance of a civil servant. The basic exam is not a successful screening device. A more cost-
effective measure would be a uniform entrance exam to screen for abilities and potential before
recruitment, rather than legal and procedural knowledge. The basic exam could then be replaced with
a skills focussed on-the-job training program covering areas such as policy development, project
management, and human resources management.

Civil servants who want to hold management positions must also take a Special Examination that
is regulated by Government Decree No 35/1998 (II 27) and has only recently commenced.26 This
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exam tests for detailed knowledge of legal and public administration issues and those in-service civil

servants who are or wish to become managers must attend evening classes and pass the relevant

modules. The exam is comprised of two parts: a written examination which, if passed, will be
followed by a 30-minute oral test. The written part is divided into a mandatory section, which covers
general public administration, and a specialist section, which tests a candidate's vocational
knowledge. The Special Examination is administered by the Hungarian Institute of Public
Administration, reporting to the Ministry of Interior, although local government examinations are
administered at county offices (including Budapest). As with the basic exam, the curricula is overseen
by the OKV and a number of subordinate boards responsible for the vocational questions in areas
such as economics and local government. Senior managers hired in 1998 must take the examination
by March 2000 and are required to attend evening classes of up to three hours per week for six
months.

The Special Examination is viewed as in-service training by the government, although in practice
it is also used as a competitive screening device for potential managers. The cost of the examination,
set by the government, is equal to 15 percent of the base salary and is borne by the employer for the
first attempt, and by the candidate for subsequent attempts.27 The course has yet to be evaluated,
although this is planned by the Hungarian Institute of Public Administration (HIPA). One of the
deficiencies of the Special Examination is that is encourages managers to be sector specialists rather
than decisionmakers and generalists. It would be advantageous for government to reduce their
reliance upon tearning specialist legal knowledge, and instead focus on general skills required to
operate within a context of EU integration.

It is important that there be mandatory open competition that recognizes the potential and abilities
of civil servants, including but not limited to academic qualifications. It would also be cost effective
to hold competition at the outset, rather than after 12 or 24 months of costly employment. In-service
training can then be focussed on skills, with less emphasis on legal knowledge which will rapidly
become obsolete in the coming years.

Various steps to improve merit-based practice need to be taken. First the government should
amend the Civil Service Law to ensure that all vacancies are advertised in national journals, and that
there is equal competition for Category 1 and 2 posts, between both internal and external candidates.
Operational manuals should be developed to specify the precise processes for advertisement and
selection of civil servants including common advertisement formats, common application forms,
standard interview shortlisting, and interview procedures (including the presence of human resources

professionals at interviews to ensure fair play). The CSD should conduct checks of line ministries and
local government to ensure recruitment procedures are adhered to. All human resources professionals
should be trained in recruitment procedures, and all senior managers briefed on the revised
procedures. The government should evaluate the cost effectiveness of the Basic Examination. For
example, an experiment could be conducted to compare actual job performance of a group of civil
servants who do not prepare and take the examination, with a group who do. The government should
also consider adopting a common entrance examination for civil servants (if necessary separate exams
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for administrators and managers). Finally, the government should try to develop common formats for

job descriptions linked to other personnel processes, including pay and grading.
In EU member states and other advanced country administrations, performance appraisal is widely

used to inform decisions on career development requirements of civil servants, promotion and

discipline decisions, and more debatably, remuneration levels. Performance appraisal systems in best
practice countries are characterized by the following:

* Mandatory annual or more regular appraisal reviews between manager and staff;

* Overview by the institution's personnel department and the reviewer's senior manager;
* Formal written procedures;

* Openness of appraisal results;
* Recourse to appeal for injured parties; and
* Training for all participants in the appraisal review process.

In Hungary, performance appraisal is regulated by the Civil Service Law (Article 34, termed
"ratings") and is one of the major weaknesses in the law, which attempts to define both the principles
and the procedures. The principles and purpose of ratings are not clearly articulated, and do not
conform to international practice in a number of ways:

* Appraisal is not focussed on career development, improving performance, or identifying areas
for training;

* Because ratings are used solely for promotion purposes it can be five years before an appraisal

meeting takes place;
* Ratings tend to occur to support management decisions (already taken) regarding both

promotion and pay cuts, thus providing an illusion of meritocracy;
- The rating forms (appendix 1 of the csl) are based upon subjective evaluation of behaviors

rather than performance against agreed objectives;
* Managers and staff are not trained in conducting performance appraisal meetings and see the

appraisal system as a burden on their time;
* The overall system of rating is viewed with suspicion by employees as a reminder of centralist

control; and
* The system appears to have been generally discredited by Hungarian public administration

experts.

The system does have some strengths. For example, there is openness of the appraisal results, with
civil servants required to sign the completed forms before they are placed in personnel files.

Many of those interviewed felt that performance was not sufficiently linked to pay, and that this
was an area that needed urgent resolution. However, there is not yet robust international evidence of

performance related pay contributing to improved performance in a civil service environment. The
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motivation for implementing performance related pay in some EU countries has been as a method of
making salaries more competitive rather than improving performance. The experience of these
countries suggests that Hungary would have more success by streamlining public sector employment
and decompressing and raising salaries in line with market conditions. The increased wage bill would
need to be met from efficiency savings and economic growth.

The appraisal process needs to be completely revised starting with examination, understanding,
and establishment of the rationale for, and benefits of, performance appraisal. It will e necessary allay
the suspicion of communist-style central planning by demonstrating the individual and institutional
benefits of performance appraisal. This itself will be as significant a task as designing a formal policy
and training staff and managers in the developed procedures (which should be codified in a personnel
management handbook or legislative act). To ensure routinization, mandatory performance appraisals
should be undertaken for all employees every twelve months. In addition, the government should
revise the civil service performance appraisal system and develop supplementary regulations or make
appropriate provision within a human resources operations manual.

As suggested above the promotion system has some of the features of meritocracy but detailed
examination reveals that there are significant weaknesses compared to international practice. In
Hungary, promotion within a category is automatic dependent upon length of service, provided that a
"capable" performance rating is obtained (CSL Article 24). Thus, civil servants can expected to move
up the hierarchy at least every five years. While this stimulates retention of valuable skills, the system
is not truly merit-based because of the limitations of the performance appraisal system. Interviews
suggested that in the past, promotions were rarely blocked. More recently, the discretion afforded
managers to raise or lower wages by up to 20 percent has created concerns. Some managers reported
that they had been required to block promotion or even demote staff in order to transfer salaries from
some capable staff to more outstanding staff. Performance appraisal results had to be manipulated to
achieve this reallocation.

Another problem is that the promotion system is dependent upon the immediate manager with
little or no oversight by reviewer's senior manager or the human resources department. Although
promotion decisions are clearly visible since they are linked to the appraisal system, the results are
not published in the employer's bulletin or journal. It is good international practice to publish all staff
movements including newly recruited staff, promotion decisions, transfers, disciplines, and staff
leaving employment in monthly institutional bulletins. This helps management and staff track
personnel movements and also increases the pressure for transparency since it provides a clearly
visible audit trail of staff movements.

Another weakness is that there is no formal independent appeals procedure within the civil
service. Inforrnally, appeals are heard by senior managers, but in the event of non-resolution civil
servants are required to use the court system. This does not encourage due process, given the time and
complexity involved with court action. Interviews suggested that there were very few cases of court
appeals per year. Therefore, the government should consider introducing alternative, non-automatic,
merit-based promotion systems. Promotion procedures need to be detailed in a human resources
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manual, and the Civil Service Department would need to ensure that approved civil service promotion

practice is followed in ministries and local government. In addition, the Civil Service Department
should develop an internal, independent grievance procedure, as a precursor or alternative to court

action.
Transparent, well-enforced disciplinary processes are another hallmark of advanced

administrations. Interviews revealed that discipline in Hungary's civil service has generally weakened
over recent years and the system is ineffective. This is mainly because the discipline system tends to

be oriented towards major infringements such as misappropriation of funds. Moreover there has been

a tendency to shun the disciplinary processes used before the transition. Besides a few notable cases

in the last two years where the government has reduced corruption, there is little reported use of the

disciplinary system. The CSL (Article 50) clearly sets out the conditions that lead to disciplinary
action, the sanctions, and the process. The method for conducting disciplinary hearings is provided in

Article 53. The approach conforms to international practice in that there are common objective
criteria and provision for an independent three person panel to safeguard fairness. There are, however,

no statistics on disciplinary hearings. This would be useful information for the Ministry of Interior to

collect.
As with promotion decisions, the appeals process for discipline takes place in the courts. One

source of potential unfairness is the imposition of a salary reduction penalty (by 50 percent for a

disciplined civil servant) before the courts reach a final verdict in his or her case. The civil servant is

fully repaid in case of exoneration, and this penalty is rarely if ever enforced. Nonetheless, it points to
the need to revisit and revise disciplinary procedures. Indeed, procedures for disciplinary action

should be incorporated within a human resources manual, and practitioners trained in the procedures.

In addition, statistics on disciplinary cases should collected by the Civil Service Department and
published on an annual basis.

Training and Career Development
In Hungary, employers in both the public and private sectors attach great importance to educational

qualifications. Over 90 percent of civil servants have secondary school qualifications, out of which 30

percent have degrees. Indeed, the category system of grading is based upon the presence of
qualifications, as is the supplementary pay system.28 Overall, educational qualifications tend to be

over-emphasized, sometimes at the expense of other skills and abilities. In the context of EU

integration, this reliance on traditional qualifications such as law or technical expertise may need

gradual dilution in favor of adaptability and more general management skills.
In Hungary, there is a lack of clarity and duplication of roles among those government institutions

involved in setting training policy and managing programs. For example, the Commissioner for

Modernization of Public Administration in the Prime Minister's Office is responsible for training

policy for senior civil servants, but the Ministry of Interior is responsible for training policy for civil

servants. In addition, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs is charged with EU-related training policy. The

Hungarian Institute of Public Administration is responsible for providing research and training,
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including managing the Basic and Special Examinations.29 There is also some potential conflict of
interest since HIPA is involved in determining training policy as well as acting as training provider.
Finally, county State Administration Offices are responsible for implementing training policies for
civil servants at the local level.

Much of the duplication has arisen because many of the above institutions have not been given
clear mandates, and more important, there has been no overall training strategy for Hungarian civil
servants. The new government has recognized that training of civil servants is a key strategic issue,
and has planned to establish a central organizational structure for training based upon HIPA.
Consequently, the prime minister has asked the State Secretary in the Prime Minister's Office, The
Commissioner for Modernization of Public Administration, and HIPA to prepare proposals for EU-
related training by July 31, 1998. This includes an analysis of training needs, and will provide the
opportunity for developing the government's first cross-sectoral training strategy.

In parallel, the Ministry of Interior has recently drafted a training strategy decree that has been
circulated to appropriate training providers and civil service negotiating forums for comment. The
decree establishes the institutional arrangements for training delivery and financing rules, including
around Ft 2.7 billion for a training budget. However, the document does not state training needs and
priorities, implementation arrangements, timescales, or specific actions.

More generally, civil service training needs to be geared towards a more strategic vision of civil
servants as a national resource, with greater movement within government. This implies a greater
focus on developing core management and planning skills, rather than education. It is likely that the
training strategy decree will be revised or even abandoned in light of the report being drafted by the
Commissioner for Modernization of Public Administration and HIPA.

At the institutional level, training policy needs analysis, and local training policies are
implemented only on an ad hoc basis. In response to the needs of EU integration, the Ministry of
Agriculture has established seventeen working groups, of which fifteen are aimed at developing
sectoral policies related to EU accession and the Common Agriculture Policy. One working group
acts as a coordinating body. The final group is a Human Resources Working Group, headed by the
Director of Human Resources, with representatives from the Ministries of Finance, Labor, and
Foreign Affairs, as well as the Ministry of Agriculture and subordinate institutions. The Human
Resources Working Group defines the staff and training needs required to support both accession to,
and later, membership in the EU. They have estimated that the Ministry of Agriculture needs an
additional 150 staff trained in foreign languages, EU legal knowledge, program management, and
presentation and negotiation skills.30 As a result, the Ministry of Agriculture has developed a number
of courses within its own training and affiliated institutions and has requested that identified staff
attend the training. If staff do not wish to take the necessary courses, they will be relocated within the
ministry. Funding for the training has mostly been provided by the government's own Euroatlantic
Program which has helped the ministry pay the salaries and training costs of 17 experts.31 These
experts are being used in the Ministry's negotiation process and some have been seconded to EU
member state agriculture ministries for 4 to 6 weeks.
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Although the above example is a positive step made by the Ministry of Agriculture, it is clear that

this is undertaken in the context of an overall lack of civil-service-wide training coordination, and
indeed, competition for training resources by individual institutions. If Hungary is to make use of its

own intemal and donor resources for training it is necessary that the planned training strategy attempt

to define the main training needs of civil servants, the institutional arrangements for managing
training, options for delivery, and the cost of training provision. This needs to be viewed within the

context of a larger civil service human resources strategy. The Civil Service Department Training
Decree should establish methods for coordinating national training provision, within the context of a

national integrated civil service, including the roles and reporting arrangements for the various policy

and provider institutions.
The cost of civil service training will be a significant factor in determining Hungary's readiness

for operating within an EU environment. The draft CSD training decree proposes that Ft 2.7 billion (2
percent of the wage bill) should be made available for civil service training but this has not been
costed in terms of need. In any event this is significantly higher than the Ft 1 billion that the CSD
currently estimates is required for civil service training.32 Instead, training suppliers have been asked
to tender proposals for how the money should be spent and what courses they can offer. This is
clearly a major weakness, which should be rectified in the proposals being submitted by the State
Secretary of the Prime Minister's Office. It is likely that the Ft 2.7 billion will be revised by these
proposals.

Ministries have their own training budget, controlled by the human resources department. The
Ministry of Finance training budget is Ft 13.5 million, which is 1 percent of the wage bill.33 Although
the Human Resources Office (HRO) contends that this was insufficient to ensure that all staff
undertook some relevant training (the training budget should be almost three times this at Ft 50,000
for each of the 750 staff, according to the HRO). No detailed training needs analysis has been
undertaken to support or refute budget proposals. The Civil Service Department should probably
consider pooling some proportion of ministry training budgets, in order to finance cross-sectoral core

management development training.
Current international practice generally requires training providers to compete for the delivery of

training courses, the contents of which have been identified by employers on the basis of carefully
considered skills analysis. In Hungary, training provision is not yet competitive and there are a
number of state funded institutions which provide education and training in public administration, as
shown in figure 4.3. Secondary level courses in public administration are held in vocational schools
of economics, and higher level degree courses by the College of Public Administration, which is
partly state funded.

The Hungarian Institute of Public Administration is responsible for the Basic and Special

examinations, as well as research. Each ministry also has its own sectoral research and education
establishments.
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Figure 4.3 State Sector Training Provision
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In reality the reporting and budgetary arrangements of training institutions are not clear. The
Hungarian Institute of Public Administration has responsibility for providing civil-service-wide
training and reports both to the Ministry of Interior and to the Commissioner for Public
Administration, which is responsible for HIPA's annual budget submission and performance
appraisal. There is no written contract between consumer (which, it could be argued, should be the
Civil Service Department) and provider (HIPA).

As discussed earlier, the Basic and Special examinations are the principal methods of in-service
public administration training. Compared to international good practice, there seems to be an over-
reliance on education rather than work-related skills and abilities. HIPA is currently evaluating the
Basic exam, but it is important that they do not stop short of evaluating the relevance of course
content in terms of the degree to which this training improves management and operational
performance (training fidelity). The existing curriculum has a strong emphasis on understanding law,
rather than core skills areas which all managers, in particular, should be familiar with, including
project planning and evaluation, time management, and interpersonal communication. Many of the
core knowledge areas such as understanding personnel and administrative procedures could be
provided by an induction training course, covering most of the material in the basic exam but not
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necessarily subject to testing at the end. The recently introduced Special Examination provides an
opportunity for HIPA (which has strong leadership and highly qualified staff) to develop core
management training in areas where strengthening is urgently required,34 including project
management, decisionmaking, basic financial management, policy formulation and options appraisal,
and human resources management. It is implied that there should be no exemption for lawyers, as is
currently the case.

International support for training has been varied. The Ministry of Interior and HIPA have
contacts in public administration schools in France, Austria, Germany, Spain, Denmark, and the
United Kingdom, but the Special Examination system is based upon the traditional Hungarian model
with a strong emphasis of strong legal knowledge. Top management training has been provided for
senior staff, including administrative state secretaries, deputies, department heads, and their deputies.
This will focus on EU integration issues, such as EU law and policy. Over 500 senior managers have
attended training (which is residential in Szentendre), and feedback from participants suggests the
course has been successful in improving general awareness of EU integration issues. Another 500
staff are forecast to attend the course with support from Phare. Further EU integration training is
discussed in the EU accession section, later in this report.

Although there is little in the way of formal competition to deliver training, a number of private
institutions are used to provide ad hoc instruction, which is identified by individual ministries and
subject to existing procurement procedures. Interviews with separate ministries revealed that there is
some overlap in training, and there are opportunities, given proper coordination, for ministries to
share training resources and thus obtain greater value for money. Clearly, in the medium term, public
sector training providers should develop service level agreements with training contractors. CSD
should undertake a feasibility study on contracting out civil service training to the private sector over
the longer term.

Another weakness of the current system is the lack of formal evaluation of training. There is only
limited, ad hoc evaluation. For example, those individual courses and seminars occasionally held by
HIPA and other providers are sometimes evaluated by asking trainees to rate course content and
delivery. However, the results are not systematically analyzed, and not widely disseminated.

Certainly, there has been no systematic cost-benefit analysis of training. Of special concern is the
value for money represented by the Basic and Special exams, which are funded from the state budget.
A related issue is the fact that a civil servant's salary is increased after the exams have been passed,35
even though the true worth of the job knowledge attained in terrns of job performance has not been
demonstrated.

In the medium and long term, there is an opportunity to use the KOZIGTAD personnel register to
record the in-service training of civil servants (not just qualifications and statutory examinations) to
support more effective deployment of staff throughout the civil service. The system could also be
used to support career development by identifying which staff have or have not received appropriate
training for their position. In the meantime, it would be useful to produce a human resources manual
establishing basic methods of training evaluation to be applied throughout government. In addition,
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the Basic and Special examinations should be independently evaluated in terms of their contribution
to administrative and operational performance.

Management Practices and Culture
Even though strong human resources policies and robust institutional arrangements are prerequisites
for effective public administration, they are not sufficient. In order to adapt to the constant changes
inherent in both the integration process itself and beyond, it is necessary to have efficient
management practices which are well understood by civil servants. One of the most critical
requirements is for decisionmaking to be sufficiently delegated to ensure that senior managers are
able to focus on strategic and performance issues; it is important to place the point of decisionmaking
as close as possible to those individuals (especially citizens) who are affected. In Hungary at the
institutional level, decisionmaking is delegated generally in accordance with good management
practice. An example of this is that state administrative secretaries are able to manage their budgets
with a healthy degree of freedom. This has enabled staffing levels to be contained and staff wages to
be increased in a discretionary fashion to stem the outflow of valuable resources. On the other hand,
this freedom has not been adequately monitored in some areas, such as compliance with the civil
service law (which is weak).

At lower levels, however, decisionmaking is still not delegated to the degree necessary to accord
with sound managerial practice. Interviews revealed that senior managers were still involved in taking
certain decisions which they felt could have been taken at a lower level, and there is still a tendency
for staff to refer upwards for decisionmaking. Part of this could be attributed to the high number of
grades spanning the hierarchy, manifest in the many deputy grades at the state secretary and
department head level. Part of the reason for this, according to interviews, was the need to redeploy
senior staff in earlier downsizing programs. A review of pay and grading would provide the
opportunity to help improve efficiency of decisionmaking and vertical and horizontal conmmunication,
as well as enable decompression of wages.

Also, below administrative state secretary level, budgets are not delegated to those staff who are
accountable for institutions' functions and services. This is partly due to the lack of budget
management capacity at, say, the department head level, and also to the lack of formal mechanisms
for holding individuals to account for their department's functions, other than the rating system
previously described. The State Control Office (KEI) has received technical assistance from the
United Kingdom Know-How Fund to develop performance management mechanisms to strengthen

accountability, including establishing performance indicators to measure senior managers'
performance. However, this has not been implemented across the civil service. The absence of key
performance indicator information is a general weakness of Hungary's civil service management.
Many countries have found that the introduction of key performance indicators which are allocated to
managers and published to the community have been responsible for raising public awareness and
stimulating improvements in service performance.
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The State Audit Office reports to parliament on budgetary compliance issues, but does not publish

other performance statistics. The introduction of value-for-money concepts has commenced but the
publication of national performance standards and the performance of public providers is still some

way off. The State Control Office in the Prime Minister's Office reports on a limited range of

performance indicators, but these relate to finance and conduct issues, and even then are conducted in
a reactive fashion following some significant cause for alarm, such as a formal investigation. KEI has

also received technical assistance from the British Know-How Fund for developing efficiency and

effectiveness monitoring programs, including introduction of concepts such as a citizen's charter,
which specifies the levels of services which the public can expect in core areas of service delivery. So

far these have not been adopted in any meaningful way, but the new government is reportedly

interested in similar concepts. At the local level, some counties have undertaken customer surveys
using private polling firms to evaluate public satisfaction with services. In any event, there is

currently no national mechanism for driving improvements in service delivery.

The nearest the Hungarian civil service has come to developing general service standards was the

adoption of the Act on Public Administration Procedures 4/1957. Amended in 1997, the law specifies
that the turnaround time for dealing with administrative cases should not be more than 30 days,

except with the permission of a senior manager. Other laws also tend to specify processing times,

such as 15 working days for informing candidates of the Basic Examination of their result. However,
the times are generally written into the legislation on the basis of processing capacity, rather than

customer requirements; customers are rarely consulted on precise standards of performance. In any

event the process times are procedural rather than output based and public sector performance is not
monitored or published.

Interviews suggested that there would be resistance to the introduction of a citizen's charter

similar to the United Kingdom model, which specifies the need for service providers to establish

standards for core areas including, timeliness, politeness, value for money, complaints resolution,
publication of information, equal access to services, and continuous improvement.36 It was felt that

this would be seen as a mechanism to reintroduce central control and would not be compatible with

Hungary's use of specific legislation to control and manage services (although in reality a citizen's

charter can itself be used as a legal instrument requiring institutions to comply with legal minimum

standards). To begin to move toward performance management, the government should nominate a

high level institution to develop a results-oriented management concept and implementation plan. All

ministries should be required to develop performance indicators and to publish their standards of

performance and their achievements annually. Ministries should also be required to undertake public

satisfaction surveys to help determine required standards of performance.

Summary of Civil Service Human Resources Management
Hungary has made significant progress in terms of establishing a politically neutral civil service, with

many of the hallmarks of merit-based procedures for recruitment, promotion, and performance

evaluation. The Civil Service Law appears to have been successful in defining the full range of civil
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service employment principles usually contained within such regulation, but closer scrutiny reveals
that the law frequently falls between two stools. In trying to establish both the principles and

operating procedures in many areas, it allows considerable scope for individual interpretation of the
rules. The law would be improved by defining only the main merit-based principles and relegating the
specific procedures to an operational manual, which can be developed and adapted over time.

The institutional arrangements currently in place in Hungary do not allow for the civil service to
be managed effectively. The Ministry of Interior does not have the resources, skills, or the realistic
authority to force other line ministries to comply with the existing regulations. The government
should consider combining the Civil Service Department with the Public Service Department in the
Ministry of Economy (formerly Labor), and placing the new department within the Prime Minister's
Office. The existing institutional arrangements would also be strengthened by introducing a civil
service oversight body (possibly reporting to parliament) as well as a clearer client-contractor
relationship between the civil service department and training institutions.

In terms of human resource management procedures, urgent consideration should be given to
revamping the pay and grading system to simplify administration, ensure fairness, de-layer the
grading system, decompress pay, and focus on the value of a job to the civil service, rather than an
individual's academic qualifications.

Annex 1 to this chapter shows our evaluation of the current system compared to international
practice, together with an assessment of required action and technical assistance requirements.

The Civil Service Department is well educated and its experts have exposure to concepts of
international practice. In order to develop realistic options based upon international practice and
complimentary to the Hungarian organizational culture, is important that projects are implemented
and owned by the Civil Service Department. The above projects can be developed using resident
expatriate consultants, perhaps as part of the twinning program.

Further, it would be beneficial for CSD staff members to work in EU member state personnel
departments for short periods, where they can operate different systems in a working environment.

Policy Formulation and Implementation

This section assesses the effectiveness of the arrangements for policy formulation and coordination in
the Hungarian civil service. The evaluation is based upon analysis of the existing institutional
arrangements and procedures for policy formulation and coordination in light of principles of
internationally recognized good practice. This section is concerned with general policy making rather
than EU integration issues, which is discussed in the next section.

Institutional Arrangements for Policy Formulation
According to the constitution, the executive branch is headed by the cabinet and as such is the main
policy decisionmaking body. The cabinet consists of the prime minister and ministers (composed of
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two or more coalition parties represented in parliament). However, ministers do not have to be

members of parliament themselves, and have equal weighted votes (legally at least) in cabinet
decisions. This practice is reportedly under review by the new government, which considers that

accountability to the public may be strengthened by mandating that ministers are members of

parliament.

In Hungary, decisions of the cabinet may appear in the following forms:

* Draft bills, which, if agreed are submitted to parliament. If a draft bill is passed, it becomes an
Act, which is legally enforceable policy.

* Cabinet decrees, which are legally binding decisions and policies of the government. Many

cabinet decrees are more detailed regulations supporting Acts.
* Government resolutions, which are administrative regulations legally binding for institutions

subordinated to the cabinet (but not local governments).
* Ministerial decrees, which are issued by a particular minister within the scope of their

authority, and are legally binding for citizens.
* Cabinet resolutions, which are legally binding for central government institutions, and which

determine objectives and activities to be undertaken by the responsible minister.

Hungary's system of cabinet decisionmaking generally conforms to good international practice.
Policy development is normally undertaken at the ministry level, although there are a number of
supraministerial entities responsible for cross-sectoral policy development, including the

Commissioner for the Modernization of Public Administration in the Prime Minister's Office and the

Commissioner for Ethnic Minority Issues.
As of the time of writing, there has been no central strategic planning function providing long term

macro social-economic thinking,37 which will be a major constraint in helping Hungary adapt to EU
membership. Interviews revealed that owing to the previous regime strong central economic planning
had been strongly resisted by politicians and civil servants alike.38 However, it is now recognized by a

number of commentators that greater long term visioning is required. The new government has
apparently introduced a Strategic Planning Unit within a new super-ministry of Economy, with
responsibilities for labor, employment, tourism, and economic planning. It is not yet clear as to how
this entity will deal with broader, noneconomic issues of public administration. It may be that the

government's institutional strengthening of the Prime Minister's Office may deal more effectively
with cross-sectoral coordination capability issues.

At the ministry level, policies generally take the form of decrees or acts. Policies are often of high
quality in a legal sense, but sometimes do not delineate the necessary specialist knowledge or

strategies needed to effect reforms. Each ministry has a strategic planning and policy research

division, called Law Formulation Divisions. These units are mainly staffed by lawyers, although they

are supplemented by sectoral research institutes The technical staff lack the necessary strategic

overview of policy skills. To ameliorate this situation, the government should consider the
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introduction of a strategic planning unit to develop long term strategies, perhaps within the Prime
Minister's Office. In addition, an effort to strengthen the Law Formulation divisions, transforming
them into policy development divisions with a focus on policy development rather than production of
laws, would be desirable.

Policy Formulation Processes and Procedures
Strong policy coordination is naturally a prerequisite for effective administration. In Hungary, the
machinery of government shares many of the features of EU member states , including a number of
effective forums for debating and advancing the government's agenda. All major policies are required
to pass through a network of institutions, which are defined by the Cabinet Standing Order (12 1998).
This ensures both the public sector and interest groups are widely consulted on draft policies before
they are submitted to the cabinet. Our research suggests that the process of policy coordination itself
is reasonably efficiently shepherded by the Prime Minster' s Office.

There is however, some room for improvement in current arrangements. For example, there is
little validation of whether the policies are consistent with national strategies, or whether they
contribute towards the mandate of the government. Although the State Office of Control in the Prime
Minister's Office has the mandate to monitor government wide performance, this has tended to be
restricted to areas such as corruption or statutory compliance. It would be beneficial if the
government could create a separate unit with the ability to monitor across sectors, evaluate
government-wide policy effectiveness, and work closely with the Strategic Planning Unit.39 This
unit's functions could also include responsibility for the development of national customer service
performance monitoring and government policy impact assessment.

The organization of policy formulation, coordination, and administrative clearing is shown in
figure 4.4. There is a range of institutional mechanisms for ensuring coordination of the policy
process, including the following:

i The Administrative State Secretaries' meeting, chaired by the Administrative Secretary in the
Prime Minister's Office. This forum is held before cabinet meetings every Monday to decide
which papers will be abandoned, reworked, or submitted to the cabinet.

* The Economic Cabinet, regulated by Law 1069 1994 (VII 29), chaired by the Minister of
Finance, with other key ministers. The original purpose of this cabinet was to elaborate
econornic policy, but in practice the main function now is to consider the financial
implications of economic policies, which could not be done within the timescales of the main
cabinet.

* The National Security Cabinet.
* The EU Integration Cabinet, chaired by the prime minster and comprising key ministers,40 to

discuss proposals which may impact on EU integration, prior to cabinet meetings.
The cabinet, which is the main policymaking body.
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Figure 4.4 The Organization of Policy Making
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The policy formulation process in Hungary is relatively streamlined with has advanced technical

systems. The government's agenda is prepared on a six monthly basis and coordinated by the Legal
Department (secretariat) in the Prime Ministers Office. Agenda items and minutes from previous
meetings including actions are circulated to ministers, administrative and political state secretaries
within twenty-four hours of the cabinet meeting. Ministers are then normally required to respond
within 15 days, although in practice turnaround can be much shorter, often around 5 days. The Prime

Minister's Office Legal Department has Lotus software, specially configured to record and track

decisions, in order to inform and admonish ministries that are late in submitting their proposals.

Tracking policy implementation is more difficult. The PMO Legal Department has little mandate to

monitor whether policies have been implemented as planned. The Legal Department's role should be
strengthened to check whether policies have been implementation, and the aforementioned efficiency
unit could request ministries to submit evaluations of the cost and impact of those policies.

At the ministry level, some state secretaries, such as education, have a secretariat department to
coordinate the paperwork and track policy decisions. There are similar secretariats in each division,
overseen by a deputy state secretary. It would be useful however, for the decision-tracking software to
be available at the ministry level, or on-line, to help ministries coordinate their own progress in policy
development. This would be especially useful since interviews revealed that only between 20 and 50
percent of planned proposals are submitted to the cabinet on time. Incidentally, Lotus spreadsheets do
not have database functionality and the government may need to upgrade their system software as

policy tracking becomes a more sophisticated challenge after joining the EU.
The Administrative Secretaries Meeting has been regarded as an efficient means of ensuring that

the cabinet only review proposals which have the full agreement of all ministries. In reality, around
85 percent of the proposals viewed at the Administrative Secretaries meetings are submitted directly
to the cabinet, with the remainder generally returned to the responsible rninistry for reworking, to
resolve disagreements, pursue further consultation, or deepen the cost and impact assessment.

The Cabinet Standing Orders call for appropriate consultation with interest groups in policy
formulation. Hungary has a strong tradition of open consultation, which reaches levels of
participation found in many EU member states. Some interviewees felt, however, that the government
had a tendency to over-consult, thus delaying the policy development period. In the last two years
ministries have placed some of their initial proposals on their website (only if they are not state
secrets), to aid the process of consultation with other ministries and interest groups. In any event,
citizens have recourse to the Constitutional Court for questioning the legality of a decision.

Cabinet meetings are taped to encourage transparency (although recordings are secret). It is
difficult to assess the benefit of this measure since there maybe a tendency for increased behind the

scenes politicking.
The specific procedures for handling documentation (administrative clearing) are defined in the

Cabinet Standing Orders. This includes instructions on timescales and procedures for conflict
resolution, consultation, and submission of proposals. Most of the procedures conform to

international practices with the necessary recording and registry systems in evidence. However, there
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is often a lack of consistency in both the quality and format of proposals submitted to cabinet. In
addition, proposals often lack clear mechanisms to assess program impact, and do not provide
analysis of comparative options or clear cost benefit analysis.

Plans are underway in Hungary to strengthen policy skills. The Euroatlantic fund may be used to
train experts in project management, policy formulation, and project evaluation. Policy formulation
could also be strengthened through a policy development unit, possibly as part of the aforementioned
efficiency unit, to advise ministries on the methodology for developing policies. As well as promoting
consistency and good practice, this measure would gradually transfer skills into ministries. The policy
development unit would also be responsible for advising on national policy making procedures and
technological support.

In common with international good practice,4 ' the Cabinet Standing Orders state that policies
should be submitted in two stages-stage one to define the overall policy framework and stage two to
submit the detailed policy (generally legislation). In reality, the initial framework is overlooked and
the cabinet is often faced with a draft decree, which may well propose flawed research and
development. The situation could be improved by enforcing the two stage rule, and by ensuring that
proposals submitted to the Administrative State Secretaries meeting and to the cabinet are consistent
in establishing the cost benefits of all draft policies. This could be achieved by specifying that all
proposals should be in the form of a completed pro-forma, of no more than three pages, providing the
following information:

* A summary of two or more options and the reasoning for the preferred option;42
i How the proposal supports a given national strategy;
- The objectives and expected outcomes of proposal;
- The capital and recurrent costs, including staff opportunity costs;
* The benefits, risks, and constraints;
* The level of consultation undertaken and a summary of their views; and
* Implementation arrangements and timescales.

Similarly, when the Legal Department in the Prime Minister's Office (Secretariat) requires
ministries to make changes a great deal of time is spent comparing drafts to see that the relevant
changes have been made. This could be improved by requesting that ministries provide a cover sheet,
listing all of the changes required, and all of the changes made. A spot check can then be performed
on a sample of amendments, thus reducing time spent on revision, and also helping ministries to
ensure that all amendments have been made. The government should consider creating a policy
development unit to advise ministries on policy development issues. In this unit, attention should be
given to devising all these methods of improving the consistency of proposal submissions to ensure
that cost effectiveness and impact considerations are assessed. One quick improvement would be to
request ministries to indicate on a coversheet their list of amendments for changed proposals.
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The Prime Minister's Office Legal Department uses a Lotus software program for tracking and
monitoring policy decisions. The department has also considered disseminating the 75 copies of the
agenda and minutes for cabinet meetings by e-mail (for which the government has common
standards). However, this clearly raises concerns about secure infrastructure, the development of
which is unlikely to be cost effective unless the infrastructure is used for other management
processes, such as executive information and performance data. Work was in fact started in the
1980's to establish a government-wide database system, but this was prohibited by the constitutional
court, owing to concerns about freedom of information and citizens' rights.

As in other areas of this report there are no international standards on the efficiency of the policy
cycle. In the Hungarian context, the length of time necessarily and understandably varies depending
upon the size and nature of policy decision. Interviewees claimed that decisions that require little
consensus making between ministries and the public normally proceed smoothly. A typical time
would be in accordance with the Cabinet Standing Orders, that is, 30 days (15-20 days for
administrative clearing process, plus 10-15 days for further procedures, clarification, additional
consultation, and so forth). Informal meetings speed up the process between relevant ministries at the
departmental level, and also by the Administrative State Secretaries meetings.

Human Resources Issues
Overall, the main human resources constraint on policy formulation in Hungary is the heavy
orientation towards legal drafting, since this is a prestigious activity for the government's law makers
(over 12 percent of civil servants have law degrees and 10 out of 12 Administrative State Secretaries
have law degrees). This is also evidenced by the fact that in 1997, 159 acts were adopted by
parliament, compared to 288 cabinet decrees. This suggests that there is an overreliance on legal
drafting to establish policies, and inadequate screening of bills submitted to parliament. Although this
strong emphasis on legal issues is in part due to accession screening requirements, it is also a reaction
to the previous regime, and a belief that laws are needed to guarantee civil rights and implement
policy. Because of these factors, ministry legal departments are well staffed in terms of numbers of
qualified legal experts. Interviews also revealed that there is no problem recruiting highly qualified
staff into ministry legal departments, with figures quoted from between 10 and 40 applications per
Class 1 position working in EU-related positions. The current emphasis on policymaking as a legal
drafting process has resulted in a circular relationship as more lawyers are recruited which then limits
the opportunity to develop fully appraised and costed policies that benefit from other than legal
expertise.

Many senior officials interviewed, a number of whom had legal degrees, acknowledged this
significant weakness. Policy formulation needs to be underpinned by high quality research and
development and financial analysis. The detailed procedures sometimes seen in laws should be
relegated to operational manuals.

A change in the skills mix of the civil service is needed. There is currently a lack of capacity in
areas such as options appraisal, impact assessment, program management and implementation
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planning, project evaluation, and cost benefit analysis. This, allied to the lack of familiarity with of
inspection techniques mentioned earlier, suggests that the government should reconsider the functions
and staffing requirements of policy departments (currently legal departments). In our view,

improvements would flow from retraining legal professionals in the policy making skills; ensuring

that policy professionals from other fields work closely with lawyers; requiring ministry policy
departments to use staff from both the legal field and generalist public administration field; and using
the twinning program, exchanges, and attachments of policy professionals to and from EU

chancellery and cabinet offices, as well as ministry policy units.
Another human resource problem affecting the quality of policymaking is the strong sectoral

segregation of policymakers. Staff do not broaden their knowledge of cross-sectoral issues. The
means to spread good methodological practice throughout government is slow and ad hoc. Even
within a ministry our research found that human resources departments prefer to keep staff within
their field of specialization, leading to compartmentalization of skills. These weaknesses should be
addressed by the recommended national human resources strategy, including procedures for rotating
and transferring staff between institutions.

To enhance policy skills throughout government, the government could establish a human
resources development plan to provide greater policy formulation and evaluation training for current
civil servants. The government should establish a rule ensuring that detailed operational procedures
are contained within operational manuals, rather than acts or cabinet decrees. These manuals will be
given legality by their parent decree, which will establish the principles, roles, and responsibilities of
the policy.

Summary of Policy Formulation and Implementation
The institutional arrangements and processes for policy coordination appear to work efficiently and
effectively, although there could be improvements in filtering some of the information submitted to
the cabinet, and in turn to the parliament.

Policy formulation, on the other hand, is unnecessarily legalistic and often lacks economic
appraisal needed to make efficient decisions. Similarly, implementation is not seen as important as
having a law, and so it is necessary to split the legal framework from operational manuals,
implementation plans, and other working documents.

There is an absence of long-range strategic planning and this report recommends that an
appropriate unit be established at a supra-ministerial government level.

Cross-sectoral performance monitoring and policy evaluation are also areas where government
operations could be improved. This report proposes that the existing KEI be strengthened or another
unit should be established at supra-ministerial level to examine the impact of government policies and
feed into the aforementioned strategic planning unit. These functions could be merged into the same
division.
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Similarly, there is no central body to advise on policy formulation techniques, and this report
suggests that a government office be developed that can advise sectoral policymakers on the
appropriate methodologies (figure 4.5).

Figure 4.5 Proposed Policy Institutional Arrangements

Prime Minister

F~~

Planning Unit Advisory Co-ordination
Unit OBance Unit

(national
(long range perfosinance (methodological Current 
planning) monitoring) support to Legal Statesece r |
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Source: World Bank.

Note: The proposals in this figure are only illustrative of functions that need to be strengthened at
supra-ministerial level. In reality, many of the existing departments could expand their mandates and
resources, as required. However, current and proposed hierarchies have been deliberately onmitted.

As well as the measures indicated in the Civil Service Human Resources Management section of
this report, such as the need for cross-sectoral human resources planning, the government needs to
enhance policy fonrmulation and evaluation skills and reduce overreliance on legal professionals.

EU Accession Management

This section assesses the institutional affangements and procedures used for managing EU
integration. The purpose is to provide a detailed analysis and therefore specific recommendations on
improvements which might be considered by the government, and the technical assistance
requirements which can be used to support any suggested reforms.
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EU Accession Strategy
Accession to the EU clearly requires a national strategy to ensure that laws are harmonized. In
Hungary government strategy has clearly focused on this medium term objective. However, Hungary
must now start to plan for living and operating within the context of EU membership. This will
require a different approach to civil service mnanagement. For example, the skills required to
cooperate (and compete) with other member countries will be different after accession. To date, it has
generally been considered that Hungary's EU accession strategy has been well formulated. A number
of authors have examined the government's policies and institutional arrangements and have found
them to be broadly effective 43 The characteristics of this strategy are described below.

Hungary's accession strategy takes the form of a detailed National Program for the Adoption of
the Aquis, which was issued by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, State Secretariat for Integration (SSI)
in March 1998 and subsequently agreed by the Cabinet Committee for EU Integration chaired by the
prime minister.4 The program defines the priority tasks for the period up to 2001, and assigns broad
responsibilities and timescales for completion. The strategy covers ten areas, such as adjustment to
the common market, justice and home affairs, and telecommunications, each of which is broken down
into a number of sub-areas. For each sub-area (such as employment and social affairs), the program
identifies lead responsibilities, tasks, timescales, and economic and social impacts of EU integration.
However, interviews revealed that the impact assessment was rather shallow, with many aspects of
the assessment suggesting minimal impact. It was felt that many of the impacts could not be assessed
at this time, and there is a general lack of skills in undertaking such analyses.

The actions defined in the strategy tend to be based upon general institutional needs, such as broad
staffing requirements for different stages of EU accession, rather than concrete proposals. There is
little detailed analysis beyond these general requirements. There are some references to training but
these are based upon supplier activity rather than genuine need. For example, there are references to a
number of existing Phare and TAIEX technical assistance programs, rather than what skills are
needed for the future and how they can be provided. Another major weakness of the accession
program is the lack of cost estimates in terms of capital or recurrent costs for the various actions. A
fully costed plan would enable a more coordinated approach to requisition and targeting of
govemment and external resources. Some areas have been costed, such as rural development and
environmental protection.

The program makes no reference to the wider public administration reform requirements, and has,
not surprisingly, been focussed on those sectors that are identified in the Cannes white paper and
questionnaire. Thus, areas such as civil service reform, pay, grading, and other supporting
infrastructure have not fully been considered in relation to EU integration. This is of particular
concern because it is these areas in particular which will provide the infrastructure for managing
within the new environment of EU membership itself. The govemment cannot wait before addressing
issues such as the future skills base, given the lead time needed to prepare civil servants for EEU
membership. There is a major opportunity here for the CSD, together with the Commissioner for
Modemization of Public Administration, to develop a human resources strategy, based upon cross-
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sectoral requirements, to provide the human resources infrastructure, other than training, to support

EU accession and membership.
The Strategy Program itself has not been subject to significant consultation with the general public

but has been discussed with the EC and various government institutional structures used to direct and
coordinate EU integration, including the Cabinet Committee for EU integration, and prior to this, the
Administrative State Secretaries Meeting. Further, unique among CEE countries, Hungary has an

Integration Strategic Working Group that acts a think tank and includes representatives from outside
government. Together these initiatives have helped build consensus amongst government officials
and independent experts. Although the Strategy Program is a public document, it has not been widely

publicized as it is seen as a working document. However, as demonstrated earlier in this report,
Hungary has a strong institutional framework and procedures for involving interest groups, and these
will be consulted when appropriate policies and actions are advanced. In any event, five out of the six
political parties elected in May 1998 support EU integration, demonstrating wide public backing for
the general notion of EU integration.45

Hungary's EU integration strategy could usefully be updated to define social and economic impact
in greater depth. Capital and recurrent costs, including staffing, should be identified for each action.
The government should develop a human resource strategy that defines the cross-sectoral human
resources requirements to support both the EU accession negotiation phase, and in the longer term,
working in the EU environment.

Institutional Arrangements
The government needs to have strong institutional arrangements to define policy and coordinate
implementation of those EU integration actions defined in the government's accession program. The
current institutional arrangements in Hungary are considered to be effective by senior decisionmakers

46in ensuring strong coordination of the accession program and the ability to make swift decisions.
The current institutional arrangements, which are shown in figure 4.6 and described below, ensure
that politicians, ministers, senior civil servants and departmental heads are informed of their
responsibilities and progress formally monitored.

The institutional arrangements for EU integration are as follows:

* The full cabinet, which is the main decisionmaking body of the government
* The Integration Cabinet, chaired by the prime minister, with ministers of Foreign Affairs,

Trade, Industry and Tourism, Justice, Finance, Interior, and Agriculture. This body, which
meets every six weeks on average (depending upon harmonization progress), is able to filter

all EU integration policies before presentation to the main cabinet. The secretariat is the State
Secretariat for Integration (SSI) in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
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Figure 4.6 Coordination of EU
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IThe Integration Strategic Working Group (ISWG) comprised of independent experts
nominated by the prime minister, and responsible for strategic advice on EU matters. Also
known as the Strategic Task Force, this body comprises 19 working groups drawn from
academic institutions, civil society, the media, and the private sector.

* The Inter-ministerial Committee for EU Integration (ICEI), chaired by the Administrative
State Secretary for Integration (SSI) with deputy state secretaries from all ministries,
presidents of national authorities, and invitations to professional and labor organizations
depending upon agenda items. The ICEI meets at least once every two months and is
responsible for cross-sectoral policy coordination before decisions are submitted to the
administrative secretaries meetings.

* 31 Working Groups of the ICEI, conforming to the chapters identified in the Aquis, comprised
of internal and extermal sectoral specialists and chaired by each ministry's relevant deputy
administrative state secretary.
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* The State Secretariat for Integration (SSI) located in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. With

over two hundred staff and 11 departments, the SSI is responsible for day to day management
and coordination of EU integration. SSI is comprised of two branches: political and human
resources, and economic and legal affairs, each headed by a Deputy Administrative State

Secretary. There is also a coordination department which acts as secretariat for the Integration

Cabinet and the SSI.

The above structure has evolved over time as result of discussions with the EC, and best practice

recommended in SIGMA reports. The economic and trade related functions of EU integration moved

from the Ministry of Trade to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, which is now responsible for all EU
integration matters4 Recently, however, coordination of international assistance was moved to the

Prime Minister's Office, recently headed by a minister without portfolio, so that it could

independently assess bids for technical assistance from ministries.
The location of the coordination function in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs suggests that EU

integration is viewed by the government as a sectoral, external task rather than one of cross-sectoral
coordination. In reality, however, the high level inter-ministerial committee and the Integration

Cabinet provide adequate opportunity for ensuring that policies are fully integrated across sectoral
lines. Further, the presence of the Integration Strategy Working Group ensures that EU integration
does not become a purely foreign affairs function. There has been some discussion amongst local
commentators on whether coordination would be improved by placing SSI in the Prime Minister's

Office, where there are strong synergies with technical assistance and modernization of public

administration. However, it was felt that given the coordination bodies mentioned earlier, this
rearrangement was unjustified and would consume valuable resources and time better spent on EU

accession matters. In the longer term, however, following accession, the government may want to
revisit this debate, since the negotiation functions are very different to those policy functions which

will prevail after accession.
Each rninistry also has an EU Integration Department that is established by each institution's

internal regulations. These departments average around 10 staff who coordinate EU integration

issues, such as sectoral legal screening programs on behalf of the ministry. There is wide variation in
the functions undertaken by respective ministries and on their reporting arrangements, with some
departments reporting directly to the Administrative State Secretary (agriculture) and others reporting
through a Deputy State Secretary. It would be useful for SSI to examine best practice and issue

guidance to ministries on the functions and staffing of EU integration departments. If the government
introduces more flexible use of civil servants, such as rotation to improve skills transfer, it will be
necessary to have greater commonality between institutions in the way they structure and manage

core functions.
Some aspects of the institutional arrangements raise issues for consideration. The respective roles

of the Commissioner for Modernization of Public Administration and Coordinator for Technical
Assistance are not clear and there appears to be some overlap, in that the former is responsible for the
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twinning program. Clearly, twinning is a cross-sectoral issue, but the Ministry of Foreign Affairs

usually undertakes such tasks. Alternatively, it could be argued that the twinning process should be
managed by the technical assistance coordinator to ensure fairness in the allocation of resources
across ministries.

Technical assistance coordination itself could be strengthened in a number of areas. Several of the
bilateral donors admitted to bypassing the technical assistance coordination unit and dealing directly

with ministries, who are required to notify the center but do not always comply. This can result in the
unfair allocation of donor assistance, a fact recognized by the new government, which has just
appointed a minister for Phare technical assistance. Our recommendation is that this new position
should be responsible for all technical assistance matters, including the twinning program.

Systems for tracking and monitoring technical assistance projects and methods of ensuring
compliance could be strengthened using project management software. The coordination units are
also obtaining additional staff to liaise with ministries and donors, and to help them prepare properly
costed project proposals. This is especially important since the overall national allocation of technical
assistance by Phare alone amounted to 772.8 MECU between 1990 and 1997. From 1996 to 1997,
24.5 MECU was targeted for EU integration, to support alignment of legislation, a national EU
communication strategy, training of civil servants in EU matters, training of the judiciary, and support
for the adoption of EU standards by Hungary.48 The Phare budget for 1998 was 87 MECU across all
sectors.

The SSI should develop good practice guidelines for the functions, structure, staffing, and training
requirements of ministry EU integration departments (working with the Civil Service Department). In
addition, the respective roles and responsibilities of the Commissioner for Modernization and the
Technical Assistance Coordinator should be reviewed to minimize duplication and maximize
synergy. The technical assistance unit should be strengthened in terms of staff and technology to
enhance coordination of technical assistance and ensure compliance of ministries with the rules
governing procurement.

Effective EU integration will necessarily require the participation of parliament, which so far has
not played a large part in the legal harmonization process, but will become more involved as
negotiations proceed in 1999. The new government will be required to consider what support, if any,
is required for the legislature to assess the legality of revised laws from both a constitutional and EU
viewpoint. It could be that the existing infrastructure used to adopt acts is sufficient, with recourse to
the constitutional court in event of unconstitutional laws. For the short term, at least in theory, the
political state secretary will represent the ministry in parliament and be available to answer questions.

Management of EU Accession
One weakness of EU accession management is that the procedures for the passing of

documentation between the structures involved in EU integration have not been written in a single
standing order. Most interviewees reported good understanding of the procedures for dealing with
legal screening and other activities; nonetheless, this lack of standing orders provides scope for non-
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uniform practice. It also inhibits new staff from familiarizing themselves with the procedures without
reinventing the wheel. Some argue that the existing Cabinet Standing Orders that apply to the
formulation of policies are probably sufficient, but this will not be the case as turnover increases and
greater numbers of new staff are required. Recognizing this new pressure, a number of administrative
state secretaries have advocated the development of standing orders to lay down the procedures for
future generations.

The procedures could also be strengthened by the use of technology. Technology is already used
to support the processing of documentation, mainly by using e-mail to speed the process of screening
(often tied to 1-3 day deadlines). The screening process could be more efficient if it were logged and
tracked on a central database held by SSI but readable by other ministries.

Human Resources Issues
EU integration is one of the few areas of public administration that clearly requires an increased
number of staff with new skills. Recent recruitment has centered on developing a new generation of
managers and attracting young, highly educated people with language qualifications to fill staff
positions.

There has been a significant investment in training related to EU accession. However, because of
the lack of coordinated human resource planning, opportunities for realizing economies of scale by
moving civil servants with up-to-date skills throughout the civil service so that their knowledge can
be transferred has been lost. The planned reserve list of staff may help, but it is unlikely that this pool
will be the best staff for EU-oriented retraining.

Within line ministries, human resources departments have competed with other ministries to train
their staff and to increase staffing levels according to their perceived demands. There is a lack of
human resources expertise in forecasting staff requirements, and given the establishment bidding
process, ministries, not surprisingly, appear to have bid high, in the hope that sufficient resources are
forthcoming from the central budget. Thus, currently, EU integration departments are relatively well
staffed for their immediate tasks, but SSI has estimated that an additional 4,000 posts may be required
by the year 2000 to manage the civil service under EU membership. It is clearly important that the
CSD consider at an early stage the arrangements for recruiting and developing staff and assessing
ministry staff development proposals. Work needs to commence quickly on developing the human
resources strategy to meet increased demand for skilled staff.

As for existing skills, interviewees considered staff in roles related to EU negotiations
(approximately 380 on negotiating teams, and 690 backup staff) to be well trained in both EU legal
issues and languages. It is likely that many of these will represent Hungary in Brussels following
accession and that additional resources will be required to replace them. Although turnover of staff at
senior levels has stabilized,49 turnover is said to be a major problem for more junior Class I staff who
will be required to manage the civil service in the coming years. Junior staff with EU knowledge are
in high demand by the private sector, especially by international commercial organizations. Even so,
there is reportedly high demand for EU-related positions in government because of their fast-track
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opportunities, and recruiting talented staff was not perceived to be a problem. Our study indicates,
however, that there is significant turnover, and the cost of continual staff development is likely to be
burdensome if this trend is not reversed. Some incentive enhancement efforts have been made. The
Euroatlantic fund (Ft 1.8 billion) has enabled a limited number of staff to be given augmented
salaries. While this promotes both loyalty and motivation among rewarded staff, it has reportedly had
a negative effect on other staff in EU-related roles who have not received bonuses.

To overcome these difficulties, the Integration Cabinet approved a training strategy for EU
Integration in 1996, although no figures are available on any funds allocated. SSI has a training
database of staff who have attended EU-related training, but this is not integrated with CSD. Thus,
there is an opportunity of working with CSD to plan a system of temporary rotation of appropriate
individuals, in order to transfer knowledge internally.

Externally, EU Phare and other donors have vigorously supported training programs. According to
SSI, training for negotiations is almost complete and training for EU membership will need to
commence soon. Thus, it is imperative that the training needs analysis work mentioned in the Human
Resources Management section be built into the PMO state secretary's training strategy. Notable EU-
related training programs to date include the following:

- Training of 500 top managers (administrative state secretaries down to deputy department
heads) at a 5 day residential course on the Aquis, and implications for EU membership
(evaluations to date suggest that this has been successful). This was funded from the central
budget (Ft 1.8 billion).

* Training of 4000 local government officers in EU issues
• Training of 500 key stakeholders, including members of parliament, officials of the State

Audit Office, and the National Bank on EU issues
* Upgrading the national training infrastructure to establish a central organizational structure for

training
* EU-related training for 380 negotiators and 690 back-up staff, including EU issues and

specific sectoral issues
• Phare-sponsored English language training
* Sectoral-related training-for instance, of 17 agricultural specialists in EU-related issues, and

training of boarder guards funded by Phare 50

Hungary has received substantial donor support over the last seven years to provide relevant
integration training to government officials. However, future cross-sectoral technical assistance
requirements have not been identified for EU integration in any strategic way. The process for
obtaining technical assistance is largely dependent upon the bidding skills and contacts of individual
ministers and their senior civil servants. This has led to the new government's decision to create the
post of Minister for Phare Technical Assistance. It is not clear how this will affect the current process
of requesting external technical assistance for EU matters. In the current process, the Technical
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Assistance Coordinator in the Prime Minister's Office requests technical assistance project
submissions from ministries, according to the various donor cycles. Bids are then assessed according
to their merit with donors. Bids come in different formats, and the quality of the bid as opposed to the
importance of the issue is a major factor in allocating technical assistance funds. This weakness is
recognized by the current coordination unit, which will start to train a small team of bid writers to
help ministries and local governments submit quality bids in consistent formats.

Summary of Performance: EU Accession Management
In general, the structures and procedures used to coordinate EU integration are satisfactory, and have
already been seen to be effective in positioning Hungary in a strong position for EU membership.

A number of improvements could be made in strengthening EU strategic planning and EU policy
development by ensuring that actions are properly costed and their impacts assessed in detail. These
are weaknesses that have been found within public sector policy making in general.

Technical assistance coordination has been improved by repositioning the coordinator in the Prime
Minister's Office to provide a cross-sectoral overview. However, many ministries and donors alike
claim to bypass the rules, and there have been concerns about the objectivity with which relative bids
are assessed for funding. The presence of a new minister for Phare funding provides a clear signal
from the government to Phare and other donors that technical assistance management is high on the
agenda for reform.

EU integration human resources management suffers from inadequate forward planning to
anticipate future staff requirements in an integrated manner. Training of EU integration staff has and
will continue to be a priority, but skills needs must be carefully identified for the next phase of EU
accession. A premium should be placed upon policy development, options appraisal, program
management, and project evaluation. This will help civil servants adapt to working in the European
Union. Perhaps most important, EU integration skills planning must be carefully linked to the
development of the government's overall strategy for public administration human resource
development.
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Annex. Hungary: Public Administration Implications of EU Accession Study-Initial
Matrix Results

Matrix 1: Evaluation of Civil Service Human Resource Management
Ref Good Practice Criteria Score Performance Evaluation Summary Aetion Required Technical

Indicators Used and . Assistanee
Benchmark
Information ..

A. Legal and Ethical Framework
Score. 4.0
Desirable characteristics
a Specific legislation governing the civil service, with subsidiary legislation and/or regulation that elaborate rulesprceduresystems for

personnel imanagement.
* The behavior of civil servants and political appointees, including probity considerations, is governed by a code of conduct.

' Merit-based rules and procedures for civil service personnel management.

* The scope of the civil service is clearly defi.
a * mparli;l ttment of ci iiens,transparent civil service opeItitons and policIe.
Al The civil service is 4 Is there a civil service Yes, Law XXXII, 1992. The Civil Service Law should Detailed exposure of

governed by specific law? be amended to include the government experts

legislation. Are there subsidiary Yes, in part, for some principles for civil service to international civil

regulations describing articles, employment. Specific service human

procedures? procedures should be defined resources
in greater detail with a human management,
resources manual. including twinning.

A2 The scope of the civil 5 Does the law define Yes, clearly and in None.

service is clearly which categories and accordance with best

defined. types of staff are civil practice.
servants?



Matrix 1: Evaluation of Civil Service Human Resource Management

Re Y PracticeCi ter Scr lerflr_a_ce d -luatIon Summr cion Reuie Tec 3c

A3 There is a code of 4 Is there an adequate Partly. The Civil Service None.
conduct or equivalent code of conduct or Law defines the
framework that governs equivalent framework behaviors to be avoided.
the behavior of civil for civil servants? A separate code is
servants. currently being

developed.
A4 The civil service is 4 Is explicit political Yes, in the civil service None.

politically neutral. activity prohibited by law.
law?
Is there a clear Yes, although the The Civil Service Law needs
distinction between appointment of to be strengthened by
political appointees and administrative state explicitly stating that
career civil servants? secretaries (and arguably administrative state secretaries

w deputy administrative cannot be dismissed by
00 state secretaries and ministers, but only by a civil

heads of department) is service commission or similar
still subject to political body.
interference.

Is the ratio of political Yes. The ratio is less than None.
appointees to civil 1%, although in central
servants similar to good ministries the figure
practice? could be higher
E.g.: U.S., 1:394; depending upon the
Sweden, 1:2051; U.K.: degree of political
no political appointees interference in

appointments of deputy
state secretaries and
department heads.
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A5 There are legal 3 Are there statements Yes, in the Civil None.

provisions to ensure on the need to Service Law.
probity, such as disclose conflicts of
requirements to disclose interest which are in
conflicts of interest, and interest, wich aroi
which agencies should ptaccdcew
enforce these provisions. practice?

Are conflicts of interest No, although the Civil Conflicts of interest should be
inspected formally? Service Department is built into the inspection

planning inspections. program.
A6 The notion of merit- 4 Is there an overall No, although many of the Include an overall statement in

based procedures statement on the civil articles contain a spirit of the introduction of the Civil

established in law. service operating on the meritocracy. Service Law.
basis of an individual's
merit?
All EU countries
recognize the principle
of a civil service
operating on the basis
of merit.

A7 Citizens have access to 4 Is there an ombudsman Partly. It is not politically Publicize the mandate and Exposure of

fair and transparent provided for in law? independent and is charter of the Parliamentary ombudsman to

means of redressing comprised of Commission on Citizen's international practice

grievances with the civil parliamentary Rights, and other ombudsmen. such as a citizens'

service. commissions, although charter and civil
the public is not generally service HR issues.
aware of its existence and
its role. _
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A8 Open access to 4 Is civil service policy Partly, although public Institutions should be required

information. and performance widely sector performance is not to publish their performance.
published? published in any

systematic way.
Do civil servants have Yes. None,
access to their personnel
files?
Civil servants have
open access to their
personnel files in the
EU countries for which
information was
available.

A9 Is there a data Yes. None.
protection act?
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Matrix 1: Evaluation Of Civil Service Human Resource nt
Ref Good Practice Criteria Score Performance Evaluation Summary Action Required Technical

Indicators Used and Assistance
Bevchtmrk
Information

B I There are clearly defined 4 Does the civil service Partly. Oversight and Civil Service Law should be

institutions to develop law define all of the inspection bodies are not amended to specify all

and coordinate civil relevant institutions defined. institutions, and their overall

service policy. required to manage the mandates and relationships.

civil service?
Structures vary across
EU; function, rather
than form, is essential
Is there a single Partly, but there is
institution to formulate duplication with the
civil service human Commissioner for Public
resources policy? Administration reform (in
Single central terms of mandate, if not

t---) institution formulates in functions).
policy and establishes
framework for civil
service management
Does the single Partly. The CSD does not Consider moving the CSD to

institution have have the authority, in the Prime Minister's Office.
sufficient authority to practice, to force other Consider combining CSD with

ensure policies are line ministries to comply the Public Services
adopted and complied with the law, even though Department in the Ministry of
with? they have legal Labor.
Key government and responsibility.
civil society actors
agree on policy and
management organs for
the civil service.
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Does the single No. There are only 16 More staff are required, Exposure of CSD to
institution have members of staff (2 especially to conduct international
sufficient resources to managers, 11 clerks, and inspection programs. inspection
ensure policies are 3 administrators). techniques.
developed and complied
with?
Do line ministries No. Numbers are Human resources practitioners Study tours and
human resources sufficient for current require exposure in placements for
departments have practice, but would need international processes. relevant staff.
appropriate capacity in more if civil service
terms of numbers of human resources
staff and skills? management were

modernized. Practitioners
are not conversant with
international good
,practice.

B2 There is an oversight 3 Is there a body with the No, although there are The government is to consider Exposure of
body or bodies to ensure mandate to undertake staff representation the creation of a civil service ministers to the
fairness of civil service independent decisions forums, which review commission with independent concept of an
policies. on the fairness of civil policies. experts to oversee fairness. independent

service policies? oversight body.
Does the oversight body No. However, there is a
have sufficient authority strong spirit of
to enforce decisions? independent oversight in

Hungary in many other
areas, such as ethnic
minority issues.
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Ref Good Practice Criteria Score Performance - Evaluation S a-ry Action Reuired Tunl

Indicators Used and Assistance
Benchmark

___._ Ihformation.
Is the body governed No.
independently from
civil servicc
management and
political institutions?
Diverse high-prestige
government and non-
government
composition of
oversight body(ies)
Does the mandate of the No.
oversight body cover all
relevant policies?
Does the oversight body No.
report on its activities
and outcomes?
Does the oversight body No.
have monitoring and
evaluation capacities to
monitor civil service
management
performance?
Resources allocated to
oversight tasks match
scope of required
activities, and capacity
to monitor civil service
behavior installed
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There is evidence of Yes. Hungary has many
effective institutions parliamentary
(such as legislative commissions, a State
committees, judicial Audit Office, and a State
reviews, the National Office of Control in the
Audit Office) and Prime Minister's Office
published reports. (KEI). However, their
Evidence of active activities are not
operations, such as published regularly.
public hearings, audit
reviews, published
reports

s C. Employment and Pay Policy and Man ament-
> Score: $3.2X0 S 

Desirable characteristics
• Civ isrvice wage bill Is affordable and within overall efa mewo addoes notcrowdouto re rxpenses.

Remuneron is sufficiently competitive to recruit,rti,and moivate qualfied t at all levels.
* The compensation system is simple, monetize, and tra nt with rule.adr rktsed deter ns of compensation.

t ntrol system is In place li ud ndrson Information system to
provde deqatecontrol oyf personnel expeniue

*Pensions system is sound and afforabe



Matrix 1: Evaluation of Civil Service Human Resource Management
Ref Good Practice Criteria Score Performance Evaluation Sutmmary Action Required Technical

Indicators Used and Assistance
Benchmark
Information

CI Numbers of civil and 4 Is the ratio of all public Yes. GoH should develop an Human Resources

public servants are in sector employees per overall Human Resources Practitioners to be

line with international head of population in Strategy, defining the exposed to

practice. line with EU member number and skills of staff international

states? required for EU integration, practice, at a
EU range: 2.7% and the mechanisms for workitng level.
(Greece) to 17.4%
(Sweden); median meeting the requirement.
7.1%; average 7.7% This should include

enabling Civil Servants to
be transferred throughout
the civil service to make
best use of resources.

s-A Is the wage bill as a No. Public service Government is to develop a
proportion of govemment personnel expenditure is strategy and plan for
expenditure in line with EU higher than EU ratios. determining public sector pay
member states? I
EU members wage bill policy.
expenditures:
As % of goods and services.
Range: 24.6% (Germany) to
82.2% (Greece); median
67.4%; average 58.9%
As % of total expenditure.
Range: 5.6% (Sweden) to
29.7% (Portugal); median
11.2%; average 13.2%
As % of total revenue
Range: 5.7% (Sweden) to
36.2% (Greece); median
11.5%; average 14,9%.
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Are goods and services No. Goods and services
as a proportion of expenditure is lower than
government expenditure EU.
in line with EU member
states?
EU members goods and
service expenditures as
% of total expenditure.
Range: 14.2% (Sweden)
to 96.0% (Switzerland);
median 19.1%; average
22.5%.
Is there any evidence of Yes, in the health and
overstaffing in the education sectors.
public sector?
Is there any evidence of Yes, anecdotal evidence,
shortages of goods and but not significant.
materials, which are
affecting administrative
performance or service
delivery?



Matrix 1: Evaluation of Civil Service Huuan Resoc M_anagent
Rd Good Prttce cittia Score -T b_ . - uai Sunmary Actieo -Rwr Tehulcanl

C2 Levels of pay are 3 Is the ratio of civil Yes, in part, for senior Government is to undertake a Funding of a local,

sufficiently competitive service to private sector positions. comparator pay survey suitably qualified

to recruit, retain and pay in line with EU or investigating pay differentials research institution

motivate qualified staff OECD norms? between private and public to undertake a pay

at all levels. Annual gross average sector, for benchmark jobs on comparator survey.

earnings public sector a regular basis.

relative to private
sector. Range: 1.02
(U.K.) to 1.64
(Portugal).
Are turnover rates No official data available. The Personnel Information

comparable to EU There are estimates of 9% System (KOZIGTAD) should

norms? for general staff, and 15% collect turnover and vacancy

EU turnover rates. for educated Class I and rate information from

Range: 0.9-1.2% (U.K. II civil servants (based institutions.
management-level staff) upon basic examination
to 10% (Sweden). enrolment). This suggests

a comparatively high
turnover for senior staff
compared to best practice.

Is remuneration at No, compression ratio of
senior levels appropriate wages is 7.0, less than
to skills, as indicated by best practice (for example
compression ratios? 10-12).
EU compression ratios.
Range: 4.6 (France) to
9.8 (U.K.).



Matrix 1: Evaluation of Civil Service Human Resource Managem. t
Re Go Practice Criteial Scorei Pefrac Evlato SImr Acio Reuie Tchnical

C3 There is a uniform and 2 Is the grade structure No, there are at least 21 Development by CSD of a Technical assistance
effective grading sufficient to provide grades, not including completely revised pay and to support
structure that optimizes incentives to honorary positions. grading system, based upon development of a
decisionmaking. advancement without job evaluation. This should be revised pay and

introducing undue linked to pay policy, the grading system.
complexity.non- establishment control, and the

complexity/non- KOZIGTAD systems.
transparency? ___________

Is there evidence of Yes, in recent years.
grade creep to
circumvent salary
constraints? .

00



Matrix 1: Evaluation of Civil Service Human Resource Management
Ref Good Practice Citeria- Score Performance Evaluation Summary Action Required Technical

Indicators Used and Assistance
Benchmark
Information

C4 The compensation 2 Are % of non-wage No. 27% of wages are in The government should Technical assistance

system is simple, allowances and the form of supplements. consider integration of the to undertake a

monetized, transparent, supplements in line with Payroll and Personnel systems specification

and fair. OECD ranges? Information System and feasibility study
Base salary as % of (KOZIGTAD' to develop an
total remuneration in 19 r T ) integrated payroll,
OECD countries: 100% establishment and

in 9 countries; 70-100% personnel
in 6 countries; 50-100% information system.

in I country; <30% in 3
countries
Is there a system of Yes, based in the
post-based Ministry of Finance.
establishment control?
Are regular reports Yes, in part. Data is
produced to confirm produced on a six
accurate employment monthly basis.
information, and
credible patters of
intake and attrition'?
Is a computerized Yes.
system operating to
support establishment
control?
Is the establishment No information available.
system Year 2000
compliant?



Matrix 1: Evaluation of Civil Service Human Resource Man aem nt

Are there well-defined No. CSD and Ministry of
lines of technology and Finance do not have
systemic lines of formal working
communication between arrangement as the
the personnel payroll and KOSIGTAD
department and budget are not integrated.
department in the
Ministry of Finance?
Is there predictability Yes. Managers control None.
and containment of staff budgets and thus
personnel costs in the have the incentive to
budget? control numbers.

w



Matrix 1: Evaluation of Civil Service Human Resource Management

Ref Good Practice Criteria Score Perormance Evaluation Summary Action Required Techiial

Indicators Used and Asstance

&ninark
. format,o. 

C5 There is a pension 5 Is the construction of Yes. None.

system that is affordable, the pensions system

effective, and fair. in line with best

practice?
Desirable characteristics
include: "stable,
reliable, sufficiently
flexible to adjust to
economic, demographic
and other changes...
easy to understand and
administer... perceived
as fair and there is a
clear relationship
between performance
-as measured by
earnings-and
pensions. Benefits and
costs are reasonable and
predictable." (SIGMA
Policy Brief No. 2,
"Civil Service Pension
Schemes").
Is the pensions system Yes. None.
based upon sound
actuarial practice?

Is there independent Yes. None.
audit of the pension
fund and system?

Average Score 3.2



Matrix 1: Evaluation of Civil Service Human Resource Management
Ref Good Practice Criteria Score Perfornance Evalation Summary Action Required Technical

nldicors Used and AssistanceI Bechmnark

D. Human Resources Management PoiiesadPatices
Score: 3.2
Desirable characteristics

* Capacity exists to review current and prl etedstare rce rleqirements.l
* An ap proiate personnel infmatiosysteminlace. 0
• Staff selection is conducted on t bis ba on open an tran aret erit edpocedures and collective

managemnetit decisions.
* A perormance appraisal system is in ra o with uniorm obective criteria across the seice rw at d t m gement leYels, and

arypocus bed on t priiplandi stittional procedures fo' udgeijent and ai,pealext.
Dl There are effective 2 Is there a national No, there is no Development of a strategy to

planning arrangements planning strategy and centralized planning, enable deployment of civil
for deployment of civil procedure for although a reserve has servants across the public
servants. deployment of civil been set up, mainly to sector.

servants throughout the reduce redundancy costs.
structure?



Matrix 1: Evaluation of Civil Service Human Resource Management
Re( Good Practice Crteria _ Score Prformanc Evauition Summary Action Required Techical -

Indieators Used and Assl5tance
Benbutark

: . . L~~Ifomaioln-_;
D2 Effective personnel 4 Can a system be Yes, the KOZIGTAD None.

information systems are demonstrated that system operated by CSD
in place. registers basic is updated regularly.

personnel intorination
for the entire civil
service, containing
personal characteristics
such as education and
skills, personnel
actions, appraisal
results, training and
career history?
Are human resources No. Liie nministry staff None.
practitioners trained in will soon be trained.
the use of personnel
management
information systems?
Is the personnel No. Statistics are The role of KOZIGTAD
management produced, but strategic should he considered in light
information system decisions of civil service of a revised human resources
used effectively in employment are not strategy.
______________ decisionmaking? centralized.



Matrix 1: Evaluation of Civil Service Human Resource Management
Ref -Good Practice Criteria Score PeRrac Valation Summary Action Required Technical

D3 Recruitment is based 4 Are all posts advertised Yes, in part, but only at The Civil Service Law should CSD to be exposed
upon merit. publicly to ensure equal managerial discretion. require all posts to be to international

competition for posts? advertised, possibly in batches practice.
to reduce cost.
Procedures for recruitment
should be contained within an
operations manual, and staff
trained in the procedures.

Is there a competitive Yes, in part, but not The government should
process including coherent across the civil formally evaluate the Basic
objective assessment for service. There is a Basic and Special examinations.
recruitment? Examination, but this is

not taken until 12 months The government should
w service has been consider implementation of a

completed. common entrance exam that
tests for abilities and potential
rather that educational
achievement. There should be
no exclusion for graduates of
specific disciplines.

Are job descriptions Yes, but there are no Common formats for job
prepared and utilized? standards. descriptions linked to job

evaluation should be
developed.

Is the recruitment Yes, in part, by a three- It should be mandatory to
process checked by person panel. However, check the recruitment process.
multiple reviewers'? this is the exception

rather than the rule.



Matrix 1: Evaluation of Civil Service Human Resource Managment
Ref God Pracfice Criteria Store Performance Evaluation Summary Actiot Required Technical

Idiators Used and Assistance
Benchmark

. . . lInfrm a tio nl ,__.__. _ '__._'__.,

Are there consistent No. Different institutions Inspections should be CSD should be

practices across the civil operate differently. There undertaken to enforce exposed to methods

service? are no operations consistency of practice. of inspection.
manuals, and there is no
inspection.

D4 Performance evaluation 2 Are performance No. Only on promotion or The new appraisal system International

is objective, uniform, appraisals undertaken demotion and therefore should be compulsory for all exposure of CSD to

and focussed on on a regular basis for all every 4 or 5 years staff every year. concrete

performance staff? depending upon grade. Performance

improvement and career E.g., Belgium/Germany Appraisal

development. all employees evaluated procedures.

every 1-2 years;
Netherlands/U.K. each
employee evaluated
annually
Is there a formal unified Yes, but the system is not Development of a new output

performance appraisal effective. based performance appraisal
system? system, linked to
Evidence of written organizational objectives.
appraisals for last two
years available for
review?
EU countries'
appraisals kept on file,
with open access to
employees
Are categories of No. Categories are based
appraisal similar to best upon traits rather than
practice? objectives.



Matrix 1: Evaluation of Civil Service Human Resource Management
Ref Good Praictce Criteria Score Performance Evaluation Summary Action eqtuired Technical

Indicatos sed ad Assistance

Is the appraisal linked Yes. Linked to
to other human promotion, but not to
resources procedures? training needs.

D5 Promotion is open and 3 Is there a uniform Yes. Promotion is Consideration of a non- Exposure of CSD to

transparent, and based process, with legal automatic, based upon automatic system based upon international

upon merit. basis, for making merit. merit. Pay progression can be promotion systems.

promotion decisions? implemented by different
means.

Are the procedures open Yes, in part. However, Promotion procedures need to
and transparent? there is a system of be incorporated within a
Results of promotions honorary positions, which human resources management
published? circumvents the manual.

promotion process.
Is the process used No. Ministries apply Inspections need to be Exposure of CSD to

consistently across the different interpretation, implemented to ensure international

civil service? especially with regard to consistency in application of inspection
demotion. the manual. Line ministry staff techniques.

should be trained.
Is the process overseen Yes, by the line None.
by a third party? manager's superior.
Is there recourse to Yes, but no internal Development of an internal,
appeal for promotion formal procedure. Formal but independent, grievance
grievances? procedure is through the procedure.

._______ _________________________ courts.



Matrix 1: Evaluation of Civil Service Human Resource Management
Rtf Good Prttice Criteria Score Performance Evaluation Sumuary Action Required Technica

Indicators Used and Assistance
Benchmark
In[formatin -

D6 There are disciplinary 4 Are there common Yes, in the Civil Service None.
procedures based upon objective criteria for Law.
transparcnt and fair disciplinary action? _
principles. Are statistics held on No. CSD should require

the number of institutions to submit data, at
disciplinary hearings least on an annual basis, and
and their outcomes? report to parliament.
Is there a written Yes, in part, but not Detailed disciplinary
process for conducting adequately detailed. procedures should be
disciplinary hearings? incorporated in the civil

service human resources
manual.

Averac Score 3.2 _ _ _ - _
s E. Traiing and Career levelopment
< ScoreX 3.3

Desirable charcteritics
Appropriate training system to re-skUl staff and to prepare new recruits for ongoing work, with a bu4get and dlear institudonal responsibility
ssi ed for training Poliey formuiuon and Implementation.

El There is an appropriate 3 Is there clear Yes, in part, although The draft training decree
training system to re- responsibility for civil there is some overlap should specify clear roles and
skill staff to prepare new service training policy? between the CSD and responsibilities of all state
recruits and develop Commissioner for Public institutions involved in
existing staff. Administration Reform, training.

in terms of policy
development.



Matrix 1: Evaluation of Civil Service Hunman Resource Management
Ref GPoodPractice rtea Scre PrrR cev;atoSuway Ation Requir Ttehnicad

Is there a national No. It is currently being The training strategy should
training policy based developed as a draft specify mechanisms for
upon training needs decree but the new coordinating national civil
analysis? government may not service training and budgetary

implement. The decree is arrangements.
not based upon training

____ ____ ____ ____ ___ needs analysis.

Is there institutional No. Line ministry human Line ministry human resources CSD and line
capacity for developing resources departments do practitioners to be trained in ministry staff trained
training policies at not have the knowledge training needs analysis in training needs
different levels? or experience to develop techniques. analysis, training

local plans. management, and
_____ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~evaluation.

£2 Training budgets are 3 Are there specific Yes. For each institution. None.
00 ~~sufficient to implement training budgets

the training policies, identified in the state
within fiscal constraints, budget

Is the level of training No. Training expenditure None.
expenditure consistent is 1% of wage bill lower
with international than some other
practice? countries, for example,

_____ _______________________ ~~~~~~Estonia at 3 %.

£3 Training provision is 4 Is there a sufficient Yes. The HIPA operates None.
sufficient to meet the range of public and across the civil service.
requirements of the civil private sector providers There are sectoral
service, to compete for training training institutions, and

provision? private providers.



Matrix 1: Evaluation of Civil Service Human Resource Management t

Ref Good Praetice Criteria Score Performance Evaluation Summary Action Required Technical

Indicators Used asd Assistance

Benchmark
Information
Have options been No. There has been no An options appraisal of

considered for formal evaluation of contracting out training

contracting out training contracting out civil provision should be

provision? service training on a incorporated within the

competitive basis. training strategy.
Training providers should be
required to produce service
level agreements with their
contractors.

Training evaluation is 3 Are there defined No, although some Methods for training

undertaken to identify procedures for institutions conduct their evaluation should be described

the relevance and cost evaluating training own analyses. in the human resources

effectiveness of training. courses? handbook.

Does training No. Most evaluation is on The Basic and Special

evaluation examine the basis of trainee examinations should be

relevance of training, feedback, rather than a evaluated in terms of

and cost effectiveness? critical look at the impact operational effectiveness.
of training on job
performance.

Are trainees utilized and No. There is no system to CSD should develop a

well placed in the civil place civil servants procedure for placing civil

service upon throughout the public servants based upon their

completion of training? sector. skills, to improve cross-
fertilization of expertise.

Average Score 3.3 _ _ _

F. Management Practices and Culture
Score: 2.S
Desirable characteristics

Decisionmaking structures ensure effective citizen-oriented service management and delivery, with ddegation schemes that are similar to

other EU civil services.



Matrix 1: Evaluation of Civil Service Human Resource Management
Ref Good Practice Criteria co re Peorr4 EvaluationrSummar Acind)e0qufe4 Technical

Fl Decisionmaking is 3 Are budgets devolved to Yes, in part, but only at
placed at the lowest decisionmakers? senior management level.
possible level to ensure Are there clear No. There are no Development of a philosophy TA to develop a
effective management mechanisms for mechanisms for agreeing of managing on the basis of concept and
and service delivery. delegating decisions performance indicators outputs results-orientated implementation plan

and holding individuals for individual managers management). for results-orientated
to account for their and staff. management.
performance (in terms
of outputs and
outcomes)?

F2 Service delivery is based 2 Are standards published Yes, in part, according to The government should
upon public consultation for public services? Law of Administrative require all line ministries to
regarding priorities and Procedures (IV) 1957. develop performance

AJ standards of service. (There is no uniform data indicators, and publish the
o on service delivery standards of service that the

standards in Hungary.) public can expect.
Government will nominate
responsibility to an
appropriate institution for
developing results-orientated
management.

Are standards based No. Standards are based The government will Technical assistance
upon public upon the perceived undertake public attitude to help develop
consultation? capacity of the systems. surveys to establish customer service

expectations and help define monitoring.
standards.

Average score 2.5



Matrix 2: Evaluation of Policy Formulation and Coordination
Ref Good Practice Score Performance Evaluation Summary Action Required I Technical

Criteria Indicators Used and Assistance
J enchnavk

__ _ _ _E_ _ _rmation

G. Institutional Arrangements
Score: 4.3
Desirable characteristics
* Tlere is a focal point within the goverment institutional structure that has the political authority to ensure that decisions are binding,

efficient, and of high technical ualt.
G I There are effective 5 Is there constitutional Yes, the cabinet which is

institutional provision for lean and effective.
arrangements for decisionmaking bodies?
decisionmaking.

G2 There are effective 4 Is there a central entity No, although a number of The government should Exposure to

institutional to provide strategic and institutions provide some consider development of a international models,

arrangements to provide policy support for strategic components, strategic planning unit, at such as Malaysia,

strategic planning and effective such as the Commissioner supraministerial level, to Germany, U.K.

policy formulation, to decisionmaking? for Modernisation of develop cross-sectoral long-

support Public Administration. range planning.

decisionmaking. Does the central body No. The existing bodies,
have sufficient capacity if given increased
to undertake strategic mandates, would need
and policy formulation significant strengthening
functions? of human resources

._____ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _capacity.



Matrix 2: Evaluation of Policy Formulation and Coordination
Ref 46d, Practice Score Perfrac vlainSummar Action euie Technia

? ~~~ v = m~encmark C 

G3 There are effective 5 Is there a central body Yes, the secretariat in the
institutional for coordinating cabinet legal department of the
arrangements for policy policies, and undertaking Prime Minister's Office.
coordination. secretariat functions?

(Including on
membership of
committees, drafting
terms of reference for
task groups, scheduling
and prioritizing meeting
agendas, disseminating
policy decisions to
concerned bodies, etc.)
Does the central Yes, but they require
secretariat have more authority to force
sufficient capacity to ministries to comply with
coordinate policy? submitting policies on

time.
Are all major policies Yes.
passed through the
central secretariat?

G4 There are structures at 3 Are there bodies for Yes. All policies are first
all levels of government ensuring cross-sectoral passed through the
to ensure effective policy is developed in weekly meeting of
policy development and accordance with national administrative secretaries,
coordination. strategy'? thus contributing to

necessary policy
coordination and cross-
sectoral development.



Matrix 2: Evaluation of Policy Formulation and Coordination
Ret G:oodPractice Score . P a.s- . Ev i3n Smary . k t J£Rquired Tcha

Criteria Wileatbit Used and A ce

h&frwation___________

Are there bodies for No, although the State The government should Exposure of senior
assessing the impact of Office of Control consider development of an managers to EU and
government-wide performs some limited efficiency unit to monitor other systems.
policies? monitoring functions. service delivery, impact of

policies and cross-sectoral
policy evaluation.

Are there bodies for No. There is an over- The government should
providing policy advice emphasis on legal consider creating a small unit
for ministries and the drafting, rather than to advise ministries on policy
center? policy development. development methodology.
Are there bodies in Yes. All ministries have a Existing legal departments
ministries for legal department for within ministries need to be
coordinating sectoral coordinating policy strengthened to act as the
policy development and development, but these ministry's policy development
evaluation? are focussed on legal and coordination unit, rather

drafting rather than fully than a legal drafting unit.
costed policies with
detailed impact
assessments.

Average Score 4. J_. __._._.
H. Paocy Processes and'Procedures
Score: 4,2
Desirable characteristies

T he poliy-mking processes ensure lhat decesions are bluding, effkienti and of lgh ech l quality
• Policy-makdig processes are effective i ensiwiag thatsectoral pol,es ar_ develoW so that they are consistent with overall strategy; so that

inter-sectoral policies are properly coordinated with one ter and so that resource implications are DUy asssd



Matrix 2: Evaluation of Policy Formulation and Coordination
R ef Good Practice score Performance E i004aton Summary Action Required Technical

Criteria ndctrUedand Assac

HI There are processes for 5 Are the procedures Yes. Defined in Cabinet
ensuring all interested defined in law for Standing Orders. In
parties are consulted. requiring that necessary practice, government

consultation takes place? level of consultation is
high.

H2 There are detailed 4 Are there published Yes. In Cabinet Standing
administrative procedures for Orders.
procedures for submission of policies,
processing policies. and allocation of actions

by the government?
Do the procedures Yes. There is an
allocate responsibilities, administrative clearing
deadlines and actions? process that requires

ministries to consult
appropriately for each
policy submission.

Do the procedures No, policies are submitted The government should
ensure policies are in various formats. introduce a common template
submitted to government for submitting policies.
in a consistent format?
Do the processes help Yes, through the
anticipate and resolve Administrative State
conflicts before Secretaries Meeting and
government meetings'? Economic/EU Integration

Cabinet meetings.

H3 There are clear policies 3 Do the processes ensure No. 25% of policies are The common template should

for ensuring effective full analysis of costs, rejected for insufficient require that cost benefit

policy formulation and benefits, risks, consultation of poor cost analysis, and risk assessment

evaluation. implementation issues benefit and impact should be provided in all
etc? analysis. cases.



Matrix 2: Evaluation of Policy Formulation and Coordination

Ref Good Pratke . Score Performace Evaliuation SimmarY Acion Reqired T n

Criteria . ndicators-Used and An. e .

0ormauen :. .E. - -

Are the processes Yes, although time could The government should

performed by the central be saved by requiring request all ministries to list in

secretariat efficient? ministries to list their a common format their

amendments to bills, so changes to re-submitted
that the secretariat does proposals.
not have to check every
amendment.

Do procedures ensure No. There is little post The government should ensure Technical assistance,

that policies are implementation that all policies are evaluated such as twinning on

evaluated? evaluation, except when during and following methods of policy

things go wrong. implementation, and that the formulation and

method for achieving this be evaluation.
included in the initial policy
submission. National
coordination of policy
evaluation would be
conducted by the efficiency
unit.

H4 Office Technology is 4 Is best use made of Partly. The PMO's Consider placing the policy

used to automate the office technology? Secretariat uses a Lotus tracking system on-line on

policy coordination software based policy secret infrastructure so that

process. tracking and monitoring ministries can monitor and
system. However, this is track their own and related
not available to ministries. progress.



Matrix 2: Evaluation of Polkc Frulation and Coordination

Are there common Yes, in part, although for
standards of software? reasons of secrecy

documentation is passed
by hand. The Lotus
tracking system does not
have full database
functionality.

H5 There are published 5 Are there published Yes, proposals are
standard times for times for policy normally submitted with

submission and submissions? 30 days, depending upon

amendment of complexity.
proposals. Are there reasonable Yes. 80-90% of

rejection rates in terms submissions to the
of policies submitted? Administrative State

Secretaries Meeting are

cleared first time. About
90% of cabinet decisions
are agreed first time.

Is there evidence of pre- Yes. There are formal
meetings to ensure swift meetings of
agreement at government Administrative State
meetings? Secretaries, and informal

sectoral meetings, chaired
by the nominated
responsible minister or
Administrative State
Secretary.

Avera e score 4.2



Matrix 2: Evaluation of Policy Formulation and Coordination
Ref G9odactice Score Perfotm- Ev tion Summary Action Required Techical

Criteria - dlitatwrs Used and As..ance

L Human aResources Capacity --: . . - . .
Score- 34;.......... - . . -. . .. .

Des~iral cmteritcs .- :Yg. 

Staff are employed in adequate numb the"Ls contityn Insta ; a" rewardsiaeatlf ae . -o,t- - -

Staff at Ihe center posses e skiUs fo g dier pl 0 o ios antipati U f the

t; analyzi es lhat ad to 1y tbrw iatln a rn tlr Aysconludson, andre omenato io n a,

. otnvincint nmanner. .- _ -:______:_:_-::_:

II Policymaking 4 Is the staff complement No, there is an over The government needs to

departments are of policy units based emphasis on legal strengthen the staffing of

sufficiently resourced. upon an assessment of qualifications, rather than policy departments by
need (i.e. task analysis)? social and management supplementing legal skills

science skills. with management science,
policymaking, and evaluation

___________________ ~~~~~~~~skills. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Is the number of staff in Yes, because traditionally,
policy making functions legal departments are
considered to be relatively powerful and
acceptable? given their importance are

not short staffed.



Matrix 2: Evaluation of Policy rmulation and Coordination

Are rewards sufficient to No, although wages are Policy making skills should be
attract and retain high higher for legally viewed as a premium in any
caliber staff? qualified professionals future job evaluation exercise

and there are supplements (see annex 1).
for EU integration work
and other uplifts.
No figures on turnover
exist, but 80% of staff
trained in English
language by Phare
between 1992-5 left the
civil service by the end of
1996.

w 12 Policy making and 3 Are staff trained in No, there is an over

00 coordination staff policy formulation and reliance on legal staff.
possess suitable evaluation techniques? Over 11% of senior staff
qualifications and are lawyers, many of
skills. whom are engaged in

policy formulation
functions. There is little
migration of staff between
policy sectors.

Have staff been selected No, staff are recruited and
by means of a process promoted on an ad hoc
which tests verbal basis .
reasoning, interpersonal,
and organizational
skills?

Average Score 3.5



Matrix 3: EU Accession Mana xement
Rif Good Prac.te Score PerformaiAce. . . Acd vT4

Critesiaed and .

L EU Aceion StrateW.
Seore: 4.0#
DesWable characteristis

There ik a wefl.artculated strat for deeplngwpUc adistradonto meet needs of EU accessibyt et da.

L $ ratei4, vion is.of bigk l t ; re a.ll3tl onull e ;- i_, a. . _ ebenl,.
JI There is a national 4 Is the strategy based Yes, a detailed National

strategy for developing upon an empirical Programme for the

public administration to assessment of the current Adoption of the Aquis,

meet the needs of EU state of administrative although impact

accession. development? assessments are not
detailed.

Does the strategy include Partly. The plan specifies

ui an action plan, with staffing needs and some
technical assistance training requirements, but

requirements? only small reference to
technical assistance
requirements.

Does the action plan No. Actions are not Future revisions of the EU Integration staff

include cost estimates? accompanied by cost strategy should include should be trained in

estimates, except in a few detailed resources, costs, and cost and impact

cases. impact assessments. assessment, and
project planning.

Does the action plan Partly. Actions include
define responsibilities, responsibilities but not

timescales, and full resource estimates.
resources? I_I



Matrix 3: EU Accession Mana ement

J2 The strategy and plans 4 Is the action plan based Partly. There has been

have involved members upon consultation? little consultation with

of the public, interest members of the public,

groups, government although the public and

bodies, and the EU. interest groups are
normally consulted when
actions are converted into
more detailed policies.

Is the action plan Yes, by Cabinet
approved by the Committee for EU
necessary authorities? Integration, chaired by the

Prime Minister.

Has the action plan been Yes, the strategy was
discussed with EC? discussed by the Inter-

ministerial committee and

._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . .E C .
Has the action plan been Partly. The strategy is an
widely disseminated as a official document on the
public document? ministry, and therefore

published. However, it
has not been widely
publicized, as this was not
considered to be
necessary.

Averaged str 4.0 X __7___________X __ f:00 :00: T

K. < InstituinalAanag l"eue .ien.te4 ! = _. fffXff X
Avoeraks4re45

Ther is maagemnt tructure for EU ceso ae nsiaiiyfrproeadcnItnywt 0a odtos



Matrix 3: EU Accession Mana ement
Ref God Practice, Score Peormance Evaluation Srnmnary Action R*quired Technical

Criteria In4icators Used and Assistance
B k- .rk

_.___ infornmtlon
Ki There are suitable 5 Are there management Partly. There is no

institutional structures with parliamentary act or

arrangements for appropriate legal basis government decree, but

managing the process for managing EU the arrangements are
of EU accession. accession? effective without recourse

to high level decrees. The
Ministry of Foreign
Affairs internal structure
is regulated by ministerial
decree.

Was the structure based No. The structure evolved
upon an analytical report over time, owing to
agreed by government? discussions with EC and

______________ internal reorganizations.

Was the structure Partly. The government
designed on the basis of reviewed models operated
international models? by other recent EU

accession countries,
including Finland and
Portugal, as well as other
countries waiting for
accession.



Matrix 3: EU Accession Mana eement

Does the structure Yes. The Ministry of
provide for strong policy Foreign Affairs
coordination within coordinated EU
public administration? integration, and every

ministry has a designated
department, which meets
with MoFA on a regular
basis. There is also a
Strategic Task Force to
provide independent
advice, and an Inter-
ministerial Committee for
Integration, comprised of
all ministries'
administrative state
secretary or deputy.

Is responsibility for EU Yes. Responsibility lies
accession at the optimum with the EU Integration
level in the government Cabinet, but for day to
structure? day coordination is in the

Ministry of Foreign
Affairs. This has been
much debated, but
appears to operate well.



Matrix 3: EU Accession Mana Yement _________________.____...

Ref Good Practice Score Performance Evaluation Summary Acttio Required Technical

Cliterlia Ind.ibrs Used and A... . .:-:e

Benchmark
. _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ . .. - . r iat lo al 

K2 The legislature has 4 Does the legislature have No, the legislature has not The government should

appropriate resources to sufficient technical been involved in Aquis consider the support needed to

analyze legislation. support needed to screening to date, and the enable the legislature to assess

analyze relevant change of government the acceptability of legislation

legislation? may strengthen the in relation to EU integration.

support requirements as
the negotiations proceed
in 1999.

Is there sufficient Yes. Five out of the six

political consensus for parties that won
accession that detailed representation in March

matters can be brought to 1998 support EU

the legislature, without integration. The sixth is
fear of derailment? the smallest party.

W ~~Averaeve Score 4. 5 ___________

L. Managment Processes and Procedures
Score: 5.0
Desirable characteristics

Management processes for EU accession are based on suitability otpurpose and consisten with local conditions.



Matrix 3: EU Accession Mana ement
Rtef X odc ractic lt S| ActioniRequire Technical

ena~~~~~echa)

LI There are efficient, 5 Are there agreed and Yes. The structure and
transparent, widely understood lines of communication
consultative procedures procedures for are well understood, but
that reflect best practice considering consultation, there are no standing
in EU member states. securing agreement, orders to ensure

developing policy, and consistent application of
so forth? procedures, other than

existing administrative
standing orders. Problems
in relation to policy
development are those
identified in annex 2.

Is best use made of Yes. The institutional
existing expertise in structures are well staffed
undertaking the with experts who have
procedures? been trained both in

foreign languages and EU
issues.

Do the procedures Yes. EU integration uses
ensure sufficient existing effective
consultation with procedures for
interested parties? consultation with interest

groups, and local
government.



Matrix 3: EU Accession Mana ement
Ref Good Practiee Score Performa_ce Evaluation Summary Action Required Techn- _

Criteria Indiecators Used and A. istance
. B~~1entchmark -. ...-

.. ormation.
Are the processes and Partly. Much use is made
procedures supported by of the internet and each
adequate technology? ministry has its own

website. Communication
is often made using e-
mail, but not consistently
across the board. There is
no computerized system
for tracking and allocating
actions for EU
integration.

= Averae Score 5.0 . ... , g
M. Human Resources Issues

s Score: 3.7
en Desirable characterstics

EU1 accession structurea are apropriately staffed, and staffin re irements are bing well managed.



Matrix 3: EU Accession Mana ement
Ref:: Practice Score Performnce --EvaduationS n Act Require T eX nical

Criteriat Imdicators Used and Assistance
Benchmark

M I There are personnel 3 Is there an established No. There is no central

management functions personnel management civil service resource
and policies to ensure function to ensure that pool, although the

optimum deployment of management needs are introduction of the reserve

skills to meet EU anticipated and met? list may help. EU experts

accession requirements. are not circulated through
administration to help
cross-fertilize skills and
experience.

Are there forward No, although the strategy
planning mechanisms to does include broad
ensure skills drafting targets. Some
requirements will be met ministries have forecast
for the next stage of EU their own future staffing
accession? needs, such as agriculture.
Are staffing No. There are no job
complements are based inspection or task analysis
upon a rigorous skills to enable an analytic
assessment of need? approach across

government.
Are staffing levels No. Anecdotal evidence
sufficient for EU suggests that an additional
accession? 4,000 civil servant posts

will be required after
.______ ________________________ accession.



Matrix 3: EU Accession Mana ement
Ref (0o .ractice S..core Pedfoince Ev=luaiiow Summary. Aeton Rineired Te-ialv

Criteria 
AIsctote Used -d

M2 Staff involved in EU 4 Do dedicated staff have Yes, those staff in EU

accession have the necessary expertise? negotiations positions are

appropriate skills and well trained. However, it

expertise. is considered that many of
these staff will go to the
EC following accession,
thus leaving skills gaps in
Hungary.

Is staff turnover in areas Yes. Senior EU
of EU accession integration staff are

acceptable? relatively stable since
they are paid supplements
and hold influential
positions. At lower levels
there were reports of
higher turnover, as skilled
civil servants leave for the
private sector if
promotion is not
available.

Do EU accession Yes. There are language

specialists have supplements, and EU

appropriate incentives? integration staff have
targeted for pay raises of
20% or more (although
implementation figures
are not available). Some
staff receive additional
supplements from the
Euroatlantic fund.



Matrix 3: EU Accession Mana eement

Have training programs Yes. A training strategy
been developed to meet for EU integration was
the particular approved by the
requirements of EU Integration Cabinet in
accession? December 1996. This

provides training for up to
380 negotiators and 690
backup staff. There are
also plans to train 4,000
local government staff in
EU issues, and 500 top
civil servants are being
trained in EU matters on a
residential basis.

oo Has a strategic Partly. The training
assessment of the skills program is based upon the
required for EU negotiation process, not
accession been on the post-accession
undertaken, and plan for period. It is essential that
delivery? planning commences now

to ensure that junior staff
who will rise to middle
management positions are
ready for managing the
public sector in 4-6 years
time.



Matrix 3: EU Avcession Mana . _

Reft (iond Practice Score Pedor gtcaae - -EvalJatioht suntiumny ACUio Required - nicl
f Csitela' - - - . InSicatort3Used -I Asanst,nce

Betsbmark
_ ...-.__________._'__ ' . .' . : ___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

M3 Provision has been 4 Have technical Partly. Technical
made to secure external assistance needs been assistance has not been
technical assistance. identified and planned in the national

appropriate plans strategy. However, there
devcloped for securing is a formal bidding
external expertise? process that is

coordinated by the Pdlme
Minister's Office
(National Coordinator for
International Assistance).
At the ministry level
technical assistance is
planned to a greater

enj degree, but not in a
______________________ .____. consistent manner.
Aver sore_ _ _
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Notes

' A full discussion of the methodology utilized in this assessment is provided in the overview chapter.
2 "Commission Opinion on Hungary's Application for Membership of the European Union."
Doc/97/13. Brussels, 15t July 1997.
3 Including deconcentrated central organs.
4 Hungary's progress in public sector reform is well documented, see for example "The State after
Communism: Administrative Transitions in Central and Eastern Europe" by Barbara Nunberg, Luca
Barbone and Hans-Ulrich Derlien (World Bank, 1996).
5 For a more detailed review of the history of public sector reform modernisation, the reader should
consult the World Bank Country Economic Memoranda.
6 At the time of writing, there are still no concrete decisions. Tentative proposed central executive
organs are: Economy; Justice; Health; National Cultural Heritage; Social Protection; Finance;
Transport, Communications and Water Resources; Foreign Affairs; Environmental Protection;
Interior; Education; Defence; Agriculture; Regional and Rural Development; Prime Minister's Office;
State Security; Phare Assistance.
7 The new government has pronounced that ministers and their political state secretaries will be drawn
from the same political party. Previously this was not the case and the new approach provides better
scope for working together. However, neither ministers nor political state secretaries have to be
members of parliament.
8 Public servants are similarly the responsibility of the Ministry of Economy (and until recently,
the Ministry of Labor, which has been abolished and its activities transferred to the Ministry of
Economy).

9 In EU members states a number of models exist including a central civil service department in the
Prime Minister's Office or equivalent (as in the United Kingdom) or a specific line Ministry (as in
France). However, relocation to the Prime Minister's Office would be consistent with the existing
model of small government.

The mandate to undertake inspections was allocated to the Ministry of Interior in January 1998.
" A State Secretary in the Prime Minister's Office and limited number of experts. The Public
Administration Reform Program was agreed by the Government in its Resolution 1100/1996 (X.2.)
and in Cabinet Resolution 2039/1997.
12 Twinning is a Phare region-wide initiative and forms the backbone of Phare's planned technical
assistance approach in accordance with Agenda 2000.
13 Appointment can be by the President if appropriate and consistent with the institutional model of
public administration.
14 Public sector employment in Hungary is comprised of civil servants, public servants, and other
categories, such as the armed forces and security services. Civil Servants are mainly located in the
State Administration, which comprises central government and local government administration
offices. Public servants, include operational rather than administrative positions, such as health and
education workers and are also located in central and local government.
15 Deconcentrated state administration organizations include water management, tax administration,
public health and epidemics, and several others (such as land and real estate registry, veterinary
hygiene). Subnational government is comprised of regional government with few public institutions
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such as public health, and 3,156 local governments, including 19 counties and 173 cities. Local
government is regulated by the Law on Local Self Government (LXV 1990).
16 As of 1997, education workers in small communities are classified in the "other" category.
17 According to the Labor Force Survey method of data collection (CSO).
8 The government has created a fixed establishment, so that no new posts will be paid for from the
central budget. Thus, negotiations are conducted on the basis of establishment profiles for each
budget entity, which are developed by each institution and must be justified by the minister.
19 Estimates based upon enrolment to the Basic Examination.
20 Compression ratios indicate the difference between the top and bottom salaries. International
practice (as in the United Kingdom) suggests a decompression ratio of 10 is necessary to maintain an
adequate pay differential between grades.
2' There are no hard and fast rules, however, 10-12 would normally considered to provide efficient
allocation of decision making.
22 The reader should refer to other specific critiques of the pensions system, including World Bank
Country Economic Memoranda.
23 The decrease in employer's contributions would need to be borne by the Budget.
24 Most ministries undertake this an ad hoc way, whereas best practice is for a three-person review to
take place, such as in the Ministry of Education.
25 Interviews reveal that some well-educated technical staff from institutes failed to take the exam and
found it insulting that they needed to prove themselves. Others were reported to repeatedly find
excuses for not taking it, and no action had been taken.
26 Currently about 5,000 out of 8,000 senior civil servants must take the Special Examination.
Qualified lawyers are exempt. Lack of resource planning means that there are no estimates on the
number of more junior staff who may wish to take the examination, which they can do, provided they
pay their own costs. HIPA estimates that there will be 15,000 applicants over the next three years.
27 Non-managers can take the exam at their own expense, and then apply for management positions
later.
28 According to the law, only category 4 posts do not require secondary level education.
29 HIPA is not part of the executive branch, but is a nonprofit state organization, financed mainly
from the central budget.
30 Around 100-150 staff will be required to regularly travel to Brussels to liaise with EC divisions.
31 Owing to the reduction of the Ministry of Agriculture's authorized establishment in 1996, 17 of the
experts were deployed to the Agricultural Research Institute. However, the ministry has been
allocated an additional 32 posts, so that the 17 experts have been transferred to the ministry. A further
15 posts are currently being tendered.
32 This is figure is only an estimate and not based upon empirical research.
33 This is low compared to Estonia, for instance, which spends around 3 percent of the wage bill on
civil service training.
34 The core syllabus of the Special Examination is currently being developed by the HIPA, which
specialises in knowledge rather than practical skills. The vocational components are being developed
in conjunction with sectoral specialists drawn from ministries and their training institutions. The
Ministry of Foreign Affairs has assisted in ensuring the courses have an EU integration focus.
3 Up to 50 percent of the cornerstone salary in the case of the Special Examination.
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36 Similar models operate in New Zealand, Australia, Singapore, New Zealand, and Sweden to name
but a few.
37 Strategic Planning Agencies can be high level ministry level entities, such as in Malaysia, or within
the Prime Minister's Office, such as in the United Kingdom.
3 The GOSPLAN system, known in Hungary as the Central Planning Office.
39 The Efficiency Unit and the Strategic Planning Unit could form part of the same division.
40 According to Government Resolution 1969/1994 (V11.29), in practice the EU Integration Cabinet
is often chaired by other ministers, such as Foreign Affairs.
41 This resembles production of White Papers that precede acts in the United Kingdom.
42 The Cabinet Standing Orders require that at least two options should be evaluated and submitted.
43 "Management of EU Affairs in Candidate Member States: Inventory of Current State of Affairs."
Tony Verheijen, in CCET/SIGMA/PUMA Paper (98) 2.
44 EC required all countries to produce an EU Accession Program.
45 The sixth party not supporting EU integration (Hungarian Justice Life Party) are a fringe party.
46 SIGMA (1996) "Internalization of Policy Making: Institutional and Organizational Options to
Integrate Domestic and International Aspects of Policy Making" OECDE/GD (96)45. This document
suggests that the institutional arrangements in Hungary were satisfactory for undertaking the existing
accession tasks, but would need strengthening as tasks become more numerous and more complex.
47 EU Integration co-ordination was previously located in the Ministry of International Economic
Affairs, abolished in 1994.
48Phare Country Profile, page 15, April 1998.
49 This stability is in part due to a wish to see the process through to a conclusion, the provision of
supplements for language qualifications, and discretionary performance payments, which are
reportedly used for EU-oriented staff
50 Training for the last two items was fully or part funded as part of the Phare Country Operational
Programme for 1997.
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